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Abstract 

Interactive information visualization is an emerging and powerful research technique that can be used 

to understand models of language and their abstract representations.  Much of what computational 

linguists fall back upon to improve NLP applications and to model language ``understanding'' is structure 

that has, at best, only an indirect attestation in observable data.  An important part of our research 

progress thus depends on our ability to fully investigate, explain, and explore these structures, both 

empirically and relative to accepted linguistic theory.  The sheer complexity of these abstract structures, 

and the observable patterns on which they are based, usually limits their accessibility — often even to 

the researchers creating or attempting to learn them.  

To aid in this understanding, visual `externalizations' are used for presentation and explanation — 

traditional statistical graphs and custom-designed illustrations fill the pages of ACL papers.  These 

visualizations provide post hoc insight into the representations and algorithms designed by researchers, 

but visualization can also assist in the process of research itself. 

There are special statistical methods, falling under the rubric of ``exploratory data analysis,'' and 

visualization techniques just for this purpose, in fact, but these are not widely used or even known in CL.  

These techniques offer the potential for revealing structure and detail in data, before anyone else has 

noticed them. 

When observing natural language engineers at work, we also notice that, even without a formal 

visualization background, they often create sketches to aid in their understanding and communication of 

complex structures.  These are ad hoc visualizations, but they, too, can be extended by taking advantage 

of current information visualization research. 

This tutorial will enable members of the ESSLLI community to leverage information visualization theory 

into exploratory data analysis, algorithm design, and data presentation techniques for their own 

research. We draw on fundamental studies in cognitive psychology to introduce `visual variables' —

visual dimensions on which data can be encoded.  We also discuss the use of interaction and animation 

to enhance the usability and usefulness of visualizations. 

Topics covered in this tutorial include a review of information visualization techniques that are 

applicable to CL, pointers to existing visualization tools and programming toolkits, and new directions in 

visualizing CL data and results.  We also discuss the challenges of evaluating visualizations, noting 

differences from the evaluation methods traditionally used in CL, and discuss some heuristic approaches 

and techniques used for measuring insight.  Information visualizations in CL research can also be 

measured by the impact they have on algorithm and data structure design. 

Information visualization is also filled with opportunities to make more creative visualizations that 

benefit from the CL community's deeper collective understanding of natural language.  Given that most 

visualizations of language are created by researchers with little or no linguistic expertise, we'll cover 

some open and very ripe possibilities for improving the state of the art in text-based visualizations. 



Tutorial Objectives:  

This tutorial will equip participants with: 

- An understanding of the importance and applicability of information visualization techniques to 

computational linguistics research; 

- Knowledge of the basic principles of information visualization theory; 

- The ability to identify appropriate visualization software and techniques that are available for 

immediate use and for prototyping; 

-  A working knowledge of research to date in the area of linguistic information visualization. 
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Graphics is the visual means of

resolving logical problems.

-Bertin(l9771198I,p.16)



To undcl'litand !i()mcthing is called 'Rdng' it. We lry 10

make our ideas 10 bnng them mlO "focus: to

'ammgc' our lhoughlS. The ubiquity of \'isual metaphors m

descnbing c:ogntti\'c processes hinls al a nexus of rclallon-

ships Ixlwccn what wc Re :md what wc think. Whcn ...·c

Imagine someone hard al menllll work, we might picture a

scholar draWing a diagram, a book of sources open al her

side. Or wc mighl imagine a Slockbrokn, walching com·

puu:r displa)'S of finanCial data, roshing to act on cvcnts.

Wh:l\e\,er Ihe aClivlI)', mental work and perceplu:1.l interac_

tions of lhe world arc likc1}' 10 be: inter'\lo'o\,cn,
This inter...'c:t\1ng of interior mental action and eXlernal

perception (and manipulation) Is no accident. II IS Ihl'

cssc:nce of how we llchlt\'e expanded intelligence. As Nor,

man says,

Tht I"""fT ofIht mind Uhlghly l1I'tTfTl/td, \Vit'-I tx·
Imllll aids. m<mo')l, /.IIQugu, and lI'awnlng all' all 'OIlj.l,alJ>,J
Iltoll h"man Is h'ghly jJo:lb/r llIld adapl,,-t. l"p<".b 01
Invtnllng p.Ilttd.. ,t$ and ab}«1$ llull "·....ROIIIl Its 0>0 n IImiu.

TIlt .tall"""tr$ 'mnt jrum dtvWng txlr,,,,,l altU ,lull rnlulnu

...iri'"f abdillts, II"", 1uI,-, .... lnmascd t,-gu. and
'fawning' Ily lilt In,-rnllon "j txltrnal aids; lr j$ lh,ngs lhul
I'I'IUllc "$ smart. (Nomun. 199), p. -I)

An importanl cbss of lhe: cxttmal aids thai make us sman

arc grophical in.'Cntions of all sons. These RI'\'C IWO rebtl'd

bul qUUt dlSlmd purposes. One: purpose IS for COmmUnlcal-
mg an idea. for which it is sometimes s:J,id, pictun:: IS wonh

Il'n lhousand words:' Communicating an idl':1 n:quires, of

COUI"SC, hanng lhe: Ida to The second

pUrposl' is to usc graphical means 10 or disco\'l'r the

ide:t IlSl:lf: usmg the specl:Il propl'nies of \1sual pe=plton to

rcsolvc logical probll'ms. as Benin (197711981) would sa)'.

USing .'!S1an 10 /hink, This S«Ond 5Cnsc of gr:lphlCS is thl' sub-
jttt of thIS book.

Graphic !lids for thinking ha\'C an ancient and venerable

hlslory. What is n,",,", IS that c\'olulton of computers is

making possiblc 11 medium for graphics with dramatically

ImpfO\1'd rtndcnng. Ral·time intet1lcti\'uy. a.nd dramatical·

Iy cost. This allows 8rJphlc depictions that

automallcally aSSl'mblt thousands of data obJcclS imo pic-

tures, TC\'l'ahng hidden paUems. It a1l0\O>'S diagrams that

movc. react. or e\'en imltale. Th,",R, In lurn, cr,",ale new

mcthods for amphf}1ng cognlllon, nl'W ml"allS fOT coming 10

knowledge and inSlghl about the world. A rew rears ago,

the power of this nl'W medium waS appltl'd to SCtl'l1ce, re-

sulling in scientific ''lSUatl::l\ion. Now it is possible to apply

thl' ml'dlum more gcnl'rall)' to business, to scholarship. and

to Wuc:uion. This bJ'O,1dcr applll;:lIion gOd under Ihl' name

of informafi"n \·i$uali.:::oti"n. Thc purposoe of Ihis book is 10

ImrOOUCl' mformation \1sualtZ:ilion. 10 colieci soml' of the

imponam papers in thc field, and to gi\'" samples of soml'

of lhl' bttil v,·ork.

EXTERNAL COGNITION

To understand the mtuition behind mformation \'isualiZ:i'

tion, II is uRfulto gam an apprtdallon For the Imponant

role of the cxtl'rnal world in thought and reasoning. This
nOlion IS soml'limcs called cxtcrnal cognllion (Scaife and

Rogers. 1996) 10 express thc "'':I}'in which imunal and l'X-

tcrnal repreRntations and proc:cssmg WC3VC together m

though!. As Nonnan suggests, the U5C of the l'Xlem:11 world.

and especially Ihe UR of cognlll\'e antbcts or physIcal In·

\'cmions to .:nhanel' cognition, is all around us.

MultIplication Aids

Take muhiplicalton, one of the mOSt ml"ntal of acti\1ltl'S,

lia"c II person multiplr a p;air of two.digit numbers, such as

)'f x 72, m hIS or her head and tim.: how long It takes. Nov.'

rtpeat thc cxpcrimcm with :Inother pair o( numbcrs, in

longhand uSlllg penCil and paper.

H

x72

68

23
1
80

2-\148

'According 10 Paul "bnin \.uln. profC$$Or of rommun";:l1Ions al Ihr Unh-rr$lly of Ca.lIlomLl al Fu\knon, this quotallon was SImply mMk
up by ad ..'liln Fn-derkk R, a.mard arnlmdudcd as an Im"mcd prm"rb- in. $untcar a.d\"fni5cmcnl for RoJ'allbkmg I'o»'dtr.
The ad .....rillr "':Inted 10 make tN: poln! tha! picll,'fe5 can allIXI (aster than olher mcdLl Sec hup:llww...' Flillman,rdwlnlad.hlml
and Printers'IM. March 10, 1927.
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2 Information Visualizalion

holding p;lrllal results outsidc lhc mind, txttnds a pc'T5CIn's

workmg memory, Appl)'ing Ihls pnncipk peo-

ple can ltarn appan-ntl)' astonishing fellts of melllal arith-

mClic by learning speCIal algOrithms like the TT:lCIc.nbcrg

S)'Stc.m lhat minimi:c imerlllll working lIlCmory (CUller and

McShane, 1960). Thc cost IS In the cxtm c.lfolt to Icarn thc

algOrithms

Mampula.blc, l'XlCrn:t1 vtSu:t1 rcprtStmalions like long-

h3ml arilhmetic 1'o1th paJXr lind penCIl work a dlffc.n:m way

from the algonlhmlc Incks. By wriling inlermedialc results

III neally aligned columns (plus little numbers for ClImcs).

the doer of multiphClltion creates a visual addn:ssmg struc-

ture thal minimizes \'1swl scan:h 3nd speeds 3CCtM An in-

ternal memory task is convened 10 an CXlcffi,11 visual scurch

and manual wntlng t:l5k

EXlcrn:!1 \;sual reprcscnl3tior1.5 for rnU!\lplicaliOll can

work In Other wars;1.5 wtll The slidc rulc IS an an:llogut in-

terJ.C1ivc visual dn'icc lhat rcprcsc.nts qUallllliCS 35 scalcs

wilh lenglh proponlonal lO thtlr loganthms. Slidlllg lht

5Clllcs addslhese Ienglhs and henet: muhiplitStlu: quantities

(FiguR" 1.1), 111Sltad of aiding roglllllOn by I,"Xltndlng work-

ing memory. tlu: shdc role actually docs tht \'lSUal computa-

tion (txccpt for plllc:mg lhc dcclmal poilU). There no

parti:ll ruuhs al all. Slide rules DR" de\'lcts for imernctlvc

m:tnipul:uion or good 'liSl.l31 repn::scnL:ltlons.

Nomographs al'( \1sual dCVletS that allow sptdah:td

computlltions. The nomogrnph in Figure I ) allows \1sual

C':Ilcul:llions lind lrode.effs for tht dcsign of II I'o':lttr eondUll

W:lltr nuds 10 be eon\1:)'cd from a stor.tge pond 10 a pow-

erhouS<!' by a ditch or a pipe. At the pol'o'erhouS<!'. II wlll be

convcned to mtth3nical rotational Cl\ergy and then to elcc-
lric energy. lhe ditch will absorb some of Ihe cnergy from

the W:ller Suppose we 1'o'311tlO know wh31 slope 10 gl\'e a

Papar & Pencil
O+----

Mental

;;: 40j--

3 30 j--

.2 20j--

lOj--

•

_60,--------
X5Oj--

FIGURE 1.1

\.1 shows thc I'(suh of lrying this experlmenl on a

hapless eolleaguc' pencil and paper n:duccd thc time b)' a

factor of fivc (Too kttp thc SlOI)' stmplc. we made sun: thal

none of the digits 0 or I and that tht eolkagut dId nlll

know the TraClenbc:rg or othcr special system for mental

mulupHclI\lOn). As tIllS informal demonstralion shows, \'i-

sual and nlanipulaul'c uS<!' of Ihe extcrn31 world alliplifies

cognltil'C performance, e\'cn for Ihis supposedly mellllli

task. And if we had chosen 10 multlpl)' ]- or 4-digil num-

bcrs-or 25·digll numbers-then lhc ltlSk would havc

quickl)' become 10 do nlent:lll)' :ll all (al Itast

",mhoUl spcci31 methods).

Why dotS uslllg pc'nclland paptr mllkt such a differ.

cncd QUllC sllllpl)'. mental muhipliClltlon Is nOt lIsdf dim-
cull. Whal is dlfficuh is heldlllg Ihc pOIllial rt5uh.s In mcmo-

I)' unlll the)' can be uscd The \'l.5ual repte$(lItlllion. b)'

FIGUAE 1.2

Sectlon 0I.!Jide rule.
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The Apple Graphing Calculator.

FIGURE 1.3

Nomograph for deterrmning friction loss in a (Leckie at at ..

1975, p. 66).

trapezoidal rock ditch III order to o\'ercome frictional losses

and deliver 7 cubic ft/see to the powerhouse. The base of

the ditch is D '" 1 ft. Its sides are inclined at 1:1,5, Wmer is

to be carried at a depth of d .. I fl We use the nomograph as
follows:

On the nght side of the nomograph, we locale the

point (orresponding to a ratio of diD .. 1/2 .. 0.5 and

the lme Z .. 1.5 for the slope of the sides of the ditch.

2 Wilh a ruler, we determme a line between thai pomt

and D .. 2 ft on the neXI scale. ThiS determines a pomt
on the Center Rderence line of the diagram.

3, We now usc that point and the required now I'mc of 7

ds on the Flow cfs scale to determme a new line.

4. We read our answer on the Friction Loss scale of

about 4 ft drop/lOoo ft of dnch length, which equals

0.4% slope.

We could easily do ·what tf" by adjusting

slightly the position of the ruler. What happens If we make

the ditch if we use pIpe? if our requirementS

for fiow are changed? ThtS reasoning, trivial with the nomo-

graph, would be dlfficult!O do in the head (unless you were

a specmlist) or even with a calculator.

Shde rules were superseded as computalional deVices by

pocket calculalOrs, The lesson is Ihal ahhough VIsually

based de\1ces aid memal abIlities, Ihey are nOI the only

means of augmentation, Direct computational deVices

do as well or bemr, But Ihen the direct computational de-

\1Ces may theT115Clves become a componem of even more

powerfull'isual1y based s>'stem All example is the Graphtng

Calculator (A\,ltzur, RobinS. Newman. 1994). III Figure

I 4, the user has typed in a sunple trigonometric fonnula to
evaluale t _ cos 3rU . lnstamly, a VIsualization is displayed

involVing perhaps millions of computaltons of the soTlthat

would be done by a slide rule or a Simple pocket calculator.

The user could not qUickly absorb this calculations

Figure I 4, on the other hand, produces inSight that occa-

Sionally surprises even people wah some mathematical so-

phistication The viSttalizatton is deSigned wah skill. The

muted background proVides orientation LIghting is used !O

gwe the dlfferem a.xes idenllty The graph itself uses a check-

ered pallem and lighting effects that enhance contours The

user can set the figure 1010 spmmng anlmallon, hlghlighllng

the 3D effect and revealing the figure from dlfferem angles.

If the number 3 in the fonnula is replaced by n, a slider con-

trol appears. The shder can vary II, showmg as effect on the

graph The shder can even be put Into automatic

Navigation Charts

Let us consider another example of a vIsual atd to cognillon,

11311ga1lng at sea Vntual1y all (omputatlons of a ship's posi-

tion are done using a nauti(al chart (see Hut(hms, 1996) of

the son shown m Figure 1,5 The chan is a navigator's mam

representallon of postlion. even though the chart shows a

vIew that no navigator ever sees. In bcl, because the earth IS

round and 11 IS con\'eniem 10 use flat charts, compromtsed

projections of the round earth on the flat chart must be used

such that graphical operations perfomled on the charts Will
work,

A navigalton chart is Teall>' a sort of visual analogue (om-

putmg device for navigation With the chart, the navigalor

(an compUle a shIp's compass heading to itS dCSllnallon if

the dest\1latlon is not too far Ifthe trip is long. however, a
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ScanergtllPh of O-ring damage incIex asa hncbon aI t_I't*alln

(Tufte, 1997. p, 45).

the temperature would make the O-nngs that sealed the

scctlons of the booster rocktts unsaft, Figure I 6 repnms

one of the dIagrams used for thiS deCISion b)' the booster

rocket manufacturer to anal)'Ze: earlier launch damage to the

booster seals On the chan. boosters are shown m hlSloncal
order of launch The: chola of presentation obscures the: tm-

ponant \'lmables of tmere:sl temperature IS $ho\o.-1\ textually

rather than graphically; degree of damage IS 1'101 mapped

omo a IUtural gnlph'ClloI scale (and there IS no legend), DIa-

grams of the rockets dUller !he: chan, making other patterns

dlfflCult to see Consequtmlr. the dtagram re\"tals no 00\1-

ous pallems, 11 seems to show that the Inctdents of damage

are relauvely few
Tufte's chan of the same data (Figure 1 7) tells a different

story. It uses a SImple scaucrgraph depicllng the relal10nshlp

between lhe tWO major vanables of mtereSt Dlfferem lypes

of damage are combmed mto a smgle Index of seventy The

proposed launch temperalure Is also put on lhe chart 10

show II m relation to the data The diagmm revcals a clear

pallem of damage for launches below 65° In fact, lhe new

diagram shows that there was always damage below 65° and

that the most serious damage occurred at the lowest tenl-

perature It shows that the proposed launch IS \'rry much

One of the diagrams of O-ring clamage used to make the decisiof1 to
IalIIlCh Ch8HeoIgel Hagen, and t997, Vol. v. p. 896},

--

constant headmg a spiral around the pole AMerca-

tor proJecuon transforms thIS spiral back mto a Slralgl'll hne
But radiO b(acons and the shonest hne to dlSlant pomts fol-

Iowa great circle route. which is not a straight hne on either

projectIon A straIghtedge ruler can. howcver, b( used to plOt

a great cIrcle roUlC as a straIght hne on a Ulmben proJectlon

Each lype of map sacrifices accurate representation of some

physlcn\ property of lhe eanh, because its truc purpose is to

suppon specIfic calculations. or course, Irregular fealures on
the earth's surface can modIfy a smnghl roule' coasthne

shapes. ocean depths, political ownership of terrnory, navI-

gational beacons The map IS not JUS! a calculator but also a

storage device, stonng for access enormous amounts of in-

formallon about the earth's irregular features naturally lo-

cated near where they are nttded for calculauon

Diagrams

Diagrams are anOlher tmponant dass of VIsual atds. al-

though they are usually 1'101 mteraetl\"t Diagrams can lead

to great inSight. but also to the lack of \I Tufte (1997) cues

as an eu.mplc the accident of the space shullie Challtngtr.

Thtre a queSllon whether the shuttle should be
launched on a cold dar The de:ctslon depended on .....hether

FIGURE 1.5



tolder lhan this pre\iOllS 10wCSltempenllure. Had lhe engi-

neers seen lhlS dl:lgram Instead of Figure 1.6. II is dimwit 10

belie"e they would ha\'e Il:tommended Iaunth The dia·

gram ilIustrotCS hall.' lhe tight represent,lIion of a problem.

oflen lhe tight \isual represenUltion, run make a problem.

all!: decision ob'·lous. It also l1luStrotCS Tuhe's point thai

"There are tight \\-";l)'s and wrong \\-':I)'s to show data; there

an: displays that Tl:vealthe truth and displa)'5 th:it do

(Tufle, 1997, p. 4:'i).

A n:lated bUI dHfen:nllcsson romes from the ne"'ltwo dl'

agrams. The first of lhese, Figun: 1.8, sho\\-'5 the s1eqvwnke
cydes of a newborn infanl (Winfree, 1987). In dia·

grams, a good reprc:se:ntation rneals surprisingly simple

patlerns embedded in m:lssh'e data and greal l."omple"hy.

ElIch line in Figun: 1.8 representS time sleeping, and each

dot Is II feeding. In the weeks afler birth. lhe sleep cycle

shows considerablt irregularity. bUI Wt can detect the natu-

ral 25·hour paUtrns txhibited by humans when tht)' arc
isolated from Ihe light/dark C)rde of the da)', Around the

17th week, Ihe infant's sleep/wake C)'cle synehroni:es \\-ith

the 24-hour solar da)'. The diagram presentS e\'el')' one of

somt Ihru million obscrvnlions. ret allows the 1:uge-scale

p:llIem to be deltcled.

The second diagram, Figure 1.9, shows another time C)"

de aggreg;tted from m:lSSI\"l' dala and C:llculalions. Tides OIl

any gl\'tn polm on earth generall)' ha"e a C)'clt of Hound
12 h 26 m, AmOn: oomplu pieturt emerges if we ask what

art all of Ihe poinlS on the tanh thai are In Iht same ude

phase at a gl\'en lime. High tide cannot be C\'ef)'where:ll

>
•
>

•,
•
•..
"

1 ""•" "i "..
"
"
"..
"
"
""•..

Information Visualization 5

onet. since thCR is only a filled amoum of water in the

O<:(:In. While some places on tanh arc in high tide. olhers

must be 10 [ow Iide or m between Iht t.....o. The figure plolS
Ihe tidal phase or eaeh poim of eanh rcbtive to Greenwich,

England, b). nuppmg lidal ph:lS(' onlO the color wheel (usrd
because Ihe color wheel is ciTCularlr continuous wilhoul a

:tro pomt). The figure re\'Cals Ihe surprising UlStence of

singulariues called onpilldromic /'InnIS, points al whkh Ihell:

arc no tides al :Ill. CotidllJ linu (comour lines l."onsiSllng of
poims at the same udc phase) cirrulatc :lround Ihese an-

phidrornic pointS, some dock....1SC. some countcrdock....ise.

The diagram rrutk6n possible to compn:hcnd thiS phenom.

enon, which is unimunlvc and made more compliC:lted b)'

thc ITTegular shape of the carthii landmasses_

As our btid examination illustrates, \isual amfaClS aid
Ihought: in facl. Ihl')' are eompletdy enllloined wnh cogoi-

U\'e acuon, TIll." progrt$S of ci\ilizalion am be Rad in the in.

vention of visual anLfaclS. rrom wTlllng to rn:lthematics, 10

maps. 10 prinung. 10 di:lgrams. to \isu:l1 computing. As

Nonn:m 5:1)'5, "The real powers tome from de\ising e"tem:t1

aids lhm cnhance cogmm"l' oblhues: lnform.:uion \'\SU:llLZa.

tion IS aboul JUSI Irnn--tllplohmg tht drTIJ.mk, mteractive.

Inexpensivc mcdlUm of grnphirul compUlcrs 10 de\-isc new

c"lemal aids enhancmg cognlll"e abilities. It seems ob\10US

Ih:lt it run be done. 11 IS clear Ihal Ihe visual artifacts we

ha\'e so far ha\'C profound effects on peoples' abll.

uies to assllnHate information. to compUle with u. to under-

Sland II, to ernul' new knowledge. Visual artifacts and com-

pUlers do for the mind whal ears do for the fett or steam

Ill' 0 o.tOlll' o.,U_l' 0"0111. 0"0_:'
T_oIo1o,

FIGURE t.8

SleepIwa);Il cycIeI oIll flIlWbom lnf8fl1.. To make the cycles euittt to _, Nd\ Iintt IIaIU a new day. but

lhree days llI'Ill*Itted on each line. The lntanllTan$itlons from !he nat..... human 25-hOu" cydtt at birth 10

the 24-1>our IOlar day (Winlnltt. 1981. p. 311.
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FIGURE1.D

charlo T10e phases relative 10 Gre.-IwIch ." l*lned lot all me wold's oe&iIfII,. Pl\a5e prggnlSSIIS !rom IlId 10 otange to yellow 10 green
10 blue 10 purple. The Iioes on _lPhldramk: pclnts. The dolled whitelinfl snows the route ofMagellan's ship (Wlnfrflfl, 1987. p. 17).

shovels do for lhe hands. BUI 11 remains to puzzle OUI
through C)'CIt'S or syslem building lm31)·5\.!; hu..... to bUild
Ihe ntxt gcner.:nion of such artifacts.

INFORMATION VISUALIZATION

Stveral aelwilies arc concerned "'';Ih the erCll\lon of \iSual
amf:l.cls. and .....e need to disentangle their rclallonships III
orner to SCt mform:nion "lsualizallon m conlt:X1 Lei us Sl:,"
.....Hh tht nOllon or \isua1i:ation 1tse:1F. .....hlch .....e: de:fine: n
Follo.....s·

YISUAlIZATION:

"t"lle we: of compute:r·S\lpportc:d.
n-prr;sc:nl211on$ofwla to amplify cogrmion.

Cogmllon is the acqUisition or usc of knowledge. This def,
inition has the: \1rtue: of Focusmg as much on lhe: purpose of
visuallzalion :IS the: means. Hamming (1973) said. "The: pur-
pose or eompUiallon is mSlghl. nm numbers: LJkc:.....lse for
\;suali:ation. 'The purpose: of visuahzallon IS mSight. nlN
PictUres.· Thc main goals of thiS Insight are discovcry. dul·
sion mtIking. lind apl(lllll/lOl'l Information \'lsualizal1on is
useful 10 Ihe t'Xtem lhal il Incfcasts our ablllly 10 perform
thc:sc: and olher ae!l\1nc:5
\rlSU:lhzalion datts as all orpm:cd sublleld Frolllthe NSF

report, in Satnrif'1C Qlmpuling (McCormick and
DeFami, 1987) There it IS eonceive:d as n 1(0)10 perml!
h:llIdling large: sets of scle:nlific dall1 and 10 enhance scien-
lists' :,bllny to $l:C phe:nome:na in lhe: data. Ahhough n is not
n necessity o( Ihe original conception. scienlific visuall:.a-

lions tend 10 be based on physical dat3-the human bod)',
Ihe eanh. molecules. or olher The: eompule:r IS used to ren-
def \islble: some propc:nics. While: viswlizalions mar denve
from abstl1lcuons on IhlS ph)'SICllJ space, the information is
ne,-c:nhc1ess inherenlly gcomc1flCllI FOfelttlmple. III F'gure
1.10. P "ls\l:lJlzatlon of ozone eoncenlr.UlOn in the almQS·
phere, lhe: \'1.5WIU:llion Is based on a ph)'Slcal 3D
tation of the earth. In l:lgure 1.11,:1. Visualization of nuid
now around;l hemispherical surface, lhe colors of lhe tui;N::$
show clunges III lhe. eigenvector of the Slress lensor o( flow
Both of thc:sc: \;Suah:lulons shlJW abstmcllOns. but I he ab-

sU'actions are based on physical space. Nonph)'slCllI infOf-

FIOURE1.10

OZOllflIll)1ll" lNIl\h. L TrllInlsh. IBM. Ufled wIlh
permission.
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FIGURE: 1.11

Stress lensot in allow pUl a eylindeI (tavln. Levy, and

Ile"et'nl<, 1991. f'ogure 51.

mallon-5uch as !lnanCI;l1 dala. businffi informalion, eol-
kctLolls of documtnts. and connptions--m:ty 31so
benefil from being ellSt In visual form, bUI Ihis is inrorma·
lion that docs not have an)· ob\-lous spall:!l nupping.ln
dilion 10 the problem of how 10 n:nder \isible propenies of

objects of interCSl. thell: Is the mon: prob-
lem of nonspall31 abSlrnctions Into dfectL\'e \1SUlll
fom1. There is a greal of such abslrnCI information In
the cOlllempern!')' world. and hs ITI:lSS and c:omplcxlt)' n
probknl. mOllvlilmg attemptS to tXlend '1su311:::ulon into
the realm of Ihe abslr:1ct (urd. RobertSOn. and Mackinlay.
1991). As we saw before. \'isual aIds to c:ognilion benefit
from good \isual represenlations of:l prob1c:m lind from in-
tcrnctLve manipulallon of those repn::sc:ntations We define
informilliO'l lIS follOW$:

INFORMATION VISUALIZATION:

The UK of \'\W..11

n:pn:Jc:nlaliOlU of a1»tr.act dou to amphfy cogtIlllon

In Table I I. we ha,'\: nxotdcd a number of ...."QTkmgdefin·
uions 10 clanf)' the Il'lauOMhips among connpLS to
mformallon \1SualL;::uioo. Exr(maI cogniriorl iscono::mc:d \\11h
Ihe interaction of cognhh'e repruellllllions and pTOCl:SSCS
across thc exlemaVinternal bounda!')' In order 10 suppen
Ihinking. InJormariO'l dr.sign is Ihe explicil attempl 10 design
CXIemalll'presc:mlltions 10 :Implify cognilloo. DIlwgrn,olllcs is
the design of \'isual but :Ibsll'llCt represc:nt:llions of dala fOT
Ihis VLiWllkuliulI I"" c:omputcr for Wila gr.>ph_

TABlE1.1

Definilloos.

ICS. 5cJcmific \'ullalizarion IS \isu:llizo1lion 10 SClClItiflc
da!:l, and lnfornliltlott \iSllllJiZIlUOfl is I'istt:tlintion applied (0
ab$traa data. The rclUOl\S why these: IWO dl\"t"rgc an:

enHfic d:!.ta are orten ph>'SIe:tll)' based. whtre<as busmess In-
fom1ll.llon and other absnllCt d:tta often not. It should be
noted Ihal while we arc emph:asl:ing \1Su:thz:tlion, the gen-
eral e:t.St. IS for pcrupllIllliZlloon. It IS just as possible to de-
sign systems for information sanljiclI'/ion or IllCnhZlllioll of
dllla as for ntultiple pereeptu:thz:Il101lS. Imked. lhere ad-
I'anlagcs in domg so. BUI viSion. Ihe sense Wllh by br the

Iaq;cst bandwidth. is the obvious plan to Sllln. and il would
lake US 100 far afield to co\'er all the sc:nses here

Origins of Infonnation Visualization

These distinctions c:trry wilh lhem some of the historical
e\'oIUllon of Ihis area lnfoonalion \1suahzation den\'cs
from SC:''\:r:ll eommuntlle5. III wta graphiCS dates from
about Ihc lime of Pla)'falr (1786). who sc:ems 10 ha"e been
among lhe cn.rliest 10 usc: abSlr:1CI \isual proputies such as
Ime and llrc;! 10 represent datil VISually (Turte. 1983) Stan-
ing wilh Pl:t)·bir. Iht classie:tl methods of plotung data were
de\'elolXd. In 1967, Brnm. a French e:trtographer. pub.
lished his Ihcory or graphiCS m The Stmiologl' of GraphiCS
(Be"m. 196711983: f!cnin. 197711981). This Iheory Iden\l·
fied Ihe b:isic demenl.S of diagrams lind deSl:nbed a frame·
work for thm deSign. TlIflt (1983) published a Iheory of
dala graphics thai maximizmg the dCnSll)' of
userul informallon. Balh Ilcnlll's and Tufle's lheones became
well knovm and InDuenll:tl III Ihe \':trious communules that
led to Ihe de\'dopmenl of mfonn:tlJon \-isuaHzalJon :t.5 a dIS-

clphne.
Ahhoug.h the daHl graphics community was al"'1I)'s can·

nmed ",Ih st.:tllstk:tl gr:tphics. Tuke)' (1977) a mo\'e'
ment from ",thm Slatl5llCS ",th hIS work on ExpforalOrl

Data AmliysiJ. The emphasis III lhis work ""lIS not on Ihe
qualll)' or Ihe graphiCS but on lhe use of plClurCS 10 gll'e
rapid Statisllcal InSIght IllIO tlllca. For exampfc. "bol( and
whISker- plOls :ll1owed :In anal)"St 10 sce III an IIIstant Ihe
most impon:lll\ four numbers lhat characteri:e a dislfibu-
lion Rockmg displays allowed an an:tI)'St to see 3D SOliter-
plOl.S "'ithout spedal glasses Cleveland and Mc:GI1I (1988)
"'rotc an influential book. D]rIIlmic Grap/llesforStlllislil:s. el(-
plicating ne'" \1su:th:::l\ions of data 11\ this area. A problem of

1);I"leular intereSt W;lS how 10 \-lsuahze dalll SC:IS ",lh man)'
''''nablu. Inselberg's l):Irallel coordnlalt:S melhod (lllscibell;

--Oota \Il\lPl"lics
VlllUJkzatOl--Wormtttion -.eIIzBtion

l:le!Jlgn oIl11W1(1ffl11/ lep : 5anUi!J;)rl$ lQ lIrlll)WyOO\II'ltioo l,

use 01 otJstillet. nO'.epaso'labO'l8l YISIIIlIIOl) e: entations 01 data 10 lIrlll)Wy oognrtlon.

use oIlX1tfll11/llT-bIJSetJ. inrt\'1l(;liYtlW;wl 01 dMa 10 lXl{1lit1Oll.

Use 01 inlllllJCtMil VISUIIl ,ep 'ntlIlklr!s 01 SCIlIt'Itk 01110'1, typlcatf \0 00Qt Iitloo I.
lIIte of inllnet/lolll YIIUIIl oIl1bstraer, norp'>ysIC8Iy baseddata 10 lIfT'(lity lXlgMlOn.
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and Dmudale. 1990) and tcchmqut of C)·thng

lhrough at diITclTnt l":IItCS (Mlhaltsln. TImhn. and

SCh.....tgltr. 1991-) .....tre Imponllnt contnbul)ons htrt

Ekk's group ..... on SlallSliC;lI graphlt'S lcchmqun fot

bT»C-5C21e Sd50fwla as.soci:Iltd 1I.1th Important problems In
ttltcommuniClillons networks and In brgc compUltr pro-
grams CI al. 1995-; b:k. Stdren. and Sumntt.

1992 -). The tmplwu of the "''U on the am.I)"
sis of muludlmtnsaonal, mulunnablt wla and on 110\"1:1

5Ofl5 of data

In 1985, NSF launched an lmponam nell.' imll:lll\'< on

sc1ol'nufK: (McCormick and DcFanll. 1987).

Tht fil"$l IEEE Visua..hUllorl Confcrtnct IO-U tn 1990 ThIS

communllY "'""2$ ltd b)' C.lnh tnOI.ltCC SClCntl5U. ph)'SiC15lS.
and compllttt SCKTIUSlS In superrornputtng. &tltlll!Cli lO1:rt

5C'ndmg back bl'g\' quanllllCli of data. 50 "'""2$

uscrulllS a method 10 :acnler.att ItS am.Iy5as;and 10

lhe Idcnuflallon of mttrtsung phcnomtlU It "'oilS also
promising as of an dlon 10 ttpbct CXpeOSI\"C upen-

mcnlS b)' computatiOrUl stmubllon (e go, for IOmel lunntls)
Mun.....hile.thcre "''U tntttal: b)' 1M compultt graphics

;and anlflrill rommumtlCli In automatIC

tallOn. the lIUtOmatlC dcslgn of \'tSlW prtSfnliltOfl5 of wta

The dron "''as ClIW)':cd by thc:5as APT

b)·. 198&1). ","hlch rormah:td Btmns lkstgn Ihtory, added
psychoph)'$IQ1 Wta. and U5C'd l\ to ge'ncJllle prtSfmatlons..

Roc.h and MalllJ (1990) "'nit 1I system 10 do more complo:

\'1SWh=atlOf\5. such lIS 5Ot11e of those from Tuflt Casntt

(1991) added a rtP'"Cnl.mon of tasks Tht concern for llus

rommunlly"''aS 1'10I 50 much m the qu.al.lI)'of lhe gr.tphlCS as
m aUlOffi.l\lng lhe m;\lch btlwan data 1)'JlCS, c;:ommuma·

lion mlmt, and gr.tphlc:lll reprcxnUlIOOS oflhe w.ta
Finally, the U5C'r lnttrfxt c;:ommunn)' SOlIO' ad\""aIKl:S In

gr.tphlO h:uu....·;ut' openmg the poSSIbtlu)' of a 11C\Oo' gcnc:ra-

tIon of ustr mterfacu These Inttrfacu focustd on USCI' m-

ter.ac:1ion IO'llh large' amOUnts of Information. such as mulll-
\":Iri:ttt d:ttaba.sc:s or document eollccllons The first usc of
Iht lenn "mformallon \1$uah:.:tlton" 10 our kno.....ledge' .....as

m ROOcrtson, urd, and Mxkml:ty (1989). Felll('r and Besh·
ers (l99Ob) prtSfnled a method. worlels "'1thm worlds, rOt
s.hoII.ing six·dmlCll5ionai finJnc:i;l.! d:U:t m immrrsil't' \;n1,l:11

It'al11y Shntidennan (1992b) dt\'dopcd a Icchmqut (';IlIed
dynllml( quOiN for inleracll\,d)' 5C'lccllng SUbstlS of dala

Hems and lrttmaps. a space-filing It'prt5Cnt:illon for lIt'tl

un!. RobcnSOfl, and MllCklnla)' presc:nll:d wa)"S of using an-
uruttion and diStoRlon 10 mter:tCl With largt data !\llS In 11

S)'Stem ailed Ihe IlIjornlll/jon \'isulIH=t, (urd. Robenson.
and Maekmla)'. 1991. RobertSOn, Mac;:kinl,,)·. and Card.

1991. Mac:kinla)'. Robl'nson, and un:!. 1991), The C'Onttrn
"'":IS apln not so muc;:h tht qU;tht)' of the gr.tphlCS as the
mtaJU fOt cogm\l\'e ampUflCitLon Inlerac:\l\1IY and amma-

lion "'1:1t' molt' Imporutnt features of tht:sc S)"5ICrM
Thnc imlLal rOl":ll)'S ....·trt rollo.....td b)' refmements and

nC"'4' \1SUallZllllons. the different c:ommumllCS mutuall)' In-
f1uencmg tac;:h other

•
•

FIGURE 1.12

P61Ddie wiIl'Id1'. ,... " __ IIIIis.'1l WS 1_..

.-.ct Sh ..... 11... 1ll92. Flgln 2)..

Active Diagrams

Ln us ronstdcr some CXOimplcs oflnformauon \1Sualt:allon
10 make clar whal 101: man Our first UlImplt amphflCS

the elIn:t of a good \'\SW.I reprt'Kmallon by motlang II inter.
aetl\1: The periodIC table, Crtlltd by 15:an 1m"
potUnt d1agr.tm In the dc\1:lopmerll of chermsll)' In the pe-

nodlC ublt, demtnts are arranged by the number of

protons In the atomIC nuclt:us. The "'":I)' the tabic 15 brokc:n

mto n;JIO"S and Its nonrtClangubr appearance result from the

ortkr In ""hlCh electTOrl5 popublt electron subshclls M:tn)'
ph)'SKlI1 and chemlCll! prope:nks. such as boding poInl ;and

chemICal \'a1tnct. fonn \'ISWI paUtl'1\5 when arranged b)'

the pcnodlC table In fact. In Mtnddqn's bfC!lmc, Ihlft d·
tmrnts whose pl'OpenlCS lI.1:re prtdlCttd from the pcnodiC

lable "'1:1t' gallium. scandium. and ge'nrtan..lum
(MOOI't.I962)

Figure I 12 shows an mfotm;tl\On \'U'Wlh.:.alion ba5C'd on
the penooK ubI.: (Ahlberg. and Shncidcrman.

1992).. Tht U5C'r can 5t1 sliders Ih:tl control which oflht tlt-
menu m the lablt 10,11 bt highlighltd For Cl(Impit. the U5C't

(';In indialt Inlttal: m Ionic JlIdli bttwec:n 93;1n<! 206 and

mstantl)' those \'31ucs will be highlighled on lhe lable The
slidcT'$ can bt uSol'd to find spcelOe \':a1ucs or 10 SoI't the

trends ....1th the ch.angt' or 50ITIC \·:tnable SInCt tht pengdlC;:

1mble IS allTad)' an excellent visual or chemlal

propertlCS. addmg d)llamlClllI)' cre:&l«I on Itit lable
IS

urge-Scale D.t. Monitoring

The second example uses infoml;ltion 1"is1,l:1liuIlIon to moni-
tor and make scnS!! of large amoums of drllmmlc.
d:lla Figure I IJ(secWrlght, 1995-) is a dcpie:tion ofvtsu·
all.:::tlion u5C'd In a decision-support apphCltllOn ThIS IS an
imen:st-rale, nsk-hedgmg apphauion for a broktr-dultrs

m\'emory or fb:ed-Income InsuumenlS l1ic \'1SU;lliutlon is

c:onnccttd 10 a rcal·ulTIC database and anal>1\cl1J tnginl' II re-

100 SCft'fflS of n.w."5 and columns of numbers in a Il":II-
dllional dalaba5C' repomngs)'S1em The "'1sU;tll:alion a
thousand bondl ananb'Cd by subportrolio along lhe: left and

lime to malUm)' along lhe: fronl.. &nds are shov." as \1:rtk:al
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FIGUI'lE 1.13

PosItIons on UIe TorontO Sloe!< Exchange. LJsed by penTIission or Visible Inc.

bars.-lhe higher the bJr, lhe brger Ihe amount of Ihal bond

m Ihe portfolio. A tOlalllne along the from sums 3Cross all

subportfolios. Differem lypC'S of bonds arc color coded. Al

Ihe back is a )'lCld cur'ie II)' simply It\( )itld curye

\lith lhc mDUS( and mm'ing it, lhe user C'arI Inter:K1I\-dy ap-

ply ",hut-if role rtsk sccn:tnos across the bonds.
Presented :IS a set of numbtrs. iI would be difficuh for a

hum:l.n 10 monilDr these positions and rnct qUlckl)'. Pre-

scnted \1SU:llIy, it is cas}' bolh 10 SPOl the items of imeresl

and 10 lell how Ihese rdate 10 similar stocks or Ihe emire

markcl :1.1 a ccnain point in lime. lnfontt:llion visuah:allon

is p.:micularly useful for monitoring brge amourus of daHl in

real Urne and under I1me pressUIl: 10 make dccLSioll5.

Information Chromatography

Our Ihm! example lIStS a \'Cry abstr:K1 \isuahuuon of real-

lime data to deleel complex new p3llerns in I'ery large

amounts of data: Visualization is used to detcct telephone

fraud. Figure 1.1-1 sho....'5 a \isuah:auon of 40.000 tele·
phone o.lls, selecled by re'glon out of a daL:t st.t of 20 mIllion
imemallonallelcphone calls. The callers arc laid OUt on a
heX3gonal grid Display pafllmclers MI'e been adJusled 10

011 links In :I. certain frequency ronge from the C311 and
COllier log ume hislogr.ul\s in the lower Idl part of the figure,

Figull: 1 14 sho\l'5 the I'tSualitiltion of a st.1 of related calls,

B)' Interacting Wllh the set of visualizations. Ihe an:l.l)'st in

this caSt identlned It p.allCm in which thud p.1rties would

roule C':111s from callrrs in two countnes through Ihe United
Slates, charging a fcc but then lIbJndoning their phonC'$ be-
fore pa)'ing Ihe btll. Telephone fraud pt:fJ>Ctralors change

-
.•

•••

FtGURE1.14

V"osuallzatlon u$$d in delecting telephone lraud using Lucent

Ted>noIogles NlcheWorks ptOQrDm (Cox. EIcll, and Wdl$. 19'91,

Figure II, Used by permisslon at L.uc:enI TechilClogles. Inc.
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their patterns of aCUvlt)' frequenll)' 10 avoid automallC de-

tecllon algonlhms. humans WIth Vlsuahzatlon dIS-

plays are good at pickmg OUI new pauerns as they occur

and thus can respond to changes in the pallems quickly. In-
fonnal1on \-ISuahzalion allows human adaptl\'lt)' to be
broughl to bear for large data sets under lime We

might thmk of thIS use as a kind of mjormallOft chromatogra-

phy: p3uems m the data are revealtd by laYIng them out on
I pamcular \"1Sual subst:r:ne

The examples of mformatlon V1suahzauon shown here

make use of the of diagrams, but they add the ablhty

of computers to be mternctive and to map large amounts of
dala mto VISual forms automatically As we can see m the ex-
amples, the Improvemenl in cognitive performance that oc-

curs can happen for severnl reasons.

COGNITIVE AMPLIFICATION

Knowledge Crystallization

We have saId Ihal the purpose of information visualization

is to use pen::epuon to amplify oognlilon Let us gIVe an ex-

ample of a scenario In which this mighl happen

Sue is assigned 10 buy a laplOp computer for a workgroup.

I( she "''ishes 10 make an intdhgcnt choice, II is ntteJAry 10

understand Ihe as as wlul is on olrer

In the market_ Sue consullS Ihe Imernel and by. combma·
lion of search and browsing acqulfes documenls and dala

selS relevanl 10 the purchase. In addilion. Ihe purchaser ac·

quires in(onnallon from colleagues and trade magazmcs.

The nUl step is 10 identify from materials found anri-

butes of interest like procCSMlr speed, weight, lhickness.

and OO5t_ 51mple J£1Inna.

The attributes are laid OUI III a table; produelS in rows,
features in columns. The table rows and columns arc reo

ordered and some tbta is 10 make chartS In Ihe

process of doing this uercisc::. Ike. purchaser notkcs lhat
some machines have inleresting new features Itke high.

speed infrared communicauon and Mfire·w1re" hlgh.speed
communicanoo suppon (or which lhere is no column. The

table is amended wilh a new column for each of lhcsc. The

exercise also rcveals a lack of informalion on some of lhe

models. Thi$lcads the user to retrieve more Informalion 10

fill in Ihe lable. Using visualizations of table tbta, the user

rnlizcs tlul the various models represenl trade-olTs among

procl$Sing power, multimedia, and ponabiHty.

The purchaser Ihen prepares a graphical presenlalion of

two slidcs 10 the workgroup preseming Ihe main Irade-orr

(a decision for the group) and lhe hcSI purchase for each of
these lrade·orrs.

This scenario is an example of a knowledge cryslallizaliOn

lask (s(( Figure I.IS). A knowledge cryslallizatlOn task is

one In which a person gathers informalion for some pur-

pose, makes sense of It (Russell et a\., 1993) by conStruCI-
mg a representauonal framework (which we will refer to as
a J£hnna), and lhen packages 11 mlO some fonn for commu-

mcallon or action The resultS could be a bnding, a shan

"""""'"Zoom
Filter

Det.ails-on-

Browse

Search query

Reorder

Cluster

Class

Average

Promo"
Deteel pallem

FIGURE 1.15

forage
for data
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Read fact
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Read pattern
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Crc:ale

Delele



paper, or e\"t'n I decision or action Knowledge CT)'Slalhza-
non wks are characlenzed b)' the: usc: of large amounts of
helerogeneous mforma.\Ion. iiI-structured problem soh'mg,

but a rc:lativdy wdl-ddlned goal rc:.qumng InsIght mlo m-

fonnaBon rc:latwe to some purpose:. Knowledge crystalhza-

tlon tasks are one fonn of mfonnation-mlenSlve work and

can Ihcrnsc:lves be pan of more complex forms of knowl-

edge work, such as design They arc: all Important class of

tasks that mOtivate attempts \0 develop mformation visual-

Ltauon

The prc:«dmg seenano many de-ments typical of
knowledge CT)"SIalhutlon as 5ummanzed In Flgurt I 1:S

lets lakt a dosc:r look at these: dements

I InformallOn Collc:etlng articks and data

foragmg on laptop compute-rs, Search for Idenllfical10n of attributes

schema on whIch to compllre

(representation), laptops

J Instanuate schema Make- table of laptops x

wuh data. ReSidue aunbutes, Use a

IS stgmficam data column 10 rc:cord interesting

thai do noc fitlhe propertlCS lhat don't fll.nlo

sche:ma To n:duce table:

rc::sidue. go to
Step 2 and Improve

"",=
4 Problcm-soh't: to Rrorcler roW5 and column5

trade orr rcatures, of laptop table. Create plots,

Delete or mark laptops thaI

are out of the- runmng, Search for a new Cluster mto three groups by

schema that rc:duces rc:arrangmg the rows III the
the- problem to a table. one each for J'O'rtr.
stmple tr.lde-off mulumedd capablll\y, and

portab.hl), Withm each dus-

delete all but the lOp one

or twO machme:s, Package the Create concise briefing on

patterns found III deciSIon for workgroup

some outpul

product.

Knowledge cl)"SIalltzauon IIlvolves gemng lIlslght about

dall relauve 10 some taSk. Thts usually reqUIres fllldmg

some rtprtsentauon (sche:ma) for lhe: dala lhat IS effiCient

for Ihe Data arc: codc:d III Ihe reprcsemallon ThIs en-

codmg Ic:a\'es residue data that arc: unencoded or encoded
lneffiClenlly. If the: resIdue IS tOO Important to tgnort, then

we search for a better schema Otherwise, the resIdual dau

art ommoo ThIS process of abstraCtlOn (that IS, schenUlllza-

tion) and omIssIon or IIlfOrmallOn IS a fundamental pnncI-

pit of how an IIlfOnnallon processlllg orgamsm or machme

rtducl's the otherwise unmanageable glut of informallon to

"an amount thai can be by mental compuung

wllh suffiCient rapldu)' to be useful for respond-

Information Visualization 11

IIlg to chanpng e","1ronment.al CtrCUlllSlances'

1987, p. 9), As Reslllkoff puts tl-

llf'pc'llrs 10 be 0V'U',al Pnnclpk of Om'S-

SlOI\ of Informallon III '""It ill lllllntJIOS"II1 illfllrrl\lllU-," p'u-
UUIIIg SYSlems. The orgOIl5 SImplify anJ thnr

InplltS, slipplymg lhr hlghrr proceSSIng Unlers "'llh oggrtgolcd
forms of Informa/lon which. lO II considcrllblc

mlM lhc I"'llclMd stn.aorn Iha/ tnr hIgher unl"S can deICer
The hlgVr unters In tflnr lurn rcd1lulhe 'll'lInllly of Inf"rrrlll-
1II1II ..hll:lI "'III be pmtcucJ Ill/Iller SlllgO Iry further orgo:uu;:a,

1I0OI oj 1M pan/,Y proct5Kd mformallO'l IntO "1M' Clbslrucllllld
ulIlwrwlfonm: 1987, p, 19)

Informallon \'1suahzatlon SImply abets IhlS pT()(XSS of pfOo

ducmg patlerns that can be deteclc:d and abstracted
In order to do knowlc:dge cl)'stalhzatlon, there muSt be

dau, a task, and a schema lflhe data are not to hand, then

mformatlon \'isualization can aid III the search for It If there

IS a satisfactory schema, then knowledge crystalhzation re-

duces to information retrieval If there is not an adequate
schema, then informauon YlSuahzauon IS one of Ihe meth-

ods by which one can be obI:amc:d
The HomeFmder (\Vilhamson and Shnelderman, 1992),

as shown III figurc: 1 16, for Instance. allows us to dcscnbe
home pnces dlrc:cll)' as a scattergraph on locallon and by

lookmg at «:nam ranges of house parameters such num-
ber of bedrooms or pna. The mappmgs of \'anables mto \1-
sual fonn5 consmute- an mltlal schema But out of the tlller-

active exammallon of the relauonshlps, morc expenSlvc and

larger houses, say, appear III the NW quadrant of Washmg-

IOn It IS possible to creale a more sophisllcated dc.scripllon

of the housing data than IS directly VISIble at any mSlant the

relallve di$tribuuon of luxury and low-cost

apanme:ms m the: Ctl)', whe:rt the amuelll neIghborhoods

arc:. what t),x of houstng SUItable for a smglc per50Tl can be
found Wlthm a 15-mmute commute of the Capllol b\uldmg
ThiS new compact dcscnpuon of the data IS a ntw .so;:hema

In pnnClple:, we could rcexpress data .n terms of
conctplS hke "'t),x of OC:lghborhood." -housmg catcgory,- or

other concepts m the tmua' analySIS

Roughly, we wan! to get the most compact descnpllon

pOSSIble for a SCI of data relallve to some task (Gell-Mann,
1994), The sarmg -3 pIcture tS worth ten thousand words'

is a statement clalmmg 3 panlcular compaction ratlo (al-

though It does not state the comparison Ulllts ror the PICtUrt

or the More preclsel); \lihat we wanllS a repT't:senta·
tlon that allo\lis large Increases m efficient}' rc:1a-

It\'t: to!i()fM task (thert may be a bel\',een support-

mg a smgle taSk \'t:rsu5 a sel of tasks).

Flgurt 1 15 also shows the subtaSks of knowlc:dgl' cl)'s-

talhza\lon supponed by mfonnauon vlsuahzallon ThIs IS

mtended as an approxlmale and suggeSIlI'e Itst, smce much

rcscarch remams to be done to understand the task Itsclr

and Ihe effects of mfomlation visuahzallon deSIgn and user
behavlOr We haye aSSOCIated subtasks WIth parucular 11l311l

tasks of knowledge cl)'stalhzauon. however, many of the

subwks could be assoCl:l\ed With mort Ihan one
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Appl)'lng inforll1lllion 10 knowledge cryslal-

h=nlion rtall)' means using lI10 do differem submsks

Benin (J977fl98 I), for CX3mple, has t':llled 11Ienllon to lhe
lhrec lc\..:ls of -readmg- Ihal :1 diagram am scn..:, Thc:sc ap-

pear on our di:1gram as Rtad Fa(l, Rtad Comp«rison,

Read Partern, Read Flict IS \isupl access to a particular dala

\...lue--the pnce or a home, for ell::lmple Read P:1l1em uses

the whole diagram and piCks out the largCSl-scale pallem-

cxpeMh..: houses occur In NW Washlnglon, for elCim-

pic, Read Comparison IS al an imennedlllll: lc\'el between

lhese lWO.

Inrorm:uion \'i$uah:alion am be applied to mOSt pans of

knowledge crystalh=nlion_ To llluSlrale, a few

srStems are gh·tn In Figure I 17 Figurt I 17(a) shows an

aucrnpt to .lId foragmg b)' l'isuali:lng a pollion or the lnltr-

nct. The di:lmelCr of lhe b.sc: represenls lhe number or
pageS in the site The heighl represents the number or Olher

sues pomling 10 It The Size of Ihe globe represents the

number of hnks to Olher silcs Figure I 17(b) shows another

aid for foraging by providing a workspace where pages col·

lected rrom the Web can Ix: arranged and grouped To help

$C:lrch for a schema. Figure 1,17(c) shows clustenng of re-

lrie\..:d dilta FIgure 1 17(d} shows a t:lble \'isuahzallon tool

lhal em Ix: uscd 10 instantiate iI schema and 10 ITUImpulale

CllSCS and \'anables lIS pan of problem 5OMng. I'lgure

I 17(e) shows a dalabase \'iSUllh:ation loollx:lng used 10

nnd logisucs resources fOf emergent}' plilnning Figure

I 17(£) shows a human bod)' milde up of mall)' Ihin slices,

each mdlViduall)' photogrophed and indexed and available

for reltie\...].

vrsuallzsUon Levels of Use

Figu re 1 17 :lIsa illustratcs Ihe appllcalion of

on :11 least four levels of usc (Card. 1996): (I) \isuahulion

of the infosphc:re, (2) \'i$ua1i::'llion of an Infonnalion work-

space, (3) visual knowledge tools, and (4) \'isual objects.

(Sec Table 1.2.)

V,sualiullon can be combined wllh IOrOmUlllon access

techniques 10 help the user find mfOmlallon. By the info-
spIItfl', \\..: mean information oUlSlde or the user's work en\i-

ronment. This could be infonnation on lhe World Wide

or it could be Informallon In a speclnc orgllniuuonal

document coUeclloll Of digital hbraric:s. The visuali:alion

could take Ihe fonn of a "inual place as in Figure I 17(a)

Ihal ront:lHIS all the documents, or It could be: more abstract.
Visuali::uion of an informlllicn wollIspau as shown in FIg-

ure 1. I7(bXd 1$ the usc of \'ISwH=ntion In possibly

muhiple indl\idual \'lsuahzations or other infonnatioll

soorces and 10015 10 pcrform some The desktop mclil-

phor for grJphic:i1 ustr mterfaces (CUb) performs a simibr

funcllon. IlcCilUSC Infonnallon needed IS at hand and find-

able. the time COSt of doing some task IS reduced, JUSI as iI

carpentry workbench reduces the time COSt of ,,'.oodworking.

MoSt vlsuilhz:1tions flill i1t lhe le...el of ,'lslIlIl knlJ\<·!tdge

fools, as shOll," in Figure I 17(d){c), Euher lhey :Imnge in-

fonn:ltion to reveill piltlerns. or they lIl1()11,' the nunlpubllon
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EJUlIllpies ollnlotm8lion Yisuallz8tIon.
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TABLE 1.2

Levels al which visualizalion can be used.

WOrmallOl'1 OUIside 1hII usor'I
erMOO ."ellt
InIormalIonWIlll ""'*::tllhe user is
IIllllfllCl'"illl!lllllrl 01_ 8CtMIy.

Po d<t\ll sel.

Oroe or r'O"O'e ClllUl eecs I· • 'lQG(1
lor ca'IYllIiDn:le.

F9n 1.111/1.1 PIaoB to fi1d I'1IofmalDn 'llllldlld lor work.

f'V,nl1.17(bMcI 10 hold ......,;:rio; II 1>011-. Llsecllor 01
work. ,ii, .Olg user oI......,;:rio;mal8lillla.

f'V,nl1.11(d)je) SWBtrotll rna II.t"ich datil is pcuud and/or !OOI1or fn!I'1P.i'
la!Flg b pmwn dol8Clion, k;i(UA \ ..

f'V,nl1.11(l) Pac:::I<llgO'lg 01 datil (datil oIten W'l L'*l1O
erhraI objIIcts 01 itteraction.

of informallon for findmg palltntS. or lhey allow \'isual Oll.

CUl;tllOns. Visual knowledge lools;trc Oll1ed wide
",ldgrls 10 emphllSiu llullthcy arc often nOI just presenta-

I,ons bUI also conlrols.

Visualizallon (atl also operatt al the level of "buaUy en-

hanud obj«u. ThC$C refer 10 objccts, especb.II)· \;nual phys-
Ical obJtcls such as tht human body or lJ, book. lhal have

been tnhanced ";lh "isua]j:;lllon Itchniques 10 padcage

COllealOns of abstrncc information. Tht an:llomic bro,,'Stf In
FIgure I 17(0. for uumple. allows Ix>th conceptual and

sp,l\1;11 browsmgof d:lI:l on a human body.

Cost Structure

FIgurt 1.15 hsts some of lhc principal S1tps in knowledge

crystal1l:allon Ellth of lhose aClions has a COSI aSSOClaltd

wuh II on the means a\'lulable forcarl);ng il OUI. Tht

COS15 are affecled by Ihe representatIon of mformatlon. b)'

Ihc opel1lllons a\Olilablt for acting on lhal mfOlTTl.DlIon, by

\':Inous rcsouT'Ct' cap.lclIles affecting lhe Il'prescmatlons and

Ihe operalions. and by lhe aCII\'il)' Slll\iSlics of how o(len

\':Inous opeml1ons are nceded Togelhn lhese COSIS form a

cost UrIlClurr of infonnauon, a kind of mfonn:uion COSI

bndSC\ipe.

1,(t US Illuslnllt by some ex:tmples. Figure 1.I8(a) sho....'S

a ponion of a m;lp of downtown San FflInns(o On the

FIGURE1.18

COosI Struc:Iure!of <lrMng.oo waIklng In San Francisco.

......e ha'·t dro.....n iW-COSI contours reprcsc:mlng lhe

mUllmum Umt to walk to dlfferem locallOns. Tht operntion
or ....'alking and the map of San Francisco induce a basic Cost
structure on tht cit): In Figure 1.18(bl......1' have indue.:d 11

differenl cost structurc b)' drh·mg. The Iso-tost contours are
farther apart, sine.: we can go farther for a gi\'en amount of

cost (in l1me). Notice also thac because there are frceWllY5 in

the 01)', lhl' speedup is nonumform. ReprcSCnlalions, dl'-

fined as daHl Sll'tlctUrtS .. opernlions .. rcsourcc constraintS,

induce diITercm (OSI SlruC!UrcS rcbu\'C 10 SOnte lask .....1'

.....\§h 10 pcrfonn. A rough mdl'X of Ihls COSt Slructure is to
plOtlhl' number of pl;tces .....e could get to for a gwen cost.

Thai would be a "'lh number of places llull could be

\;alled increasmg approxunatdy as the square of the cost for
Figurc 1.I8(a), Thl' Iml' would be hlglll'r for Figull." 1.I8(b).

The same sort of an:tl)'SlS can apply 10 Iht world of mfor-

manon (Card, PlfOlh. and Mackmlay, 199-1; Card, Robert-
son, and Mackmla)'. 1991; Pirolli Rao. 1996). Consider.

for eXllniple, an officI' worker as shown In figull." 1.19. In-

formallon is a\'aibble In tht desk·side diary. lhrough tht

computl'r terminal, 10 lhl' immediate fill'S on the desklop.

- ;:;--r:::;- ----f"i=l:--

FIGURE1.18
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through Qther pcQplc: uJmg Ihe: tdepoonC', in the: 1xxJkJ in
lhot bookc:asr, and in files m thot fihng Clbinrt
The e05l JUUClUrt olthc infmTTUtion in the oIrK'r lin been

arranged wnh A Jm;tll affiQUnt of mform;tuon (e:uhe:r
n«drd Dr in Immediate UJe) is kepi where the

0DJl of access IS an Immah:tte v,'OrkJpKc lIrta, pon·
Clp;tll)' the: drsktop Volummous, less uM:d Informallon IS

kc-pt m a highcr..(lC$. brllUOpactt)' 5ICroOlbry stor,lp: arN
Morc lnfomu1lOO IS In the bbrary and ocher temary
SlOfllp: arns. In addulOO to thac: SlmphrJrd coue:gories, the
mfomullon IS hnked and 0Ihc:1'W1SC structum:lto:ud In 115

rtlOC\';I1 We could plot the number of documcnl5 a usrr

could rcxh:as a function of ume (Figure 1 20) ''* call this
diagram a Cosl-4·KttaooitJu OwIfUtltmlit FIIIICIwn. When

\istu.U=atklns are used 10 help furagmg.. then the point of:l
\·lSmh·,tlOn IS to DIK this If Ihc rurw is Distd, usrn;
an e:lther lind lhe s;&mt :llI'lOUnt of mfomullon in lrB Umt
or maR mfomwion In the sune: amount ofwne..
The Cosl-of..Knowtcd&C Owxtcmuc Functw:an an he:lp

us 10 unden;ulnd the: COSI SlruaUrc of \'I5UOtli.::lllons Uut aId
fOOlgmg, figurt 1 21 thr SptDl Ukncbr (Mxkmb)',
lbo, and Urd. 1995). In this \islull:.Jtion, cakndu rcprc ..
Jenuuons at dllfem\t Ic\'ds ofgTat\Ubnl)' arc Imked tognh ..
cr In such a "'';1)' that thot usrr can sec CUITCnl Inform:tlIon
plus infomuuan at all hIgher Slmullan«lusl)' Qick·
mg an a p;tn of a caknchr CI\I5CS tlut pom 10 CXJXUld lOlO a
maR dcwlcd cakndar, The rurmlt cakndu fnpm (and
Its p;trcnts) sptDl Into thot 1»c:kgmund
Figure 1.22 shows lhe CaN-of.Knowkdgc Qurxte:nsl1e

FunctlOrl for Ihis cakncbr tn romp;tnson to a
one on thot Sun computer The cornp;tnson is for using onl)'
dlr«t poim.and.dlek methods and docs noc consider
stnng Jearch techntques The afUllysis tlut although
tIK SpIDI Calencbr is superior for \Try large Cllendars, the
multiplt.month lechnique of con\'c.nllonal atlendus ..
suhs in a lower cost structure for recc:m dalcs. The dOlled

FIGURE1.21

SpnICll idatc-d,
eex.-yofX- CorplnllCIft.

lines m the figure In" lhe Q\cubtcd effects for ImprmTmtnt
proposals (some of .... hlCh wen' suca:ssfull)' tmpkmc:nttd)
Ybe: Qurxttn51le FunctIOn IS one "';11)'
to mcuure the benefits of \1SWlIt=:auon at lelit rOT 1\.;I\1ga·
lion. The: rnmple sho...'S tlut m;tkmg tlfec11\'t \1sw.h;:.;l·
lionS Is not ntlXSSOtnl)' RS)', (\-en If lhe \1SU:1ll:.JllOfl5 them..
Jehu arc \"tSl.UiI)' I.ppuhng.

How VlsuallutJon Ampllfi•• Cognition

HOVo' docs \'1SlU.h::t\Ion amphf)' tognmon1 Ac1U5K stud)'
b)' urklO and Simon (1987) tllu.strate:s some no:lSOnS ..·h)'
\'ISIIali::::t\ions e:tn be urkm lind Slman oomp;tn"d
soInng ph)'5U:S problems usmg diagrams uSing non·
diagnmmatie ",prcstm:llions SptC1hcall)'. the)' compal\"d
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FIGURE t.20
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the dfon that had 10 be. upc.nded (0 do search, m::ogJlllion,

and mference wuh or wuhout the dlagrllm. Thetr condu-

Ston was that diagrams helpc.d in three basIC "':Iys: (I) By
grouping together infonruillon Ihat is together, large

amounts or search were a\'olded (2l Br using location 10
group Information about a smgle element, Ihe need 10

m:uch symbohc labels W:iS :I\'Oided, leading 10 reductions in
search and working memory (3) In addllion, the. \'I5ual rep-

resenl3110n aUlom:lIical1y supported a I.:Irge number of IXr-

ttpluallllftrences that well' extremel)' easy for hum:ms. For

example. with 1I dbgrnm. geomelric clements like alternale

imenor angles could be immedialely and ob\10usl)' retog-

m:ed. Two of Iht'S( ways essenlially impro\'e the Cosl·of-
Knowlt.dge Char.lClerisllc Function for acct.SSing infomla-

lion. The third reduces costs of ct.naln OPCr1l11ons, The key
to understanding the clft'Cti"ent.SS of information ''\suali:a-

lion IS understanding what II dOts to the rost structure of a
task. Depending on the task, \'lsuah13tion could make a
task beuer-or it could make the task worse..

We propose: SIX major W3)'S In whIch ,1suahzations com

arnphfy cogmllon (Table 1.3); (I) b)' mcreasing the. memory
and processlllg rc:sourc:c.s al':libble to Ihe users, (2) by reduc·

ing the search for inColln:nion. 0) by uSing l'tSual represen-
tallOns to enhance the detecllon of p;lllerns, (4) b)' t.nabling
pcrceplllal inference opcrnllOl\S, (5) by using perceptual at-

rABLE1.3

How information vlsuaUz:atiol! amplifies cognition.

tention mechanisms for mOntlOnng, and (6) b)' encodmg In-
fOl1l\lltion in a manipulable medium.

Visuahllltions c:m txpand processmg capability by usmg
the rc:sourres of Ihe \'\sual S)'$lem dlrectl)' Or the)' can work

indirt'ctl)' b)' offloading work from cognition or rt'ducing

workmg memol')' rt'qum:menls for a task b)' allOWing the
working menial')' to hi: eXlerTUland \'isU:l!. They C:1J1 also al.

low the enl1ronmenl to SlOrt' details. hkt. Ii map start's den
lIlils. close to whcre tltt)' nttd to be used. As we saw hl:fort',
If a naligator dr:l\vs a (ourse on a chart and the course bus a
lUCk, JUst those: depth $OlIndmg5 of mOSI rrle\"3ncc: lie ncar

the lint he or she has dmwn.
Viswlizallons ell! rt'duce the search for data b), grouping

or \'\suall)' rt:lating inromcllion. They an oomp:lCl infomt:l-

lion Into a small space. The)' em allow hlernrchlcal starch
b)' using 10 locate areas for mofC' dtlulled starch

TIten tht.y can ullow in or popping up details on

demand. They com essentially llIdt.x datu sp.1ltally by loa·

lion and landmarks 10 pro\1de l11pid access.
Visuallzalions ClIn allow pattcms m the dala to rt'veal

themsc.kes. Thc:sc. p:mems suggest schemata at a higher lev-

el. Aggregallons of dat:t can Ihrough clos-
tcnng or common lisual ProIXnic:s,

Visuahzations allow $Orne infcl't'T\Cc.s to be done very cas-

il)' that lire not $0 t.as)' olherwlst. ThiS is wh)' all ph)'SICS

......... "'"""""t".....Od'....
P808IeI QIlloepl\llll PO': III "llI
QrlloiIIr;l Wl)II( from oogr1l!Mt to-- 'ml... ...."'
8op;nled storaQO 0/ i'IlomI8Ilon

Reduced Sean:h

L.Cll:::t*y 01 Pioc: IQ
Hit1> MUI 0Dnfiltv
SpErtiaIy Ii rJe>:8ClaoeJ og

Enhanced AecognltlonmPanltflll,
Aeo:ogi;oo I nsteed 0/ I«:aI

vaal sc:nemata lor

Perceptuallnterence
V&8I fllPl8ll8'\l&IJ nIilke _

pOllleo lIS obYious

GIlt)flicaI QOIl'(ltJtalions

Pen:eptu.l MoniloMg

The """*" QlU:ll1lyWlM peotillol. _eo (;I .... '" met it _ 'il)O" nIgn
ffIllOIuUOn Ilr1d wde ecenure .... ....-.g ..... _MOO.1.(j (Il«;o ......,., (967).
Some IIt!Ib.ItIllll 0/ _"·Blkrean be Pi- ...... ., JB&Iel to \8(\, wtldI is .....

Soma oogntP.oe... IIl ...... ocne an be Itii 0,," 'I'l1O 1I_lIllMS done wiIh
perceplUal opetMiOilS (laM'l1lr1d Sinon. 196n.
V\sI.AIr;ulon$ CIIrl a-pand the I.... ,.... Il\'9ilIlbItI tor lICWr1g a potti:lo II (Norman, 1993l.
VisulIlzaliolSan be USIlClIO store III'IlOO.nlSmntormarion IrI aQlOCldy 1l(1:es sitJle Iorm Ie.g.,

..-'
'IIsuaIlm\lOl'l$ QI'I:Ul ntormallcn useo togoll1lll, J1IlU::tlg SlBttl (l..arQllnl Smcn. 1987).
VlsuIlimIIons C&'l oItllT1 ,tip em 8 'r5glIlIOTIOlIII of d!ltIlln 8 srnaII spaoa {TU'le, 1963l.
By WJueIzatIons anlMlld syrnbaIc:: lBbeIB (I.arIdn Ilr1d SO'non. (961),

Rec:<vlllll'll r.Iormat>on geroeoaliKl by 8 WiI"llItl(lll is BEl.'litIr lI"ef1 ,.......og \hllllnlorrnaliQn by !till-,
Vs"r!!\DB Ilr1d cwganlla i-1lo'rna!O'I. tigwlr CU1Itn with 8(I!199a11ld bms 01
i'1lormalion ttYOugtI8b6bacliOl' and selecti'><e 01 is9ioo IlCao'd, AotxIrt9on. 1991:
Aeri<o/l, 19E17).
VislaIy orgaRmg dDt8 by stnx:tInIl1lIatlorl:st'e- Ie g_, by trn9) trl'tlroces Pilll6'l'l!l,
VosualimtIDrwCIlO beCXlf'llIInJC1«l1O IlI_GC8 Plll\6'Tlll8t allIY88 I8YIll5 (Bertin, 1911119611.

....... 0lITM0ns can SLClPOi1 8 large I'Ul'Illef 01 (llli 0il(llUfII inIeo III ...... 1M! as aKlI'8mlIt1l111S'1lar
tvninS (I.arWn and SO'non. 1987).

C8fl tnItlI8 spedelzwl gotllJl.... CO"1\IllMIiOn5 (\'tJle:tW'iiS, 19961·

.....ehBliro1ean *"" for ma mo "tol ... 0/ 8 large rurtl8' 0/ PQUlnIlal oYllntS Klha cisPlaY is Ofga'
SO lNl tnIl6e Sland Olll by aex-ance 0 mo!lOl\.

UnIikB SI8tk: dilIgrllms. YisuIIIz.atlona CIIrt *""8X()batiOi , 01 8 lIIlIlCe 01 QIll'" IEI«lr VIIiJIls and CIllI
... O(llli'lIlkre.
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students are taught to stan wah a diagram of a problem and

high school math students are now taught wuh graphmg

calculators. Visual representallons can thcmseh-es be used

for specialized operations,

Thus. as Table J.3 argues. \1suahzauon can enhance cogm-

tire eFron by several separate mechanisms These all depend

on appropriate mappmgs of mfonnauon mto \!lSual foml

MAPPING DATA TO VISUAL FORM

We can think of visualizations as adjustable mappmgs from

data to vtsual fonn to the hUIn.1n perceIVer. Figure I 2J IS a

diagram of these mappmgs. to serve as a simple rderence

model Using a reference model allows us to s1l11phfy our

discussion of information visualtzation systems and to com-

pare and contrasl them Other altempts m reference models

are dIscussed In Robertson and Ferrari (1994).

In Figure 1.23, arrows now from Raw Data on the left to

the human, indicatmg a series of data transfonnatlons Each

arrow mIght indlclue multiple chamed tr:lIlsfonnations. Ar-

rows now from the human at the right into the transforma-

\lons themselves. indicating the adjustment of these transfor-

mations by user-operated controls, Data TrallsJormalions map

Raw D1I/a. that IS. data III some idlOsyncr31ic format. llllO

Data Tables, relational descriptions of data extended 10 in-

clude metadata. Vi5Ual Mappings transform Data Tables mto

Visual5trurlUrcs. structures that combine spallal subSlralrs.

marks. and graphIcal propertlCS F111ally. View Tratls!orma-

tions create Views of the Visual Structures by speclfymg

graphical parameters such as posmon. scahng. and chppmg,

User inteTaction controls parametrrs of these transforma-

nons. rtStrictmg the to Certalll data ranges. for example.

or changing the nature of the transfomlation The visualiza-

tiOns and thClr controls are used In service of some \:Isk

The core of the reference model is the mapping of a Data

Table to a Visual Structure Data Tables arc based on math-

ematical relations; Visual Structures are based on graphical

properl1eS effrcuvrly processed by human \·IS10n Although

Raw Data can be \'lsualized dIrectly. Data Tables are an Im-

portant intermediate step when the data are abstract. wllh-

out a dIrect spatial component To give an example, text

Raw Data might start Out as indexed strings or arrays.

These mIght be transformed Into document vectors. nor-

maltzed vectOrs 10 a space wuh dlmcnSlonallty as large as

the number of words, Document vectors might. m turn. be

reduced by muludimensional scaling [0 creaLe Data Tables

of x. r. z coordinates th:ll could be displayed Whatever Ihe

mlual form, we assume m our dtscussion thai Data arc

cventually transformed llllO the logICal cqulvalent of Data

Tables,

The tennmology of data in the lllerature is not consistent

(Gallop. 1994; Wong. Crabb, and Bergrron. 1996), since LI

has been created by many disciphnes-mathematics, statis-

DCS, engmeermg. computer sciener, and graphic deSign,

Consequently. I'll" set out m thIS section to create a data ter-

minology to be used 10 the remainder of thLS book. We have

attempted here to strike a balance between formahty and

clarity (for a more fonnaltreatmcnl sec Card and Mackinlay.

1997; Mackin!ay, 1986b.; Cart!. and Robertson.

1990b) A formal treatmrm has the VLTlue that illS prrcLse.

whIch IS cnucal when dlSCUSSlllg data. because subtle dlITer-

encrs in data oftrn result in large differcncrs in \'lsuahzatlon

chOlces. However. danty is JUSt as important when visuahza-

[lon techniques are being mtroduced and compared

Data Tables

Raw Data comes m many forms, from spreadsheets to the

text of novels The usual strateg>' IS to transform thIS data

mto a relation or set of r('!allons that are more structured

and thus easier to map to VIsual forms. Mathcmaucallr, a re-

lation is a sct of IUpl.:s:

(c;Valuelx' ValuCiy .... :>. c;Valuej.\:' Value1y •.. , :>•... )

task
Views

Visual Form

Vil'W

Transformations

Visual

Structures

Oala
Tables

Data

Data Visual

Tnmsfornmtions i\laplJings

t t__t 1

Ran'

D:lla

Human lnteraction

Flaw o.t.o:

Dot.T-': _10".... tea- b'I • ..-to
V_ SIru<Iurn; >pOhOl OUbolnJlb • mo<I<s • lIflIl'hicoI ..__

,I

FIGURE 1.23

Refer6l1ce model for v!sualizatioo. VisualizaHon CM be described as the mapping of data to visuallorrn that supports human

inlefacllOn in a workspace for visual S6l1S6 making.
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!.kcause !his mathenlatical !fCa!mcnt omlts descriptive in-

fnrtlJalion [hill i, impol'lrllll for WP ([pme tIlt

notion of a Data Table. A Data Table (see Table 1 4) com-

bines relattons with metadara that descnbes those relations

TA8LE1.4

fCCasci) - <Valueix' Va!t.;ci.\-" ,.>

We depict functions m Data Tables br separating the mput
fmlll the oUtput with a thick line ;lS

shown in Table 1 ') In tahle, sincE' C(lV is a variahlE' in

the Dala Table, it is no longer meladata.

A depiction of a D<!ta Table.

0;" Case; 0;,,\ 0;*, ...

lIiIPable" '.'!We" Value;, ..

V""i!!ooy WJve., V...., VdIue., ...

.. . ... . .. ..

One of thl' advantages of Data Tahlcs is That thpy clearly

depict lhc number of variables associated with a collectIon

of data, an nnponant conslderallon when seleetmg visual-

iZ£ltions. "Dimensionality" 1S ,1ne of those tenns used in elif-

ferent ways by different authors (\Vong. Crabb, and Ber-

geron, 1996). DImensIOnality IS used 10 refer to the number

of inpm variahle$, thl' nllmber of OUlput varuhlc", hoth to-

gethcr, or even thc number of spatial dimensions in the

Uat:\. The tern] IS commonly used to descnbe the type

of spatial suhstrate of a Stmcture The dimensionality

of space, whether it describes data or Visual Structures, is

the most popular use of lhis (erm and how we generally use

n in this hook Two-nillll"nsiomil VI,I1>11 are l)lP

largest we can visualize before we have to worry about DC·

elusions, for although we live m a 3D world, our vision (un-

1e.'iS we llWW) .st'e_s s.nmething like the inside of a 2D

sphere. Three-dimensional Visual Structures are the largest

we can access ""lth our spcdalizcd human perceptual opera-

tlons. We follow common usage of tlie term "multi" <lnd J.p-

ply multivari(lhli" 10 data 0ppo5C-d (0 Visualizations)

speCifically to Data that have too many variables to be

encoded m a smgle 3D VISual Struc!lire. VbuahzatlullS Ihat

arc speCifically designed to l'ncode such mulrivanable. Data

Tables arc called mulcidir>tcrl.luma/ visuahzations

t\ow that we have established SlJme data terminology. we

can use OaLl Tab!!'s tn clarify somp iosues as.<;ociatl'd with 1'1-

sualmng data. Table 1.6 describcs a Data Table for films

where the cascs (columns) reprcscrl\ films and thc variabb

(rows) reprcsent properties of those films

A described in a Data Table w;th input variables 5hQwn
abo\/(! the output variaDies. represents a unIQue object and
the corresponding values represent the characteristics 01 that

object.

Case,

• '1a100i< V""', V""," ...

, 1J(tl.'8,. V""" I VaJl.'8" ...

..

An ex:lmple of metadata In Table I 4 arc the labels for the

rows and column<; The T<lWS rcpres.enl l'anahln, sets lhar

represent the rang.e of the valun in the tuples The columns

represent Col.ln, sets of values for each of the vanables 10

distinguish a Data Table from other tables Cused as ple;,cnta-

tions of data). we mark Data Taill ..." wHh a vertlcal

line on the left of the values. As "ie shall sec. the ordenng of

the WI'"S and columns m the Data Table mayor may not be

meaningful. This ordering is anmhcr example oj metada1:l

that is important for visuahUltion.

Tables of data often called by variables arrays.

where Ihe caSl's are thp columns 111 Tahlp. 1.4 C1seS hy van-

ablc5 arrays arc often depicted ""lth the cases as fO\\l5 and the
columns. the upposlle vf vuc CVllventwll hece

This is because there arc usually many more cases than

abies and it is convenient to let the cases eX1J3nd ontO other

sheets of paper On the other hand. ',1..hen cascs are as In

a budWt. the cases al1' IJ,uillly bid nut as column,. Funhn-

more, our locus here is on the variables, which are tmponam

when scJ,:eung vtsuallzattons (the are Important when

analyzing data). Therefore. for expository convemence (large

numbers of cases are not necessary in eJOmp1esJ, we ha\'e cho-

sen to clepKt Data Tables with the caso.'S as columns and vari-

ables as rows. Beltm (1977/1981) also follow", ])ma Table

and depicL" the cases as columns and the vari-

ables 1I5 rows, out he ciills the O1ses "objects" and the variab:es

·chamctcnsncs" HIS tennmology howevCf. on a spe
clalized fonn of relation called afuru:/ion, which has the math-

err.atical property that variables arc dIVided into mputs and

(lutpuls and the Input variables ltmquely detl'mune the out-

put valiahles Functions Imm ohJects In their characteristics

arc very common m the tasks associated with visualizanon.

They rul\'e one Input vanable and an arbiwuy number of

output variables. where each case represems a unique ohject·
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P itt-'er Iotm 01 Data T.. 1.1.

Tablr I 8 IS e:ffCCll\'C for Sttmg the dlSl:mcn bet.....een CitiCS

COll$ldcre:d :u II presc:ntallon. Table I 7 IS ,ffCCIL\'e for Stt-

Ing the 54ructUI"( olthc lDlli

D3ta Tables can undergo Wtll uOlnsfomuuans lhat affecl
their structure: For example, Table I 7 could have been de-

",-cd b)' a data trans!"orrn:ttion from Ta.bk 19
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ThtS I2bk could bun ....Tillen ....'thoul an)' inpul \':In·

abies. bUl .....C Includtd one. FiI,"ID.....'hICh IS a SCI of

Unique numbers kknlif),ng the films The other pl"Op(nlt'$
(ror example, Tu/c') do not ha\'e urnqut \'<'Iues for cxh case,
Such lde:nurie:rs or codes arc: oflen mainlainc:d as a kc)' 1»'
re:bllorw WUN5t"S ....'ben lhere: IS no othc:r kty for a rc:cord
Bc:c:ausc II is umque: for a CISC. FilmID can be: usn! 10 mdo; a
nuppmg from films 10 nurks on • spatta/ subslralc thai en·
codeslhern
MOSll2bks usnI10 prescnl dJla are: not O3Ia Tables. Takt-

Table 1 7. a Dala Table: dc$tnbcs dlMances bet ....un

CIties

t"'SlE1.7

In Table 1 9. the mput nruble ell)' IS map(X'd 10 \'<'nous

OUlput ''<'rubin. mcludmg LJ!II1llU and l.mIgnwk .... hlCh

an be: used to alcubte the Dl$ulnce \'<'ruble: In 0;l.t,1 Table:

1 7 ThI1$. lhe 1I11nsfof"ITUuon from Dala. Table 1 9 to Data
Table: I -; in\'oh-es both nt'\lI dtmed 1'Q!1Id and nt'\lI'dcma!

SU1<etlire 11 lnl-oh'd new de:nl'e:d bc:ausc the: DIS'
fllnll' \':Ilues h.a\'e bun compulrd from olhc:r ,,<,lues It m·

\,oI"es ne....' derh'1:d SH\lCIUre bcousc: the numbers and

idcnuues or Input and/or OUlput ''<'=bles changed be-

I....·cen the two Dala Tables In r;l(1. some: output \'anables
ha\'e been used to crUtc a ne.... Input \',mable: Such Oala

Table Ir:msfonruuions arc common :u thta II"( mapped to

\1SU:l1 fann
Data Tabid can dcscnbe hler:ll"(hiCltI and nctwork dala

To do IhiS. a \':Inablr IS usc:d 10 ddoCnbe: lhe hnks belwCC"n

Cll5CS. For example. 10 Table I 10 Ihe ''artah1c de-

scnbcs the: rcblLanshlp among hrpencxt documcnu

SW< "'"
... - .- ...

End"'" .- Bon Bon •••

""""" ... 90 .., ...

Tabk 1.7 IS an U:llnplc of II funcllon ith IWO input ,·an·
:Ibles. Such ,bla Is oflrn pft':Si"nlrd :u a t oo-wa)' tablr (Table
I 8). Table 1.7 lsa Oat:l Table. whc:re:as Table: 18 is not. II is

an IIl5l11m:c of a table: presc:mallon.
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ThOof links form Ihf follOWIng hi(rarch)"

HIC'r.m:hIU :lrC' spc'Clah:e:d nC'I\I,orks ...."lih OnC' mot and

...."lih e:a.:h e:hlld tu\"lng axil)' DnC' parc:nl NouC1: lhat lhe'

,,,,IUd of IJIIb K15 lNI conUU\ the: Dilc/Ds of lhe: ClSC'S
(or the: nuU Kl 0) and lhat lhlS ''''m1blc: repruems a map-
plOg from a KI of C'aSC'S IOtO Itself ThIS KU·refC'renual

propc:rty of LIIIls IS mdude:d In the' mc:ud.1lta ilSSOC1;11e:d

....,Ih 1h1.1l Table: I 10

I..mb

Linb

OJ 0, Om

Lints

For example:. film lilies

lGoldfinge:r, Bc:n Hur, Star

can be sorte:d Ic:ckogr.aphiall)'

<Bc:n Hur. GoldAngc:r, SlaT WafS>

In addition 10 tht Ihl'C"C' basic t)'PC5 of \':lmbles. Ihcrt art

subt)'PC'S lhat repruem Lmponant propc:niC's of Ihe: world
;tSSOC'1;lI1e:d ....'Ih spc:cl;lIlt:c:d \"lswl con\'CnllOnS We

gutsh the subt)'pc:

QI. Q1wnlllllllW Spo1lll1l

for intnl1Slall)' Sp;luJJ \':lrubks common Ln 5ClCnllflC >'lSU'
all:auon.:and tht

Os.
for 5p;I11<l1 \':lrl<lbks thaI art spmflCl1ly groph)"slCIl coordl'

""0.
Othe:r Important all: lhc Ic:mpor.al \':lNbks

C4 • Ql.artltlutl"C' Till'll'

Variable lnNts

\';uubks comr: 10 Ihrn: 1)'PC5

f',; • <Wy • or ... 10 othrT

O. Ortiz"'" < n-boon). or
Q. (con do anthn\tuc "" lhe:m).

A nominal uJriablt N IS an unorde:red SCt. such as film mlts

lGoidfingc:r. Bc:n Hur. Slar Wal10l An onIllwl Hmabll 0 IS a

lUple: (ordc:rtd SC'l). such as film mmgs <G. PC. !'G.I3. lb.
A Ipllnlllulul "'....ablr Q IS a numc:oc ranb'C" as fllm
kngth 10. 3601 Thc:sc: dlsuncttons are Important. brtausc

lht)· cktermlOe: the: I)"pt of n,s lhat should tit used In a \'1.

sualSiructull:
Ekmc:ntary choicc:s for data Ir.lnsform:nions de:n>'C from

lhe: \';1rtl1blts 1)'PC5. I'or u:lmplc:, qU;lIllllatl"e: >';In:lblc:s can

tit tronsfonncd mto oroirul ''llnablu

b)' dl>iding Ihem Into rangc:s. Film lfngths (1)'pC' Q)

10,3601

can be broken IntO lhe: ....nge:s (I)'PC: Q)

<Shon, Mfdiuni, Long>

This common 1r.llIsformation Is calle:d claSSing. because il
maps '''lIluc:s Onto c:!;J,SKS of values. II crc;ntS:ln acce:§sible:

summ:uy of Ihe: d:l1a. although II mFormalion A morc

sophisticalI'd ...ao:ltion cre:'lles an addulorul ''llnable Ihal

COUntS the values in Ihe r.angu, IndlOg 10 II hlSlogr.lm A
kss common tr.aosfonn:lllon COT\ve:ns onllrul >':llUblc:s 1010

nommal \'anables 0 -+ N b)' 19oonng tht ordtnng. In the
lXhcr dlrtC11on. nonunal \':lmlbles can Ix sone:d 10 CTl'<llt or·
dlnal \':lnablcs

N-+O.

0 , • 0rtWwI nll'll'

Te:mporal ''''rublc:-s tu,"\' :assocuted cbla lransfomu.uons.
such as colkcung da)'S mto ...'Ctks. months, or )"\'afS Of

course:. nol.tur.al numlxrs.1lSof'd as counung numbers. art an·

othe'r lmpolUOl subt)'JlC

MlradlllU IS dc:srnptl\'C mformauon aboul data (Ke:' Twttdic:,

1997 el Me:ud.llta can bt Imponanl In chOOSing ,oisua!=·
lions For eample:, T.lIblc: I II (Gallop. 1991) dc:scnbcs a

function from map loa.llons 10 "umlxl1o

TABLE 1.11

"'...... " " '.
"""'"""

, , , ...

,."... 0, 0, 0, ..

If Ihe: >'lInabll' he:lght abo>'C' sea level, lhe::
rtl:nion n-prt:Sl:ms SOImplc:s From a nmllnuous real functIon,

which can be Inle:rpolated 10 appmlCinure: a surface On the
other hand. Lf rtpresc:ms car :accidents. Ihal IS to 501)',
rutur.al numbc:l1o. n IS not permISSible: to inte:rpo!;ate:

An lmponam form of metadara Is the of a IhIJ

Table (T....«dle. 1997 e). which is depleled as the ro....s and

columns In our Ihta Table uamples Ihilltnmsformations

often cNnge: the SlrUClUle: of a Dala Table: Adocume:nt\ 10-
elllon in a scmanlle spacC' could be: reprcStnled l.lSIng three:
>.mables X. Y. and Z or dcscnbc:d by :I smgle: ve:clor \·ari·

ablt l.«lIlion. A group of sun"\'}' rc:spomknts could be: mdl'
\idu.1l1 cases dcsrnbc:d by OUlput ''lIlUblcsW and Sa. or
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- SO>

"""Pro,....

"""""
J(.y.z .... p..

-- " • a " • • " •- .. " 22 " " .. 28 "......... , • • " • 7 3 ,
.. 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0

"
, , 0 0 0 0 0 0 ...

P3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

P< 0 0 , 0 0 0 , 0

PO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,
•

PO 0 0 0 , 0 , 0 0

p, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

PO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

....

A 0... T-* dMutiliQ R:lMduIoIsMel 1NIir 11gB. Mel

PI'" ..

HSLE 1 0 14

TABLE 1.13

StatlStx:al C3kubtlons. like MeDII. arc m UlImpic of deO\'td
\':Ilucs Sonmg \-iuiablcs or CI.SCS .5 an eumplf 01 dcrh'fd
structure: Ulertln. 197711981)_

Tr.msfOrIDatlons thJt s....,tch bc:'.....ccn \'lIluc and Stn«:ture
arc more complex. Data tr.msform<ltions CHI be: concne-
natfd to fonn challiS of aggrcg,l\ion lind clll55ing:ls Po,n of
the knowledge procw sho....TlI" Figure I 15
r.uems can bc: and brought forward as new
schelllllt:l b)' encoolllg them III the \':Irt:lbles of the Data
Table. VisU:lIL:lItlons of lhe DaL:l T:lbk ClIrt be: tucd to detce'
more p;ll1uns Uscr-operaled controls on struclural tnns-
formations 01 the Data Tablc can bc: tucd as comtob OIl the
\'isuah;:;lIIon An example of dUlncd \.Iue and structure
transformations Is the °:lggrcj?lIon dcscnbc:d by

Senln (1977/1981): Datil Table 1.14 dcscnbcs mdl\1duals

:and their ages. income. and profe5.SJOll

UamplesofthescOCt'\lrmTabk: 113,

'12

The tr.msrormluon of Ra.... Data mto o,lla Tablu t)'Picall)'
m\'oh'cs the loss or gam of informauon, Oflen Raw D2t2
comams errors or mLssing \'ltlucs that muSt be addrtSSCd be·
fort' the datil can be Statistical calculations can
also add additional mfonn.:nion. For these rt'ltSOns, Data Ta-
bles often cOIltllln denved vllluc or structun:, Then: an: four
t)1JeS of these data tr.lI1sformadorts ("l...·ttdle. 1997.):

Adduioru.l columns could br: added foc cardmalLt)' or rangt
of the data DaLa Tables an al50 mclude relationshtps be-
ttl.<ttn \"lIrttbks that arc T'IOl eastl)' For egmplc, a
buslness database rna)' rontam two rcudons: emplo)'ttS and
s;l1es. The: s;I!cs reution will ha\"C a \"lIrubk for the person
who mac:k lhe $l.k......hleh wtll br: a subset of an emplo)'ttS
\';l1ubk:

I. \Wllts ... CHrll"Cd \'alilts

2 Srrucf'urt -+ CHrI\-rd Sr1llCtllrr

3. \WIIO'" CHri\'Cd Srruc.llirr

.. Srrwtllrt'" CHrimi \UIva

TASlE •

Ao.u T.. -..fth mct.... tn- 01 variIbIeI.

,.,.., N ZJ) ,..
r.. N GAA""... .......

"""'"
N ...- .....

- N ""'"" """" • •

""""
N -- -- ...

"., a, ,...
"" •••

'- a '" '" •••

- a '.7 B2 •••

..... a PO 0 ...

- ... N """" """"
..

lhe group could be classed Into °cases" Ag«20.
AgpJ,5 with Age and Sex as inpul \"':Inablcs

.....hose \';lhlfS .....ere 5tlS of respondent Idenufier rodes.
Adc:htKJnal could br: Mkkd aphcld)' to the [).l\;&

T..blc by :addmg. for U31mpk:. a column for wta t)'PC as In

Tabk I 12.
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Aj:tJ In",mt ;Ire quanm:ul\'c variablcs PI

Ihrough P8 ttprcscnt dlffcrent pro(CSSlOOS, \\"hn 1I '\' \';duc
mdlC'.mng lhill mdl\,du:d Ius tM professIOn.
Thc SlCp In Inc cycle IS 10 trnnsform thc

qU2nlllJII\'C \";Irublcs of Agn and l/lConlt into ordlll.31 \'ari·
abIes of mcoll1(' dJoSSCS, Cll'allng Inc D:lIU

\ l:i COnslS\lng tntlttl}' of bll1lll)' dalll \';ilUd:

CUw(T..bIe I I l:i,

\\,httt. 10 keep lhot cx;amplc slmpk omll spctlfiC'.IlJOn of

tht 00.'005 ""r.Jmt'lcrs for spcClfpng clus
s<:opc of aggrtg;iuon_ J.l\d so on

TABLE 1.15

Thu""nnd iFiCIOil" C' eM 1.1 •.

-.... " • Q • • • • •,..,.. , 0 0 , 0 , 0 0

""""'"
0 0 , 0 , 0 , 0

0 , 0 0 0 0 0 ,
k;1-10 0 0 , , 0 , 0 0

"". 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 0... 0 0 0 0 0 0 , 0 ......, , 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,
••

P, 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0

PZ , , 0 0 0 0 0 0

P3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

'" 0 0 , 0 0 0 , 0

'" 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 , .

P6 0 0 0 , 0 , 0 0

P7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ..

P6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

11115 IrJnsfom1.3llon m\'okts SlrurrClrl' -+ StrutlClFr

"11h Ihc crc:.3lkon of Inc IICW \·.. for thc rnllges, whose
rows are ordercd It also m\'ol\'c$ ..... Dfriwd \'alClts
",Ih Ihc calcubtlon of Ihc bmary \':l.Iues for tach I1ldi\,dual
to mdlcalt' thclr agt lind lIIcomc nmges
Wt' !,ocncrntt the nc" TlIblt' 1 16 b)' aggrcg;lung mdl·

\"H.luals 1II1O their proft'sslonal groups Thc profcsslons Ix·
comc the C;a5otS lind Ihc number of lIIdl\'ldu:lIls m cach agc
lind mcomc cbs!; !xromc lhc ncv." Datll Values. Qlllnts
opcrJllon promollllfl, mcanlllg th.31 • \'3n3blc 15 promolcd
mlO !xlllg II USt: (I C , Ihc Inti of Ihc usc hlls !xcn pro-
mOl.cd 10 a hlghrr lc\"C'1 of lIsgrtpllon)

Pnlrrwtt (T..blc 1 I') "I! "'.'1nSWIU elluW'i ..... Table I 16

T"6l!1.18

NJ p, PZ PO P' '" "" '" P6

,..,.. 0 0 , 0 , , , ,

""""'"
3 , 0 0 0 0 0 ,

-." 0 , , , 3 , 0 ,
k;1.IO , 0 0 , , , 0 ,

, , 0 0 , 0 0 ,... 0 , , , 0 , , ,
...., 0 , 0 3 , 0 0 0

thIS transromullon In\"oh'cs S",.dllre Dcm·td \blun

.....hen the professiOns thc \'alues for II new mpul
\'arubk

A new C)'Cle Cill sun from Table 1 16 by akubllng
mt'an Age and 'OKonv of cxh prokssaon

MellI! (Table I 16) I!I'I "'&I' and 'i'lComc Table I 17

T"BlE 1.17

P-<J P, PZ P3 .. '" P6 '" ""
""'.... 3l ,. " " " "

56 "
"'"vh:>o".. ., 3.7 3 " " •• , 57

Ag.:lln, IhlS 15 \WCln Dtri\ed \Wucs,
Tbesc qlW'lIutl\": \'lIIWIbIes em thcn be lransfonncd 10Of·

dln..l \'3ru.bles cbws of median iI# and Income_

Gass{Tablt 1 17) ooAw'geandA.·thu:omt-+TlIblc: ) 18

HBlE 1.18

p.(} p,

'" PO p,

'" "" '" ""
AvpAg9>JS 0 0 0 0 0 , , 0

""'.....,." , , 0 , , 0 0 ,
0 0 , 0 0 0 0 0

"'0<>Il , 0 0 0 0 , 0 0

""'..... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,
..wgtlool·.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

AI'gtJc3·'" 0 , , 0 , 0 0 0

""'..... 0 0 0 , 0 0 , 0
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fA- nor-

1flf no-

- - • •

USA

Japlln

TABLE 1 t8

ThIS IS al\O(hcr SUUCfUlT lXnvnl Srt\lCllilT tr.lllsformalLon

Wt can thtn IK.II a\·trllgt II1Comt as a case (Btnin calls
lhese SUtistlClll ob)tCtS) in a croM-ubublion table:

Prol'l.otdTable: I

Aw1ne classts Tablt 1.19

•

PI""I"', lit•••••lClOl'.
,

"
""'- .... ,.,. ..... "'"
"'"""'""

, • • • ,

""'.....,., , , • 2 ,
• • • , •

This cyclt can bt cominutd. Tht tXllmplt. 5ummari:td m

Figurt 1 2-I,also the compltXllits. of dal:ltrnns·

form.ulon and Ihe kinds of lr.msfonruuions we would like

10 bt able to \'lSu:lh:e :lnd maybe oonlrollhroogh VlSU2hza-
lions Each of these Dala Tables re\'tIlls a dlfftrenl aspect of
Iht dala a.nd may lead 10 a different cholet of VISual Slnu:-

IUrt We relurn 10 lhe probltm of choosingVl$IU.k:allOr1S af·
ler d&\lSsmg VItYo'

Incorrect!

FtGURE t.28

Thill VlsuaI Slr\ICtlO S not eIlpressiYe, bec__ h .lClOlII(:I

0lUinal rtlallonthlp.-nang COU'\trieL

"' •••••••••
VISUAL STRUCTURES

PercepUon

EtlectiYenes! 01 vIwaI lepl (Ill G Ies$ etreetrve man (bl
!oI convnoolcating a ..waVfl.

Information ,...suah:.ltlon IS c1nrl)' dependent upon the
proptnieS of hunun ptrttpUOI'l PerttptlOll 1S:l \":151 and

••,2

,
"/ '\.

" 7
'= 7,

..c"

To understand effccli\'tnc:ss, ha\'c 10 undl'rstand a few
rudImentary facl! from pclUplion. One' SCI of such bcts

coneI'm pcn:eptual ehar.\CIl·rnucs of Inc dlfftrtnt grnph,cal
reprt:Sl:ntOllions BUI another sct of facts concem lhe 10'2) In

"'hK:h pen:eptloo itself is:m 3C\l\·t $}'Stem of Mufling :Incn-

liOn, a charxtemtk .. can atll'mpl. (0 pb)'IO In Informalloo.

\'1SWI=tKlr\:s

Ibl t.5

flGURE1.28

••
•

E ,-. - ..'- ._... -
1_,.. i •: I - . .: I-_..-

FIGURE1.24

c...........

In nsuahzauon, [)au Tabks nYpptd 10 \'i$wzI Srt\lCt1lrtJ.
which augmcm a 5pillial subslnatt ....'\Ih marb and graphlClII

propuues to mcodc: mforntJUon. To bt:.1 JOOd \rl$Wl StRIC'
ture, It is lmpon:mt ltu.t this mapping the dau

(Mxkinby. 1966b-). Dau Tables can oftm bt: nupprd IntO
the \'I5I.W In multipk ....'a)'S. A mapping IS 5aId
to be aprmtn' if aU and only the cbLa in lhe: Dila Table an
abo rtpltSCfllcd In lhe: V'ISlo.W SUuc1ure Good mappings art
dlfr'K:llh, because It IS tas)' for un..-arutd cbu to appear In the:
Visw! StructUrt For exampk, the \'iSWJ pRXfIlIlion in Fig-

ure I 2' IS not It uses an onhnal axis In the \1su;J.J
StnlC\ure to expres15 a nonunal In lhe: Di\u T:abIt.

II expresses \'\SW.lIy a rebuonship not In the: cbla

The n""ppmg must also be ant lhal can be percewcd wtll
by the human. A mapping is said to be mOrt tlfwl\'c If it is
faster 10 inlerpret. c:m more distinctions, or lC'ads 10

fewer e'rrors lhan some other mappmg. In I:igure 1,26, the
m:lpplng or the sine WlJ,\'e into posit lOll is more effeCU\'t

lhan the n&>ppmg Imo color,
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To,

FIGURE 1.28
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Oistribution 01 pMtoreceptors in the human eye. By permission of

Resnikolf (1987, Fl9ure 5.3.3).
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studied subject (see. for example, Atkmson el aI., 1988;

Boff. Kaufman, and Thomas, 1986: Koss!yn. 1994. Tovte,

1996). Until recently, however, the connection between per-

ceplion and cogn1l1vc activities has been tenuous (Elkmd el

at, 1990), making external cognition (such as the tasks of

Information VIsualization) difficult to study with any preci-

sion. Whl1e 5ummanzmg the literature of perceptlon and

addressing the integration of perceptual and cognil1ve

Ties are clearly beyond the scope of this book, we can give

here a few selected factS abom perception lhat afC useful for

vIsualization.

It is the job of information visualization systems to set up

visual representations of data so as to bring the propenies of

human pcrceptlon 10 bear At the most basic level, the visual

perceptual system uses a three-level hierarchical

tion to partition limited bandwtdth between the conflicting

needs for both high spatial resolution and Wide aperture in

sensing the visual environment (ResnikolT, 1987). 11 is pos-

SIble to expJoitthis organization m designing vlsuahzations,

Figure 1.27 shows the human eye. A movable lens IS

Imaged onto a substrate of 125 million pholOTCCeplOrs, com-

pnsmg 6.5 million cones and the rest black

and white detecting rods. Distribution of these pholOrecep-

tors IS nonumfonn (Figure 1,28), In a central area, called the

cones are dense. In outl}'lng areas, rods With larger re-

ceptl\'e fields predominate.

Figure 1.29 shows a logical map orthe eye. The firs! level

or the visual system (see Resnikoff, 1987) is the retina, The

retma has an area of about 1000 mm2'" 109J..lm2and covers a

Visual field of about 160°Wide (since the two eyes arc set hor-

izomally and their visual fields only panly overlap, together

they co\'er a visual field at the extremes roughly 200° hori-

zontally and 1J5° vertically). The denSity or cones in the

nonfoveal portions of the retma IS about 0.006 cones/11m2.

The organization or this pan of the retina is good at detecting

Iris

• Foveol.

• Fovea
Di.meter: 400 I'm - 1.4'
Diameter: 1500 I'm - 5,2'

FIGURE 1.27

The human eye. By poonissiOl'l of Resnikoff (1987, 5.3,2).

Geometry of the retinal serface

FIGURE1.29

LogK;ii1 map 01 photoreceptors in the eye. By permission of

Resnikoff (1987, Figure 5.3.4),

movemem or other changes in the visual environment and In

visually maintaining a rough representation of the location of

shapes prenously examined. JUSt how lillie detail is a\'atlable

peripherally can be seen m FIgure 1.30, a photograph of a

scene processed to simulate the Infonnation avaIlable In the

various pan.s or the visual Aeld.

The second level of the visual system is appro:'Cimately the

foveola (the inner pan of the fo\'ea), the 400 J..lm2(about 1.4°)

In the cemer of the Visual field. The emire reunal Aeld IS the

equivalem of 7950 ... 8000 foveolae. ThiS high-resolution

field is moved to points of interest about 1 to 5 times/sec al

rates of up to Sooo/sec, during which vision is suppressed.



The at any instant in lime. The photograph in (a) has

been processed to simulate in (b) the 01 detail available at

different places in the visualliekl. While little deta,l can be seen in

the peliphltl)'. the general shapes and are preserve<:!

(lovee. 1996, 10.1).

(The eye also has tin)' movemellis-as as 70 urncslsec

-and slow pursUll mO\'Cffifnts that keep Images steady.) In

fact, the c,'c movement mechamsm IS pan of a more com-

atlenuon mech:mLSm includmg head movements and a

variable-size auemion wmdow working on the visual buffer

(Kosslyfl. 1994). AUlomallC, s\lmulus-based altention shift-

mgcau5CS thIS mechamsm to shlfl toward euher mo\"cment

or areas where preatlentil'c features hal'e IdentifIed slrong

patterns of COIOT, Intensity, or size COntl':lSL Stereoscopic pro-

cessing on Ihe dIfferences between the images or the two

eyes gives depth information, as docs hcad pa,allax, the mov-

Ing of the head to dl5.1mblguate images. InformallOn on con-

figurations of interest are sent to two separate syslems, one

that encodes spatial propemes such as location, size, and ori-

entallon, and anOlher Ihm encodes object properties such as

shape, color, and texture 1994).

The third level of the hierarchical visual system IS the set

of receptors themselves within the foveola. In the foveola,

the density of cones is something like 27 limes greater than

111 the periphery. In fact, smce the number of concs per neu-

ron is around 8: 1 III the penphery versus I-I in the fo\'eola,

the information density may be as much as 200 l1mes

greater (Resnikoff, 1987).

Thus, the system mamtams a constant, comput,ltlonally

parallel surveIllance o\'er the entire At the same

tIme, n IS conslantly movmg the posllion of the foveola,

samphng from the visuallleld to build up a percept or to at-

tend to areas of high information content, such as moving

objects. VIsual perception IS an :lCl1ve process in which

head, eye, and attenllon arc all employed to infor-

mation per unll time from the vIsual world

The visual system does not work like a photograph devel-

opmg in a camera but like a nymg-spot scanner It trades off

lime resolutlon [0 reduce the bandwldlh by somethmg like a

factor of 8000 foveolae equivalems x 200 urnes greater mfor-

mmion density" 1.6 x 109(or put differently, it increases the

resolutiOn for a gIven available bandwidth). The visual sys·

lem knlls together a remarkable illUSIon of conllnully from

{.{

FIGURE 1.30
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the successIon of saccades, cxtractll1g Intcrpretallons from

high·1Oformation femures like sharp corners and gestalt con·

tinuity, and making 10visible the missing array of receptors

wherc the 0PIIC nerve is attached (thc "bhnd

To get a sense of how different a percept IS than a photo-

graph. imagme a perSOn driving a car down the freeway_ The

driver looks ahead, mto the mIrror, and occasion-

to the Side, aware of the traffic ahead, thaI there is a car

tOO close behmd, th:u is passmg on Ihe nght Al any

moment. the driver perteil'es more than he or she

sus, because the percept of the traffic situa-

tion is bullt up from discrete visual samples of the environ-

ment In fac\, the dnver wIll tend to sample the different vi·

sual sources roughly proportionally to the amount of

infonnation contall1ed in them (if there is n01 ll1forma·

tion overload). A car changing lanes will get more atlenllon

than one who5C rdallve position IS constant

Visual mformatlon can be processcd III two dlfferem

ways, sometImes called controlled and automaliC process·

ing. Controlled practssing, like readll1g, uses mamly the

fovea The processmg IS detailed, serial, low capacity, slow,

able to be mhiblted, conscIous. AU/omall, proce55lng In con-

trast IS superficial. parallel. can be processed nonfoveally,

has high capacity, is fast, cannot be inhibited, is indepen-

dem of load, unconscious, and characterized by targets

"poppmg out" dunng search. the comrast IS nOt

quite so CriSp as thIS comparison suggcsts (see Shiffnn,

1988). but the general distinction is still Important and

practical. While visualizations can be deSigned so that de·

tall, such as textual descnption, is accesSIble by comrolled

processmg, cOOmg techmques LO aid search and pallem de·

tecnon should use features that can be automaticallr

processed. Color and size are typical features used to code

data \'isually 10 a form capable of automalic processing, but

the hteralure suggestS more eXOllC features as well (these arc

dIscussed later on III Table 1.22). Manr of these codmg

melhods have not ret been tried. but because they are

known to be automatically processable, they arc candidates

for constructing new visuahzallon techmqucs

There can be Imeraction among the \15ual codings of m-

formation. Indeed, pan of the pOint of coding infonnallon

visually is to produce patterns that the e>'e detects from en-

sembles of components. If thesc imeractions are unintend·

ed, however, the user WIll be mIsled. The gestalt prinCIples

shown in Table 1.20 collect some well-known interaCllons

For example, objects ncar each other will tend to be seen as

a cluster. Caus10g related objects 10 cluster lightly enough

for thiS visual effect to occur ma>' be a reason for choosmg a

particular layout algonthm. Eick and Wills (1993.), for ex-

ample, argue that the ·spring model" for object layout on a

display is not as good as Iheir oy,'ll model, because It makes

groups harder to spot.

The fact thaI human percepnon dIVIdes mto focus and

periphery can be exploited, not Just m coding objects but

also in sclling up visual frames that sen'e as a subslrate for

the encOOmg of objects and pauerns. As objects are exam-

med, thclr locatIons become VIsually mdexed so thaI scarch
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TABlE1.20

Gestalt principles 01 otganlUltioo. After Tov" (1996, Tobie 8.2). Used with permission.

"""'"
CoImlo!,laIe

Every Slirno..t.lS PlI1wn • soon i'I so.dl aWItV Ihlll me rosuti'lg str\ICl...e • as si'TOe as pee,.....

T1'Ie tenooncy at olltOCtS noor O'lll Oi ()(!e to be p..ped togell1el Into a I»CllPILI8llTlll.

.. po'Il5lInled tOQlltnlli. tnerlI is a teoiOlOqto _1Nl Iormln so..cn 8 WItV lhIl11Nl __ ..

lJ'OUllOO togetre'.

T1'Ie tenoency to lTOI8 ccntou'lI1t18llll'll very cbilIto 8lICh 0UIlIf.

t-logrOoo 'Ill 00'nlIrla ..QI'OlOld tCJOOll"$' v.f'lln they are POIOl'lb8lIy oomecteel by stnlitj11 CW arroott'Iy cu....-.g .....

EIemenls that iII1IlTIOWIg It1lh11 samalilucllon lllII!ll'T1 to DlI toge!hef.

EIl!Imoots IIf1I rrore likely to IormgrtIl(II' the goups appear tarn60r CW I,_• ..,u.

The F*"FlnOer, C<utesy ollM Unlversity 01 Matyland. See
Aht.v and Shneidennan (199o$b).

N a Nl1ml'lCll Axis (a region is dh1ded 1010 subregions),

0_ On/1II1l1 AxIs (the ordenng of lhest subregIOns

meanmgfun, llnd

Q .. Qual\!lttlli"r AxIs (a reb'0n has a mClric).

Further subdiviSIon of lhe quanutam't ax,s is possible,

namel)", ..... hcther the quanUlall\'e axis has inlel"\'lIl or ratio

pmpenies. There aTt abo Impon:l.I1t speciah;::l1ions 10 physi-

01 coordmates (ll quantltatll'e aXIs wllh ph}'SICllI UnlU) or
geogmphicul coordinllles (the speclahzed ph)'sical coordi-

nates of bmude and longllude), Bul this simple dl\"ISlon suf-

nets for our prestnt pUtp05CS, Ntts can be linear or radLlll
Axes are an import:lnt bUlldmg block for developing Visu-

al SlructurU The FllmFindtr (Ahlberg and ShneideTTlllln,

199fb) III Figure 1.31 ;!.ugmmts a SClIllrrplot "'ith II eollee-

nOll of user mterface slIders and mdlo bUllOnS, These allow

TlIpld query sptCifiolllon through diro:ct mampulalion,

....hkh Is coupled "'1th instantaneous feedb:>ck &sc:d on lhe

Table for Ihe- FilmFmder lfl Table 1.6, ....'C rcprestm the

5ClluerplOl a,o; composc'd of two onhogonal quanm:l1i\'e aJle:i:

ri'aT -+ Q..-,
PlJl'UlanlJ -; Q

r

••--
•
...- "' .

•••..

----

- -_.l'l-> __ - .... _-

•

FIGUAE1.31

SpaUal Substrate

U .. UnslTllCfurrd A-.is (no :tJ(IS) (Engclh.udt et al , 1996),

llIne to rdOC:lle them IS reduced. The dlmellSlons of space

or pallerns on the space lIsdf. such as lines jOining nodts.
may be: assIgned meanmss As a result. objec\.<; may fOrnl a
spanal eluern:ol .....orkill£ mcmoT): Enlarging .....orklng memo-

T)' C:1n lead to dramallc improvements of cognnive functions

(sec. e g. Figure 1 I). c:m also be used 10

slOre !:Irge numbers of detailed fans for rapId access (e.g,

lhe penod(c l:able oT a ship ch:art).

NOI onl)' art lhero: chaT:lCten.5l.ic hmltS 10 the pen:eplU.11 sys-

lem. lhere are also n:prtstlllalionaillmits to graphICS as a

medium The numlxr of h:t.s(c mappings of Dala Tables to

VIsual $mlclllres IS aClllall)' smaller than might be sup-
posc'd, beClluse there are a limned number of components

from which Visual Slruclllres ale cOlnposc'd Visual Struc-

tures are made From sr"I'i,d subs/Mlr, mmkJ, and lhe malks'

.1:' <1phl(1l1 propalio (Macklnla)', 1986a.). This limned stt was

IdentifIed b)' Bertm (1917/1981). expanded Madanby

(Gird and Mackinby, 1997; MacEachren. 199'; Macklnlay,
1986b.). and expanded further hcrr:. Other propenlcs, as

we shall argue, are possible, bUl most visuahzallons .....ilI
probably conllnue to be: made front this basic SCI.
The mOSI fumtul1tnt:11 aspo:cl of a Vis1l.11 SlnlCluTe is its USC

of space SpaCt IS pen:eplllal1r dominant (see MacEllchren,

1995). Spaua! posillOn is such a good \'ISU:tl coding of data

that Ih.. first decISIon or vlsuah:allon desIgn is which I'lU;-

;!.bles get spallal cncodmg al the expense of others. One rt:I-

sen for the of Turtd Chillftngtr dlagmm is lhat

he llIaps Ihe most lmponant \':tnables onto spatiltl position

m X and Y. Ihe most potent rtpresentallon propelllCS of lhe

Vi.s\1.;t1 SlruCtUre lJke other visual features, spallal posinon

can be: used 10 encode lhe I'Jriablcs of DJl:I Tables. BUI be-
cause of liS dominance, we ITtat 1l separately from these

Olher fcatures lIS a substrale mto which other p:Hts of a Vi-

sual SmKluK art poured

Empty space itselr.:as a eontllmu, nn be trtated:iS ir 11

has Oletnc structure We dcscnbe thIS structurc in tertnS of

Il.WS and their propellltS, Thcre are four dementary l)"pes or

"5



The notation states th:u the Yeur v:triablc Is mapped to ;I

qu:mlllall\>t. X-axIS and thc PDf'll/lIriIY l':I.riabk IS tnlIppcd to
a qunntllath'c Y-axis. 1nfonnntion is e:ne:oded b)' mapping

the uscs. which art rrprtscntcd by thc Fl/mID variablc, to

POlnLS

FilmlD r

I'osillonmg these: pomlS on Ihe: lJ{C'S:

fjlmID('rt-Ilr, PaplilarllY) P(Qx' Q»

em:odC'S the }Tar and populamy of the films.
Other axes are used for the FilmFmdcr query WIdgets,

For clClmple. an ordinalllJ(ls IS used m the radiO buttons for

film t;lHngs.

RllIln,gs Or

A nomm:tlll!Cis is used III the f'lIdio bullons for film trpc,

FilmTypr: N....

5mce spall:l1 position is such II good cncodlng. se\'er:J1

ltchniqua havc !xcn de:\'dopcd to mcn:ase Ihc amOUnt of
Infonnation thai C:Jn be encoded ....ith It;

• Composnlon

• Alignment

Inlormatlon VlsUlillullon 27

• F01dmg

• Rrcursion
• Overloadmg

Cumposilion (M:u::klllb)', 1986b.) is lhe oTthoguna1Illacc:.

ment of axes, crrallng a 20 mctne space The FilmFmder
SCIl1erplOl In Figure 131 crrales such a sp."lCe wherr a per_

son dm;:cll)' pcrcell'cs relationships betwccn film popuLaruy

and their rear of production This technique Is powerful for

up to two l':Iriables and sull polent up to lhrtc dimensIons

Evcn Oil thm: dune:nsions, if the: content of lhe resulung robe:
Is dense:, we h:l1'C lhe problcm or seemg mSlde:

Alignmrn! (Mackinla)'. 1986b.) IS thr repeUltOn of an

axis al a dlrre:renL posuion III thc space For example. thr
bond market VIsUJIt=:1110n In Figurr 1 13 shows the align.

ment of two Visual Structures on a common X-axis, rrpre-

scming time The Visual Structure on the noor rcpm;c:nllng
indil'ldua\ bond pcrfonnanc:c is aligned wilh the yield curve

on the baek wall.

Folding is the: eonunuauon of :lIlllXis In an oflhogonal di·

mension Figure 1.32 IS a lisuah:al1on or a b'l.'C computer
pfQgf:lm. Each softy,are module: IS represente:d lIS lin axis

e:onsisung of line: marks to reprrSCnl lhc text hnes of the

progf:lnl. These: axes (oriellled In the Y-dlrecrion) are foldrd

when thc)' are 100 long to fit in thr "indo..... b)' using space

I'IGURE1.32

SeeSofI_ p loId«l piswhen • IIOftw_ Is too Illtge to fit WI tl'4 rwght oIlt>eWlI'dow Cour1esy

of Lur:.1t Ted.ooII:yets See Eick. Steltllll, end &.noIw UNd with permI5SIOfl o! lucent Bel
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ArC3 marks include surf3CC$ In three dml(:lISlons lIS ....
20-boundcd rtg.Lons.
Unlike their mnthem:alical counlerpan, POint and line

marks actually take up spact (olherwise the)' would be in·
vlsiblt) and may ha\"t propc:nies like shape. The)' take up
spacc to signif)' sonltthing thai dotS not

of one coordinate S)'sttm IS dctemuntd b)' its p13cemenl in-
side another. The U:chnlque pl:l)'s heavily on the faclthlll
the darn only II ponlon of the commuted space. ,11.
[owing thaI spacc 10 be recommitted to a Sl:cond use Be-

cause thIS o\"erloadlng is dynamically comrolled by the user
In this apphcalion. the user may be ....ll1lng to accepl 50mt
occlusion.

FIG URE1.35

Marks

Unes

Areas

Volumes

Points

Mllrks:lfe the \'1siblc things that occur In space. Thert afC
four elementary t)'PCS of m:arks (Figure 1.35):

P • Poin/S (00 or :cro dimensiot\:ll).

L .. UnN (] 0),

A. Arl'QJ (20). and

V. \'oIuma (0)

Connectjon and Enclosure

Polm m:trks line nlnrks an be used to slgnlf)' anolher
son of topological .structure: Graphs and Trees. ThcSl: allow
n::wtlons among objects (e.g.. Tablc 1.10) to be sho....n wnh·
out Ihe geometrical constraints imphcll in mapping van-
abIes 0fI10 spali31 axes:

UnJrs -+ UmnWiml.

1.36 is a sc:run shot of Iht h}1X'rbolic tret (tampmg
and R.1O. 1996.), a .isuah:allon lhal uses a hyperbolic pro-
JCCIion to show moll" deLallln lilt \'icinity of some fQOl.I pomt_
The position of tht nodes IS used to make tht obj«ts morc
.'ISU:l1ly saliem rather 1113/1 eocodlng inform;uion dircctly.
Trees and gT:lphs also use position 10 create gC.51alt prop-

cnies sueh as proximity or closure (stt Table 1.20). Because

these eUlly picked ul' lIS perceplUlll features. thty can
cneode IIddllLonallnfomlation such liS c1uslcnng or partial
trends. Trees t)'piall)' start wilh a root node and continue
wilh that rtprcscnt the gencT:ltions of children nodes.

Wond, wit/Wl wor1ds (Fllhlr lIrld Beshers, 1993, F"ogure 21
ap;w;:e 10 viaua/U;_ <kola I...,....

I-..

pM!..... 1rlIerac:l1Ye zoom InIO. reanI\ooe splICe 01
o;liredor\8ll and r...... COuflesy at Jim Holan, see BeOetson and

Hollan (t994 _).

In Iht X-direction from the III read)' space This
\'1$ual=lIon is 1100 an CJCImple of llXlS lIhgnnlenl btause: of
the lIlJgnmcnl of Ihe orduul posllion or tht ttxt lines.
Ruurslon IS the repeated subdl\'ision of space. FtguR

I.JJ is:l scrcen shot from Pad ... (Bcderson and Hollan.
199'4.) that provides intcr.lctive zoom into a recuTsive
space of dlrectones and £iles A folded axis cremcs the top'
11'\'1'1 panl1iomng of the space Imo a 5<:t of rectangles thaI
represent dnttlones. InSide eaeh or thtSC regions are addi-
liolulllXes thai rc:cursh'ely panLlion tht SP.ltt.
O"rrloadillg is the reuse: of Ihe same space for the s:tme

Data Table. In Ihe worlds wuhin worlds lechmque (Felntr
and Bcshers. 199Ob-). shovl'll In figure I 3'4. the meaning

FIGURE 1.34

FiGURE 1.33



H)'l*bollc 1I'ee. See and Reo (l996e). Cou1esy 01 Xen:l.
Cotpcntlon.

kvels foml an implicit ordinal axis Ih:u encodes Ihe

distance of a node 10 lhe TOOl e\1:n when lht R,1w Data does

o.n._, 00M,.,.,_
FIGURE 1.38

w-m
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nOI include IhlS Information exphcl\ly, as in the mdlal axis

In Ihe h)'Jxrbohc me. ConstelbliollS of dala re:lill10nS can

Inl\&Cr lhese: as emergent \1511:11 pmpenlcs, slgrmhng the ex·

istenee of lhe undcrlymg dala relalion Howe',.cr, as we ha\'e

nOled, c:lrc musl be laken nOI to Inadl'enenll)' express in·
correa infonnillion 19Mb·).

can also be uSC1:llo encode h,er:ll'l:hles:

Unlls -t EnclO';ull'

Figure: 1.37 is a Uttffi,1POohnson and Shnelderman. 1991),

rmpping a librory sysu:m 11110 nested rectangles The si.:e of

lhe rectangles is delennined b)' lhe number of books The

hler:lrch)' delermines Ihe nestlllg. Color llldiC:llc,s fn:quency

of USt' (n:dder is more frequtlll).

Retinal Properties

Other graphICal propenies were called rrrln(li lI'vpc:nln by

Bemn (196711983). bcc:ausc: Ihe relina of the C)'C is SCllSlti\1:

to them independent of poshion. For C1I:ample, lhe Ftlm·

Finder in Figure 1,3 I uses color 10 encode information in

the SCItterpkx:

FiIIl1ID(FiIIl17jpt) -t P(Color)

ThIS nmalion s:I)'S lhal lhe FiIIl17jpt' an nbule for an)' FlImlD

case is visuall)' mapped 01110 lhe color of a pam!.

Table 1,21 shows Bemn's six "n:\Ina] \'llriablc,s· S(Op.1l'aled

1n10 spallal propenic,s and obJecl propcnies accordlllg to

::; ,

•• - ....-

FIGURE 1.37

•
2J
-- .Ii .. _

,.Iii
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U8lE1.21 UBlE 1.23

TABLE1.22

Retna!

VlSUOlleatures that can be automallcally processed (Healy,
Booth, and Eons, 1995).

0bfec1 Q 0 NQ 0 N

f>uioIICli • • • ...... • • 0
",... ... • • •

• • • """ • • •.... <>-uoIn -.. • • •
...." 0 0 •

<t --f Time.

This is n;llurul but nO! alllo'll)'S the most effCCll'T encoding

Mapping tirT1l' daHl mID space allows comp;tTlSONi IxIWC'l'n

1\\'0 palms in time- For I'JCIImple, if we nup timl' and a fune·

lion of time into space (e g., lime and accumulaltd r:amrall).

Q1-.. Q.-. lmake time Ix the X-axIS!
Nt) --fQ

r
Intake lICcumul:lltd r:ainfolllx thc V·axis]

lhen ...."t: em diTCCIly I'xperience rales:lS visual hnear §Iopc:,

and we can I'xpcrienCt changes in r:ates as eUf"\'es Tufle

(199-+) shows a mort sophlsllC':lttd \'llriDm m which mmilt·

IUrt "suali:ations an: arr.J.ngc-d along an axb of lime- ThIs

dlSpu)' tken becomes a contml for contmlling an amnuted

sequena Another use or time as aninullon is similar to the
unstructurtd axes of sp;tcc. Aninullon can be used 10 en-

lunel' lhe ability of lhe user to keep uxk of ch:angt"S of \,ew

or V1SU:lh:afion If the user clicks on some- struClurt causmg
II to rnbrgc and other SU'UClUIU 10 b«omc srn.lller, :IIl1m.J-

tiOft can elfecu,-el)' ron\ocy the clunge and the idenlll)' of

oojttt5 xross lhe ("lungc-......hereas SImply \'le"'ing the 1""'0

absolUIC' qu.;mllI<1l1\" \";Inabks, Table 1 23 P''a lhl'

efIecu\TfIolSS or dllJerem R:I1M propcnlCS

Tempo,.,,' Encoding

viswJ S1l\1C1ures can also encode: Ulfonnallon lempor.dly:
liunun ptlttP.1Ofl ts '-err scnsIU\,. 10 dlangc:s Ul m.Jrit JIOSI-
lion and toor proptnlCS We nttd to dlSlIngulSh Ix-
t....een temporal Oala Tabks 1Jw. nttd 10 Ix \iSWlt:ed, as In

<t -.. SOfT1I' ''lSW1
and aillnuuon. 1Jw. IS, lIIUC' usa! as pan or a Visual

_ nzngb/( -.. Tinv

"Time as :IIllnution wuld mcodl' In)'lypt of d,lta (....helhel

II lIiOllId be an elfl"Cll\"t: encoding IS a1lOlher m.JIIl'r)

Time- as atllnuuon, of eoulW, can be used 10 vlsualiu

lime dala;

Relative eflaetlveoess 01 diflarenl retinal p1opert1es. Data

based on MacEactYlIn (1995. FlgunI6.3O), Q. Ouan1itatlve
data. 0 • ClrdWlal data, N • NornWaI data. Filad cirde

i1dicales the proparty Is good for lha1 type of data. HaII-
filled clrde IndCates the property 1&marginaIty etlective,

and open clrde IndCates it is poor.

OIetlb.oI mocion

""""'".-
Steo•••oc drIpIn

"'--L.ll:f(I'lg r.:Io IIClDI

........

.-.-...
e-n

"""InIttelV....

I.'
I-I I I I Gnoy sao. • ••0

sa. •••.

••• []
[);l. Oon

- I I , T..... ••••....... ,.,.". .*••...,
""hw;h of tht br:a1O II\() Ixho-ed 10 Ix procastd

(KossI)'fI, 199't). TM)' cruu-Stp;tr:alcd :ICOOrdmg 10

",·httOO the prnpt"rt)' IS gllOd for the CJ(lml of J

scale urn potnt) or "'hrthcr lIS pnnop;tl use
IS lor dilfm:nliJung nurks (fkn1O, 1977/1981) 5pmal p0-

sition, ellhtr:as \"lSWo1 SUbSl.llltt, IS shr;r.o.-n In

tIM: posmon It """OI.I1d occuP)'1n thIS dasslrJC:IIIOll
Other pphlCll propc:mts Iu\'t also betn prnpostd for

tl\Cod1Og 1Olomullon For uamplt, (1995)

prnposts cn$rntsS (lht 1O\-e1W of IN: amounl of dlSl,lncl:
usn! 10 blc:nd t""'O :uus or a hi'll: 1010 an arul. rnolr.uion
(gtlm "",Ih l':lSIer or \'wor WIll Ix dlSpb)"ed), trlllU-
p:1rtnry. and llnungnncru (e g, dllJefttU ""-a)'S of configunng
dots) tit further pmp;1SCS dl\1dmg roIar mto nllllt' (r:ssen-
I,ally Irw glllY Incl of Table I 21). hl.l(, and SIJll.IIlltion. The
usefulness of Ihese reqUires Itslmg On lhe other hand,
gt3phiClI pmpcmcs fmm tN: pclttpuon IlteratuR: llul can

support automatic \1sual pmcn5lng (or:l1 Iusr. pre:tuenli\"e
processlny (Klwr oln,ous candldalrJ for codmg '"lIn-

ablc:s X\'eral of lhese aR: collecttd in Tablt I 22 fmm

Healy, Booth, and Enns (1995) For c.umplc.lighlmg dirtt-

lion mlghl Ix llYble as a \'lSual cor.:ling In a V"ISU·

al SlrUClure. ahhough 10 our kno...:ledgr: Ihis has not

Ixcn allempll'd will ust the R:\lnal pmpc:nies In Tablt

I 21 btcausc Ihqo a good 51'1 for OIIr bUI

11 should be R:me-mbered llullhert art other possiblluies.

Sollie feunal pmpcnits arc mort efrec1I\T tlun for

encoding informal ion POSItion, for ell:lmplc:, is b)' far lhe
most dfer.::ll\'C' TCIlrtSC'ntaliOn propc:rties

are morc dfeC'tlve for some types of for

GrJysale, (or txamplc, IS efrtclllT when used

Ir fOf orUlnal \';m:lbles, but ls not \Try CffeClI\T ror I'ncOOmg
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FilmFlncler showlrog the details of a probed film, Courtesy of the

University of Maryland, See Ahlberg and Shneide<man (1994aj.
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end states is confusing, Another use tS 10 enhance a visual

eflect. Rotating a complicated object, for example, will in-

duce 3D eflectS (and hence allow better readmg of some vi-

sual trulppmgs).

View tralis/anna/iollS interactively modify and augmem Visu-

al StruCtures to tum static presentations inlO visualizations

by estabhshmg graphical pammeters to create Views of Vi-

sual Structures. Visualizauons cxist in space-time. View

lransfonnations explOit time 10 eXlmCt more infonnation

from the vtsualization than would be pOSSible statically.

There are three common view tmnsfonnations:

VIEW TRANSFORMATIONS

I. locallon probes
2. Viewpomt comrols

3, Distoruons

Location Probes

/.Malloll probe5 are \1eW tmnsformattons that use location m

a Visual Structure 10 reveal additional Data Table mforma-

tion. Figurr 1.38 shows the FilmFinder after the user probes

a poim in the scauerplol. The resulting details-on-demand

pop-up window gl\'es details about the film mapped 10 the

poim. Brushmg is a fonn of probe where the cursor passing

o\'er one loclltion creales visual eflects at others' marks (Mc-

Donald, 1990),

Probes can also augment the Visual Structure. Sciemific

visualizauons use shcing plane probes to IlCCess the interior

of 3D solid objects (DeFanti, Brown. and McCormtck,

1989). Streamlines are a probe that renders vector fields VtS-
ible Magic lelt.'ie5 (Fishkm and Stone, 1995) are probes thai

give an alternate view of a region in the Visual Structure.

Objects in the region reveal addmonal propenies of the Data

Table.

Viewpoint Controls

Viewpoint controls are vtew transfonnations that use affine

tr:msfonnattons to zoom, pan, and cltp the VIewpoint. These

tmnsfonnattons are common, because they magnify Visual

Structure or change the pomt of view, which makes the de-

tails more visible. For example, Figure 1.38 shows the

FHmFinder zoomed into a small pan of the scatterplol.

The problem wuh zoommg tS Ihatlhe surrounding area

(the comext) disappears as the detatls are zoomed. One

strategy, explored by the Pad (Perlin and Fox, 1993) and

Pad++ systems (see Figure 1.33). is to make the zoom rapId

and easy to invoke (they assiglllt to mouse buttons) (Beder-

son and Hollan, 1994.). However, thts requtres the user to

remember infonnation not \1stble.

Another viewpoint controltechmque is called overview-+-

dewil (Shnetdemlan, 1996). Two wmdows are used together:

an O\'eTVleW of the Visual Structure and a detail wmdow that

provides a magnified focus for one area. The overview pro-

vides a context for the detatl view and acts as a comrol wid-

get to change the detail view, Figure 1.39 shows a visualiza-

tion of an algorithm usmg:m Informauon Mural (Jerding

and Stasko, 1995a). The lower WIndow g1\'es an oveTVlew of

Ihe enllre set of messages. The upper wmdow shows the de-

tail m the area mdtcated by the rectangle m the lower wm-

dow The message t)'pes are associated with a color resul11ng

in chamcteristic color pattcrns m the over\'lcw window

Zoom factors of between 5 and 30 seem to work best, wnh

larger zoom factors requITIng an tntermedtate vtew (Shnet-

dertruln, 1998; Plaisant, Doan, and Shneidennan, 1995).

The ovcrview + detail technique has both strengths and

weaknesses. Olle Strength is that it is simple 10 implement

and underStand. Another Strength is that tt can pro\'ide

mpid access to the detatls of a visualizauon that is too large

to fit on a computer display, Its primary weakness is that

comparison may require the movement of the dculll win-

dow, mcludmg disrupting shifts of allemion 10 the overvIew

window. Overview analysis may require Visual Structures

that do not fit in the overview wmdow, which is typIcally

much smaller than the detail window

Distortion

DI5IOf!ion tS a VIsual transformal1on that modifies a Vtsual

Structure 10 create focus -+- context views. Overview and de-

tml are combined mto a single Visual StruCture The hyper-

bolic trer (Ftgure 1.36) diStons a largc tree layout (actually u

diSlOrts the space on whIch the trce IS hud out) \\1th a h>'-

pcrbohc transformation th:u maps a plane 10 a CIrcle,

shrinking the nodes of Ihe tree far from the rool. The pu-

5pecli\'C wall, shown m Figure lAO. shows when ftles III a

computer system were modified Clickmg on the file sym-

bols in the bem pan of the wall slides the wall so as to bnng

them into the central focus area

Distomon tS elfectil'e when thc user can percetve the larger

undtstoned Visual Sfructure through the dtston!on For ex-

ample. the bi/owllens (Spence and Apperiey, 1982.) sup"

portS the perceplton of linear sequence, although objects
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FIG U R E 1.39

Information Mural (Jerding and Stasko, 1995a, Figure 2) used overview + detail to view a long sequence of

messages in a program performing a bubble sort.

FIG U R E 1.40

Perspective wall. Courtesy of Inxight Software and Xerox Corporation. See Mackinlay, Robertson, and Card

(1991).

outside the focal area have distorted aspect ratios. Distor-

tions can be roughly classified by what the human perceives

as invariant. The perspective wall (Mackinlay, Robertson,

and Card, 1991) is similar to the bifocal lens, but the hu-

man perceives the linear sequence as folded, which means it

is a distortion that leaves even the metric information in-

variant (Mackinlay, 1986b.). The bifocal lens is an exam-

ple of aID distortion that leaves ordering invariant. The

table lens (Rao and Card, 1994.) is an example of a 2D dis-

tortion that leaves ordering invariant. Three-dimensional

distortions are also possible (Carpendale, Cowperthwaite,

and Fracchia, 1997.). The next most general type of dis-

tortion leaves topological relationships invariant, e.g., the

hyperbolic tree (lamping and Rao, 1996.). Distortion is

not effective when the features or patterns of use to the user

are distorted in a way harmful to the task.



INTERACTION AND
TRANSFORMATION CONTROLS

The final part of our refertnce model (FiguTt 1.23) is hu-
man inlcrac;lion, completing thc loop belwan ronns
and control of visuali::ation pal1lmCIHS in the service of

some The most obvious fann of intCT3ction is direct
manipulation. For example, the nodes in a m:c

(Figure 1.36) can Ix dragged wilh Ihc moU5l: 10 Ihe cemer
of the displa):
Imel'1lclion includes techniques fOT controlling mappings

in Figure 1.23:
Raw Data -t Data Table. The FilmFlnder (Flgurt 1.3J);s

an aample of the imcraClh-e control of data mappings. The
sliders filler case:s from thc complcu: D:u3 Table of rams. SoC'-

those thaI appear in the Visual $lrunurt SC311erplOi.
The resulting query Is a conjunct of ranges speclned using
the ustr interface widgets shown in Figure 1.31. The resuli·
ing tight coupling between que!)' and rc:sult is more: dfcc·
Ii,'c lhan entering query comm.:mds.
D.:!la Table -+ Visual SH'uClUn:, Interaethoc control of lhe

mapping front Table 10 Visual Slructure can be pro-
\,ded In a sc:par.llC user interface or Integrated with the VISU-

nlSlructure. M;Ul)' sc!cntlflc: \iSw&Iiz.ation s)'Stems usc a sepa-
rolle dlllllnOW window ror lheir controls. Dala Tables and
VISWlI Suuclurc arc represented in lhis window as rectangles
thaI have input and output spo!$. The uscr controls the nup-
ping by connecting inpulS to OUlpul$. In contrast, lnlegrlllcd
lechnlques allow lhe uscr to click on paTI5 of Ihe Visual

StruCIULT to changc the mapping. In Ihe Filmfimler. the user
might click on the V-axis to change PopuJaril)' to Rilling.

TABLE 1.24
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Virulll Slrucrurc -+ Interncuve comrot of the vicw

can also be a separate or integrated lnlcrfacc. Probes and
\icwpoint mampubtions arc l)'picall)' integrated. Distonion
t«:hniques oflen have a more global impacl Ihal may rc-
quire an eXleTJI.DI user imerfaee, bUllhey can be integraled.
For exnmple. Ihe lable lens pro\ide3; small on lhe

focal regIon for making changes.

CONCLUSION

The reference model of infotm:ltlOll \iswliz.atlon developed

in Ihis chaPler approximates the steps for visualiZing
illFofllUlion: The first step is to transute Raw D'Jla to a Data
Table. which can then be mapped faIrly 10 a Visual
SINctUrc. View transFormations arc used to lncrcase the

amount of information that can be \1sua.lized. Human imer-
action with Ihese Visual SINccures and lhe parnmelCrs of

lhe mappings creale an information workspace for \1su31
stll'>C making.
In rcallife, sense mllking usual1)' combines these

steps into complex loops. Humall imel'llCllon with the infor_

mallon workspace reveals propenics of the lnfomllltion that
lelld to new choices. Designing mellns for carl)ing 001 these
mappings leads to a number of techniques. Table 1.2'1 hsts
some of these in summary. The test of thIS book collects ex-
amples lfl deulll.
In the papers lhal fol1olO.'. we usc the reference madelto

follow (he liter:l.lurc In thIS newly emerging arca. Chllpter 2
surveys mappings of abstract. data inco spalial form. Chapter
3 considers mClhods for interacting with these mappings.

The components of the refereoce visuaJization model shown in Figl.lle 1.23. Specffic technlql.l8S are also Included In the
table. The specific techniques for Data Tables. discl,ssed in the text. are a list of common data typeS that havewell-known
Dala Tables. Tasks IlrfI operations lhat a user may want to do with the visuaJization.

OOOU T"'M,U - -- ,-
e- -_. l.Dc8lion ProbIIIs Dam TIlt*lll _"'COb --VdltilbIes ""'"

....,.,..poli g COOtroIs ......- PIotI/eIll 50tvIng Woksplce,.... --- Dislortion -. "'"'" '""""" V\suaj KtoAe::lge

Mo-. InslllTJliat&Sd1ema -O'\ultlof. Oeoide. or Act --..
Spatial (SclenIilk:) NOQ - """"'"'"""'" 0....

GeogoapNl; Maiks: Pl..AV - Zoom -- P!opeTties:Co. i8CtioI:'. De!lliiI _.... F<<< ""'.
Ero:tos!q, ReIhaI. Foc:us • COnlext Delaits-on·DemiInd """CWatne Bco...se """"".
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Rood "" """'"WorlclWoeWfIJ
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h!.tanl!ate
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-+ thcn looks In more delall;l! mcthods thai d)'nam-
Ically focus on pan of thc spacc ....hilc mamtaining a con-
slam conlC",!, much like the \"isu;ll systcm Gh'cn the impor-

tint role or te",t m knowledge cl)'5t:alliz,lnion. Chapter 5
focuses on methods (or "'isualizing tcx\, Chaptt':r 6 is aboul
\'isuah::auon al other lc\'cls mfospherc. workspace. and
swl objet!' Chapter 7 introduces some theo'1' of mfonll:l-
lion fmall)'. Chapter 8 dISCUSSC:S applkallons
of information \'lsw!iUl110n and their Implications.
In(ormation \'l.5UalJz.'111on is a bod)' of techmqut:S thal

c\T.nluall)' ....,lIlxcome pan of the mainstream or compUling
Dpplit;l.tlonsJust :is compUler graphics becamc pan of thc
m:linstrc:lm the adnnt of bitm:lpped displa)'S. At cu-
t:lin POintS. the development of tcchnology crosses barriers
of pcrformanct lind COSl that :1110.... new sets of Icchniques to
become widel)' used ThiS, m lum. Ius elTects on Ihc a(1I\,-
tics to ....hlch thest Icchniques arc applied. \\'.: bclk...e thiS Is
:lOOUltO happen with \isu.'1h:atlon technology and mfonna-
tion \iswli::ation techniques. lnform;ltion visualization is a

new upward 5lep m thc old game or using Ihe resources of
the olemal world to increase OI.lr ability 10 think. As Nor-
man .$:1)'5.

Onr opolldlllg lhe".,.....r of lI,e Itnaldtd "1,,111 is ra
prtnW alurlll! orid$. Q:ptdaI/y lIOWIion;l!lySIcml. ways of ''1''
rl'SCIIUng alllac4 III JO!I1r arnrlll! mediltm so II ''In be' maill'
14111CJ al"rIIl!ly. fra from 1M hmlls of "'I1I.1II8 ""mlJO)' (Nor-
INn. 1993. JI 2-+6)

lnformauon visualiz.:nion run htlp make us sman or
course. In'er,lge works both WII)'S. It can ::liso make us stu-
pid b)' mls:ad\'ised lIt:1ppings and unwork.:tble lIser imer-
faces JUst :IS ·char! junk" grnphlcs makes Illfonnation harder
10 comprehend. This set of mldmgs is :lOOut dfons 10 puz-
zle oUllhe difference bcl....'Cen Ihc:se tWO outoomes by In\T.n-
lioll and ::tnal)·sls. Not c\'el)' Idea In these papers is :I good
idc:a. BUI collecti\"el)' Ihey pan of explornuon of Ihe
spat\' of possiblillics for using \isual compuling to lhink,



The Eyes Have It:A Task by Data Type Taxonomy for Information Visualizations
Ben ShneidermanDepartment of Computer Science,Human-Computer Interaction Laboratory, and Institute for Systems ResearchUniversity of MarylandCollege Park, Maryland 20742 USAben@cs.umd.edu

Abstract : A useful starting point for designingadvanced graphical user interfaces is the VisualInformation-Seeking Mantra: Overview first, zoomand filter, then details-on-demand. But this is only astarting point in trying to understand the rich andvaried set of information visualizations that have beenproposed in recent years. This paper offers a task bydata type taxonomy with seven data types (1-, 2-, 3-dimensional data, temporal and multi-dimensionaldata, and tree and network data) and seven tasks(overview, zoom, filter, details-on-demand, relate,history, and extract).
  Everything points to the conclusion that the

phrase 'the language of art' is more than a
loose metaphor, that even to describe the
visible world in images we need a developed
system of schemata.

  E. H. Gombrich Art and Illusion, 1959 (p. 76)

1. Introduction  Information exploration should be a joyousexperience, but many commentators talk ofinformation overload and anxiety (Wurman, 1989).However, there is promising evidence that the nextgeneration of digital libraries for structured databases,textual documents, and multimedia will enableconvenient exploration of growing information spacesby a wider range of users. Visual language researchersand user-interface designers are inventing powerfulinformation visualization methods, while offeringsmoother integration of technology with task.  The terminology swirl in this domain is especiallycolorful. The older terms of information retrieval(often applied to bibliographic and textual documentsystems) and database management (often applied tomore structured relational database systems withorderly attributes and sort keys), are being pushedaside by newer notions of information gathering,seeking, or visualization and  data mining,warehousing, or filtering. While distinctions aresubtle, the common goals reach from finding a narrowset of items in a large collection that satisfy a well-

understood information need (known-item search) todeveloping an understanding of unexpected patternswithin the collection (browse) (Marchionini, 1995).  Exploring information collections becomesincreasingly difficult as the volume grows. A page ofinformation is easy to explore, but when theinformation becomes the size of a book, or library, oreven larger, it may be difficult to locate known itemsor to browse to gain an overview.  Designers are just discovering how to use the rapidand high resolution color displays to present largeamounts of information in orderly and user-controlledways. Perceptual psychologists, statisticians, andgraphic designers (Bertin, 1983; Cleveland, 1993;Tufte, 1983, 1990) offer valuable guidance aboutpresenting static information, but the opportunity fordynamic displays takes user interface designers wellbeyond current wisdom.
2. Visual Information Seeking MantraThe success of direct-manipulation interfaces isindicative of the power of using computers in a morevisual or graphic manner. A picture is often cited tobe worth a thousand words and, for some (but not all)tasks, it is clear that a visual presentation—such as amap or photograph—is dramatically easier to use thanis a textual description or a spoken report. Ascomputer speed and display resolution increase,information visualization and graphical interfaces arelikely to have an expanding role. If a map of theUnited States is displayed, then it should be possibleto point rapidly at one of 1000 cities to get touristinformation. Of course, a foreigner who knows a city’sname (for example, New Orleans), but not itslocation, may do better with a scrolling alphabeticallist. Visual displays become even more attractive toprovide orientation or context, to enable selection ofregions, and to provide dynamic feedback foridentifying changes (for example, a weather map).Scientific visualization has the power to makeatomic, cosmic, and common three-dimensionalphenomena (such as heat conduction in engines,airflow over wings, or ozone holes) visible andcomprehensible. Abstract information visualizationhas the power to reveal patterns, clusters, gaps, or
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outliers in statistical data, stock-market trades,computer directories, or document collections.  Overall, the bandwidth of information presentation ispotentially higher in the visual domain than for mediareaching any of the other senses. Humans haveremarkable perceptual abilities that are greatly under-utilized in current designs. Users can scan, recognize,and recall images rapidly, and can detect changes insize, color, shape, movement, or texture. They canpoint to a single pixel, even in a megapixel display,and can drag one object to another to perform anaction. User interfaces have been largely text-oriented, so as visual approaches are explored,appealing new opportunities are emerging.  There are many visual design guidelines but thebasic principle might be summarized as the VisualInformation Seeking Mantra:   Overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand   Overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand   Overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand   Overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand   Overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand   Overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand   Overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand   Overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand   Overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand   Overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand
Each line represents one project in which I foundmyself rediscovering this principle and therefore wroteit down it as a reminder. It proved to be only a startingpoint in trying to characterize the multipleinformation-visualization innovations occurring atuniversity, government, and industry research labs.
3. Task by Data Type Taxonomy  To sort out the prototypes and guide researchers tonew opportunities, I propose a type by task taxonomy(TTT) of information visualizations. I assume thatusers are viewing collections of items, where itemshave multiple attributes. In all seven data types (1-, 2-, 3-dimensional data, temporal and multi-dimensionaldata, and tree and network data) the items haveattributes and a basic search task is to select all itemsthat satisfy values of a set of attributes. An exampletask would be finding all divisions in an organizationstructure that have a budget greater than $500,000.  The data types are on the left side of the TTTcharacterize the task-domain information objects andare organized by the problems users are trying tosolve. For example, in two-dimensional informationsuch as maps, users are trying to grasp adjacency ornavigate paths, whereas in tree-structured informationusers are trying to understand parent/child/siblingrelationships. The tasks across the top of the TTT aretask-domain information actions that users wish toperform.  The seven tasks are at a high level of abstraction.More tasks and refinements of these tasks would be

natural next steps in expanding this table. The seventasks are:O v e r v i e w : Gain an overview of the entirecollection.Zoom : Zoom in on items of interestFilter: filter out uninteresting items.Details-on-demand: Select an item or group andget details when needed.Relate: View relationships among items.History: Keep a history of actions to support undo,replay, and progressive refinement.Extract: Allow extraction of sub-collections and ofthe query parameters.
Further discussion of the tasks follows the descriptionsof the seven data types:
1-dimensional : linear data types include textualdocuments, program source code, and alphabeticallists of names which are all organized in a sequentialmanner. Each item in the collection is a line of textcontaining a string of characters. Additional lineattributes might be the date of last update or authorname. Interface design issues include what fonts,color, size to use and what overview, scrolling, orselection methods can be used. User problems mightbe to find the number of items, see items havingcertain attributes (show only lines of a document thatare section titles, lines of a program that werechanged from the previous version, or people in a listwho are older than 21 years), or  see an item with allits attributes.  Examples: An early approach to dealing with large1-dimensional data sets was the bifocal display whichprovided detailed information in the focus area andless information in the surrounding context area(Spence and Apperley, 1982). In their example, theselected issue of a scientific journal had details abouteach article, the older and newer issues of the journalwere to the left and right on the bookshelf withdecreasing space. Another effort to visualize 1-dimensional data showed the attribute values of eachthousands of item in a fixed-sized space using ascrollbar-like display called value bars (Chimera,1992). Even greater compressions were accomplishedin compact displays of tens of thousands of lines ofprogram source code (SeeSoft, Eick et al., 1992) ortextual documents (Document Lens, Robertson andMackinlay, 1993; Information mural, Jerding andStasko, 1995).
2 - d i m e n s i o n a l : planar or map data includegeographic maps, floorplans, or newspaper layouts.Each item in the collection covers some part of thetotal area and may be rectangular or not. Each itemhas task-domain attributes such as name, owner,value, etc. and interface-domain features such as size,color, opacity, etc. While many systems adopt a
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multiple layer approach to dealing with map data,each layer is 2-dimensional. User problems are to findadjacent items, containment of one item by another,paths between items, and the basic tasks of counting,filtering, and details-on-demand.  Examples: Geographic Information Systems are alarge research and commercial domain (Laurini andThompson, 1992; Egenhofer and Richards, 1993) withnumerous systems available. Information visualizationresearchers have used spatial displays of documentcollections (Korfhage, 1991; Hemmje et al., 1993;Wise et al., 1995) organized proximally by term co-occurrences.
3-dimensional: real-world objects such as molecules,the human body, and buildings have items withvolume and some potentially complex relationshipwith other items. Computer-assisted design systemsfor architects, solid modelers, and mechanicalengineers are built to handle complex 3-dimensionalrelationships. Users's tasks deal with adjacency plusabove/below and inside/outside relationships, as wellas the basic tasks. In 3-dimensional applications usersmust cope with understanding their position andorientation when viewing the objects, plus the seriousproblems of occlusion. Solutions to some of theseproblems are proposed in many prototypes withtechniques such as overviews, landmarks,perspective, stereo display, transparency, and colorcoding.  Examples: Three-dimensional computer graphics andcomputer-assisted design are large topics, butinformation visualization efforts in three dimensionsare still novel. Navigating high resolution images ofthe human body is the challenge in the NationalLibrary of Medicine's Visible Human project (North etal., 1996). Some applications have attempted topresent 3-dimensional versions of trees (Robertson etal., 1993), networks (Fairchild et al., 1988), orelaborate desktops (Card et al., 1996).
Temporal : time lines are widely used and vitalenough for medical records, project management, orhistorical presentations to create a data type that isseparate from 1-dimensional data. The distinction intemporal data is that items have a start and finishtime and that items may overlap. Frequent tasksinclude finding all events before, after, or during sometime period or moment, plus the basic tasks.  Examples: Many project management tools exist,but novel visualizations of time include theperspective wall (Robertson et al., 1993) andLifeLines (Plaisant et al., 1996). LifeLines shows ayouth history keyed to the needs of the MarylandDepartment of Juvenile Justice, but is intended topresent medical patient histories as a compactoverview with selectable items to get details-on-demand. Temporal data visualizations appear in

systems for editing video data or composinganimations such as Macromedia Director.
Multi-dimensional: most relational and statisticaldatabases are conveniently manipulated as multi-dimensional data in which items with n attributesbecome points in a n-dimensional space. Theinterface representation can be 2-dimensionalscattergrams with each additional dimensioncontrolled by a slider (Ahlberg and Shneiderman,1994). Buttons can used for attribute values when thecardinality is small, say less than ten. Tasks includefinding patterns, clusters, correlations among pairs ofvariables, gaps, and outliers. Multi-dimensional datacan be represented by a 3-dimensional scattergrambut disorientation (especially if the users point ofview is inside the cluster of points) and occlusion(especially if close points are represented as beinglarger) can be problems. The technique of parallelcoordinates is a clever innovation which makes sometasks easier, but takes practice for users tocomprehend (Inselberg, 1985).  Examples: The early HomeFinder developeddynamic queries and sliders for user-controlledvisualization of  multi-dimensional data (Williamsonand Shneiderman, 1992). The successor FilmFinderrefined the techniques (Ahlberg and Shneiderman,1994) for starfield displays (zoomable, color coded,user-controlled scattergrams), and laid the basis forthe commercial product Spotfire (Ahlberg andWistrand, 1995). Extrapolations include the AggregateManipulator (Goldstein and Roth, 1994), movablefilters (Fishkin and Stone, 1995), and SelectiveDynamic Manipulation (Chuah et al., 1995). Relatedworks include VisDB for multidimensional databasevisualization (Keim and Kreigal, 1994), thespreadsheet-like Table Lens (Rao and Card, 1994)and the multiple linked histograms in the InfluenceExplorer (Tweedie et al., 1996).
Tree: hierarchies or tree structures are collections ofitems with each item having a link to one parent item(except the root). Items and the links between parentand child can have multiple attributes. The basictasks can be applied to items and links, and tasksrelated to structural properties become interesting, forexample, how many levels in the tree? or how manychildren does an item have? While it is possible tohave similar items at leaves and internal nodes, it isalso common to find different items at each level in atree. Fixed level trees with all leaves equidistant fromthe root and fixed fanout trees with the same numberof children for every parent are easier to deal with.High fanout (broad) and small fanout (deep) trees areimportant special cases. Interface representations oftrees can use an outline style of indented labels usedin tables of contents (Chimera and Shneiderman,1993), a node and link diagram, or a treemap, in
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which child items are rectangles nested inside parentrectangles.  Examples: Tree-structured data has long beendisplayed with indented outlines (Egan et al., 1989) orwith connecting lines as in many computer-directoryfile managers. Attempts to show large tree structuresas node and link diagrams in compact forms includethe 3-dimensional cone and cam trees (Robertson etal., 1993; Carriere and Kazman, 1995), dynamicpruning in the TreeBrowser (Kumar et al., 1995), andthe appealingly animated hyperbolic trees (Lampinget al., 1995). A novel space-filling mosaic approachshows an arbitrary sized tree in a fixed rectangularspace (Shneiderman, 1992; Johnson andShneiderman, 1991). The treemap approach wassuccessfully applied to computer directories, salesdata, business decision-making (Asahi et al., 1995),and web browsing (Mitchell et al., 1995; Mukherjeaet al., 1995), but users take 10-20 minutes toaccommodate to complex treemaps.
Network : sometimes relationships among itemscannot be conveniently captured with a tree structureand it is useful to have items linked to an arbitrarynumber of other items. While many special cases ofnetworks exist (acyclic, lattices, rooted vs. un-rooted,directed vs. undirected) it seems convenient toconsider them all as one data type. In addition to thebasic tasks applied to items and links, network usersoften want to know about shortest or least costly pathsconnecting two items or traversing the entire network.Interface representations include a node and linkdiagram, and a square matrix of the items with thevalue of a link attribute in the row and columnrepresenting a link.  Examples: Network visualization is an old but stillimperfect art because of the complexity ofrelationships and user tasks. Commercial packagescan handle small networks or simple strategies suchas Netmap's layout of nodes on a circle with linkscriss-crossing the central area. An ambitious 3-dimensional approach was an impressive earlyaccomplishment (Fairchild et al., 1988), and newinterest in this topic has been spawned by attempts tovisualize the World Wide Web (Andrews, 1995;Hendley et al., 1995).
These seven data types reflect are an abstraction ofthe reality. There are many variations on these themes(2 1/2 or 4-dimensional data, multitrees,...) and manyprototypes use combinations of these data types. Thistaxonomy is useful only if it facilitates discussion andleads to useful discoveries. Some idea of missedopportunities emerges in looking at the tasks and datatypes in depth:
Overview: Gain an overview of the entire collection.Overview strategies include zoomed out views of

each data type to see the entire collection plus anadjoining detail view. The overview contains amovable field-of-view box to control the contents ofthe detail view, allowing zoom factors of 3 to 30.Replication of this strategy with intermediate viewsenables users to reach larger zoom factors. Anotherpopular approach is the fisheye strategy (Furnas,1986) which has been applied most commonly fornetwork browsing (Sarkar and Brown, 1994; Bartramet al., 1995). The fisheye distortion magnifies one ormore areas of the display, but zoom factors inprototypes are limited to about 5. Although querylanguage facilities made it difficult to gain  anoverview of a collection, information visualizationinterfaces support some overview strategy, or should.Adequate overview strategies are a useful criteria tolook for. Along with an overview plus detail (alsocalled  context plus focus) view there is a need fornavigation tools to pan or scroll  through thecollection.
Zoom: Zoom in on items of interest. Users typicallyhave an interest in some portion of a collection, andthey need tools to enable them to control the zoomfocus and the zoom factor. Smooth zooming helpsusers preserve their sense of position and context.Zooming could be on one dimension at a time bymoving the zoombar controls or by adjusting the sizeof the field-of -view box. A very satisfying way tozoom in is by pointing to a location and issuing azooming command, usually by clicking on a mousebutton for as long as the user wishes (Bederson andHollan, 1993). Zooming in one dimension has provenuseful in starfield displays (Jog and Shneiderman,1995).
Filter: filter out uninteresting items. Dynamic queriesapplied to the items in the collection is one of the keyideas in information visualization (Ahlberg et al.,1992; Williamson and Shneiderman, 1992). Byallowing users to control the contents of the display,users can quickly focus on their interests byeliminating unwanted items. Sliders, buttons, or othercontrol widgets coupled to rapid display update (lessthan 100 milliseconds) is the goal, even when thereare tens of thousands of displayed items.
Details-on-demand: Select an item or group and getdetails when needed. Once a collection has beentrimmed to a few dozen items it should be easy tobrowse the details about the group or individualitems. The usual approach is to simply click on anitem to get a pop-up window with values of each ofthe attributes. In Spotfire, the details-on-demandwindow can contain HTML text with links to furtherinformation.
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Relate : View relationships among items. In theFilmFinder (Ahlberg and Shneiderman, 1994) userscould select an attribute, such as the film's director,in the details-on-demand window and cause thedirector alphaslider to be reset to the director's name,thereby displaying only films by that director.Similarly, in SDM (Chuah et al., 1995), users canselect an item and then highlight items with similarattributes or in LifeLines (Plaisant et al., 1996) userscan click on a medication and see the related visitreport, prescription, and lab test. Designing userinterface actions to specify which relationship is to bemanifested is still a challenge. The Influence Explorer(Tweedie et al., 1996) emphasizes exploration ofrelationships among attributes. and the Table Lensemphasizes finding correlations among pairs ofnumerical attributes (Rao and Card, 1994).
History : Keep a history of actions to support undo,replay, and progressive refinement. It is rare that asingle user action produces the desired outcome.Information exploration is inherently a process withmany steps, so keeping the history of actions andallowing users to retrace their steps is important.However, most prototypes fail to deal with thisrequirement. Maybe they are reflecting the currentstate of graphic user interfaces, but designers wouldbe better to follow information retrieval systemswhich typically preserve the sequence of searches sothat they can be combined or refined.
Extract: Allow extraction of sub-collections and ofthe query parameters. Once users have obtained theitem or set of items they desire, it would be useful tobe able to extract that set and save it to a file in aformat that would facilitate other uses such as sendingby email, printing, graphing, or insertion into astatistical or presentation package. An alternative tosaving the set, they might want to save, send, or printthe settings for the control widgets. Very fewprototypes support this action, although Roth's recentwork on Visage provides an elegant capability toextract sets of items and simply drag-and-drop theminto the next application window.
  The attraction of visual displays, when compared totextual displays, is that they make use of theremarkable human perceptual ability for visualinformation. Within visual displays, there areopportunities for showing relationships by proximity,by containment, by connected lines, or by colorcoding. Highlighting techniques (for example, bold-face text or brightening, inverse video, blinking,underscoring, or boxing) can be used to draw attentionto certain items in a field of thousands of items.Pointing to a visual display can allow rapid selection,and feedback is apparent. The eye, the hand, and the

mind seem to work smoothly and rapidly as usersperform actions on visual displays.
4. Advanced Filtering  Users's have highly varied needs for filteringfeatures. The dynamic queries approach of adjustingnumeric range sliders, alphasliders for names orcategories, or buttons for small sets of categories isappealing to many users for many tasks(Shneiderman, 1994). Dynamic queries might becalled direct-manipulation queries, since they sharethe same concepts of visual display of actions (thesliders or buttons) and objects (the query results in thetask-domain display); the use of rapid, incremental,and reversible actions; and the immediate display offeedback (less than 100 msec). Additional benefitsare no error messages and the encouragement ofexploration.  Dynamic queries can reveal global properties aswell as assist users in answering specific questions.As the database grows, it is more difficult to updatethe display fast enough, and specialized datastructures or parallel computation are required.  The dynamic-query approach to the chemical tableof elements was tested in an empirical comparisonwith a form-fill-in query interface. Thecounterbalanced-ordering within-subjects design with18 chemistry students showed strong advantages forthe dynamic queries in terms of faster performanceand lower error rates (Ahlberg et al., 1991).  Dynamic queries usually permit OR combinationswithin an attribute with AND combination ofattributes across attributes (conjunct of disjuncts).This is adequate for many situations since rapidmultiple sequential queries allow users to satisfy theirinformation needs. Commercial information-retrievalsystems, such as DIALOG or Lexis/Nexis, permitcomplex Boolean expressions with parentheses, butwidespread adoption has been inhibited by thedifficulty of using them. Numerous proposals havebeen put forward to reduce the burden of specifyingcomplex Boolean expressions (Reisner, 1988). Part ofthe confusion stems from informal English usagewhere a query such as List all employees who live inNew York and Boston would result in an empty listbecause the “and” would be interpreted as anintersection; only employees who live in both citieswould qualify! In English, “and” usually expands theoptions; in Boolean expressions, AND is used tonarrow a set to the intersection of two others.Similarly, in the English “I’d like Russian or Italiansalad dressing,” the “or” is exclusive, indicating thatyou want one or the other but not both; in Booleanexpressions, an OR is inclusive, and is used to expanda set.  The desire for full Boolean expressions, includingnested parentheses and NOT operators, led us toward
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novel metaphors for query specification. V e n ndiagrams (Michard, 1982), decision tables (Greene etal., 1990), and the innovative InfoCrystal (Spoerri,1993) have been used, but these both becomeconfusing as query complexity increases. We soughtto support arbitrarily complex Boolean expressionswith a graphical specification. Our approach was toapply the metaphor of water flowing from left to rightthrough a series of pipes and filters, where each filterlets through only the appropriate documents, and thepipe layout indicates relationships of AND or OR.(Young and Shneiderman, 1993)  In this filter–flow model, ANDs are shown as alinear sequence of filters, suggesting the successiveapplication of required criteria. As the flow passesthrough each filter, it is reduced, and the visualfeedback shows a narrower bluish stream of water.ORs are shown two ways: within an attribute, multiplevalues can be selected in a single filter; and acrossmultiple attributes, filters are arranged in parallelpaths. When the parallel paths converge, the width ofthe flow reflects the size of the union of the documentsets.  Negation was handled by a NOT operator that, whenselected, inverts all currently selected items in afilter. For example, if California and Georgia wereselected and then the NOT operator was chosen, thosetwo states would become deselected and all the otherstates would become selected. Finally, clusters offilters and pipes can be made into a single labeledfilter. This facility ensures that the full query can beshown on the display at once, and allows clusters tobe saved in a library for later reuse.  We believe that this approach can help novices andintermittent users to specify complex Booleanexpressions and to learn Boolean concepts. Ausability study was conducted with 20 subjects withlittle experience using Boolean algebra. The prototypefilter–flow interface showed statistically significantimproved performance against a textual interface forcomprehension and composition tasks. The filter-flowinterface was preferred by all 20 subjects.
5. SummaryNovel graphical and direct-manipulation approachesto query formulation and information visualization arenow possible. While research prototypes havetypically dealt with only one data type (1-, 2-, 3-dimensional data, temporal and multi-dimensionaldata, and tree and network data), successfulcommercial products will have to accommodateseveral. These products will need to provide smoothintegration with existing software and support the fulltask list: Overview, zoom, filter, details-on-demand,relate, history, and extract. These ideas are attractivebecause they present information rapidly and allow forrapid user-controlled exploration. If they are to befully effective, some of these approaches require

novel data structures, high-resolution color displays,fast data retrieval, specialized data structures,parallel computation, and some user training.  Although the computer contributes to the informationexplosion, it is potentially the magic lens for finding,sorting, filtering, and presenting the relevant items.Search in complex structured documents, graphics,images, sound, or video presents grand opportunitiesfor the design of user interfaces and search engines tofind the needle in the haystack. The novel-informationexploration tools—such as dynamic queries,treemaps, fisheye views, parallel coordinates,starfields, and perspective walls—are but a few of theinventions that will have to be tamed and validated.
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ABSTRACT 
Abstract mathematical models play an important part in 
engineering design, economic decision making and other 
activities. Such models can be externalised in the form of 
Interactive Visualisation Artifacts (IVAs). These IVAs 
display the data generated by mathematical models in 
simple graphs which are interactively linked. Visual 
examination of these graphs enables users to acquire insight 
into the complex relations embodied in the model. In the 
engineering context this insight can be exploited to aid 
design. The paper describes two IVAs for engineering 
design: The Influence Explorer and The Prosection Matrix. 
Formative evaluation studies are briefly discussed. 

KEYWORDS: Interactive Graphics, Visualization 

INTRODUCTION 
Many mathematical problems can benefit from being 
examined visually. Indeed most spreadsheets and statistical 
packages enable users to quickly create static 
representations of their data. These graphs have an accepted 
role as tools for mathematical problem solving. However 
the value of adding interactivity to such representations has 
yet to gain widespread recognition. 

Responsive (i.e. rapid) interaction can facilitate active 
exploration of problems in a manner that is inconceivable 
with static displays. For example users can start to pose 
"What if" queries spontaneously as they work through a 
task. Such exploration can enormously facilitate the 
acquisition of qualitative insight into the nature of the task 
at hand, as well as revealing direct quantitative results. 

In this paper we describe what we call Interactive 
Visualisation Artifacts (IVAs). These are environments 
developed to enable users to solve a particular task - in this 
case within the field of engineering design. 

The IVAs we will discuss here differ from much existing 
work principally because we are not attempting to visualise 
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Figure 1: "Brushing" a Scat terp lot  4 

raw data but, rather, data which is precalculated or 
generated on demand from mathematical models. We also 
exclude data which maps comfortably onto natural 
representations e.g. 3D volumetric models of flow through 
a pipe. Instead we focus on more abstract mathematical 
models which have no obvious representation. 

We can take as an example the design of an engineering 
artifact. Mathematical models (equations) exist which relate 
the artifact's performance to the parameters that describe the 
physical nature of that artifact. Thus, for  a bridge, 
performances such as traffic capacity and cost can be 
calculated from a knowledge of parameters such as cable 
diameters and foundation depth. A designer needs to 
explore the relationships between parameters and 
performances in order to elicit a useful design. 

The development of IVAs for such applications requires 
the creation of new representations that externalise 
pertinent aspects of the model. The IVAs we describe in 
this paper show how such novel representations can be 
created by i n t e r a c t i v e l y  l i n k i n g  s i m p l e  g r a p h s  in  s e v e r a l  
w a y s .  On a simple level we can link many similar graphs, 
as Becker et al [3] did with their "brushed" scatterplots 
(Figure l).  We can also link different  types of 
representations together. For example, by selecting a subset 
of data on a histogram and colour encoding the same subset 
on a scatterplot. These links can also perform different 
functions - for example the selected subset could be colour 
encoded or it could be hidden from view. 

Two IVAs for engineering design are described in this 
paper: the Influence Explorer and the Prosection Matrix. 
They exhibit powerful and effective linking both within and 
between IVAs. 
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Figure 2: The Parameter->Pefformance relationship 

Previous Work 
The idea of linking graphical representations is not new. 
As early as 1978 Newton [12] was linking several 
scatterplots and colour encoding selections to discover 
trends in data. Many others have developed simple linking 
IVAs e.g. IVEE [1], Permutation Matrices [4], BEAD [5], 
SeeSoft TM[6], AutoVisual [7], VisDB [10], Nested 
Histograms [13], The Table Lens [14], Visulab [15], The 
InfoCrystal [17], The Attribute Explorer [18] and The 
Dynamic HouseFinder [20]. 

Most of these IVAs only use one type of representation to 
display data. However a combination of representations 
may also be beneficial, since the user is then able to 
consider the problem from several different perspectives. 
Schmid and Hinterberger  [15] have called this 
"Comparative Multivariate Visualisation" and embodied 
the concept in their "Visulab" software. Here four different 
representations (Parallel Coordinates [9], Andrews Plots 
[2], Permutation Matrices [4] and Multiple Scatterplots [3]) 
can be linked in several ways : encoding with colour, 
hiding part of the data and reordering the data. The use of 
several different representations of data, and the manner of 
their linking, is a key issue in the development of IVAs. 

Visual Design Issues 
The design of any IVA should proceed with various 
characteristics of visual problem solving in mind (Tweedie 
[19]). As Nardi and Zarmer [11] point out, IVAs are 
external representations of the users problem which 
"stimulate and initiate cognitive activity". Zhang and 
Norman [21 ] identify that such external representations act 
as memory aids; provide information perceptually without 
need for interpretation; anchor and structure cognitive 
behaviour; and change the task. 

Suchman [18] emphasises that "it is frequently only on 
acting in a present situation that its possibilities become 
clear". In other words users will often pick up information 
opportunistically from their environment. It is partly this 
tendency to stimulate opportunistic behaviour that makes 
IVAs interesting. Consequently, the visual cues provided 
must be designed to support this opportunistic process. 

DESIGN FOR MANUFACTURABILITY 
A typical task that has a mathematical model associated 
with it is that of engineering design. For a given product 
such as a light bulb, a model can be formed of the way the 
parameters (whose value is open to choice by the designer) 
influence performances (Figure 2). In the light bulb 
example, performances such as a bulb's brightness and its 
lifetime will partly be determined by parameters such as the 
number of coils in its filament and the thickness of that 
filament. The mathematical model is a set of equations, 
each relating a performance to a number of parameters. 

The designer must choose numerical values for parameters 
in such a way that the performances they influence, usually 
in a very complex fashion, take on values acceptable to a 
customer. In other words, when designing a light bulb, the 
designer has to keep a specification in mind. If for example 
they are asked to design a light bulb that will be very bright 
and last for at least 6 months then they need to find the set 
of parameters values that will satisfy this specification. 

The traditional design process 
Given a set of parameters, an engineering artifact can be 
simulated to establish the corresponding performances. 
Unfortunately the reverse is not true: a designer cannot 
choose a performance value and calculate the parameters 
needed to achieve it. For this reason traditional design is 
characterised by a series of iterations in which the designer 
selects a set of parameters and then simulates the artifact to 
find out what the performances are. Design proceeds 
through the gradual adjustment of parameters until a 
satisfactory set of performance values is found. This design 
process is illustrated in figure 3a for an artifact defined by 
two parameters and influencing two performances. The 
design is represented by a single point moving in parameter 
and performance space. This "trial and error" approach can 
be tedious and time-consuming and is heavily dependent on 
a designer's expertise. 

Precalcnlation 
The design process can be immensely simplified if one has 
mathematical models of the relationship between 
parameters and performances. Figure 3b shows how such 
models can be used to create a precalculated exploration 
database. The des igne r  selects a wide "Region of  
Exploration" in parameter space within which the final 
design might well be expected to lie. Within this region a 
large number of points (e.g. over 500) are generated 
randomly, each point representing a design. For each of 
these sets of parameter values the corresponding point in 
performance space is computed using the artifact's 
mathematical model; In our light bulb example, a dataset 
generated in this way would describe a variety of light 
bulbs each having randomly different parameter values and 
associated performances. The benefit of creating such a 
dataset is also illustrated in figure 3b. The designer can now 
readily select their desired performance values and "look 
up" which parameter sets give them those values. 

Designing in the real world 
Unfortunately the aim of engineering design is not simply 
that of finding a single set of parameter values that satisfies 
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a specification. Inevitable fluctuations in manufacturing 
processes mean that parameter values can only be 
guaranteed to lie within a so-called tolerance range. For 
example the filament width of our light bulb might vary 
slightly during manufacture, and this variation could have a 
crucial effect on a performance. We therefore need to define 
exactly how much each parameter can vary. The combined 
set of parameter tolerance ranges defines a tolerance region 
in parameter space. These are the bulbs that will be 
manufactured. 

Figure 4 shows the rectangular tolerance region for the 
simple case of two parameters. In the same space, an 
irregularly shaped "Region of Acceptability" defines the 
location of all the artifacts that satisfy the performance 
requirements. Achieving a good design is a matter of fitting 
these two regions to each other with maximum overlap 

Overall Design Objectives 
As well as satisfying the customer's requirements on 
performance, it is usually the case that there is also some 
overall objective that must be achieved. One such objective 
is that of maximising the manufacturing yield, which is the 
percentage of mass-produced bulbs that satisfy the 
customer's requirements on performance. With reference to 
Figure 4, yield is that percentage of the tolerance region 
which lies within the region of acceptability. 

Another such design objective might be the unit 
manufacturing cost of each bulb that is shipped to the 
customer. Usually the wider the tolerances are on the 
parameters the cheaper the bulb will be to manufacture. 

TI lE  INFLUENCE EXPLORER 
Precalculation forms the backbone of the Influence 
Explorer. Once the data has been precalculated (as 
described earlier), it provides an exploration database on 
which to start an investigation. Figure 5 shows how the 
population of 600 precalculated designs is displayed in the 
form of histograms. All performance histograms are plotted 
horizontally to the left of the screen and the parameter 
histograms vertically to the right. An artifact is represented 
once on each plot in the appropriate bin. Each column in the 
histogram represents the number of designs that fall within 
that bin. In other words, the histograms are frequency plots. 

Qualitative Exploration 
In order to form an effective external representation of the 
task the Influence Explorer must allow the user to gradually 
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Figure 4: In 2-parameter space, two performances F1 
and F2 define upper and lower limits for acceptable 
performance. Manufactured bulbs lie within the 
tolerance region. 

build up a coherent picture of their problem, in other words 
the complexity must be introduced in stages. 

In the initial stages of design the user will want to gain a 
qualitative understanding of the problem. The designer can 
place exploratory limits on parameters and performances, 
thereby defining ranges of those quantities. In Figure 5 a 
range of performance on $4 has been defined with a slider. 
This action leads to the colour linking (black) of those bulbs 
that lie within the selected range on the $4 histogram and 
all the other histograms, so that the selected subset can be 
viewed across all the histograms. The potential for 
exploring the inter-relation between parameters and 
performances is now apparent. Confidence in these 
perceived relations can be sought by interactively moving 
the selected range of $4 up and down its scale and 
observing the corresponding movement of the highlighted 
bulbs on the other scales. The power of such a dynamic 
action to generate insight is difficult to convey in static 
words and diagrams, but is strikingly obvious in actual use. 

It is worth emphasising that the discovery of a "trade-off' 
relation between two performances is immensely important 

Figure 5: 
The performance 
(left) and parameter 
(right) histograms. 
A selection has 
been made on S4 
and these same 
points are 
highlighted on each 
of the other 
histograms. Circles 
indicate the mean 
of the selected 
points. 
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in engineering design. In the Influence Explorer this 
discovery is virtually immediate, whereas in conventional 
design practice such a trade-off might be discovered only 
after tedious search or, at worst, not at all. 

Additional tools enhance the functionality of the Influence 
Explorer. A mouse-click on a bulb in one histogram 
highlights that same bulb, and displays corresponding 
values, in all the other histograms. Another option connects 
these points with a line and allows the comparison of 
several different bulbs. These lines are known as "parallel 
coordinate" plots [9]. Yet another option places a circle on 
each of the histogram scales indicating the mean of the 
currently selected bulbs (see figure 5). This is useful when 
a range is being moved as it eases detection of trends. 

Quantitative Design decisions 
As well as indulging in qualitative exploration, the designer 
must at some stage take note of the quantitative detail 
associated with a customer's requirements on performance. 
To do so a "specification option" is selected (Figure 6 - 
colour plate). 

The placement of upper and lower limits on the 
performance scales invokes another linking mechanism. 
Red colour coding identifies bulbs that lie within all the 
performance limits, those bulbs which fail one limit are 
colour coded black, while dark and light grey denotes two 
and three failed limits respectively. Such colour coding 
provides valuable sensitivity information. For example, it is 
immediately noticed (Figure 6 - colour plate) that a 
relaxation of the upper limit on $4 would turn some black 
bulbs into (acceptable) red bulbs, knowledge which might 
well lead to a discussion about the wisdom of that particular 
upper limit. Negotiations concerning performance 
specifications are common to engineering and could be 
considerably clarified using this information. 

Design for Manufacture 
As already explained, inevitable variations in the 
manufacturing process are such that, in the design of a 
mass-produced artifact such as a light bulb, the designer 
must be concerned with the selection of parameter ranges 
rather than specific values. It is the combination of all these 
selected parameter ranges that must satisfy the performance 
limits defined by the customer. 

Parameter ranges are defined by the selection ofupper and 
lower limits (Figure 7 - colour plate), in exactly the same 
manner as for the performances. Again, the selection of 
parameter limits invokes a linking mechanism, once more 
leading to additional colour encoding. Though at first 
sight complex, the coding is, we suggest, matched to an 
engineering designer's real needs and, given the motivation 
provided by a tool offering responsive exploration, is 
readily, even eagerly learned. Figure 8 (colour plate) is a 
replica of Figure 4 with the relevant colour codings shown. 
Figure 8 and the table attached to figure 7 may help clarify 
the rationale behind this coding: 
° Red denotes bulbs that satisfy all limits. They lie within 
parameter limits (and are therefore manufactured) and they 
satisfy the customer's performance limits. 

• Black denotes a bulb that satisfies all the performance 
limits but lies outside one parameter limit, and is therefore 
not manufactured. Thus it will turn red if one parameter 
limit is adjusted to include it. 
° Blue bulbs are those which are manufactured (and hence 
lie within parameter limits) but fail one or more 
performances. These are the bulbs which cause a reduction 
in yield. Tightening a parameter limit to eliminate blue 
bulbs (for example raising the lower limit of XI in Figure 
7) will reduce the number of manufactured artifacts which 
violate a customer's requirements, hence raising the yield. 
The Blue bulbs are coded in two shades of blue - Dark 
Blue indicates those bulbs that are manufactured and only 
violate one performance limit; relaxation of that 
performance limit will turn those bulbs into red ones (e.g. in 
figure 7 expanding the lower limit on S 1 will turn the dark 
blue bulbs red). Light Blue indicates those bulbs which are 
manufactured and violate more than one performance limit. 
• Grey bulbs are those which fail one parameter range 
and one or more performance limits. They would therefore 
turn blue if they were to be enclosed within the tolerance 
region. Thus in Figure 7 if the upper limit on X2 is 
extended to turn the black bulbs into red ones, this gain in 
the number of (red) acceptable bulbs would be offset by the 
number of grey bulbs turning blue and, thereby, adding 
unsatisfactory bulbs to the manufacturing process. 

The principal advantage of such colour coding is that it 
indicates how altering the parameter or performance limits 
will effect the overall usefulness of the design. 

Yield Enhancement 
To facilitate design for maximum yield the Influence 
Explorer continuously computes, and displays in numerical 
form, the value of the yield. The designer may well begin 
by attempting to select parameter ranges that maximise the 
yield, hopefully to a value of 100%. In order to achieve 
such a high yield the user needs to adjust the tolerances 
taking account of where the red and therefore "useful" 
points lie and trying to reduce the number of blue points. 
By keeping an eye on the yield the user can slowly optimise 
their solution until they have found an optimum yield. 

100% yield can obviously be achieved by making the 
parameter ranges sufficiently small (Figure 14 - colour 
plate), but another overall objective - the minimisation of 
manufacturing cost - militates against such a solution. It is 
normally the case that the wider the parameter ranges, the 
lower the cost of the artifact. There is therefore a strong 
incentive to select parameter ranges that are as wide as 
possible commensurate with an acceptably high yield (see 
Figure 15 - colour plate). 

Focused Sampling 
Unfortunately when interacting with tolerances limits the 
precalculated data set becomes a constraining factor in the 
Influence Explorer. Since the requirements are now 
becoming specific, it is unlikely that many of the original 
600 points will fall within all the performance and 
parameter requirements. This Curse of dimensionality 
results in very few colour coded points. To overcome this 
problem the Influence Explorer is programmed to 
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p3 

Figure 9: A section of p3 is projected onto 
a pl/p2 scatterplot 

dynamically resample the model so that a number of points 
always fall within and close to the tolerance region. 
Evidence of this process can be seen in Figure 7 where the 
column heights within the tolerance limits are higher than 
column heights on the rest of each parameter histogram. 

THE PROSECTION MATRIX 
The Prosection Matrix provides an alternative perspective 
of the model. It is a set of scatterplots (Figure 10) arranged 
in a matrix, as suggested by Becker et al [3]. Each 
scatterplot corresponds to a different pair of parameters, and 
all possible parameter pairs are represented. Thus, for the 
bulb's four parameters there are six scatterplots. 

The construction of each scatterplot is illustrated 
conceptually in Figure 9 for the simple case of a 3- 
parameter system, pl and p2 are the scatterplot's two 
parameters, p3 is a third parameter on which a parameter 
range has been set. Only data that falls within p3's chosen 
parameter range is projected down onto the plp2 plane. 

This is a projection of a section of parameter space, hence 
the name 'Prosection' (the term came from by a paper by 
Furnas and Buja [8]). This prosection process is repeated 
for every pair of parameters so that each scatterplot is 
displaying different data. The tolerance ranges for the 
scatterplots two parameters (pl and p2 in figure 9) can also 
be projected on to the plot in the form of a tolerance box. 

The Prosection Matrix shown in Figure 10 actually refers to 
a situation in which each parameter range is very small, 
leading to a small tolerance region (the small grey dot in 
the centre of each scatterplot). Because the parameter 
ranges are small, they define a very thin 'slice' through 
multi-dimensional parameter space, and therefore the 
resulting scatterplots show well-defined boundaries 
associated with the different performance limits of Figure 
10. The colour coding used defines how well designs satisfy 
these performance limits. In Figure 10 designs that are 
acceptable are black, those that failed only one performance 
limit are dark grey and those that fail two are medium grey 
etc. One of the benefits of this colour coding is that the 
designer can explore the effect of moving the boundaries in 
the scatterplot. Thus, in Figure 11, the designer has moved 
the lower limit of performance S3 even lower. A 
comparison of Figure 10 and 11 reveals how the 
corresponding boundary has moved, increasing the area of 
the (here, black) acceptable region. Exploration of this kind 
allows a designer to form a strategy for combining and 
trading off different performance requirements. 

Though Figure 9 provides a conceptual illustration of the 
formation of each scatterplot within the Prosection Matrix it 
is actually unsuitable for implementation because it would 
result in a very grainy representation. Instead, each 
scatterp!ot is filled using a matrix of small coloured 
squares. For example if we consider the (top left) X1X2 
scatterplot in Figure 11 its area is divided in 442 squares, 
The Cartesian coordinates of each square's midpoint defines 
values of X1 and X2. Values of X3 and X4 are then 

×1 

$3 

×2 ×2 

×5 
i!  !iii!; i ! 

~J 

Figure 10: This Prosection Matrix represents 'slices' 
through parameter space. The grey scaling show 
how the data satisfies the performance 
requirements. 

×3 i iiiiili!i  
Figure 11: Adjusting a performance requirement and 
viewing how the related boundary moves in parameter 
space 
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selected randomly from within their tolerance range for 
each square. The corresponding values of the performances 
S 1 to $4 are then computed from the model and compared 
with their respective limits. The square is then coloured 
according to the scheme already defined. For clarity, in the 
case of Figure 11 the X3 and X4 ranges are actually set to a 
single point so no randomisation occurs. 

The existence of significant parameter ranges rather than 
single parameter values changes the detailed appearance of 
the Prosection Matrix but not its general character (Figure 
12). Again consider the X1X2 scatterplot (top left). The 
original value of X1 has been replaced by a range of X1 as 
indicated by the yellow line. The immediate effect is that 
for all the scatterplots that don't have X1 as an axis, X1 is 
now randomly chosen within the selected range of X1 
values rather than set at a single value. The increased 
fuzziness of these plots reflects this process. The rest of 
Figure 12 shows the effect of additionally assigning ranges 
to X2, X3 and X4. 

Figure 13 (colour plate) shows how the Prosection Matrix 
looks when the performance and parameter limits are set as 
in Figure 7. The red regions now correspond to acceptable 
bulbs, whereas those that are manufactured lie within the 
yellow tolerance regions. The small percentage of red 
points within this region indicate a low yield (19%). In 
Figure 14 (colour plate) the user has set the tolerances to 
very narrow ranges to find a high yield (100%). Since wider 

tolerance ranges are normally associated with lower cost, 
the designer will endeavour to make the yellow -bounded 
tolerance region as large as possible, perhaps even trading 
off manufacturing yield against cost. Figure 15 (colour 
plate) shows how the user has adjusted the parameter ranges 
so that they just fit inside the red region, resulting in much 
wider tolerances (potentially cheaper components) whilst 
maintaining a reasonably high yield (96%) 

FORMATIVE EVALUATION STUDIES 
The design of IVAs is difficult - it is often hard to judge 
what users will find intuitive and how an IVA will support a 
particular task. We have therefore carried out a number of 
formative evaluation studies at different stages of the IVA's 
development. Ten pairs of subjects were tested. They were 
all graduate engineers/scientists enrolled on PhD programs. 
The pairs worked together, first with the Influence 
Explorer, then the Prosection Matrix and finally both tools 
together. Reassuringly, each pair of subjects were able to 
complete a tolerance design task in about 30 minutes. 

We learnt some very simple lessons from these evaluations: 
a) Maximise the directness of the interactivity. For example 
one version of the Prosection Matrix forced users to map 
their interaction from the sliders. However users preferred 
to select and drag the tolerance box directly. 
b) Seek out the most crucial information and then represent 
it appropriately and simply. The most obvious example of 

X1 X1 

Figure 12: 
Gradually 
increasing the 
tolerance region 
so that sections 
of the data are 
projected. The 
boundaries 
become fuzzier 
as the ranges 
are adjusted. 

X1 

Widening the 
Xl range X3 

X4 

X2 

c) Widening the X3 
range 

b) Widening the X2 X3 ~ I ~  
range 

X4 

i i  

X4 
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this was the colour coding. Initially when considering the 
interface for setting up a performance specifications we 
attempted to colour code all the different variations of 
failure. Then we realised that this coding could be 
considerably simplified if we focused on encoding data that 
satisfied the performance limits and perhaps more 
importantly data that almost satisfied those limits. Colour 
coding the influence explorer for tolerance design was more 
difficult. The solution presented in this paper (Figure 8) has 
attempted to reduce the colour coded information to that 
which will provide immediate and useful information. 
c) There is a trade-off between the amount of  information, 
simplicity and accuracy. Ensuring that there is sufficient 
information to complete a task was an important issue. This 
emerged in the Influence Explorer when we tried adding 
tolerances with the original precalculated dataset. Using 
dynamic focused sampling overcame this problem. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The Influence Explorer and Prosection Matrix have now be 
utilised in a wide variety of  industrial collaborations in 
electronic, structural and mechanotronic domains. The 
enthusiastic reaction of those who have observed and 
experimented with these IVAs suggests that the potential 
offered by immediately available and responsive interaction 
is considerable. 

There are many reasons for this enthusiasm. One is the 
readiness with which opportunistic as well as planned 
exploration can be carried out. Another is the directness of 
external representations. Abstract Mathematical Models are 
difficult for the untrained user to interpret. However using 
these IVAs the problem holder can explore the model for 
themselves, and make use of  their own considerable 
experience and knowledge to test the models validity in 
their own terms. A mathematical model is one thing, but an 
externalisation of that mathematical model that can be 
responsively explored is quite another. A third reason is that 
these tools transform a very difficult cognitive problem into 
a much easier perceptual task. 

Many avenues of  research and experimentation still need to 
be followed up. One concerns the enhancement of the 
designer's expertise by some of the automated tolerance 
design algorithms developed over the last two decades. One 
such algorithm was incorporated within the Influence 
Explorer and, when invoked, automatically and very rapidly 
(e.g. 10 seconds) adjusted the 'nominal value' of each 
parameter (the mid-point of the selected parameter range) to 
maximise the yield. Nevertheless, this automation needs to 
be complemented by an interface which will facilitate the 
human observation and guidance of automated design. 
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Toward a Deeper Understanding of the Role of  
Interaction in Information Visualization

Ji Soo Yi, Youn ah Kang, John T. Stasko, Member, IEEE, and Julie A. Jacko

Abstract—Even though interaction is an important part of information visualization (Infovis), it has garnered a relatively low level 
of attention from the Infovis community. A few frameworks and taxonomies of Infovis interaction techniques exist, but they 
typically focus on low-level operations and do not address the variety of benefits interaction provides. After conducting an 
extensive review of Infovis systems and their interactive capabilities, we propose seven general categories of interaction 
techniques widely used in Infovis: 1) Select, 2) Explore, 3) Reconfigure, 4) Encode, 5) Abstract/Elaborate, 6) Filter, and 7) 
Connect. These categories are organized around a user’s intent while interacting with a system rather than the low-level 
interaction techniques provided by a system. The categories can act as a framework to help discuss and evaluate interaction 
techniques and hopefully lay an initial foundation toward a deeper understanding and a science of interaction. 

Index Terms—Information visualization, interaction, interaction techniques, taxonomy, visual analytics 

1 INTRODUCTION

Information visualization (Infovis) systems, at their core, appear to 
have two main components: representation and interaction. The 
representation component, whose roots lie in the field of computer 
graphics, concerns the mapping from data to representation and how 
that representation is rendered on the display. The interaction 
component involves the dialog between the user and the system as 
the user explores the data set to uncover insights. The interaction 
component’s roots lie in the area of human-computer interaction 
(HCI). Although discussed as two separate components, 
representation and interaction clearly are not mutually exclusive. For 
instance, interaction with a system may activate a change in 
representation. Nonetheless, the two components seem to compose 
the two fundamental aspects of Infovis systems, and it seems 
reasonable to consider what each contributes to an end-user’s 
experience.

We argue that the representation component has received the vast 
majority of attention in Infovis research. A cursory scan of a recent 
conference proceedings or journal issues in the area will uncover 
many articles about new representations of data sets, but interaction 
is often relegated to a secondary role in these articles. Interaction 
rarely is the main focus of research efforts in the field, essentially 
making it the “little brother” of Infovis. In other words, it is 
overshadowed by the more noteworthy representation aspects. A few 
papers have mainly focused on the interactive aspects of Infovis (e.g., 
[10, 15, 25, 47]), but these are relatively uncommon when compared 
to papers introducing new data representations. 

Interaction is an essential part of Infovis, however. Without 
interaction, an Infovis technique or system becomes a static image or 
autonomously animated images (e.g., InfoCanvas [28]). While static 
images clearly have analytic and expressive value (e.g., [8, 29, 46]), 
their usefulness becomes more limited as the data set that they 
represent grows larger with more variables. Actually, even with a 
static image such as a poster, a user (or a reader) will often perform 
several interactions (e.g., rotating the poster, looking closer/further, 

and jotting down notes on the poster). Spence even suggests the 
notion of “passive interaction” through which the user’s mental 
model on the data set is changed or enhanced [38]. Finally, through 
interaction, some limits of a representation can be overcome, and the 
cognition of a user can be further amplified (e.g., [15, 29]). 

The importance of interaction and the need for its further study 
seem undisputed. For example, the recent book Illuminating the 
Path: The Research and Development Agenda for Visual Analytics
calls for further research on interaction: 

“Recommendation 3.3: Create a new science of 
interaction to support visual analytics. The grand 
challenge of interaction is to develop a taxonomy to describe 
the design space of interaction techniques that supports the 
science of analytic reasoning. We must characterize this 
design space and identify under-explored areas that are 
relevant to visual analytics. Then, R&D should be focused on 
expanding the repertoire of interaction techniques that can fill 
those gaps in the design space.” ([45], p. 76) 

This recommendation concerns visual analytics which is not 
equivalent to Infovis, but the two clearly share much in common and 
the motivation for this call can equally be applied to Infovis. 

While we believe that few would argue with the merits of the 
goals in the recommendation, precisely defining what is being called 
for is not so easy. What does it mean to create a “science of 
interaction” in visual analytics and Infovis? The recommendation 
speaks of developing a taxonomy of interaction techniques and 
identifying under-explored areas for future research. These are noble 
efforts, but we believe that a science of interaction also should 
involve gaining a deeper understanding of the utility and value of 
interaction in these fields. What does interaction contribute to the 
analytic process?  

For that matter, we might raise questions about the nature of 
interaction itself. In the context of Infovis, what is interaction and 
interactive behavior? Operations such as moving a dynamic query 
slider [3] to narrow the set of data points being shown or selecting an 
alternate point in a fisheye view [19] to change the focus seem like 
clear examples of interactive behavior. But consider a system where 
the user selects a menu operation to change from a scatter plot to a 
parallel coordinates of the data. Is that interaction? 

The purpose of this article relates to the recommendation from 
Illuminating the Path that was discussed above. Defining a science 
of interaction is a lofty goal and we do not purport to do so here, but 
we do seek to take some initial steps toward that goal. Our objective 
is to further current understandings of the role that interaction plays 
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in Infovis. More specifically, we seek to identify the fundamental 
ways that interaction is used in Infovis systems and the benefits it 
provides to them (and to users).

In the next section, we review prior research on interaction in 
Infovis and examine how other researchers have defined and 
characterized its virtues. In Section 3, we describe the research 
methods used to survey and analyze these interaction techniques. In 
Section 4, we describe the results of an extensive analytic 
investigation of interaction techniques and introduce seven 
fundamental ways that interaction contributes to the explorations and 
analyses people perform while using Infovis systems.  

2 BACKGROUND

It seems appropriate to start a discussion of interaction in Infovis 
with a definition of the term, but in fact, finding a solid definition of 
interaction is challenging. In the broader context of HCI, Dix et al. 
simply describe interaction as “the communication between user and 
the system” (p. 124) [16]. Becker, Cleveland, and Wilks compactly 
define interaction as direction manipulation and instantaneous 
change [6]. Since interaction can occur even with a static image as 
described previously [38], interaction is certainly not a tangible 
concept. That is likely why Beaudouin-Lafon mentions that “HCI 
research is far from having solid (and falsifiable) theories of 
interaction” (p. 16) [5]. 

Nonetheless, interaction techniques are less difficult to define and 
are more tangible concepts than interaction itself. A static image 
does not have an associated interaction technique even though users 
can interact with it. Foley et al. define an interaction technique as a 
way of using a physical input/output device to perform a generic task 
in a human-computer dialogue [18]. 

The definition of interaction techniques in the context of Infovis 
should extend Foley’s definition, however, which was grounded in 
the general context of HCI. As Ware identifies via the phrase, 
“asymmetry in data rates” (p.382) [51], the amount of data flowing 
from Infovis systems to users is far greater than from users to 
systems. Thus, interaction techniques in Infovis seem more designed 
for changing and adjusting visual representation than for entering 
data into systems, which clearly is an important aspect of interaction 
in HCI. 

We view interaction techniques in Infovis as the features that 
provide users with the ability to directly or indirectly manipulate and 
interpret representations. According to this view, a static image or an 
autonomously animated representation does not have associated 
interaction techniques. However, a menu interface for changing from 
a scatter plot to a parallel coordinates view is an interaction 
technique since it allows users to manipulate a representation even 
though it may be less interactive or direct. (Here and throughout this 
paper, we intentionally use the term “user” rather than “viewer” or 
“people” to emphasize the fact that users actively use and interact 
with Infovis systems.) 

Taxonomies of interaction techniques would be helpful to achieve 
a better understanding of the design space of interaction. Table 1 
summarizes several studies in Infovis proposing taxonomies that we 
think are relevant to the examination of interaction techniques. Even 
though many of the studies share common units, the taxonomies 
have significantly different levels of granularity. Some try to 
categorize low-level interaction techniques (e.g., [9, 12, 15, 24, 37, 
54]); some provide dimensions to describe interaction techniques 
(e.g., [38, 47]); another moves past the low-level interaction 
techniques to provide a broader view of interaction including notions 
such as interaction spaces and parameters (e.g., [50]); while others 
focus more on users’ tasks (e.g., [4, 56]). This divergence suggests 
that there may be multiple ways or granularities to describe 
interaction techniques, which is also in line with Norman’s action 
cycle [30] that describes interaction between a user and the world 
using multiple steps (i.e., forming the goal, forming the intention, 
specifying an action, executing the action, perceiving the state of the 
world, interpreting the state of the world, and evaluating the 

outcome). Also, this divergence implies that defining a 
comprehensive taxonomy is challenging. Since Infovis is still a 
growing field, it is highly possible that an interaction technique 
developed in the future will not be clearly categorized by one of the 
low-level interaction technique taxonomies. 

Table 1. Infovis Taxonomies Relevant to Interaction Techniques 

Publications Taxonomic units 
Taxonomies of low-level interaction techniques 
Shneiderman (1996) 
[37] 

Overview, zoom, filter, details-on-demand, relate, 
history, and extract 

Buja, Cook, and 
Swayne (1996) [9] 

Focusing (choice of [projection, aspect ratio, 
zoom, pan], choice of [variable, order, scale, scale-
aspect ratio, animation, and 3-D rotation]), linking 
(brushing as conditioning / sectioning / database 
query), and arranging views (scatter plot matrix 
and conditional plot) 

Chuah and Roth (1996) 
[13] 

Basic visualization interaction (BVI) operations: 
graphical operations (encode data, set graphical 
value, manipulate objects), set operations (create 
set, delete set, summarize set, other), and data 
operations (add, delete, derived attributes, other) 

Dix and Ellis (1998) 
[15] 

Highlighting and focus, accessing extra 
information – drill down and hyperlinks, overview 
and context, same representation / changing 
parameters, same data / changing representation, 
linking representation – temporal fusion 

Keim (2002) [24] Dynamic projections, interactive filtering, 
interactive zooming, interactive distortion, 
interactive linking and brushing 

Wilkinson (2005) [54] Filtering (categorical/continuous/multiple/fast 
filtering), navigating (zooming/panning/lens), 
manipulating (node dragging/categorical 
reordering), brushing and linking (brush 
shapes/brush logic/fast brushing), animating 
(frame animation), rotating, transforming 
(specification/assembly/display/tap/2 taps/3 taps)  

Taxonomical dimensions of interaction techniques 
Tweedie (1997) [47] Interaction types (manual, mechanized, 

instructable, steerable, and automatic) and 
directness (direct and indirect manipulation) 

Spence (2007) [38] Interaction modes (continuous, stepped, passive, 
and composite interaction) 

A taxonomy of interaction operations 
Ward and Yang (2004) 
[50] 

interaction operators (navigation, selection, 
distortion), interaction spaces (screen-space, data 
value-spaces, data structure-space, attribute-space, 
object-space, and visualization structure-space), 
and interaction parameters (focus, extents, 
transformation, and blender) 

Taxonomies of user tasks 
Zhou and Feiner 
(1998) [56] 

Relational visual tasks (associate, background, 
categorize, cluster, compare, correlate, distinguish, 
emphasize, generalize, identify, locate, rank, 
reveal, switch) and direct visual organizing and 
encoding tasks (encode) 

Amar, Eagan, and 
Stasko (2005) [4] 

Retrieve value, filter, compute derived value, find 
extremum, sort, determine range, characterize 
distribution, find anomalies, cluster, and correlate 

While these taxonomies are certainly useful for better 
understanding interaction, to us they still lack something important. 
The first three sets focus strongly on interaction techniques and are 
relatively system-centric. The last set focuses on user goals without a 
main focus on interaction. We believe it would be beneficial to 
bridge these two efforts—to connect user objectives with the 
interaction techniques that help accomplish them. 

Finally, measuring the effectiveness of a taxonomy is difficult 
itself. We are drawn to a discussion of this issue by Beaudouin-
Lafon [5] who proposes three dimensions to evaluate interaction 
models: 1) descriptive power, “the ability to describe a significant 
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range of existing interface”; 2) evaluative power: “the ability to help 
assess multiple design alternatives”; and 3) generative power: “the 
ability to help designers create new designs” (p. 17). None of the 
taxonomies listed above appear to provide all three levels. 

3 METHODS

In order to more systematically understand the underlying 
mechanisms of interaction, we began this research with the goal of 
building a comprehensive list of Infovis interaction techniques. Since 
it clearly would not be possible to examine all existing systems and 
techniques, we decided instead to review existing literature and 
Infovis systems as follows.  

We began by reviewing existing literature containing taxonomies 
of Infovis interaction techniques, as mentioned in the Background 
section just above. Next, we examined a number of commercial 
Infovis systems (e.g., SeeIT by ADVISOR Solutions, Inc. (formerly 
Visual Insights) [1], Spotfire® by Spotfire, Inc. [2, 41], TableLens™ 
by Inxight Software, Inc. [23, 33], and InfoZoom® by humanIT [22, 
40]) since they, as general purpose Infovis tools, tend to have a broad 
set of multiple interaction techniques. We also reviewed articles 
introducing new Infovis interaction techniques (e.g., pan & zoom, 
overview & details, focus + context, and filter). Finally, we selected 
well-known papers in sub-areas of Infovis (e.g., multivariate, time-
series, hierarchical, software, security, geographic, and social 
visualization) to cover various application areas. In total, we 
surveyed 59 papers and 51 systems and collected 311 individual 
interaction techniques actually implemented in Infovis systems. 

Even though the list of interaction techniques was growing larger 
and larger, the efforts left us somewhat unsatisfied. It was not clear 
how useful this list of techniques would be or more importantly, 
whether it would be descriptive and meaningful. As the gathering 
process progressed, however, we began to notice common sets of 
techniques emerging and some styles of interaction being listed more 
frequently.  

Accordingly, we decided to aggregate and cluster the different 
techniques by using an affinity diagramming method. We grouped 
similar interaction techniques and iteratively refined the groups 
according to the core concepts. During the grouping process, several 
competing grouping schemes emerged. Initial groups tended to be 
commonly-used interaction techniques in different Infovis systems, 
which were not that different from existing taxonomies of low-level 
interaction techniques. However, we soon found that these grouping 
schemes could not be robust because there were numerous variants 
of interaction techniques that did not fall into any commonly used 
interaction technique. We realized that for different representation 
techniques, different interaction techniques are used to perform a 
similar task or achieve a similar goal. For example, suppose that a 
user is exploring the relationship between two particular variables. In 
a scatter plot style of visualization as in Spotfire [2], this goal is 
achieved by designating the two variables to be plotted on the x and 
y axes. In TableLens [33], however, the goal can be achieved by 
positioning the two variables next to each other and sorting values 
with respect to one of the variables. 

Thus, we turned our attention to what users achieve by using the 
interaction techniques rather than how the techniques provided by 
Infovis systems work. In doing so, we realized that many different 
styles of interaction techniques serve a relatively small set of 
purposes. For example, unfolding sub-categories in an interactive pie 
chart [15], drill-down in a treemap [36], and semantic zooming [32] 
all may appear very different, but we argue that they serve the same 
purpose, getting more details. 

After several iterations of clustering the techniques, the notion of 
aggregating them by the user’s intent in performing an interactive 
operation began to emerge. We found that the concept of ‘What a 
user wants to achieve’, herein described as “user intent,” is quite 
effective to classify the low-level interaction techniques into a small 
number of descriptive high-level categories. 

4 CATEGORIES

Based on the notion of user intent, the following seven categories of 
interaction in Infovis emerged from our study. Each category will be 
discussed in more detail in a subsequent sub-section. To each 
category, as a title, we assigned a short identifying name (e.g., 
Select) and also an illustrative phrase that captures the essence of the 
user’s intent in performing the interaction. We describe each 
category to provide a definition of what it means and we also include 
exemplary individual interaction techniques that fall within that 
category. 

Select: mark something as interesting 
Explore: show me something else 
Reconfigure: show me a different arrangement 
Encode: show me a different representation 
Abstract/Elaborate: show me more or less detail 
Filter: show me something conditionally 
Connect: show me related items  

4.1 Select: mark something as interesting 
Select interaction techniques provide users with the ability to mark a 
data item(s) of interest to keep track of it. When too many data items 
are presented on a view, or when representations are changed, it is 
difficult for users to follow items of interest. By making items of 
interest visually distinctive, users can easily keep track of them even 
in a large data set and/or with changes in representations. 

Fig. 1. A screen shot of Dust & Magnet showing the marking feature. 

As shown in Fig. 1, the marking feature in Dust & Magnet [55], 
which visualizes data items as specks of iron that move when 
magnets (attributes) are manipulated, is an example of Select. With 
this technique, users can mark data items, and the marked items 
(KS1114, KS2085, and KS1103 in the figure) are labeled in red, so 
even after rearranging items, users can easily track and identify the 
location of items of interest. The spotlight feature in TableLens [33], 
a system that visualizes numerical data using bar charts in a tabular 
view, is a similar interaction technique except that Spotlight 
highlights data items instead of labeling. Yet another example of 
Select is the placemark feature in Google Earth [20], an interactive 
3D geographic visualization tool. By putting a placemark on a 
location of interest, users can return to the location easily. 

Interestingly, Select interaction techniques seem to work as a 
preceding action to subsequent operations. As shown in the Dust & 
Magnet and TableLens examples, users select data items of interest 
before rearranging, so that they can see where the items of interest 
would be located in the new arrangement. Rather than acting as a 
standalone technique, Select interaction is coupled with other 
interaction techniques to enrich user exploration and discovery. 

4.2 Explore: show me something else 
Explore interaction techniques enable users to examine a different 
subset of data cases. When users view data using an Infovis system, 
they often can only see a limited number of data items at a time 
because of some combination of the large scale of the data set, view 
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and/or screen limitations, and fundamental perceptual and cognitive 
limitations in human information processing. Infovis system users 
typically examine a subset of the data to gain understanding and 
insight, and then they move on to view some other data. Explore
interactions do not necessarily make complete changes in the data 
being viewed, however. More frequently, some new data items enter 
the view as others are removed. 

The most common Explore interaction technique in our survey is 
panning. Panning refers to the movement of a camera across a scene 
or scene movement while the camera stays still. Panning is often 
achieved by a special mode where the user grabs the scene and 
moves it with a mouse or by simply altering the view via scrollbars. 
Many Infovis systems use panning techniques: for example, Spotfire 
[2], Vizster [21], Dust & Magnet [55], and SeeIT [1].  

Another example of an Explore interaction is the Direct-Walk 
technique. Direct-Walk allows users to smoothly move the viewing 
focus from one position in information structure to another by “a 
series of mouse points or other direct-manipulation methods” (p. 
239) [11]. The hyperlink feature in the Jazz zooming interface toolkit 
[7] is an example of Direct-Walk. Hyperlinks move the user from 
one point in the information space to another in a smooth, animated 
transition. An online graphical dictionary, Visual Thesaurus® [44], is 
another example of Direct-Walk. In Visual Thesaurus®, a searched 
vocabulary is displayed at the center surrounded by related 
vocabularies as shown Fig. 2. When one of surrounding words is 
clicked, the word smoothly comes to the center and new related 
words surround this newly centered word. 

Fig. 2. A screen shot of Visual Thesaurus® with the word “get” at the 
center

4.3 Reconfigure: show me a different arrangement 
Reconfigure interaction techniques provide users with different 
perspectives onto the data set by changing the spatial arrangement of 
representations. One of the essential purposes of Infovis is to reveal 
hidden characteristics of data and the relationships between them. A 
good static representation often serves this purpose, but a single 
representation rarely provides sufficient perspectives. Thus, many 
Infovis tools incorporate Reconfigure interaction techniques that 
allow users to change the way data items are arranged or the 
alignment of data items in order to provide different perspectives on 
the data set. 

The sorting and rearranging columns operations in TableLens 
[33] are good examples of Reconfigure techniques. As shown in Fig. 
3, by sorting the “Horsepower” column, users can determine that 
horsepower values of vehicles are roughly correlated with cylinders, 
displacement, and weight. Also, users can rearrange the columns to 
compare attributes of interest side by side. Sorting and rearranging 
columns (or rows) features can be found in other Infovis systems 
containing tabular views as well, such as InfoZoom [40]. 

The capability of changing the attributes presented on the axes in 
a scatter plot view of Spotfire [2] is a similar, but different example 
of a Reconfigure technique. Changing the attributes assigned to x- 

and y-axes changes the sets of attributes or variables to be examined 
among the entire data set, so it eventually changes relationships 
between data items and provides different perspectives. 

The baseline adjustment feature in a stacked histogram, as shown 
in Fig. 4, enables users to better compare the heights of subsections 
of the histogram [15]. Without this technique, it is difficult to 
compare the values of subsections (values of the West variable in the 
figure) not initially on the bottom of the histogram. The Selective 
Dynamic Manipulation (SDM) system [14], which introduced many 
interaction techniques for 2D and 3D visualization, provides a 
similar technique to compare the heights of bars in three-dimensional 
visualization. Since a distant object appears smaller than a nearby 
object in a 3D view, comparing the two objects’ heights, for example, 
is challenging. SDM allows users to bring objects in a 3D view to a 
front 2D plane with a common baseline so that users can compare 
the sizes more accurately. 

Fig. 3. A screen shot of TableLens using the sort function on the 
“Horsepower” column 

Fig. 4. Stacked histograms: (a) an original view and (b) a view with 
baseline adjustment 

Other system’s interaction techniques allow users to move data 
items more freely to make the arrangement more suitable for their 
mental model. For example, users of the online social network 
visualization system Vizster [21] can move nodes freely and thus can 
arbitrarily cluster a certain set of people (e.g., family, friends, and 
business contacts). The Data Mountain [34] that presents web 
browser favorites as thumbnails on an inclined plane is another 
similar example as it allows users to arrange groups of related web 
pages at various positions on the plane. 

Reconfigure techniques also include a set of interaction 
techniques reducing occlusions. Since many Infovis systems present 
large amounts of data, individual data cases often visually overlap. 
Especially in 3D representation techniques, distant data items are 
often occluded by nearby data items in the same line of sight.  

For example, the view rotation operation in many 3D Infovis 
systems (e.g., SDM [14]) helps reduce occlusion in a 3D 
visualization. Such a feature helps users rotate their line of sight to 
see through a cloud of data items. A similar, but slightly different 
example is a technique in ConeTrees [35] where users rotate a 
portion of the tree instead of rotating the line of sight in order to see 
occluded data items. 
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Another example interaction in this category is the jitter operation 
as implemented in systems like Spotfire [2]. When many data cases 
are drawn to particular vertical or horizontal rows, items may overlap 
resulting in occlusion. By applying jitter, the position of each item is 
randomly shifted by a small spatial increment, thus uncovering many 
more items and providing a better sense of the density of items in a 
region. Fig. 5 illustrates the results of jitter in Spotfire. A similar 
technique in Dust & Magnet is the “Spread Dust” operation that 
makes data items (dust particles) gradually repel each other so that 
occlusion decreases [55]. 

Fig. 5. A screen shot of Spotfire showing the result of the jitter 
technique.

4.4 Encode: show me a different representation 
Encode techniques enable users to alter the fundamental visual 
representation of the data including visual appearance (e.g., color, 
size, and shape) of each data element. In Infovis systems, visual 
elements serve an important role not only because they can affect 
pre-attentive cognition but also because they are directly related to 
how users understand relationships and distributions of the data 
items. For instance, by encoding height information to a map using a 
spectrum of color, users can better identify the height information 
(e.g., the height of a mountain) without altering the spatial 
arrangement of the map. 

Simply changing how the data is represented (e.g., changing a pie 
chart to a histogram) is an example of Encode. By changing a type of 
representation, users expect to uncover new aspects of relationship. 
Infovis systems that provide multiple representations of data, for 
example, Spotfire [2] and Xmdv tool [49], have this capability.  

Another widely used technique of Encode is the set of interaction 
techniques that alter the color encoding of a data set. Many Infovis 
techniques (e.g., Dust & Magnet [55], InfoScope by Macrofocus [27], 
and Spotfire [2]) enable users to adjust a color or a spectrum of 
colors for a certain variable. Since color encoding is changed 
instantly and dynamically, users can experiment with various color 
encoding schemes to find the most suitable one. Additive color 
encoding in Attribute Explorer [39] is an advanced color encoding 
technique, which helps users understand distributions of multiple 
variables rather than a single variable.  

Beyond color encoding, many systems provide other encoding 
techniques, such as size (e.g., Dust & Magnet [55]), orientation (e.g., 
Polaris [43]), font (e.g., SemaSpace [31]), and shape (e.g., Spotfire 
[2]). Since some of encoding techniques can be used simultaneously, 
they are often used together to encode many variables into 
representation. Again, interactivity is essential to help users find a 
proper encoding scheme. 

4.5 Abstract/Elaborate: show me more or less detail 
Abstract/Elaborate interaction techniques provide users with the 
ability to adjust the level of abstraction of a data representation. 
These types of interactions allow users to alter the representation 
from an overview down to details of individual data cases and often 
many levels in-between. The user’s intent correspondingly varies 

between seeking more of a broad, contextual view of the data to 
examining the individual attributes of a data case or cases. 

An exemplary interaction technique in this category is any 
technique from the set of details-on-demand operations. For example, 
the drill-down operation in a treemap visualization, such as 
SequoiaView (formerly known Cushion Tree [48]), allows a user to 
examine a particular sub-tree within an information hierarchy. 
Similarly, the animated details-on-demand techniques of SunBurst 
[42] (i.e., angular detail, detail inside, and detail outside) provide 
very similar functionality by allowing particular sub-trees in a 
hierarchy to be examined more closely without losing context of the 
entire structure. TableLens [33] also allows users to focus on a data 
case and its details (text of actual values) emerge. Furthermore, 
simple tool-tip interaction techniques that provide detailed 
information when a mouse cursor hovers over a data item also 
belong to this category: for example, SeeIT [1] as shown in Fig. 6. 

Another very common but slightly complex example of 
Abstract/Elaborate techniques is zooming (or geometric zooming if 
it is to be distinguished from semantic zooming). Through zooming, 
users can simply change the scale of a representation so that they can 
see an overview of a larger data set (using zoom-out) or the detailed 
view of a smaller data set (using zoom-in). A key point here is that 
the representation is not fundamentally altered during zooming. 
Details simply come more clearly into focus or fade away into 
context.

Fig. 6. A screen shot of SeeIT showing the tool tip feature 

4.6 Filter: show me something conditionally 
Filter interaction techniques enable users to change the set of data 
items being presented based on some specific conditions. In this type 
of interaction, users specify a range or condition, so that only data 
items meeting those criteria are presented. Data items outside of the 
range or not satisfying the condition are hidden from the display or 
shown differently, but the actual data usually remain unchanged so 
that whenever users reset the criteria, the hidden or differently shown 
data items can be recovered. The user is not changing perspective on 
the data, just specifying conditions on which data are shown. 

Dynamic query controls [3] as used in many Infovis systems (e.g., 
Spotfire [2]) are a representative example of this type of interaction. 
Users select ranges by moving sliders or particular values by clicking 
on check boxes and the data cases meeting those constraints are 
immediately shown. This type of interaction helps make a system 
feel much more responsive and live as compared to traditional batch-
oriented text queries. Variants of dynamic query controls such as 
alphasliders, rangesliders, and toggle buttons are used to filter textual 
data, numerical data, and categorical data, respectively. 

The Attribute Explorer [39] extends dynamic query capabilities 
by changing the colors of filtered data items rather than removing 
them from the display, as shown in Fig. 7. This helps users 
understand the context of the dataset by showing nearby data items 
not quite meeting the filtering criteria. 

The Name Voyager [53], a website that illustrates the popularity 
of baby names over time, also supports a filtering interaction. Instead 
of using specific controls, users can filter the data items (e.g., names) 
through keyboard interaction. For example, as shown in Fig. 8, when 
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a user types “K”, only baby names starting with K are shown on the 
display. If the user types “I” following K, the system filters the data 
set and only shows names that start with “KI”. By this simple and 
intuitive interaction technique, Name Voyager provides a very 
natural visual exploration of the data. QuerySketch [52] is yet 
another interesting example of Filter techniques. QuerySketch 
allows users to draw a line graph freehand, and then the system 
retrieves and presents data cases with similar graphs. These graphs 
frequently represent time series data. 

Fig. 7. Attribute Explorer style display: (a) before changing limits and 
(b) after changing the lower limit 

Fig. 8. A screen shot of Name Voyager showing names with “KIM” 

4.7 Connect: show me related items 
Connect refers to interaction techniques that are used to (1) highlight 
associations and relationships between data items that are already 
represented and (2) show hidden data items that are relevant to a 
specified item.  

When multiple views are used to show different representations 
of the same data set (e.g., 3D scatter plot and 2D scatter plot as 
shown in Fig. 9), it may be difficult to identify the corresponding 
item for a data case in other view(s). To alleviate this difficulty, the 
brushing technique is used to highlight the representation of a 
selected data item in the other views being displayed. In Fig. 9, when 
a user selects a data item in the left view, the same data item of the 
right view is highlighted (circled in this case) simultaneously.  

Connect interactions can apply to situations involving a single 
view as well. For example, in Vizster [21], hovering a mouse cursor 
over a node highlights directly connected nodes (friends) or 
neighbors of directly connected nodes (friends of friends). Here, the 
connection is not to other representations of the same item as in 
brushing but to items that harbor relationship to a focus element.  

Connect interaction techniques also reveal related data items 
which are originally not shown. In Vizster, double clicking a node 
causes expansion of the node, so that the related nodes for the focus 
node (the person) are added. A similar but different example is the 
aforementioned Visual Thesaurus® [44], where clicking a word in a 
view reveals related words, and other unrelated words in the original 
view disappear. Keen readers might notice that this interaction 

technique was already categorized as Explore, which will be 
discussed more in the Discussion section. 

Fig. 9. A screen shot of Spotfire showing a brushing technique 

4.8 Other Interaction Techniques 
Other interaction techniques in Infovis systems certainly exist. For 
instance, consider a broad set of operations found commonly in 
many interactive applications. A few examples are listed below: 

Undo/redo: techniques that allow users to go backward or 
forward to pre-existing system states (e.g., undo, redo, history, 
and reset) 
Change configuration: techniques that allow users to change 
various configurations and settings of a system (e.g., change 
locations of dynamic queries in Spotfire [2]) 

Because these operations are common to many different types of 
applications and are not unique to Infovis, we have chosen not to 
include them in our scheme. This, however, does not diminish their 
value as useful interactive capabilities in information visualization. 

5 DISCUSSION

It is difficult to create categories of interaction techniques that are 
clear and comprehensive. The categories we proposed are based on 
our own perspective on interaction in Infovis and, thus, inherently 
debatable. In this section, we discuss issues with our categorization 
and the nature of interaction in Infovis. 

Through the categorization process, we realized that the 
categories are not collectively exhaustive. Some techniques are 
difficult to classify and do not quite fit into any one of the categories. 
For example, as shown in Fig. 10, the water level technique in SeeIT 
[33], which visualizes multivariate data in a 3D view with projection 
walls, provides a movable baseline that can be adjusted up and down, 
so that users can compare the heights of 3D histograms. Here, users 
do not interact directly with data items and the representation of data 
items remains unchanged. It is a technique that adds a layer on top of 
the representation and plays a role as a cognitive aid to augment a 
user’s ability to compare the values. This interaction simply did not 
seem to fit well into any of our categories. 

Fig. 10. A screen shot of SeeIT showing the water level feature 
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Some other interaction techniques appear to fulfill multiple user 
intents, which make it possible to classify them into several 
categories. For example, semantic zooming [32] is not only an 
Elaborate/Abstract technique due to its zooming capability, but also 
an Encode technique since the data representation can change as the 
zooming scale changes. The Magic Lens [17], which provides a 
different sub view on top of the main view using a lens metaphor, is 
another good example of having multiple intents. One popular usage 
of Magic Lens is using it as movable and stackable filter. However, 
it can also provide many other functions (e.g., color encoding, 
changing representation, zooming, and providing details), which 
makes it difficult to classify into a single category. The 
aforementioned interaction technique in Visual Thesaurus® [44] is 
another example, which is categorized as both Connect and Explore
since users can explore new words by clicking a connected word. 

We also considered other categories to be added to our final set. 
For example, we debated adding a Compare category but ultimately 
omitted it because we believe that Compare is a higher-level user 
goal or objective than the other user intents we identify. Compare
simply can mean so many different things. In particular, the intents 
we identify often make up components of a broader comparison 
goal–“Let me Filter data so that I can compare items of interest”; 
“Let me Reconfigure to compare these two subsets more easily”; and 
“Let me Encode variable A to easily compare this attribute.” 

Despite all these debatable issues and exceptions, we still believe 
that this categorization, based on user intents, is a useful approach 
and has several strengths. In order to assess its utility in a systematic 
manner, we use Beaudouin-Lafon’s three dimensions (i.e., 
descriptive, evaluative, and generative power) for evaluating 
interaction models. First, we believe that our user-intent-centric 
categorization has fairly good descriptive power in that it captures 
the characteristics of interaction techniques at a higher level. While a 
simple enumeration of interaction techniques often fails to embrace 
variants of existing techniques or new techniques, our categories are 
less vulnerable to new developments as long as they serve one of 
user intentions we have identified. Second, our categories can help 
designers and developers to examine whether users’ needs are 
fulfilled by a system, which implies that it has an evaluative power to 
some degree. Understanding what is missing in a system in terms of 
supporting user intents could be a more meaningful way to evaluate 
the system than simply checking whether the system has a particular 
feature that is commonly used in other systems. Finally, we argue 
that it also has generative power. Even though the categorization 
may not directly help Infovis designers generate new ideas of 
interaction techniques, it provides at least some common 
vocabularies to think about different users’ intentions when 
developing new techniques. Since understanding what users need 
promotes the creativity of designers [26], we believe that our 
categories may have contributions in that aspect. 

We began this article with a statement that Infovis systems appear 
to have two different fundamental components: representation and 
interaction. Through our work and analysis, however, we came to a 
conclusion that maybe it is not so easy to separate the two. On the 
one hand, some may argue that interaction is all about representation 
in that it plays a role merely as an operator that changes 
representation. Without interaction, however, representation is no 
more than a static image. By supporting further exploration of data 
items, interaction enables users to have multiple perspectives and 
gain insight on the data set. It is what separates an Infovis system 
from a static image. We conclude that these two components are in a 
symbiotic relationship.  

One way to distinguish representation and interaction might be 
through temporal characteristics. While representation is not 
dependent on time per se, interaction fundamentally involves 
changes over time. A basic tradeoff exists between the time to 
perform interaction activities (e.g., generating a different view) and 
the space required to present multiple static images (e.g., screen real 
estate). To achieve the same variety of representations without 
interaction, one would need a huge display. Thus, as can be seen, 

there is a tradeoff between using multiple static representations and 
one, interactive representation.

Nonetheless, the value of representation and interaction in 
helping users understand information, while reducing cognitive 
burden, makes it impossible to separate the two. More research is 
needed to better understand how to leverage each component to build 
optimal Infovis systems. 

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed seven different categories of interaction 
techniques based on user intents. We believe that this article makes 
two main contributions to the Infovis domain.

First, our efforts draw attention to the importance of interaction in 
Infovis research and reveal its subtle complexity. While existing 
research in the area often focuses on representation, we highlight the 
overshadowed, but very important interaction component and 
strongly argue that it provides a way to overcome the limits of 
representation and augment a user’s cognition. 

Second, we provide a novel user intent-based categorization to 
discuss and characterize interaction techniques in Infovis. In 
conjunction with other interaction taxonomies, our categories might 
be able to provide a bigger picture view of interaction. For example, 
using these categories, it would be useful and meaningful to discuss 
what type of user intent a system supports (or not) as well as what 
tasks a system supports (or not). 

Certainly, simply having these categories is far from our eventual 
goal of establishing the science of interaction in Infovis. However, 
we believe that these categories are an initial step toward this 
direction. We believe that this categorization better articulates the 
ways in which interaction techniques are used, while providing a 
more useful common vocabulary (of user intent) for further 
discussion and application in the development of Infovis systems. 
Our categorization, coupled with an exhaustive list of interaction 
techniques as well as higher-level user tasks, would provide a 
holistic framework that moves closer to providing a true science of 
interaction.
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1  Introduction 

Information visualization research is becoming more established, and as a result, it is 
becoming increasingly important that research in this field is validated. With the gen-
eral increase in information visualization research there has also been an increase, 
albeit disproportionately small, in the amount of empirical work directly focused on 
information visualization. The purpose of this paper is to increase awareness of em-
pirical research in general, of its relationship to information visualization in particu-
lar; to emphasize its importance; and to encourage thoughtful application of a greater 
variety of evaluative research methodologies in information visualization. 

One reason that it may be important to discuss the evaluation of information visu-
alization, in general, is that it has been suggested that current evaluations are not con-
vincing enough to encourage widespread adoption of information visualization tools 
[57]. Reasons given include that information visualizations are often evaluated using 
small datasets, with university student participants, and using simple tasks. To en-
courage interest by potential adopters, information visualizations need to be tested 
with real users, real tasks, and also with large and complex datasets. For instance, it is 
not sufficient to know that an information visualization is usable with 100 data items 
if 20,000 is more likely to be the real-world case. Running evaluations with full data 
sets, domain specific tasks, and domain experts as participants will help develop 
much more concrete and realistic evidence of the effectiveness of a given information 
visualization. However, choosing such a realistic setting will make it difficult to get a 
large enough participant sample, to control for extraneous variables, or to get precise 
measurements. This makes it difficult to make definite statements or generalize from 
the results. Rather than looking to a single methodology to provide an answer, it will 
probably will take a variety of evaluative methodologies that together may start to 
approach the kind of answers sought.  

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the challenges in evaluating 
information visualizations. Section 3 outlines different types of evaluations and dis-
cusses the advantages and disadvantages of different empirical methodologies and the 
trade-offs among them. Section 4 focuses on empirical laboratory experiments and the 
generation of quantitative results. Section 5 discusses qualitative approaches and the 
different kinds of advantages offered by pursuing this type of empirical research. 
Section 6 concludes the paper. 
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2  Challenges in Evaluating Information Visualizations 

Much has already been written about the challenges facing empirical research in in-
formation visualization [2, 12, 53, 57]. Many of these challenges are common to all 
empirical research. For example, in all empirical research it is difficult to pick the 
right focus and to ask the right questions. Given interesting questions, it is difficult to 
choose the right methodology and to be sufficiently rigorous in procedure and data 
collection. Given all of the above, appropriate data analysis is still difficult and per-
haps most difficult of all is relating a new set of results to previous research and to 
existing theory. However, information visualization research is not alone in these 
difficulties; the many other research fields that also face these challenges can offer a 
wealth of pertinent experience and advice. 

In particular, empirical research in information visualization relates to human com-
puter interaction (HCI) empirical research, perceptual psychology empirical research, 
and cognitive reasoning empirical research. The relationship to empirical research in 
HCI is evident in that many of the tasks of interest are interface interaction tasks, such 
as zooming, filtering, and accessing data details [66]. The aspects of these interactive 
tasks that provide access to the visual representation and its underlying dataset often 
relate to the usability of a system. Other challenges that are shared with HCI empirical 
research include the difficulty of obtaining an appropriate sample of participants. If 
the visualization is intended for domain experts it can be hard to obtain their time. 
Also, when evaluating complex visualization software, it may not be clear whether 
the results are due to a particular underlying technique or the overall system solution. 
If an existing piece of software is to be used as a benchmark against which to com-
pare an interactive visualization technique, it is likely that participants may be much 
more familiar with the existing software and that this may skew the results. This prob-
lem becomes more extreme the more novel a given visualization technique is. Re-
search prototypes are not normally as smooth to operate as well established software, 
creating further possibilities for affecting study results and leading to controversy 
about testing research prototypes against the best competitive solution. Greenberg and 
Buxton [27] discuss this problem in terms of interaction sketches, encouraging cau-
tion when thinking about conducting usability testing on new ideas and new interface 
sketches in order to avoid interfering with the development of new ideas. In addition, 
research software does not often reach a stage in which it can support a full set of 
possible tasks or be fully deployable in real-world scenarios [57]. 

In addition to usability questions, perceptual and comprehensibility questions such 
as those considered in perceptual psychology are important in assessing the appropri-
ateness of a representational encoding and the readability of visuals [30, 79]. Also, in 
information visualization, there are a great variety of cognitive reasoning tasks that 
vary with data type and character, from low-level detailed tasks to complex high-level 
tasks. Some of these tasks are not clearly defined, particularly those that hold some 
aspect of gaining new insight into the data, and may be more challenging to test em-
pirically. Examples of low-level detailed tasks include such tasks as compare, con-
trast, associate, distinguish, rank, cluster, correlate, or categorize [57]; higher-level 
and more complex cognitive tasks include developing an understanding of data trends, 
uncertainties, causal relationships, predicting the future, or learning a domain [1]. Many 
important tasks can require weeks or months to complete. The success of information 
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visualization is often an interplay between an expert’s meta-knowledge and knowl-
edge of other sources as well as information from the visualization in use.  

While all of the above are important, a question that lies at the heart of the success 
of a given information visualization is whether it sheds light on or promotes insight 
into the data [55, 63]. Often, the information processing and analysis tasks are com-
plex and ill-defined, such as discovering the unexpected, and are often long term or 
on-going. What exactly insight is probably varies from person to person and instance 
to instance; thus it is hard to define, and consequently hard to measure. Plaisant [57] 
describes this challenge as “answering questions you didn’t know you had.” While it 
is possible to ask participants what they have learned about a dataset after use of an 
information visualization tool, it strongly depends on the participants’ motivation, 
their previous knowledge about the domain, and their interest in the dataset [55, 63]. 
Development of insight is difficult to measure because in a realistic work setting it is 
not always possible to trace whether a successful discovery was made through the use 
of an information visualization since many factors might have played a role in the 
discovery. Insight is also temporally elusive in that insight triggered by a given visu-
alization may occur hours, days, or even weeks after the actual interaction with the 
visualization. In addition, these information processing tasks frequently involve 
teamwork and include social factors, political considerations and external pressures 
such as in emergency response scenarios. However, there are other fields of research 
that are also grappling with doing empirical research in complex situations. In particu-
lar, ecologists are faced with conducting research towards increasing our understand-
ing of complex adaptive systems. Considering the defining factors of complex adap-
tive systems may help to shed some light on the difficulties facing empirical research 
in information visualization. These factors include non-linearity, holoarchy and inter-
nal causality [37, 49]. When a system is non-linear, the system behaviour comes only 
from the whole system. That is, the system can not be understood by decomposing it 
into its component parts which are then reunited in some definitive way. When a 
system is holoarchical it is composed of holons which are both a whole and a part. 
That is, the system is mutually inter-nested. While it is not yet common to discuss 
information analysis processes in terms of mutual nesting, in practice many informa-
tion analysis processes are mutually nested. For instance, consider the processes of 
search and verification: when in the midst of searching, one may well stop to verify a 
find; and during verification of a set of results, one may well need to revert to search 
again. Internal causality indicates that the system is self-organizing and can be charac-
terized by goals, positive and negative feedback, emergent properties and surprise. 
Considering that it is likely that a team of information workers using a suite of visu-
alization and other software tools is some type of complex adaptive system suggests 
that more holistic approaches to evaluation may be needed. 

Already from this brief overview, one can see that useful research advice on the 
evaluation of information visualization can be gathered from perceptual psychology, 
cognitive reasoning research, as well as human computer interaction research. Many, 
but not enough, information visualization researchers are already actively engaged in 
this pursuit. The purpose of this paper is to applaud them, to encourage more such 
research, and to suggest that the research community to be more welcoming of a 
greater variety of these types of research results. 
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3  Choosing an Evaluation Approach  

A recent call for papers from the information visualization workshop, Beyond Time 
and Errors (BELIV06) held at Advanced Visual Interfaces 2006, stated that “Con-
trolled experiments remain the workhorse of evaluation but there is a growing sense 
that information visualization systems need new methods of evaluation, from longitu-
dinal field studies, insight based evaluation and other metrics adapted to the percep-
tual aspects of visualization as well as the exploratory nature of discovery” [7]. The 
purpose of this section is to encourage people to consider more broadly what might be 
the most appropriate research methods for their purposes. To further this purpose a 
variety of types of empirical research that can be usefully conducted are briefly out-
lined and these differing types are discussed in terms of their strengths and weak-
nesses. This discussion draws heavily from McGrath’s paper Methodology Matters 
[50] that was initially written for social scientists. However, while social scientists 
work towards understanding humans as individuals, groups, societies and cultures, in 
information visualization – similarly to HCI – we are looking to learn about how 
information visualizations do or do not support people in their information tasks 
and/or how people conduct their information related tasks so that visualization can be 
better designed to support them. To gain this understanding we sometimes study peo-
ple using information visualization software and sometimes it may be important to 
study people independently of that software, to better understand the processes we are 
trying to support.  

There are some commonalities to all studies. They all must start with some ques-
tion or questions that will benefit from further study. Also, they all must relate their 
research questions to the realm of existing ideas, theories and findings. These ideas, 
theories, and concepts are needed to relate the new study to existing research. For 
example, the results from a new study might be in contrast to existing ideas, in 
agreement with existing ideas, or offer an extension of or variation to existing ideas. 
A study must also have a method. This is what this section is about – possible types of 
empirical methodologies. 

All methods offer both advantages and disadvantages. One important part of em-
pirical research is choosing the most appropriate research methods for your content, 
your ideas, and your situation. The fact that methods both provide and limit evidence 
suggests that making use of a wide variety of methodologies will, in time, strengthen 
our understandings. Thus, both conducting a greater variety of studies and encourag-
ing this by publishing research that employs a greater variety of methodologies will 
help to develop a better understanding of the value of information visualization and its 
potential in our communities.  

When conducting a study there are three particularly desirable factors: generaliza-
bility, precision, and realism [50]. Ideally, one would like all of these factors in one’s 
results. However, existing methodologies do not support the actualization of all three 
simultaneously. Each methodology favours one or two of these factors, often at the 
expense of the others; therefore the choice of a methodology for a particular goal is 
important. To define these terms (as used in McGrath [50]): 

• Generalizability: a result is generalizable to the extent to which it can apply to 
other people (than those directly in the study) and perhaps even extend to other 
situations.  
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• Precision: a result is precise to the degree to which one can be definite about the 
measurements that were taken and about the control of the factors that were not 
intended to be studied. 

• Realism: a result is considered realistic to the extent to which the context in 
which it was studied is like the context in which it will be used. 

Figure 1 (adapted and simplified from McGrath [50]) shows the span of common 
methodologies currently in practice in the social sciences. They are positioned around 
the circle according to the labels: most precision, most generalizability and most real-
ism. The closer a methodology is placed to a particular label, the more that label ap-
plies to that methodology. Next, these methodologies are briefly described. For fuller 
descriptions see McGrath 1995. 

 
Fig. 1. Types of methodologies organized to show relationships to precision, generalizability 
and realism. (adapted, simplified from McGrath 1995) 

Field Study: A field study is typically conducted in the actual situation, and the ob-
server tries as much as possible to be unobtrusive. That is, the ideal is that the pres-
ence of the observer does not affect what is being observed. While one can put con-
siderable effort into minimizing the impact of the presence of an observer, this is not 
completely possible [50]. Examples of this type of research include ethnographic 
work in cultural anthropology, field studies in sociology, and case studies in industry. 
In this type of study the realism is high but the results are not particularly precise and 
likely not particularly generalizable. These studies typically generate a focused but 
rich description of the situation being studied. 

Field Experiment: A field experiment is usually also conducted in a realistic setting; 
however, an experimenter trades some degree of unobtrusiveness in order to obtain 
more precision in observations. For instance, the experimenter may ask the partici-
pants to perform a specific task while the experimenter is present. While realism is 
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still high, it has been reduced slightly by experimental manipulation. However, the 
necessity of long observations may be shortened and results may be more readily 
interpretable and specific questions are more likely to be answered. 

Laboratory Experiment: In a laboratory experiment the experimenters fully design 
the study. They establish what the setting will be, how the study will be conducted, 
what tasks the participants will do, and thus plan the whole study procedure. Then the 
experimenter gets people to participate as fully as possible following the rules of the 
procedure within the set situation. Carefully done, this can provide for considerable 
precision. In addition, non-realistic behaviour that provides the experimenter more 
information can be requested such as a ‘think aloud’ protocol [43]. Behaviour can be 
measured, partly because it is reasonably well known when and where the behaviour 
of interest may happen. However, realism is largely lost and the degree to which the 
experimenter introduces aspects of realism will likely reduce the possible precision.  

Experimental Simulation: With an experimental simulation the experimenter tries to 
keep as much of the precision as possible while introducing some realism via simula-
tion. There are examples where this approach is essential such as studying driving 
while using a cell phone or under some substance’s influence by using a driving simu-
lator. Use of simulation can avoid risky or un-ethical situations. Similarly although 
less dramatically, non-existent computer programs can be studied using the ‘Wizard 
of Oz’ approach in which a hidden experimenter simulates a computer program. This 
type of study can provide us with considerable information while reducing the dan-
gers and costs of a more realistic experiment. 

Judgment Study: In a judgment study the purpose is to gather a person’s response to 
a set of stimuli in a situation where the setting is made irrelevant. Much attention is 
paid to creating ‘neutral conditions’. Ideally, the environment would not affect the 
result. Perceptual studies often use this approach. Examples of this type of research 
include the series of studies that examine what types of surface textures best support 
the perception of 3D shape (e.g. [34, 38]), and the earlier related work about the per-
ception of shape from shading [39]. However, in assessing information visualizations 
this idea of setting a study in neutral conditions must be considered carefully, as wit-
nessed by Reilly and Inkpen’s [62] study which showed that the necessity for an in-
teractive technique developed to support a person’s mental model during transition 
from viewing one map to another (subway map to surface map) was dependent on the 
distractions in the setting. This transition technique relates to ideas of morphing and 
distortion in that aspects of the map remain visible while shifting. These studies in a 
more neutral experiment setting showed little benefit, while the same tasks in a noisy, 
distracting setting showed considerable benefit.  

Sample Survey: In a sample survey the experimenter is interested in discovering 
relationships between a set of variables in a given population. Examples of these 
types of questions include: of those people who discover web information visualiza-
tion tools how many return frequently and are their activities social or work related? 
Of those people who have information visualization software available at work what 
is the frequency of use? Considering the increased examples of information visualiza-
tion results and software on the web, is the general population’s awareness of and/or 
use of information visualization increasing? In these types of studies proper sampling 
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of the population can lead to considerable generalizability. However, while choosing 
the population carefully is extremely important, often it is difficult to control. For 
example in a web-based survey, all returned answers are from those types of people 
who are willing to take the time, fill out the questionnaire, etc. This is a type of bias 
and thus reduces generalizability. Also, responses are hard to calibrate. For instance, a 
particular paper reviewer may never give high scores and the meta-reviewer may 
know this and calibrate accordingly or may not know this. Despite these difficulties, 
much useful information can be gathered this way. We as a community must simply 
be aware of the caveats involved.  

Formal Theory: Formal theory is not a separate experimental methodology but an 
important aspect of all empirical research that can easily be overlooked. As such, it 
does not involve the gathering of new empirical evidence and as a result is low in 
both precision and realism. Here, existing empirical evidence is examined to con-
sider the theoretical implications. For example, the results of several studies can be 
considered as a whole to provide a higher-level or meta-understanding or the results 
can be considered in light of existing theories to extend, adjust or refute them. Cur-
rently this type of research is particularly difficult to publish in that there are no 
new information visualizations and no new empirical results. Instead, the contribu-
tion moves towards the development of theories about the use of and practicality of 
information visualizations.  

Computer Simulation: It is also possible to develop a computer simulation that has 
been designed as logically complete. This method is used in battle simulation, re-
search and rescue simulation, etc. This type of strategy can be used to assess some 
visualizations. For instance, a visualization of landscape vegetation that includes 
models of plant growth and models of fire starts and spread can be set to simulate 
passage of several hundred years. If the resulting vegetation patterns are comparable 
to existing satellite imagery this provides considerable support for the usefulness of 
models [22]. Since this type of research strategy does not involve participants, discus-
sion of generalizability over populations is not applicable. Also, since the models are 
by definition incomplete, notions of precision in measurement are often replaced with 
stochastic results. On the other hand it does provide a method of validation and offers 
a parallel with which we can study realistic situations, such as explosions, turbulence 
in wind tunnels, etc. 

4  Focus on Quantitative Evaluation 

Quantitative evaluations, most well known as laboratory experiments or studies, are 
those methodologies in which precision is relatively high and in which some declara-
tion can be made about the possible generalization to a larger population. These dec-
larations can include information about the characterization of this larger population 
and how likely it is that the generalization will hold. These types of experiments or 
studies are part of the traditional empirical scientific experimental approach and have 
evolved and been refined through the centuries of scientific research. Science does 
and has depended on these methods. Slowly, through careful and rigorous application 
of the experimental process, knowledge has been built up, usually one piece at a time.  
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The experiments or studies involve a rigorous process of hypothesis development, 
identification and control of the independent variables, observation and measurement 
of the dependent variables, and application of statistics which enable the declaration 
of the confidence with which the results can be taken. In these formal studies or con-
trolled evaluations, the experimenter controls the environment or setting, manipulates 
chosen factor(s) or variable(s) – the independent variable(s) - in order to be able to 
measure and observe the affect this manipulation has on one or more other factors – 
the dependent variable(s). Ideally no other factors change during the experiment. 
Once the changes to the dependent variables have been measured, statistical methods 
can be applied to understand the relative importance of the results. Done with suffi-
cient thoroughness, this process can arrive at facts about which we can be relatively 
certain. The application of this scientific process will to try to reduce the overall com-
plexity by fine tuning particular questions or hypotheses, using these hypotheses to 
allow one to cull some of the complexity by trying to eliminate as many of the extra-
neous variables as possible. Traditionally experiments of this type are used to shed 
light on cause and effect relationships; that is, to discover whether changes in some 
factor result in changes to another factor. 

This idea that we can observe simpler, more manageable subsets of the full com-
plex process is appealing, and it is clear from centuries of experiments that much can 
be learnt in this manner. 

4.1  Quantitative Methodology 

Since quantitative empirical evaluations have evolved over the centuries the method-
ology has become relatively established (Figure 2). This brief overview is included 
for completeness; the interested reader should refer to the many good books on this 
subject [15, 17, 33]. This methodology includes: 

• Hypothesis Development: Much of the success of a study depends on asking an 
interesting and relevant question. This question should ideally be of interest to 
the broader research community, and hopefully answering it will lead to a deeper 
or new understanding of open research questions. Commonly the importance of 
the study findings results from a well thought through hypothesis, and formulat-
ing this question precisely will help the development of the study. 

• Identification of the Independent Variables: The independent variables are 
the factors to be studied which may (or may not) affect the hypothesis. Ideally 
the number of independent variables is kept low to provide more clarity and pre-
cision in the results.  

• Control of the Independent Variables: In designing the experiment the ex-
perimenter decides the manner in which the independent variables will be 
changed.  

• Elimination of Complexity: In order to be clear that it is actually the change in 
the independent variable that caused the study’s result, it is often the case that 
other factors in the environment need to be controlled.  

• Measurement of the Dependent Variables: Observations and measurements 
are focused on the dependent variables as they change or do not change in  
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Fig. 2. A simple schematic of the traditional experimental process. 

response to the manipulation of the independent variable. The aspects to be 
measured are often called metrics. Common metrics include: speed, accuracy, 
error rate, satisfaction, etc. 

• Application of Statistics: The results collected can then be analysed through the 
application of appropriate statistics. It is important to remember that statistics 
tell us how sure we can be that these results could (or could not) have happened 
by chance. This gives a result with a relative degree of certainty. There are many 
good references such as Huck [33]. 

These steps sound deceptively simple but doing them well requires careful and rigor-
ous work. For instance, it is important that the study participants are valued, that they 
are not over-stressed, and that they are given appropriate breaks, etc. Also, exactly 
what they are being asked to do must be clear and consistent across all participants in 
your study. Since small inconsistencies such as changes in the order of the instruc-
tions can affect the results, the common recommendation is that one scripts the expla-
nations. Perhaps most importantly, to eliminate surprises and work out the details, it is 
best to pilot – run through the experiment in full – repeatedly. 

4.2  Quantitative Challenges 

Even though these types of experiments have been long and effectively used across all 
branches of science, there remain many challenges to conducting a useful study. We 
mention different types of commonly-discussed errors and validity concerns and re-
late these to the McGrath’s discussion as outlined in Section 3. In this discussion we 
will use a simple, abstract example of an experiment that looks at the effect of two 
visualization techniques, VisA and VisB, on performance in search. There are several 
widely discussed issues that can interfere with the validity of a study. 

Conclusion Validity: Is there a relationship? This concept asks whether within the 
study there is a relationship between the independent and the dependent variables. 
Important factors in conclusion validity are finding a relationship when one does not 
exist (type I error) and not finding a relationship when one does exist (type II error). 
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Table 1. Type I and Type II Errors 

Reality  
H0  

TRUE 
H0 

FALSE 
H0 

TRUE ok Type II Experimental 
decision H0 

FALSE Type I ok 

 

Type I and Type II Errors: If one is interested in which visualization technique 
VisA or VisB helps people conduct a particular task faster one might formulate a null 
hypothesis (H0 ) – there is no difference in speed of search between VisA and VisB. 
The possible type I, false negative, and type II, false positive, errors are specified in 
Table 1. The columns represent whether the null hypothesis is true or false in reality 
and the rows show the decision made based on the results of the experiment. Ideally 
the results of the experiment reflect reality and that if the hypothesis is false (or true) 
in reality it will show as false (or true) in the experiment. However, it is possible that 
the hypothesis is true in reality – VisA does support faster search than VisB – but that 
this fails to be revealed by the experiment. This is a type II error. A type I error occurs 
if the null hypothesis is true in reality (there is no difference) and one concludes that 
there is a difference. Type I errors are considered more serious. That is, it is consid-
ered worse to claim that VisA improves search when it does not, than to say there was 
no measurable difference. 

Internal Validity: Is the relationship causal? This concept is important when an 
experiment is intended to reveal something about causal relationships. Thus, internal 
validity will be important in our simple example because the study is looking at what 
effect VisA and VisB have on search. The key issue here is whether the results of 
one’s study can properly be attributed to what happened within the experiment. That 
is, that no other factors influenced or contributed to the results seen in the study. An-
other way of asking this question is: are there possible alternate causes for the results 
seen in the study? 

Construct Validity: Can we generalize to the constructs (ideas) the study is based 
on? This concept considers whether the experiment has been designed and run in a 
manner that answers the intended questions. This is an issue about whether the right 
factors are being measured or whether the factors the experimenter intends to measure 
are actually those being measured. For instance, does the experiment measure the 
difference due to the techniques VisA and VisB or the difference in participant’s 
familiarity with VisA and VisB. For instance, if the construct is that a person will 
have higher satisfaction when using VisB, does measuring error rates and completion 
times provide answers for this construct? An important part of this concept of con-
struct validity is measurement validity. Measurement validity is concerned with 
questions such as is one measuring what one intends to measure and is the method of 
measurement reliable and consistent. That is, will the same measurement process 
provide the same results when repeated? 
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External Validity: Can we generalize the study results to other people/places/ 
times? External validity is concerned with the extent to which the result of a study 
can be generalized. If a study has good internal and construct validity the results apply 
to the setting, time, and participants being studied. The extent to which the results 
apply beyond the immediate setting, time and participants depends, for participants, 
on the participant sample and the population from which it was drawn. For instance, 
in practice it is common to draw participants from the geographic region in which the 
study is run. Does this mean that the results only apply to people from that region? If 
culture has a possible impact on the results, they may not generalize. If one addresses 
the need to include cultural variation by recruiting participants from different cultures 
from a university’s foreign students, one might have at least partially addressed the 
need to run the study across cultural variations but now have limited the demographic 
to university students which may introduce its own skew. Understanding the popula-
tion to which one would like to be able to generalize the study results and successfully 
obtaining an appropriate participant sample is a difficult issue. This does not mean we 
can not learn from more specific participant samples. It does mean that reporting the 
demographics of the sample and being cautious about generalizations is important. 
Participant sample choice is just one factor influencing external validity. Setting in-
cludes other factors such as noise, interruption, and distractions. Possible temporal 
factors include events that occurred before or are anticipated after the experiment.  

Ecological Validity: Ecological validity discussions focus on the degree to which the 
experimental situation reflects the type of environment in which the results will be 
applied. This concept relates strongly to McGrath’s concept of realism. It is distinct 
from the idea of external validity, in that external validity is concerned with whether 
the experimental results generalize to other situations, while ecological validity is 
concerned with how closely the experimental settings matches the real setting in 
which the results might be applied. Thus it is possible to have good ecological valid-
ity; the study is conducted on site, but that the results are applicable only to that site. 
This would indicate poor external validity in that the results do not generalize beyond 
the specific setting. 

4.3  Quantitative Studies Summary Remarks 

The number of quantitative studies in information visualization is increasing. Early 
examples include the series of studies done by Purchase and her collaborators that 
examine the impact of graph drawing aesthetics on comprehension and usability [58, 
59, 60, 61]. Dumais et al. [16] explored use of context techniques in web search. For-
lines et al. [23] looked at the effect of display configuration on relationship between 
visual search and information visualization tasks. Recently, Willet et al. [81] studied 
embedding information visualizations in widgets.  

Quantitative experiments have formed the backbone of experimental science and it 
is to be expected that they will continue to do so. However, it is relatively easy to find 
fault in any given experiment because all factors can not usually be completely con-
trolled. If they are completely controlled, external and ecological validity can be im-
pacted. This is particularly true for studies involving humans. Designing and working 
with experiments is often a matter of making choices about what factors are important 
and understanding the strengths and limitations of any given study and its results. As 
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a community it is important that we recognise that we are working towards a larger 
understanding and that any given study will not present the bigger answer. It instead 
will contribute to a gradual building of a bigger understanding. For this bigger under-
standing we need to encourage authors to openly discuss the limitations of their stud-
ies, because both the results and the limitations are important. This is also true for 
negative results. It can be just as important to understand when there are no differ-
ences among techniques and when these differences exist. 

5  Focus on Qualitative Evaluation 

Qualitative inquiry works toward achieving a richer understanding by using a more 
holistic approach that considers the interplay among factors that influence visualiza-
tions, their development, and their use [56]. Qualitative techniques lend themselves to 
being more grounded in more realistic settings and can also be incorporated into all 
types of studies. This includes qualitative studies conducted as part of the design 
process [64, 73], in situ interviews [83], field studies [72], and use of observational 
studies to create design and evaluative criteria that are derived from observed data 
[71]. These types of studies offer potential for improved understanding of existing 
practices, analysis environments, and cognitive task constraints as they occur in real 
or realistic settings. In providing a brief overview of a variety of qualitative methods, 
we hope to spark further research and application of qualitative methods in informa-
tion visualization; to expand our empirical approaches to include the application of 
qualitative methods to design and evaluation; and to encourage a wider acceptance of 
these types of research methodologies in our field. 

5.1  Qualitative Methods 

At the heart of qualitative methods is the skill and sensitivity with which data is gath-
ered. Whether the records of the data gathered are collected as field notes, artefacts, 
video tapes, audio tapes, computer records and logs, or all of these, in qualitative 
empirical approaches there are really only two primary methods for gathering data: 
observations and interviews. Observation and interview records are usually kept con-
tinually as they occur, as field notes, as regular journal entries as well as often being 
recorded as video or audio tapes. Artefacts are collected when appropriate. These can 
be documents, drawings, sketches, diagrams, and other objects of use in the process 
being observed. These artefacts are sometimes annotated as part of use practices or in 
explanation. Also, since the communities we are observing are often technology us-
ers, technology-based records can also include logs, traces, screen captures, etc. Both 
observation and interviewing are skills and as such develop with practice and can, at 
least to some extent, be learnt. For full discussions on these skills there are many 
useful books such as Seidman [65] and Lofland and Lofland [45]. 

5.1.1 Observation Techniques 
The following basic factors have been phrased in terms of developing observational 
records but implicitly also offer advice on what to observe: 
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• Try to keep jotting down notes unobtrusively. Ideally, notes are taken as obser-
vations occur; however, if one becomes aware that one’s note taking is having 
an impact on the observations, consider writing notes during breaks, when 
shielded, or at the end of the day. 

• Minimize the time gap from observations to note taking. Memory can be quite 
good for a few hours but does tend to drop off rapidly.  

• Include in observations the setting, a description of the physical setup, the time, 
who is present, etc. Drawing maps of layouts and activities can be very useful. 

• Remember to include both the overt and covert in activities and communica-
tions. For example, that which is communicated in body language and gestures, 
especially if it gets understood and acted upon, is just as important as spoken 
communications. But be careful of that grey area where one is not sure to what 
extent a communication occurred. 

• Remember to include both the positive and negative. Observed frustrations and 
difficulties can be extremely important in developing a fuller understanding. 

• Do not write notes on both sides of a paper. This may seem trivial but experi-
enced observers say this is a must [6]. You can search for hours, passing over 
many times that important note that is on the back of another note.  

• Be concrete whenever possible. 
• Distinguish between word-for-word or verbatim accounts and those you have 

paraphrased and/or remembered.  

5.1.2 Interview Techniques 
These are a few brief points of advice about interviewing. Do remember that while 
sorting out the right questions to ask is important, actively listening to what the par-
ticipant says is the most important of all interviewing skills. 

• Make sure that you understand what they are telling you and that the descrip-
tions, explanations they are giving you are complete enough. However, when 
asking for clarification, try to avoid implying that their explanations are poor be-
cause one does not want to make one’s participants defensive. Ask instead for 
what they meant by particular word usage or if they would explain again. The 
use of the word again implies that the interviewer did not catch it all rather than 
the explanation was incomplete. 

• Limit your inclination to talk. Allow for pauses in the conversation, sometimes 
note taking can be useful here. The participant will expect you to be taking 
notes. In this situation note taking can actually express respect for what the par-
ticipant has said. 

• Remember that the default is that the participant will regard the interview to 
some extent as public and thus will tell you the public version. Do listen for and 
encourage the less formal, less guarded expression of their thoughts. One exam-
ple, from Seidman [65], is the use of the word ‘challenge’. Challenge is an ex-
cepted term for a problem. The details of the problem might be explained more 
fully if one asks what is meant in the given situation by the word challenge. 
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• Follow up on what the participant says. Do allow the interview to be shaped by 
the information your participant is sharing.  

• Avoid leading questions. An important part of minimizing experimenter bias is 
wording questions carefully so as to avoid implying any types of answers. For 
example, asking a participant what a given experience was like for them, leaves 
space for their personal explanations. 

• Ask open ended questions. This can involve asking for a temporal reconstruction 
of an event or perhaps a working a day or asking for a subjective interpretation 
of an event.  

• Ask for concrete details. These can help trigger memories. 
• With all the above do remember that one of the most important pluses of an in-

terview process is the humanity of interviewer. Being present, aware and sensi-
tive to the process is your biggest asset. These guidelines are just that; guidelines 
to be used when useful and ignored when not. 

5.2  Types of Qualitative Methodologies 

This section is not intended to be a complete collection of all types of qualitative 
inquiry. Rather it is meant to give an overview of some of the variations possible, set 
in a discussion about when and where they have proven useful. This overview is di-
vided into three sections. First, the type of qualitative methodologies often used in 
conjunction with or as part of more quantitative methodologies is discussed. Then, we 
mention the approaches taken in the area of heuristic, or, as they are sometimes re-
ferred to ‘discount’, inspection methodologies. The last section will cover some study 
methodologies that are intentionally primarily qualitative. 

5.2.1 Nested Qualitative Methods 
While qualitative methodologies can be at the core of some types of studies, some 
aspects of qualitative inquiry are used in most studies. For instance, data gathered by 
asking participants for their opinions or preferences is qualitative. Gorard [26] argues 
that quantitative methods can not ignore the qualitative factors of the social context of 
the study and that these factors are, of necessity, involved in developing an interpreta-
tion of the study results. There are many methods used as part of studies such as labo-
ratory experiments that provide us with qualitative data. The following are simply a 
few examples to illustrate how common this mixed approach is. 

Experimenter Observations: An important part of most studies is that the experi-
menter keeps notes of what they observe as it is happening. The observations them-
selves can help add some degree of realism to the data and the practice of logging 
these observations as they happen during the study helps make them more reliable 
than mere memory. However, they are experimenter observations and as such are 
naturally subjective. They do record occurrences that were not expected or are not 
measurable so that they will also form part of the experimental record. These observa-
tions can be helpful during interpretation of the results in that they may offer explana-
tions for outliers, point towards important experimental re-design, and suggest future 
directions for study. Here, experimenter observations augment and enrich the primar-
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ily quantitative results of a laboratory experiment and in this they play an important 
but secondary role. 

Think-Aloud Protocol: This technique, which involves encouraging participants to 
speak their thoughts as they progress through the experiment, was introduced to the 
human-computer-interaction community by [43]. Discussions about this protocol in 
psychology date back to 1980 [19, 20, 21]. Like most methodologies, this one also 
involves tradeoffs. While it gives the experimenter/observer the possibility of being 
aware of the participants’ thoughts, it is not natural for most people and can make a 
participant feel awkward; thus, think aloud provides additional insight while also 
reducing the realism of the study. However, the advantage for hearing about a partici-
pant’s thoughts, plans, and frustrations frequently out-weigh the disadvantages and 
this is a commonly used technique. Several variations have been introduced such as 
‘talk aloud’ which asks a participant to more simply announce their actions rather 
than their thoughts [21]. 

Collecting Participant Opinions: Most laboratory experiments include some method 
by which participant opinions and preferences are collected. This may take the form 
of a simple questionnaire or perhaps semi-structured interviews. Most largely quanti-
tative studies such as laboratory experiments do ask these types of questions, often 
partially quantifying the participant’s response by such methods as using a Likert 
scale [44]. A Likert scale asks a participant to rate their attitude according to degree. 
For instance, instead of simply asking a participant, ‘did you like it?’ A Likert scale 
might ask the participant to choose one of a range of answers ‘strongly disliked,’ 
‘disliked,’ ‘neutral,’ ‘liked,’ or ‘strongly liked.’ 

Summary of Nested Qualitative Methods: The nested qualitative methods men-
tioned in this section may be commonplace to many readers. The point to be made 
here is that in the small, that is as part of a laboratory experiment, inclusion of some 
qualitative methods is not only commonplace, its value is well recognized. This type 
of inclusion of qualitative approaches adds insight, explanations and new questions. It 
also can help confirm results. For instance, if participants’ opinions are in line with 
quantitative measures – such as the fastest techniques being the most liked – this 
confirms the interpretation of the fastest technique being the right one to chose. How-
ever, if they contradict – such as the fastest techniques not being preferred – interest-
ing questions are raised including questioning the notion that fastest is always best. 

5.2.2 Inspection Evaluation Methods 
We include a discussion of inspection methods because, while they are not studies per 
se, they are useful, readily available, and relatively inexpensive evaluation approaches. 
The common approach is to use a set of heuristics as a method of focusing attention 
on important aspects of the software – interface or visualization – which need to be 
considered [54]. These heuristics or guidelines can be developed by experts or from 
the writings of experts. Ideally, such an inspection would be conducted by individual 
experts or even a group of experts. However, it has been shown that in practice, that a 
good set of heuristics can still be effective in application if a few, such as three or 
four, different people apply them [54]. For information visualization it is important to 
consider exactly what visualization aspects a given set of heuristics will shed light on.  
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Usability Heuristics: These heuristics, as introduced and developed by Nielson and 
Mack [1994], focus on the usability of the interface and are designed to be applied to 
any application, thus are obviously of use to information visualizations. They will 
help make sure that general usability issues are considered. These heuristics are dis-
tilled down to ten items – visibility of system status, match between system and real 
world, personal control and freedom, consistency and standards, error prevention, 
recognition rather than recall, flexibility and efficiency, aesthetic and minimalist de-
sign, errors handling, and help and documentation. 

Collaboration Heuristics: When interfaces are designed for collaboration, two addi-
tional major categories arise in importance: communication and coordination. Baker 
et al. [4] developed a set of heuristics that explore these issues based on the Mechan-
ics of Collaboration [29]. As information visualizations start to be designed for col-
laborative purposes, both distributed [31, 78] and co-located [35], these heuristics will 
also be important. 

Information Visualization Heuristics: While the usability heuristics apply to all 
infovis software and the collaboration heuristics apply to the growing body of col-
laborative information visualizations, there are areas of an information visualization 
that these at best gloss over. In response, the Information Visualization research com-
munity has proposed a variety of specific heuristics. Some pertain to given data do-
mains such as ambient displays [46] and multiple view visualizations [5]. Others 
focus on a specific cognitive level, for instance knowledge and task [1], or task and 
usability [66]. Tory and Möller [74] propose the use of heuristics based on both visu-
alization guidelines and usability. As explored by Zuk and Carpendale [84], we can 
also consider developing heuristics based on the advice from respected experts such 
as design advice collected from Tufte’s writings [75, 76, 77], semiotic considerations 
as expressed by Bertin [8] and/or research in cognitive and perceptual science as col-
lected by Ware [79]. Alternatively, we can start from information visualization basics 
such as presentation, representation and interaction [68]. However, a concept such as 
presentation cuts across design and perception, while representation advice, such as 
what types of visuals might best represent what types of data, might be distilled from 
the guidelines put forth by Bertin [8] and from an increasing body of cognitive sci-
ence as gathered in Ware [79]. Sorting out how to best condense these is a task in 
itself [52, 85]. “At this stage of development of heuristics for information visualiza-
tion we have reached a similar problem as described by Nielson and Mack [54]. It is a 
difficult problem to assess which list(s) are better for what reasons and under what 
conditions. This leads to the challenges of developing an optimal list that comprises 
the most important or common Information Visualization problems” (page 55, [85]). 

Summary of Inspection Evaluation Methods: While experience in the human com-
puter interaction communities and the growing body of information visualization 
specific research indicates that heuristics may prove a valuable tool for improving the 
quality of information visualizations, there is considerable research yet to be con-
ducted in the development of appropriate taxonomies and application processes for 
heuristics in information visualization. 

The currently recommended application approach for usability heuristics is that 
evaluators apply the heuristics in a two pass method. The first pass is done to gain an 
overview and second is used to asses in more detail each interface component with 
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each heuristic [54]. The original use indicated that in most situations three evaluators 
would be cost effective and find most usability problems [54]. However, subsequent 
use of heuristics for web site analysis appears to sometimes need more evaluators [9, 
69]. Further, this may depend on the product. While application of heuristics has not 
yet been formally studied in terms of web sites, it does introduce the possibility that 
information visualization heuristics may also need to be data, task or purpose specific. 

Heuristics are akin to the design term guidelines in that both provide a list of ad-
vice. Design guidelines are often usefully applied in a relatively ad hoc manner as 
factors to keep in mind during the design process and heuristic lists can definitely be 
similarly used. While there are definitely benefits that accrue in the use of guidelines 
and heuristics, it is important to bear in mind that they are based on what is known to 
be successful and thus tend not to favour the unusual and the inventive. In the design 
world, common advice is that while working without knowledge of guidelines is fool-
ish, following them completely is even worse. 

5.2.3 Qualitative Methods as Primary 
A common reason for using qualitative inquiry is to develop a richer understanding of 
a situation by using a more holistic approach. Commonly, the qualitative research 
method’s goal is to collect data that enables full, rich descriptions rather than to make 
statistical inferences [3, 14]. There are a wealth of qualitative research methods that 
can help us to gain a better understanding of the factors that influence information 
visualization use and design. Just as we have pointed out how qualitative methods can 
be effectively used within quantitative research, qualitative research can also include 
some quantitative results. For instance, there may be factors that can be numerically 
recorded. These factors can then be presented in combination with qualitative data. 
For example, if a questionnaire includes both fixed-choice questions and open ended 
questions, quantitative measurement and qualitative inquiry are being combined [56]. 

Qualitative methods can be used at any time in the development life cycle. A fin-
ished or near to finished product can be assessed via case studies or field studies. 
Also, there is a growing use of these methods as a preliminary step in the design proc-
ess. The HCI and particularly the computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW) 
research communities have successfully been using qualitative methods to gain in-
sight that can inform the initial design. CSCW researchers have learned a lot about 
how to support people working together with technology through pre-design observa-
tion and qualitative analysis of how people work together without technology. The 
basic idea is that through observations of participants' interactions with physical arte-
facts, a richer understanding of basic activities can be gained and that this understand-
ing can be used to inform interface design. This approach generally relies on observa-
tion of people, inductive derivation of hypotheses via iterative data collection, analy-
sis, and provisional verification [14]. For example, Tang's study of group design ac-
tivities around shared workspaces revealed the importance of gestures and the work-
space itself in mediating and coordinating collaborative work [73]. Similarly, Scott et 
al. [64] studied traditional tabletop gameplay and collaborative design, specifically 
focusing on the use of tabletop space, and the sharing of items on the table. Both 
studies are an example of how early evaluation can inform the design of digital sys-
tems. In both cases, the authors studied traditional, physical contexts first, to under-
stand participants' interactions with the workspace, the items in the workspace, and 
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within the group. The results of these experiments are regarded as providing impor-
tant information about what group processes to support and some indication about 
how this might be done. This type of research can be particularly important in com-
plex or sensitive scenarios such as health care situations [72]. Brereton and McGarry 
[11] observed groups of engineering students and professional designers using physi-
cal objects to prototype designs. They found that the interpretation and use of physical 
objects depended greatly on the context of its placement, indicating that the context of 
people's work is important and is difficult to capture quantitatively. Their goal was to 
determine implications for the design of tangible interfaces. Other examples include 
Saraiya et al. [63] who used domain expert assessments of insight to evaluate bioin-
formatics visualizations, while Mazza and Berre [48] used focus groups and semi-
structured interviews in their analysis of visualization approaches to support instruc-
tors in web-based distance education.  

The following are simply examples of empirical methods in which gathering of 
qualitative data is primary. There are many others; for instance, Moggridge [51] men-
tions that his group makes active use of fifty-one qualitative methods in their design 
processes. 

In Situ Observational Studies: These studies are at the heart of field studies. Here, 
the experimenter gets permission to observe activities as they take place in situ. In 
these studies the observer does their best to remain unobtrusive during the observa-
tions. The ideal in Moggridge’s terms is to become as a ‘fly on the wall’ that no one 
notices [51]. This can be hard to achieve in an actual setting. However, over time a 
good observer does usually fade into the background. Sometimes observations can be 
collected via video and audio tapes to avoid the more obvious presence of a person as 
observer but sometimes making such recordings is not appropriate as in medical situa-
tions. In these studies the intention is usually to gather a rich description of the situa-
tion being observed. However, there is both a difference and an overlap in the type of 
observations to be gathered when the intention is (a) to better understand the particu-
lar activities in a given of setting, or (b) to use these observations to inform technol-
ogy design. Thus, because different details are of prime interest it is important that 
our research community conducts these types of observational studies to better inform 
initial design as well as to better understand the effectiveness of new technology in 
use. These studies have high realism, result in rich context explicit data and are time 
and labour intensive when it comes to both data collection and data analysis. 

Participatory Observation: This practice is the opposite of participatory design. 
Here an information visualization expert becomes part of the application expert’s 
team to experience the work practices first hand rather than application experts be-
coming part of the information visualization design team. In participatory observa-
tion, additional insights can be gained through first-hand observer experience of the 
tasks and processes of interest in the context of the real world situation. Here, rather 
than endeavouring to be unobtrusive, the observer works towards becoming an ac-
cepted part of the community. Participatory observation is demonstrably an effective 
approach since as trust and rapport develop, an increasingly in-depth understanding is 
possible. Our research community is interested in being able to better understand the 
work practices of many different types of knowledge workers. These workers are 
usually highly trained, highly paid, and often under considerable time pressures. Not 
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surprisingly, they are seldom willing to accept an untrained observer as part of their 
team. Since information visualization researchers are of necessity highly trained 
themselves, it is rare that an information visualization researcher will have the neces-
sary additional training to become accepted as a participatory observer. However, 
domain expertise is not always essential for successful participatory observation. 
Expert study participants can train an observer on typical data analysis tasks – a proc-
ess which may take several hours, and then “put them to work” on data analysis using 
their existing tools and techniques. The observer keeps a journal of the experience and 
the outcomes of the analysis were reviewed with the domain experts for validity. 
Even as a peripheral participant, valuable understandings of domain, tasks, and work 
culture can be developed which help clarify values and assumptions about data, visu-
alizations, decision making and data insights important to the application domain. 
These understandings and constructs can be important to the information visualization 
community in the development of realistic tools. 

Laboratory Observational Studies: These studies use observational methodologies 
in a laboratory setting. A disadvantage of in situ observations is that they often require 
lengthy observations. For instance, if the observer is interested in how an analyst uses 
visual data, they will have to wait patiently until the analyst does this task. Since an 
analyst may have many other tasks – meetings, conference calls, reports, etc. – this 
may take hours or even days. One alternative to the lengthy in situation wait is to 
design an observational experiment in which, similarly to a laboratory experiment, the 
experimenter designs a setting, a procedure and perhaps even a set of tasks. Consider, 
for example, developing information visualizations to support co-located collabora-
tion. Some design advice on co-located collaborative aspects is available in the com-
puter supported cooperative work literature [35]. However, while this advice is useful, 
it does not inform us specifically about how teams engage in collaborative tasks when 
using visual information. Details such as how and when visualizations will be shared 
and what types of analysis processes need to be specifically supported in collaborative 
information visualization systems were missing. Here, an observational approach is 
appropriate because the purpose is to better understand the flow and nature of the 
collaboration among participants, rather than answering quantifiable lower-level ques-
tions. In order to avoid temporal biases in existing software, pencil and paper based 
visualizations were used. This allowed for the observation of free arrangement of 
data, annotation practices, and collaborative processes unconstrained by any particular 
visualization software [36]. 

Contextual Interviews: As noted in Section 5.1, interviewing in itself is core to 
qualitative research. Conducting an interview about a task, setting, or application of 
interest within the context in which this work usually takes place is just one method 
that can enrich the interview process. Here the realism of the setting helps provide the 
context that can bring to mind the day-to-day realities during the interview process 
(for further discussion see Holtzblatt and Beyer 1998). For example, to study how 
best to support the challenging problem of medical diagnosis, observing and inter-
viewing physicians in their current work environment might help to provide insights 
into their thought processes that would be difficult to capture with other methodolo-
gies. A major benefit of qualitative study can be seeing the big picture – the context in 
which a new visualization support may be used. The participants' motives, misgiv-
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ings, and opinions shed light on how they relate to existing support, and can effec-
tively guide the development of new support. This type of knowledge can be very 
important at the early stage of determining what types of information visualizations 
may be of value. 

Summary of qualitative methods as primary: These four methods are just exam-
ples of a huge variety of possibilities. Other methods include action research [42], 
focus groups [48], and many more. All these types of qualitative methods have the 
potential to lessen the task and data comprehension divide between ourselves as visu-
alization experts and the domain experts for whom we are creating visualizations. 
That is, while we can not become analysts, doctors, or linguists, we can gain a deeper 
understanding of how they work and think. These methods can open up the design 
space, revealing new possibilities for information visualizations, as well as additional 
criteria on which to measure success. 

5.3  Challenges for Qualitative Methods 

A considerable challenge to qualitative methods is that they are particularly labour 
intensive. Gathering data is a slow process and rich note taking is an intensive under-
taking, as are transcribing and subsequent analysis.  

5.3.1 Sample Sizes 
Sample sizes for qualitative research are determined differently than for quantitative 
research. Since qualitative research is not concerned with making statistically signifi-
cant statements about a phenomenon, the sample sizes are often lower than required 
for quantitative research. Often, sample sizes are determined during the study. For 
instance, a qualitative inquiry may be continued until one no longer appears to be 
gaining new data through observation [3]. There is no guideline to say when this 
‘saturation’ may occur [70]. Sample sizes may vary greatly depending on the scope of 
the research problem but also the experience of the investigator. An experienced in-
vestigator may reach a theoretical saturation earlier than a novice investigator. Also, 
because each interview and/or observation can result in a large amount of data, some-
times compromises in sample size have to be made due to considerations about the 
amount of data that can be effectively processed. 

5.3.2 Subjectivity  
Experimenter subjectivity can be seen as an asset because of the sensitivity that can 
be brought to the observation process. The quality of the data gathering and analysis 
is dependent on the experience of the investigator [56]. However, the process of gath-
ering any data must be concerned with obtaining representative data. The questions 
circle about whether the observer has heard or understood fully and whether these 
observations are reported accurately. Considerations include: 

• Is this a first person direct report? Otherwise normal common sense about 2nd, 
3rd, and 4th hand reports needs to be considered. 

• Does the spatial location of the observer provide an adequate vantage point from 
which to observe, or might it have led to omissions? 
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• Are the social relationships of the observer free from associations that might in-
duce bias? 

• Does the report appear to be self-serving? Does it benefit the experimenter to the 
extent that it should be questioned? 

• Is the report internally consistent? Do the facts within the report support each 
other? 

• Is the report externally consistent? Do the facts in the report agree with other in-
dependent reports? 

As a result it is important to be explicit about data collection methods, the position of 
the researcher with respect to the subject matter, analysis processes, and codes. These 
details make it possible for other researchers to verify results. 

In qualitative research it is acknowledged that the researcher's views, research con-
text, and interpretations are an essential part of the qualitative research method as 
long as they are grounded in the collected data [3]. This does not, however, mean that 
qualitative evaluations are less trustworthy compared to quantitative research. Auer-
bach suggests using the concept of ‘transferability’ rather than ‘generalizability’ when 
thinking about the concepts of reliability and validity in qualitative research [3]. It is 
more important that the theoretical understanding we have gained can also be found in 
other research situations or systems and can be extended and developed further when 
applied to other scenarios. This stands in contrast to the concept of generalizability in 
quantitative research that wants to prove statistically that the results are universally 
applicable within the population under study. 

Sometimes the point has been raised that if results do not generalize how can they 
be of use when designing software for general use. For example, qualitative methods 
might be used to obtain a rich description of a particular situation perhaps only ob-
serving the processes of two or three people. The results of a study like this may or 
may not generalize and the study itself provides no proof that they do. What we have 
is existence proof: that such processes are in use in at least two or three instances. 
Consider the worst case; that is that this rich description is an outlier that occurs only 
rarely. For design purposes, outliers are also important and sensitive design for out-
liers has been often shown to create better designs for all. For example, motion sen-
sors to open doors may have been designed for wheelchairs but actually are useful 
features for all. 

5.3.3 Analyzing Qualitative Data 
Qualitative data may be analyzed using qualitative, quantitative, or a combination of 
both methods. Mixed methods research includes a qualitative phase and a quantitative 
phase in the overall research study in order to triangulate results from different meth-
ods, to complement results from one method with another, or to increase the breadth 
and range of inquiry by using different methods [28]. 

Many of the qualitative analysis methods can be grouped as types of thematic 
analysis, in which analysis starts from observations, then themes are sensed through 
review of the data, and finally coded [10]. Coding is the process of subdividing and 
labeling raw data, then reintegrating collected codes to form a theory [70]. Moving 
from the raw data into themes and a code set may proceed using one of three ap-
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proaches: data-driven, motivated from previous research, or theory-driven, each with 
respectively decreasing levels of sensitivity to the data [10]. In the first style, data-
driven, commonly called open coding [14]; themes and a code set are derived directly 
from the data and nothing else. If the analysis is motivated by previous research, the 
questions and perhaps codes from the earlier research can be applied to the new data 
to verify, extend or contrast the previous results. With theory-driven coding one may 
think using a given theory, such as grounded theory [13], or ethno-methodology [24], 
as a lens through which to view the data.  

In either case the coded data may then be interpreted in more generalized terms. 
Qualitatively coded data may then be used with quantitative or statistical measures to 
try and distinguish themes or sampling groups. 

5.4  Qualitative Summary 

Qualitative studies can be a powerful methodology by which one can capture salient 
aspects of a problem that may provide useful design and evaluation criteria. Quantita-
tive evaluation is naturally precision-oriented, but a shift from high precision to high 
fidelity may be made with the addition of qualitative evaluations. In particular, while 
qualitative evaluations can be used throughout the entire development life cycle in 
other research areas such as CSCW [41, 52, 64, 73], observational studies have been 
found to be especially useful for informing design. Yet these techniques are under-
used and under-reported in the information visualization literature. Broader ap-
proaches to evaluation, different units of analysis and sensitivity to context are impor-
tant when complex issues such as insight, discovery, confidence and collaboration 
need to be assessed. In more general terms, we would like to draw attention to qualita-
tive research approaches which may help to address difficult types of evaluation ques-
tions. As noted by Isenberg el al. [36], a sign in Albert Einstein's office which read, 
‘Everything that can be counted does not necessarily count; everything that counts 
cannot necessarily be counted’ is particularly salient to this discussion in reminding 
us to include empirical research about important data that can not necessarily be 
counted. 

6  Conclusions 

In this paper we have made a two-pronged call: one for more evaluations in general 
and one for a broader appreciation of the variety of and importance of many different 
types of empirical methodologies. To achieve this, we as a research community need 
to both conduct more empirical research and to be more welcoming of this research in 
our publication venues. As noted in Section 4, even empirical laboratory experiments, 
as our most known type of empirical methodology, are often difficult to publish. One 
factor in this is that no empirical method is perfect. That is, there is always a trade-off 
between generalizability, precision, and realism. An inexperienced reviewer may rec-
ommend rejection based on the fact that one of these factors is not present, while realis-
tically at least one will always be compromised. Empirical research is a slow, labour-
intensive process in which understanding and insight can develop through time. That 
said, there are several important factors to consider when publishing empirical re-
search. These include: 
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• That the empirical methodology was sensitively chosen. The methodology 
should be a good fit to the research question, the situation and the research goals. 

• That the study was conducted with appropriate rigor. All methodologies have 
their own requirements for rigor and these should be followed. However, while 
trying to fit the rigor from one methodology onto another is not appropriate, de-
veloping hybrid methodologies that better fit a given research situation and 
benefit from two or more methodologies should be encouraged.  

• That sufficient details are published so that the reader can fully understand the 
processes and if appropriate, reproduce them.  

• That the claims should be made appropriately according to the strengths of the 
chosen methodology. For instance, if a given methodology does not generalize 
well, then generalizations should not be drawn from the results.  

While there is growing recognition in our research community that evaluation infor-
mation visualization is difficult [55, 57, 67], the recognition of this difficulty has not 
in itself provided immediate answers of how to approach this problem. Two positive 
recent trends of note are: one, that more evaluative papers in the form of usability 
studies have been published [25, 40, 47, 63, 80, 82], and two, that there are several 
papers that have made a call for more qualitative evaluations and complementary 
qualitative and quantitative approaches [18, 36, 48, 74]. 

This paper is intended merely as a pointer to a greater variety of empirical method-
ologies and encouragement towards their appreciation and even better their active use. 
There are many more such techniques and these types of techniques are being devel-
oped and improved continuously. There are good benefits to be had through active 
borrowing from ethnographic and sociological research methods, and applying them 
to our information visualization needs. In this paper we have argued for an increased 
awareness of empirical research. We have discussed the relationship of empirical 
research to information visualization and have made a call for a more sensitive appli-
cation of this type of research [27]. In particular, we encourage thoughtful application 
of a greater variety of evaluative research methodologies in information visualization. 
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Many Eyes: A Site for Visualization at Internet Scale 

Fernanda B. Viégas, Martin Wattenberg, Frank van Ham, Jesse Kriss, Matt McKeon 

Abstract— We describe the design and deployment of Many Eyes, a public web site where users may upload data, create 
interactive visualizations, and carry on discussions. The goal of the site is to support collaboration around visualizations at a large 
scale by fostering a social style of data analysis in which visualizations not only serve as a discovery tool for individuals but also 
as a medium to spur discussion among users. To support this goal, the site includes novel mechanisms for end-user creation of 
visualizations and asynchronous collaboration around those visualizations. In addition to describing these technologies, we 
provide a preliminary report on the activity of our users.  

Index Terms—Visualization, World Wide Web, Social Software, Social Data Analysis, Communication-Minded Visualization.

1 INTRODUCTION 
When visualization researchers talk about scaling, we usually mean 
handling large data sets. We seek ways to draw huge graphs, explore 
high dimensional spaces, and display databases with billions of rows. 
In this paper, however, we consider an alternate perspective: Instead 
of scaling the size of the data, what happens when we scale the size 
of the audience?  

This perspective is suggested by the rise of the Web as a 
visualization platform. Recent years have witnessed internet-based 
visualizations ranging from political art projects (e.g. Theyrule  [25]) 
to New York Times stories (Faces of the Dead  [16]). These displays 
are seen by thousands and it is natural to ask what new opportunities 
arise when visualizations move to an environment where vast crowds 
of people can create, view and discuss them. Not only are interactive 
visualizations a key medium for communication in a data-rich world, 
but preliminary reports hint that visualizations potentially have a 
catalytic effect on storytelling  [26] and collective data analysis  [28].  

Unfortunately there are two main roadblocks to overcome before 
visualization has a chance to fulfil this potential. First, the creation 
and publishing of interactive visualizations remains accessible only 
to specialists. While frameworks such as Flash and Processing ease 
development, they do not help non-programmers. End user tools for 
sophisticated visualizations such as Tableau  [23] and Spotfire  [21] 
still require expertise, installation and training. Furthermore, none 
supports easy publishing to the public web. A non-developer blogger 
who wishes to write about an interesting data set, for instance, is 
currently limited to static charts.  

Even if that hypothetical blogger manages to publish an 
interactive visualization, a second challenge remains: how can 
readers discuss it? Web-based visualization has obvious social and 
collaborative potential, but without special technology it can be hard 
to have a discussion around a visualization. If one person sees 
something interesting, for instance, how can they point it out to 
others? Systems that do explicitly support collaboration, e.g., 
DEVise  [14], Spotfire  [21], and the Command Post of the Future 
 [20], have been aimed at scientists and other experts operating in a 
closed intranet or military environment. The open Web is a very 
different environment: the designers of the Command Post of the 
Future likely did not want to encourage public discussion about the 
discoveries its users made. 

This paper describes a public web site, Many Eyes, that addresses 
the challenges of end user construction and the unique environment 
of open web-based collaboration. 

 

The site launched on January 23, 2007 and allows users to upload 
data, create visualizations of that data, and leave comments on both 
visualizations and data sets. In addition to constituting a research 
platform, the site is an effort to “democratize” visualization 
technology. By this we mean both providing the technology to the 
broadest possible audience and fostering a democratic deliberative 
style of data analysis. 

One lesson learned from building this site is that the most 
difficult issues in scaling the audience are not necessarily related to 
engineering. Instead, many of the key questions are those of design 
and user experience. To give one example of the difference between 
Many Eyes and a system such as Tableau or Spotfire, consider that 
many of our users arrive directly at our visualizations for the first 
time via links from external web sites. No one is an accidental user 
of a commercial system such as Tableau; by contrast, our audience 
often views the site with little context and absolutely no training. If 
they do not understand what they see, they can (and will) simply 
click away from the site, never to return. 

This fact of life on the web implies a goal of instant usability that 
has ramifications for all aspects of the site. The data model we 
support, features offered to users, and flavors of visualization 
techniques supported on Many Eyes all reflect the need for broad, 
immediate accessibility. These implications are reflected in design 
choices that need to strike the delicate balance between powerful 
data-analysis capabilities and accessibility to the non-expert 
visualization user.  

Our aim in this paper is to describe the design of the site and the 
rationale behind the decisions we made. We will focus on decisions 
that affected our two overarching goals: enabling end-user creation 
of visualizations and fostering large-scale collaborative usage. The 
design decisions in Many Eyes fall into three different areas: 
information visualization, end-user data collection and manipulation, 
and the social aspects of collaborative analysis. The organization of 
the paper reflects this division. Section 2 is an overview of the Many 
Eyes web site and its basic functions. Section 3 presents the data 
considerations in the site. Sections 4 and 5 cover the different kinds 
of visualizations and the social/collaborative features available. 
Finally, Section 6 presents preliminary results on usage. Since the 
work introduced here spans a variety of disciplines, related work is 
discussed in multiple sections, each one addressing a specific area of 
research. 

1.1 Related Work—asynchronous collaborative 
visualization 

There is a large body of work on collaboration in visualization 
systems  [2] [14] [20] [27]. Long-standing research has explored 
techniques for collocated collaboration (e.g., large displays and 
shared workspaces) and synchronous distance work (e.g., real-time 
shared visual exploration environments). However, less research 



attention has been devoted to asynchronous collaboration around 
visualizations or to the questions that arise in mass-audience 
visualizations. 

Sense.us  [12] is probably the research project that comes closest 
in spirit to Many Eyes. It is a web-based prototype that supports 
commenting and annotations on visualizations of US Census data. 
The system provides mechanisms for facilitating view sharing, 
threaded discussion across views, and the construction of tours and 
presentations. Unlike Many Eyes, Sense.us was pre-populated with 
six visualizations; users could not contribute new data sets or create 
new visualizations. The system was deployed on a corporate intranet, 
as opposed to the public web and was designed to explore issues of 
discussion and annotation rather than content collection and creation 
around visualization. With a small number of visualizations 
produced by the site administrator and its presence in corporate 
environment, Sense.us felt very different from Many Eyes, which 
contains thousands of visualizations and data sets contributed by 
users,  spanning a wide array of serious and non-serious themes. 

A number of commercial systems have begun to explore the idea 
of asynchronous communication around data. Several web sites (e.g., 
Dataplace  [9], Data360  [8], Swivel  [22], DabbleDB  [7] and Chartall 
 [5]) allow users to upload and graph data. Swivel, Data360, and 
Chartall allow users to make comments; Swivel especially seems to 
aim at scaling to a large audience, styling itself as “YouTube for 
data”. All of these rely on static standard business graphics, however, 
and so do not tackle issues of state bookmarking and end-user 
construction that arise in the context of sophisticated interactive 
visualizations.  

DEVise  [14] is an early exploration into the benefits of sharable 
visualizations. It offers both customizable visual mappings and 
sharable views, as well as basic annotation functionality. Although 
designed to run in a browser it was not designed to be publicly 
accessible and most of its visualizations were relatively static. 

The commercial Spotfire  [21] system does feature sophisticated 
visualizations and includes a product called DecisionSite Posters, a 
web-based system that enables users to create bookmarks and 
comments attached to specific views of a visualization. While 
impressive, the “posters” are essentially an adjunct to the main 
desktop Spotfire application. Because this product is aimed at 
intranet usage by expert analysts, it does not explore the design 
issues involved in scaling to mass audiences on the public web.  

2 A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE MANY EYES SITE 
Many Eyes is roughly modeled on well-known participatory sites 
such as Flickr  [10] and YouTube  [30]. The central activities on the 
site are to upload data, construct visualizations, and leave comments 
on either data sets or visualizations. Each of these activities is 
described in detail in subsequent sections. 

To navigate the continuously growing collections of 
visualizations, data sets, and comments, the site contains “browsing” 
pages that display recent contributions. The data set browsing page, 
for instance, shows a table with the latest data sets to have been 
uploaded to the site. The table also displays metadata about each data 
set: keywords (“tags”), source, the contributor’s username, size in 
bytes and number of rows, date of contribution and links to existing 
visualizations with that data set (Fig 1).  

The browse pages are not the only navigational aids. Every day 
the home page prominently features four visualizations that are 
chosen by the designers of the site and typically reflect newsworthy 
events or good models of visualization usage. For users who are 
interested in a specific topic, we provide a simple text based search 
function for both data sets and visualizations. 

All visualizations and data sets on Many Eyes have an attached 
discussion forum where users can share textual comments and links 
to other webpages (Fig. 4). Since all content on Many Eyes resides at 
a fixed URL, users can also easily link to other visualizations on the 
site from both inside and outside Many Eyes.. 

After the site launched in January 2007, it was featured in several 
prominent blogs as well as some mainstream media outlets. This 
publicity has provided a steady stream of visitors to the site. 

3 DATA 
Data is at the root of all activity on Many Eyes. Although we seeded 
the site with a few data sets and visualizations, most of the content is 
contributed by ordinary users, who upload data sets, discuss them, 
create visualizations from the data, and then discuss those 
visualizations.  

The fact that users can upload their own data offers a number of 
potential benefits. The benefits to individuals are clear, since they 
can visualize their own data. One might also hope for a collective 
benefit: a user might upload one set of data, and then another user 
could augment it by uploading additional, related information. 
Finally, from the point of view of research, this is a unique 
opportunity to understand user demand: what types of data do people 
really want to visualize? 

Gaining these benefits, however, means balancing complex and 
conflicting constraints on the design. The fact that data is uploaded 
to the site by end users means that the data model needs to be easily 
understandable, with a format that is appropriate for non 
programmers. At the same time, the format needs to be flexible 
enough to express the data structures used by visualizations such as 
treemaps and graph layout algorithms.  

In addition to constraints on the data model, we face constraints 
on changes to data. Data sets and their visualizations are subjects of 
discussion so that comments and annotations may go stale if the 
underlying data is edited. A second difficulty is that the kind of data 
“reshaping” that is often necessary in preparing a data set for 
visualization can be difficult to explain to lay users without the 
visual context. 

3.1 The data model  
The core data model used by Many Eyes is a table: that is, a set of 
named columns, each of the same length. Each column has a type, 
which currently can be either text or numeric. The site also supports 
data that comes in the form of unstructured text, i.e. a sequence of 
characters, equivalent to a Java String or a CLOB (“character large 
object”) in a relational database.  

Each data set, whether a table or unstructured text, is associated 
with a collection of metadata. Some metadata, such as a (required) 
title, the source of the data and a paragraph-length description is 
provided by the user. Other metadata is automatically set by the 
system, such as creation date and author. Datasets are currently 
stored on our servers in plain text format, a set-up that has proven to 
be efficient and simple. 

3.2 Uploading data 
Users upload data via an HTML form. The form contains a text area 
where the user can paste in a data set. The data can either be 
freeform text, in which case it is interpreted as unstructured data, or a 
tab-delimited grid, in which case it is interpreted as a table. We 
chose to use tabs as delimiters because it allows users to simply copy 
and paste from Microsoft Excel or Open Office. 

In the case of tabular data, the system makes a guess about 
whether each column is numeric or textual, using heuristics that 
account for currency symbols and the difference between US or 
European punctuation. In the event that the system makes a mistake, 
the user may override the automatic type choice. 

As in the visualization-creation step, described later, user 
education is an important consideration: after all, many users will not 
have experience in preparing data so that it is understandable by 
others. The user is encouraged to provide as much metadata as 
possible and we include a prominent reminder to label units. Our 
“help” page describes not just the technical details of the data format, 
but a section on the “elements of data style” that guides users in 
creating data that will be comprehensible by others. 



Fig. 1. The data browse page on Many Eyes, giving an overview of 
all datasets currently uploaded to the site. 

A key decision was whether to require registration for users to 
upload data to the site. Registration is a significant barrier to entry, 
so on its face it would seem to work against our desire to reach a 
broad audience. For two reasons, however, we decided to require 
registration. First, we wanted to provide a slight barrier to entry to 
prevent frivolous or malicious data uploads. Second, during the 
registration process we could require explicit agreement to certain 
legal terms.  

Finally, users can navigate the collection of data sets in a variety 
of ways: a standard search box; use of keywords or “tags”; and a list 
that can be ordered by upload data, contributor, and other meta data. 

3.3 Working with data 
Each data set that is uploaded to the site is given its own page. This 
page contains metadata, a snippet of the data set, and a discussion 
forum on which users can talk about the information. We also 
provide a link to the original version of the data in plain text form. At 
the bottom of the data page is a button that starts the process of 
matching the data with a visualization (see section  4.2) as well as a 
set of small icons that indicate which methods have been used to 
visualize the data already. 

As mentioned above, Many Eyes currently does not allow any 
direct editing of the data sets: each is immutable. The reason is that 
editing data could invalidate any visualizations created from the data 
set as well as comments made on those visualizations. This was a 
difficult decision to make, however, since users clearly would benefit 
from being able to edit data: not only have we received numerous 
requests for this feature, but we have seen users upload many 
separate versions of a file as they correct errors. We do currently 
allow users to delete their own data sets if no visualizations have 
been made from them. 

3.4 Related work—data representation 
Several online data storage services aimed at end users exist already. 
Two examples are Intuit’s Quickbase  [18] and DabbleDB  [7]. 
Quickbase uses simple tables, much like Many Eyes, but with a 
somewhat richer set of types. DabbleDB is more akin to a database 
and also offers basic visualization features. As mentioned in the 
introduction, several other social data analysis sites have appeared 
contemporaneously with Many Eyes, including Data360, Swivel, and 
Chartall. All using similar tabular formats, although none allow the 
kind of data reshaping described in Section 4. 

Why have these sites converged on this solution? One answer is 
that all want to exploit the vast amount of data stored in Microsoft 
Excel spreadsheets. Furthermore, tables are simple and well-
understood by end users.  

Two alternatives that we considered were to expose a standard 
relational database model or an OLAP data cube. While this would 
make it easy to extend Many Eyes to interface with standard data 
stores (as with Spotfire or Tableau) it seemed unlikely to appeal to 
end users. Unfortunately, even the ability to use simplified systems 
such as Microsoft Access is quite rare. Similarly, we judged data 
cubes to be beyond the knowledge of a typical user: The closest 
thing to a data cube that most people have encountered is a Microsoft 
Excel pivot table, and informal discussions with potential users 
uncovered a lack of understanding of (even outright hostility toward) 
this tool. 

A similar problem exists with semi-structured data models based 
on XML. Although flexible and friendly to developers, an XML-
based model seemed likely to be a barrier for nonprogrammers. For 
example we asked a professor who regularly teaches introductory 
statistics if she thought importing XML-formatted data would be 
important to Many Eyes; her answer was, “What’s XML?” 

4 VISUALIZATIONS 
Many Eyes relies on a pure web-based model in order to reach the 
largest possible audience. While visualizations have existed on the 
web for more than a decade, these have been constructed offline and 
then separately published to the web. On Many Eyes, however, 
visualizations can be constructed and published by users without 
ever leaving the browser. Although a browser-based environment 
imposes some constraints, it is critical to the goal of scaling our 
audience. 

The visualization technology in Many Eyes consists of a set of 
individual components that represent different display techniques. To 
create a visualization, a user combines a component with a data set, 
in a manner described below. Once created, the visualization is given 
its own home page, which also contains metadata, a link to the 
original data set, and an area for discussion. Each page carries a 
prominent link to a compact description that explains the 
visualization technique being used, what its data requirements are 
and in what cases it can best be applied. Explanation pages may also 
contain “expert notes,” which usually address some of the subtleties 
of using a specific technique over another—for example, when one 
should use a bar chart over a line graph.  

4.1 Visualization components 
Many Eyes provides more than a dozen different types of basic 
visualization components (see Fig. 2 for a small taste). The menu 
includes a mix of standard business graphics (e.g., bar charts), well-
established academic techniques (e.g., treemaps), and a few 
experimental components (bubblecharts and tag clouds). Each of 
these visualization components was implemented as a separate java 
applet to keep download sizes to a minimum. Since we lack the 
space to discuss every single applet separately, we will suffice with a 
short overview of some of our more experimental visualizations. 

4.1.1 Bubble charts 
One of the most common types of real world data is simply a list of 
labeled numbers. Movie titles and box office grosses, for instance, or 
basketball players and salaries. Such lists are often easily displayed 
via standard bar charts or histograms, but these methods can run into 
trouble for highly skewed power-law distributions. To address this 
difficulty, we included a “bubble chart” which represents items by 
labelled circles, whose areas are proportional to the displayed 
quantity. These charts effectively perform a visual square-root 
transform. 

4.1.2 Stack graph for categories 
Many time series have a hierarchical structure: the history of the 
United States federal budget, for example, can be recursively 
subdivided into various departmental levels: defense overall, atomic 
weapons, and so forth. To display this type of data, we included a 
“stack graph for categories” visualization, based on the 



BookVoyager design described in  [29]. To the left of the graph is a 
tree control that follows the hierarchical structure of the time series. 
Clicking on elements in the tree control filters the stack graph to 
show only time series at that level of hierarchy. The icon 
representing each hierarchy level is a tiny “sparkline” graph that 
provides a preview of what the user will see upon clicking. This 
helps new users understand how the control works, as well as 
providing an overview of the individual series. 

4.1.3 Graph drawing 
Although network data can be found in many different application 
areas, there are surprisingly few online tools that can provide a graph 
visualization of a user uploaded file. The Graph Drawing Server  [3] 
was one of these services, but seems to be inactive now. The Large 
Graph Layout  [1] server is another but only returns a list of 
coordinates by e-mail, which can hardly be considered interactive. 
We have implemented a force directed graph drawing algorithm in a 
zoomable user interface. The layout algorithms (although 
implemented in java) are able to provide layouts for graphs up to a 
thousand nodes in a couple of seconds, and only have to run when 
the visualization is created. Although many different ‘standardized’ 
dataformats for graphs exist, we settled on a simple edge table. 
Although not the most efficient storage format it proved both highly 
understandable to the end users, and fitted nicely with our table 
oriented design. 

4.1.4 Tag clouds 
Since one of the types of data that users frequently uploaded were 
word counts, we decided to include a visualization that would take 
unstructured text as input. Tag clouds can quickly give the user an 
overview of the most salient terms in a large corpus of text. We 
implemented a number of improvements over the standard tag cloud 
applets. One of these is the ability to measure the frequency of two 
word tags in the text. The other includes the ability to dynamically 
filter the tag cloud by entering query strings in a text box. We found 
tag clouds attracting a whole new set of users, whose interest is 
primarily in textual data instead of numbers. 

4.2 Visual mapping 
A visualization is created by matching a dataset with a visualization 
component. Of course not all visualizations display the same type of 
input data. A treemap, for example, requires a number of textual 
columns to define its hierarchy and two numerical columns that map 
to size and color. On the other hand, a basic scatterplot requires two 
numerical columns (one for each axis), an optional numerical 
column that specifies the size of each dot and a textual column for 
the labels. A single datafile might be used to drive both 
visualizations, offering different perspectives on the data (Figure 3). 
To set up this mapping, the visualization components need to be able 
to express its data needs in a precise manner. In Many Eyes, a 
component’s data needs are expressed in a schema specified by the 

 

 

  
Fig. 2. A tiny cross-section of the visualizations users created by matching their own data with our visualization components. From left to right 
and top to bottom: A treemap on character data in a World of Warcraft realm, a network diagram of social relationships in the bible, a stack 
graph showing the categorized spending of the US government over time, a bubble chart showing the size of the endowments of different US 
universities, a world map showing the average account balance per capita, a scatterplot comparing CO2 levels against temperature, a cleverly 
used stacked graph that shows relative differences in the type of postings on two online link aggregators, a tag cloud showing two word 
occurrences in the work of Yeats and a network diagram of musical ties.



visualization programmer. A schema is a set of named, typed slots. 
Currently we support 5 different slot types: 

• Unstructured slots (U): flat unstructured text 
• Numeric slots (N): a single column of numeric data. 
• Textual slots (T): a single column of textual data. 
• Multiple numeric slots (N+): one or more columns of 

numeric data.  
• Multiple textual slots (T+): one or more columns of 

textual data. 
Using these 5 basic slot types we can express the data needs for each 
visualization component. Hierarchies on the data can be expressed as 
an ordered set of textual columns, where each row in the set 
describes the path from the top of the hierarchy to the leaf item. We 
can then express the schemas of a treemap and a scatterplot in the 
following manner, respectively : {hierarchy : T+, size : N, color : N } 
and {Xaxis : N, Yaxis : N, label : T, [Dotsize : N]}. 

Slots can be made optional, so that no mapping is necessary for a 
visualization to be complete. For example, our scatterplot includes an 
optional slot for dot size, while the slots for x- and y-axes are 
required. The challenge in matching up a visualization technique 
with a dataset is to map the correct columns in the data table to a 
slot. Since both slots and columns are typed we can make some 
inference on potential matches. For Many Eyes, we decided on a mix 
of automated and user generated mapping, depending on the 
circumstances. For slots that can accept multiple columns (i.e. slot 
types N+ and T+) we feed the visualization all columns in the table 
that have a matching type. For slots that only take a single column, 
we decided to partly leave this mapping to the user and allow him or 
her to choose from a number of type compatible columns.  

4.3 End User Data Manipulation 
One option is to allow the actual viewers of the final visualization to 
change the mapping, making it possible to change the data shown in 
the visualization on the fly. This offers a fast way to browse through 
different dimensions on a dataset. For example, matching a single 
numerical table with a scatterplot allows the end user to select two 

columns to display on the x and y axes from the collection of all 
possible columns. The user interface for these selections is generated 
automatically from the mapping. For each slot where multiple 
columns might be a valid match we generate a drop down box below 
the visualization (see Fig. 3). However, depending on the 
visualization technique it might be very well possible that not every 
selection in the drop down box will produce meaningful visualization 
results. Take the world map as an example: it requires a text column 
as input for the location slot (typically this contains the country 
name), but if we have multiple text columns in the data, generally 
only one will produce a meaningful result. In this case the selection 
has to be done by the person creating the initial visualization, after 
which it cannot be changed by viewers. The choice between end user 
selection and creator selection is specified by the visualization 
programmer for each slot. 

4.3.1 Contextual Data Transformation 
The ability to change mapping of columns to visual attributes is not 
the only data manipulation option we included. As described in 
Section  3, there are many types of data transformation or reshaping 
that users may need to perform. In many data acquisition pipelines 
these transformations occur in a separate stage. Due to our end-user 
audience we have opted for contextual data transformation, that is, 
we let users perform all such transformation in the context of 
creating a visualization, so that they may easily see and understand 
the results of their actions. 

For example, in several visualization components it may make 
sense to transpose the rows and columns of the input data table. 
Rather than asking the user to perform this operation before starting 
to visualize their data, a “Flip rows/columns” button is made 
available whenever the column types permit the operation.  

In some cases it might also be useful for the end user to be able to 
reorder the columns that were fed into a multiple column slot (i.e. N+ 
or T+). For example, multiple textual columns can define a hierarchy 
on items, but the user might want to reorder them to get different 
orders of aggregation. We designed a widget that allows users to 
reorder column names by drag and drop, again, changing the 
visualization on the fly (see leftmost sample in Figure 3). 

A more subtle type of manipulation relates to rolling up data sets. 
In early trials it became clear that users expected a certain kind of 
automatic aggregation. For example, imagine a bar chart of 
basketball salaries, where the columns in the underlying data set are 
player name, position, and salary. When the label slot was set to 
player, the bar chart yields—as expected—a chart of individual 
player salaries. However, when the label slot was set to position test 
users indicated that they expected the bars for each position to be 
aggregated, preferably by averaging. Interestingly, users did not 
always expect averaging. In some bar charts they wanted summation 
rather than averaging. In pie charts—which are designed to show 
relative totals—it seemed that aggregation should always occur by 
summation. And in a scatterplot, users did not expect any 
aggregation! To handle these expectations, we created a set of 

Table 1: Available Visualization Types in Many Eyes 

Technique Data schema 
Bubblechart 
Histogram 
Pie Chart 
Maps 
Tag Cloud 

{Labels / item names : T, Values : N} 

Bar chart 
Line graph 
Stack graph 

{Axis labels : T, Values : N+} 

Network 
diagram {From : T, To : T} 

Scatterplot {Xaxis : N, Yaxis : N, Label: T, [Dotsize : N] } 
Stack graph/ 
categories {Hierarchy : T+, Values : N+} 

Treemaps {Hierarchy : T+, Size : N , Color : N} 
Tag Cloud {U}  

Fig. 3. Three user generated visualizations offering different perspectives on the same dataset on car fuel economy. The grey areas on the 
top and bottom are automatically generated by the application and allow the user to browse through different dimensions in the data. 



aggregation widgets with customizable default actions for the 
different visualization components.  

One last example of data normalization relates to the maps. While 
U.S. state names are fairly standardized, names of countries can 
appear in many different ways: e.g., “Democratic People's Republic 
of Korea” “Korea, People’s Republic,” or simply “North Korea.” 
When one of our map components does not recognize a name, it uses 
a simple distance measure to suggest a likely match, while allowing 
users to override this match as necessary. 

4.4 Related work—end user construction of 
visualizations 

Visualization component models that include a notion of mapping 
table columns to visual attributes are not new—in fact they may be 
better characterized as a known best practice in the field. At the 
simplest level, Microsoft Excel generates graphs by letting users 
select columns that feed into business charts. The well-known work 
of  [15], parameterized the different visual encodings in 
visualizations, using them to automatically choose a meaningful 
visual representation for a given dataset. Some frameworks  [19] [14] 
completely parameterize the visualizations and map directly between 
a data tuple and the shape and position of its representation on 
screen. More flexible end user desktop visualization applications 
include Spotfire  [21] and Tableau  [23], which both offer advanced 
data mapping paradigms. Many Eyes may be most similar to the 
systems of  [17] and  [24] that provide a number of commonly used 
visualizations with predefined slots and map data tuples to slots. 

 Where Many Eyes differs from existing end-user visualization 
systems is the pure web-based interaction and publishing model, 
which makes visualization construction tools immediately available 
to millions of people with internet access. While Spotfire allows the 
publishing of “posters,” these must be created with the desktop 
application and represent a subset of the desktop functionality. In 
addition, the contextual data transformation approach distinguishes 
Many Eyes from systems that include a separate data reshaping 
stage. Finally, the palette of visualization components and their 
design reflects the need to provide instant utility to users on a broad 
range of data sets. 

5 SOCIAL FEATURES 
So far we have concentrated on the constraints of an open web 
platform, and described the tradeoffs necessary to meet them. In this 
section we discuss some of collaborative features that exploit the 
opportunities of an open web deployment. In particular, we describe 
how we allow users to engage their collective intelligence, by 
pointing to items of interest, sharing insights, asking questions, and 
monitoring activity on items of interest. 

Previous systems have explored such capabilities, but as we 
discuss below the web provides a unique social environment. One 
important distinction is that communication around visualizations 
can potentially occur both on and off site. Thus, users should not be 
restricted to discussing Many Eyes visualization only on the site. For 
this reason, it became important to provide points of entrance to 
discussions that were external to the site itself—for instance on blogs 
or in forums. 

5.1 On-site communication 
The main communication feature in Many Eyes is the textual 
comment. Comments exist in the context of specific visualizations 
and data sets. As users interact with a visualization, they can enter 
comments very much in the same way comments are entered into a 
blog. The same is true of data sets; each data set has a page where 
comments may be entered. The other communication features, 
described next in this section, are anchored in textual comments. In a 
sense, comments are the medium for all communication that happens 
on the site. 

5.1.1 User Identity 
Another crucial aspect of community oriented web sites is user 
identity. In order for a community to evolve over time, people need 
to be able to interact with each other with a minimum of persistent 
identity so that they may recognize each other and build up on 
previous interactions. On Many Eyes, a user’s identity is directly 
related to their activity history. By registering to enter the site, users 
create persistent handles that become part of their identity. Each 
registered user has a page that lists all of their contributions to the 
site: uploaded data sets, created visualizations, and comments. The 
page serves two purposes: it allows users to keep track of their 
activity in a single place and, at the same time, the accumulated 
history functions as an identity marker on Many Eyes. By looking at 
another user’s page, one can quickly get a sense of their interests. 

One of the challenging aspects of sharing insights in the context 
of asynchronous, interactive visualizations is establishing common 
ground  [6]. Different users need to be able to point out specific items 
of interest. Many Eyes supports common ground creation with two 
features: visualization bookmarks and visualization annotation. 
Whereas bookmarks allow users to capture the state of a 
visualization, annotation enables users to highlight specific items 
within a particular state of a visualization. 

5.1.2 Visualization annotations and bookmarks  
An interactive visualization may have hundreds of states and, a lot of 
times, when users wish to talk about points of interest, they may 
want to refer to a specific view of that visualization—defined by the 
settings of filtering, navigation, and parameters of visual encoding. 
Thus, capturing state information is essential for communication in 
an environment like Many Eyes. To this end we utilize a simple URL 
bookmarking mechanism that points back to particular views of the 
visualization. This approach to state sharing is common in other 
systems as well  [12].  

Every time a user creates a visualization on Many Eyes, its 
default view becomes a new bookmark in the system. Additionally, 
users have the option of including a “snapshot” of the visualization 
state every time they contribute a comment. Each snapshot is a new, 
unique URL that captures the state of the visualization at the time the 
comment was made. This allows users to both easily link to different 
views on a visualization from their comments as well as easy outside 
linking to visualizations on Many Eyes. 

A lot of times, however, users may also need to highlight specific 
items within a given state of a visualization—i.e. within a given 
bookmark. Many Eyes supports this activity by allowing users to 
include graphical annotations in the comments they make.  

Annotations take various forms in different visualizations types—
for instance, a selection in a scatterplot looks different from a 
selection in a stacked graph. At the same time, it is important for 
visualizations across the site to share, as much as possible, a 
consistent visual language. In building this shared visual language, 
we have carefully controlled elements such as color—all 
visualizations share the same color palette—typography, and 
animated transitions. Item selection is another area where Many Eyes 
keeps consistency through color and active resuse of simple 
highlighting mechanisms across visualizations. Users are allowed to 
make multiple item selections (using either the “shift” or the 
“control” keys on the keyboard) in every visualization. We used a 
common highlighting color in all visualiations with the exception of 
the piechart, in which case selected slices are detached from the 
chart. 

In some cases, the highlighting capabilities on Many Eyes serve 
additional purposes. For example, in the pie and bubble charts, 
selecting multiple items enables users to find the total sum of values 
of all selected items as well as the percentage represented by this 
group of points. On the network diagram, in addition to highlighting 
items for discussion, selection helps clarify structural details of the 
graph. Because highlighting a node also highlights its edges, it 
becomes easier to grasp the neighborhood structure of a node that 
otherwise might be obscured by other elements in the graph. 



5.2 Off-site communication features: 
One of the essential differences between Many Eyes and other 
collaborative visualization systems is that it exists in the context of 
the open web. To foster collaboration around visualizations we 
wanted to tap into the often lively discussions that are carried on in 
various blogs and other online communities. We took special care in 
providing easy access from outside sources to ManyEyes. Each 
bookmark in a visualization is published at its own unique URL, 
making it extremely simple for an outside source to directly link to a 
view on a visualization. Another feature that was targeted 
specifically at bloggers is a “blog this” button that appears 
underneath each visualization on the site. This button generates a 
snippet of html code that users can copy and paste onto their blogs or 
into the comments section. The code contains both a static snapshot 
of the visualization and a link back to the URL of the visualization 
on the Many Eyes site (see Fig. 4). This feature enables bloggers to 
easily embed images of visualizations into their sites and thus carry 
on discussions about items of interest outside of Many Eyes.  

Many Eyes also features RSS feeds for data sets, visualizations, 
and comments. Users can sign up for feeds of the latest 
visualizations or data sets contributed to the site overall or they can 
sign up to watch for new comments to specific visualizations and 
data sets.  

5.3 Related Work—visual collaboration 
The concept of making visual data analysis more of a social effort is 
gaining popularity. Applications such as Google Earth  [11] have 
enabled not only the creation of a wealth of user-generated 
geographic visualizations, but also the emergence of large numbers 
of discussions around visual data. An official Google Earth 
community has sprung up, where users discuss topics ranging from 
the satellite images found in the application to the availability of 
cartographic information about places around the world. 

Although not a tool for data analysis per se, Flickr, an online 
service for photo sharing  [10], has become the embodiment of social 
annotation and discussion around visual information. The site has 
been highly successful in enabling users to easily create discussion 
groups around sets of photographs and to collectively annotate the 
images. 

As discussed above, Swivel and Data360 allow users to upload, 
share and discuss their own datasets with other users. Dataplace  [9] 
is a similar site allowing users to obtain and visualize basic 
populations statistics on different areas in the US, but does not allow 
users to upload their own data. The main difference between Many 
Eyes and these products is that, instead of providing static business 
graphics, Many Eyes offers a number of interactive visualizations of 
user’s data. This interactivity allows users to drill down into details, 
view the data from different perspectives and generally makes the 
visualizations fun to use. The importance of the latter should not be 
overlooked by a site that targets the average internet user. 

In terms of interactivity, Spotfire  [21] and, to a lesser extent, 
Devise  [14] also offer interactive visualiations that can be shared 
among users of the same application. However, Many Eyes lives on 
the web, where the potential audience for a visualization is greater by 
multiple orders of magnitude and visualizations can be linked into 
any online document using hyperlinks. We think that the 
combination of the enormous amount of collaboration infrastructure 
available on the web (think of blogs, forums, wiki’s and RSS feeds 
for example) and a webservice like Many Eyes where users can 
upload, visualize and share their own data brings opens new doors 
for communication centered visualization. 

6 EVALUATION & EARLY USAGE 
How have our design decisions worked out in practice? This section 
provides a short overview of activity on the site, although it is hard 
to capture the full range of activity.  

In the first two months of the site’s life it has received about 
400,000 non-robot page views, divided into 100,000 user sessions, 
and has gathered 1463 registered users. Users have uploaded roughly 
2,100 data sets, created 1,700 visualizations, and made about 450 
comments. Of the comments, about 90% have occurred on 
visualizations rather than data sets. This latter fact may indicate that 
the visualizations do have a catalyzing effect on conversation, 
especially given that there are more data sets than visualizations. 

All of the visualization techniques have been used at least 25 
times. The relative proportions (excluding visualizations created by 
members of our lab) are shown in  . It is interesting to note that the 
top four visualization types are the non-standard ones. It is unclear 
whether this indicates an appetite for complex, experimental 
visualizations, or simply that people who wish to make bar charts 
have other options. 

Table 2 Usage Statistics for the Different Visualization Types. 

Visualization Component Percentage of use 
Bubble chart 15% 

Network Diagram 12 

Tag Cloud 11 (on site for only one month) 

Treemaps 10 

Bar Chart 9 

Line Graph 9 

World Map 8 

Scatterplot 7 

US State Map 7 

Stack Graph for Categories 4 

Block Histogram 4 

Stack Graph 3 

Pie Chart 1 

 
Over 42% of registered Many Eyes users have uploaded at least 

one data set and 29% have created at least one visualization. Of those 
that uploaded data sets, 63% provided a source for the data and 40% 
also provided an URL for the data source. This level of data 
referencing is shockingly high considering that users are not required 
to provide sources for the data they contribute to the site. 

One of the most distinctive aspects of Many Eyes is that it exists 
as part of the web ecosystem. In fact, we think the Internet has two 

Fig. 4. The visualization and commenting interface on Many Eyes: A 
user has created a visualization, on which 3 other people have 
commented. Left of each comment is a small bookmark thumbnail 
that indicates the state of the user’s visualization when the comment 
was posted. Clicking a thumbnail modifies the state of the ‘live’ 
visualization to match the bookmark.  



distinct characteristics that make it uniquely suited as a platform for 
discussion and discovery. Firstly, its massive scale means that there 
is always another person out there that shares your interests. This 
makes it easier to attain the critical mass needed for a discussion site. 
Secondly, the ability to easily link different information together 
avoids this mass being fragmented over disconnected sites and 
allows users to relatively easily adapt different types of tools for their 
personal use. As an example exemplifying both of these properties, 
one particular user created a network visualization that showed 
different textual co-occurences of names in the bible (see Fig. 2) and 
linked to it on their Bible Sociometrics blog. This blogpost was 
subsequently picked up by different feed aggregators and received a 
highly ranked position. This prompted many more users to visit the 
original visualization on our site. A number of these users also 
interested in bible metrics then started uploading their own bible 
related datasets, and used these to create new visualizations, many of 
which were posted on different bible related blogs. 

Our registered users range from scientists to mid level managers 
and self-proclaimed data geeks to sports fans. 625 of these have 
personally uploaded data, 425 have created a visualization and 113 
have left comments on Many Eyes. Some of these visualizations 
quickly identified incorrect data points, even in datasets that came 
from respected government institutions.  

Users have been in touch with us with a series of requests for new 
features. Visualization creators, for instance, would like to have a 
wider variety of maps on the site while bloggers would like to be 
able to embed interactive visualizations on their blogs. Visualization 
builders would like to add new visualization techniques to the site. 
Overall, feedback about Many Eyes has been positive and the variety 
of visualization applications—from playful gaming to serious data 
analysis—seems to attest to the value of the site to different users.  

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
We have described the Many Eyes web site, which provides a set of 
visualization creation and publishing tools to a large potential 
audience. The architecture of a site that aims to be useable by 
millions is nontrivial, and we have discussed the many choices and 
tradeoffs in the current design. In some cases these design choices 
involve simplifications to or reordering of the standard visualization 
pipeline—allowing data transformation in the context of creating a 
visualization, for instance. We also have described how flexible 
collaborative capabilities are woven into all of the visualization 
components, as in our selection and bookmarking model. Finally, we 
have described how the site exists as part of a social ecosystem, with 
discussions on blogs providing a significant amount of attention and 
activity surrounding Many Eyes. 

Future work will focus on three main areas. First, the site could 
benefit from a stronger set of community tools. In particular, as the 
collection of data sets grows, organization and quality control will 
become increasingly important. It would be beneficial to have 
mechanisms for the user community to do some of the work in 
organizing and filtering.  

There are also natural extensions to the data model of Many Eyes. 
Some elements are logistical: the site would clearly gain from tools 
that allowed easy export from other site. More broadly, the capability 
of reading data from external sources would open up the possibility 
of “live” visualizations and the construction of composite 
visualization applications. All of these possibilities raise interesting 
questions around versioning and collaboration. 

A third natural future direction is to augment the visualizations 
themselves. The current annotation/pointing scheme is extremely 
simple, and could be extended in a number of directions. For 
example, the site could exploit the fact that the annotations are tied to 
the data to allow inter-visualization brushing and selection. More 
generally, it would be natural to experiment with other types of 
visual metadata. For instance, as in  [29] one could provide visual 
indications to show which elements of a data set of have been 
examined closely. 

Finally, it may make sense to use Many Eyes as a platform for 
rapid user testing of new visualization techniques. Conceivably the 
site could offer an API so that third-party developers and researchers 
could test their own offerings. Tests could consist of simply putting 
new components up and watching whether they are used, or could 
use more sophisticated methods. For instance, in the graph 
visualization component users may rearrange the graph layout—and 
they frequently do. Would it make sense to look at these human-
created layouts to deduce implicit aesthetic criteria? Such approaches 
seem promising, and point to the research benefits of a broadly 
available visualization site with a large user base. 
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VisLink: Revealing Relationships Amongst Visualizations

Christopher Collins and Sheelagh Carpendale

Abstract— We present VisLink, a method by which visualizations and the relationships between them can be interactively explored.
VisLink readily generalizes to support multiple visualizations, empowers inter-representational queries, and enables the reuse of the
spatial variables, thus supporting efficient information encoding and providing for powerful visualization bridging. Our approach uses
multiple 2D layouts, drawing each one in its own plane. These planes can then be placed and re-positioned in 3D space: side by side,
in parallel, or in chosen placements that provide favoured views. Relationships, connections, and patterns between visualizations can
be revealed and explored using a variety of interaction techniques including spreading activation and search filters.

Index Terms—Graph visualization, node-link diagrams, structural comparison, hierarchies, 3D visualization, edge aggregation.

F

1 INTRODUCTION

As information visualizations continue to play a more frequent role
in information analysis, the complexity of the queries for which we
would like visual explanations also continues to grow. While creating
visualizations of multi-variate data is a familiar challenge, the visual
portrayal of two sets of relationships, one primary and one secondary,
within a given visualization is relatively new (e.g., [6, 10, 17]). With
VisLink, we extend this direction, making it possible to reveal rela-
tionships, patterns, and connections between two or more primary vi-
sualizations. VisLink enables reuse of the spatial visual variable, thus
supporting efficient information encoding and providing for powerful
visualization bridging which in turn allows inter-visualization queries.
For example, consider a linguistic question such as whether the formal
hierarchical structure as expressed through the IS-A relationships in
WordNet [16] is reflected by actual semantic similarity from usage
statistics. This is best answered by propagating relationships between
two visualizations: one a hierarchical view of WordNet IS-A rela-
tionships and the other a node clustering graph of semantic similarity
relationships. Patterns within the inter-visualization relationships will
reveal the similarities and differences in the two views of lexical orga-
nization.

VisLink supports the display of multiple 2D visualizations, each
with its own use of spatial organization and each placed on its own
interactive plane. These planes can be positioned and re-positioned
supporting inter-visualization comparisons; however, it is VisLink’s
capability for displaying inter-representational queries that is our main
contribution. Propagating edges between visualizations can reveal pat-
terns by taking advantage of the spatial structure of both visualizations.
In this paper we will explain our new visualization technique in com-
parison to existing multi-relationship visualizations.

2 FORMALIZING VISUALIZATIONS OF MULTIPLE RELATIONS

VisLink extends existing approaches to visualizing multiple relation-
ships by revealing relationships amongst visualizations while main-
taining the ‘spatial rights’ of each individual relationship type. In order
to discuss more precisely the distinctions between previous work and
our contribution, we will first introduce some notation for describing
multiple view visualizations.

Given a data set, DA, and a set of relationships, RA, on DA, we will
write this as RA(DA). Note that with the relation RA we are not refer-
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ring to a strict mathematical function, but rather any relation upon a
data set, for example, a type of edge among nodes in a general graph.
A second set of relationships on the same data set would be RB(DA),
while the same set of relationships on a different but parallel data set
would be RA(DB). For example, if the data set DA was housing infor-
mation in Montreal, an example of RA could be the specific house to
property tax relation RA(DA) and a different relationship RB could be
the house size as related to the distance from transit routes RB(DA).
Then an example RA(DB) would be property tax on houses in Toronto.
Creating a first visualization, VisA, of these relationships RA(DA) we
will write VisA→RA(DA) (for example, a geographic map with houses
coloured based on their property tax). A second visualization, VisB, of
the same set of relationships would be VisB → RA(DA) (for example,
a histogram of number of houses in each property tax range).

In the remainder of this section, we use this notation to define, com-
pare, and contrast each of the current approaches to relating visualiza-
tions. We will show how VisLink provides capability beyond what is
currently available.

2.1 Individual Visualizations
As a viewer of any given set of visualizations it is possible to do the
cognitive work of developing cross visualization comparisons. For
instance, visualizations can be printed and one can, by hand with pen
and pencil, create annotations and/or new visualizations to develop the
comparisons needed for the current task. Any relations on any data
may be compared manually in this way (see Figure 1A).

2.2 Coordinated Multiple Views
Coordinated views provide several usually juxtaposed or tiled views
of visualizations that are designed to be of use in relationship to each
other (e.g., Snap-Together Visualization [18]). These can be of vari-
ous flavours such as VisA, VisB and VisC of RA(DA) or perhaps VisA
of RA(DA), RB(DA) and RC(DA). The important factor for this visu-
alization comparison discussion is that these coordinated views can
be algorithmically linked such that actions and highlights in one view
can be reflected on other views. Coordinated views allow for reuse
of the spatial visual variable, thus each relationship type is afforded
spatial rights. The temporarily activated visual connections can be a
great advantage over finding the related data items manually but the
relationships themselves are not explicitly visualized (see Figure 1B).

2.3 Compound Graph Visualizations
There are now a few examples of compound graph visualizations, such
as overlays on Treemaps [6], ArcTrees [17], and Hierarchical Edge
Bundles [10]. Figure 1C shows a simple diagram of this. Compound
graph visualizations are created as follows:

Given: Data set DA, containing two (or more) types of relationship:
RA(DA), RB(DA), . . . , RN(DA).

Problem: Show multiple relationship types on the same visualiza-
tion.

http://www.cs.utoronto.ca/~ccollins
http://www.cpsc.ucalgary.ca/~sheelagh


(A) (B) (C)

Fig. 1. Current approaches to comparing visualizations include (A) manual comparison (printed diagrams or separate programs), (B) coordinated
multiple views (linked views with highlighting), and (C) compound graphs (layout based on one relationship, other relationships drawn upon it).

Fig. 2. VisLink encompasses existing multiple views techniques of (A) manual comparison, (B) coordinated multiple views, and (C) compound
graphs. VisLink extends this continuum to direct linking of any number of multiple views (D).

Step 1: Choose a relationship type, e.g., RA, to be the primary rela-
tionship.

Step 2: Create a visualization VisA → RA(DA), providing an ap-
propriate spatial layout. Since spatial organization is such a powerful
factor in comprehending the given relationships, we refer to this as
giving RA ‘spatial rights’.

Step 3: Create a visualization of RB(DA) (and any other desired
secondary relations) atop VisA → RA(DA).

This in effect creates VisA → RA,RB(DA) using the spatial orga-
nization of VisA → RA(DA). While this is an exciting step forward
in comparative visualization, note that RB(DA) has no spatial rights
of its own. That is, while viewing how the relationships in RB(DA)
relate to RA(DA) is possible, there is no access to a visualization
VisB→ RB(DA). Hierarchical Edge Bundles [10] started an interesting
exploration into using the spatial organization of RA(DA) to affect the
readability of the drawing of RB(DA) atop VisA → RA(DA) and also
indicated possibilities of addressing the readability needs of RB(DA)
by altering the spatial drawing of VisA → RA(DA) so that RB(DA) and
RA(DA) occupy different spatial areas. This gives RB(DA) partial spa-

tial rights in that its presence affects the VisA → RA(DA) layout.

2.4 Semantic Substrates Visualizations

Shneiderman and Aris [20] introduce Semantic Substrates, a visualiza-
tion that is both quite different and quite similar in concept to VisLink.
We will use our notation to help specify this:

Given: Data set DA and a set of primary relationships RA(DA).
Problem: A given unified visualization creates too complex a graph

for reasonable reading of the visualization.
Step 1: Partition the data set DA into semantically interesting sub-

sets, DA1 , DA2 , . . . , DAn .
Step 2: Use the same visualization VisA, with spatial rights, to cre-

ate visualizations of the subsets VisA → RA(DA1), VisA → RA(DA2),
. . . , VisA → RA(DAn).

Step 3: Juxtapose one or more of VisA → RA(DA1), VisA →
RA(DA2), . . . , VisA → RA(DAn), aligned in a plane.

Step 4: Draw edges of RA(DA) across VisA → RA(DA1), VisA →
RA(DA2), . . . , VisA → RA(DAn) to create VisA → RA(DA).



Fig. 3. Viewing modes. (A) 2D equivalency view of plane one, showing hyponyms of verb ‘move’, with highlighted search results for ‘come’. (B)
Search results on plane one activate inter-plane edges, visible in 3D mode. Nodes connected to search results are highlighted on plane two, a
similarity clustering of words related to ‘move’. Propagated results are also visible when plane two is viewed in 2D equivalency mode (C).

2.5 VisLink Visualizations
Now we will use our notation to clarify the contribution of the VisLink
visualization:

Given: Data set DA and a set of primary relationships RA(DA),
RB(DA), . . . , RN(DA).

Problem: Provide a visualization that aids in improving the under-
standing of RA(DA), RB(DA), . . . , RN(DA) by indicating how one set
of relationships is related to the structure in another.

Step 1: Create visualizations VisA → RA(DA), VisB → RB(DA),
. . . , VisN → RN(DA), each with full spatial rights for any of RA(DA),
RB(DA), . . . , RN(DA) that are of interest.

Step 2: Place selected visualizations VisA → RA(DA), VisB →
RB(DA), . . . , VisN → RN(DA) on individual planes to support vary-
ing types of juxtaposition between visualizations (at this point we are
limiting these to 2D representations).

Step 3: Draw edges of second order relations
T (RA,RB, . . . ,RN(DA)), from Visi→Ri(DA) to Vis(i+1)→R(i+1)(DA)
and Vis(i−1) → R(i−1)(DA) to create VisLink inter-plane edges be-
tween neighbouring planes.

So, where Semantic Substrates operates with a single visualization
type and single relation across multiple subsets of a data set, VisLink
can operate on multiple visualization types and multiple relationship
types on a single dataset. A natural extension of VisLink is to inferred
or indirect relations across multiple data sets:

Given: Data sets DA, DB, . . . , DN and the existence meaningful
relationships, T (Di,D j), among datasets such that (i, j) are any of A,
B, . . . , N.

Visualize: VisLink can be used with no further extensions to re-
late VisA → RA(DA), VisB → RB(DB), . . . , VisN → RN(DN), by using
T (Di,D j) to create inter-plane edges. An example of cross-dataset
visualization is presented in Section 5.

We have presented a series of multi-relation visualizations, differ-
ing in the level of visual and algorithmic integration between relations
and the amount of spatial rights accorded to secondary relations. Vis-
Link can be used equivalently to any of the mentioned multi-relation
visualization approaches (see Figure 2A–C) and extends the series to
simultaneously provide equal spatial rights to all relations for which a
visualization can be created, along with close visual and algorithmic
integration of different relations (see Figure 2D).

3 VISLINK: COMPARISON WITH VISUALIZATION PLANES

In order to provide for a visualization space in which multiple data-
related visualizations can be analyzed, we have developed VisLink.
We start our explanation with a very brief description of the lexical
data set and the lexical data relationships which are used to illustrate
VisLink’s functionality and interactive capabilities. Next we show
a sample set of 2D lexical visualizations displayed on visualization
planes within VisLink, followed by the possible interactions with these

visualization planes. Then the inter-visualization edges are explained
and the ability to use inter-plane edge propagation to answer complex
queries is presented.

3.1 Visualizations of Lexical Data

The example figures in this paper are drawn from application of Vis-
Link to a lexical data set. This is an area of interest to computational
linguists, and several visualizations using lexical data have been re-
ported (e.g., [5, 13]).

Using our formalism, we have a dataset DA containing all the words
in the English language. There are many types of relationships among
words, for example, the lexical database WordNet [16] describes the
hierarchical IS-A relation over synsets, which are sets of synonymous
words. For example, {lawyer, attorney} IS-A {occupation, job}. The
IS-A relation is also called hyponymy, so chair is a hyponym of fur-
niture. We use hyponymy to build animated radial graphs [22], which
serve as our VisA → RA(DA). Synsets are shown in the radial graph
as small squares, and the synonymous words that make up the set are
shown as attached, labelled, nodes. An example 2D radial hyponymy
graph is in Figure 3A.

Words can also be related by their similarity. Similarity can be a
surface feature, for example, orthographic (alphabetic) similarity, or it
can be based on underlying semantics. We use a force-directed layout
[1] to perform similarity clustering on words. In our examples we use
orthographic similarity, so that all words are connected to all others by
springs whose tension coefficient is inversely related to number of con-
secutive character matches in the substring, starting at the beginning.
Words that start with the same letters will cluster together. This is a
very different structure than hyponymy and serves as VisB→ RB(DA).
An example 2D alphabetic clustering visualization is in Figure 3C. We
have also experimented with clustering using the semantic similarity
measures implemented by Pedersen et al. [19], for example similarity
as measured by lexical overlap in the dictionary definitions of words.
However, those measures did not produce visible clusters and further
investigation is needed into the appropriate relationship between the
similarity measure and the spring coefficient.

Using VisLink, we investigate relations between the hyponymy lay-
out of synsets and the orthographic clustering layout of words. With
this, we can investigate questions such as: do some synsets contain
high concentrations of orthographically similar words?

Data is loaded into the VisLink lexical visualization by looking up
a synset in WordNet to root the hyponymy tree. The orthographic
clustering is then populated with the relevant words from the dataset.

3.2 Navigation and Plane Interaction

VisLink is a 3D space within which any number of 2D semi-
transparent visualization planes are positioned. These visualization
planes act as virtual displays, upon which any data visualization can



Fig. 4. Keyboard shortcuts provide for animated transition to default views, easing navigation in the 3D space. Views are (A) flat, (B) book, (C)
book top, (D) top, and (E) side.

be drawn and manipulated. They can be rotated and shown side by
side similar to multi-program or coordinated views, or rotated in oppo-
sition with included connections. Interaction and representation with
each plane remains unchanged (representations do not relinquish any
‘spatial rights’ nor any ‘interaction rights’).

While VisLink is a 3D space, the visualization planes are 2D equiv-
alents of a display, similar to windows in Miramar [14] or view-ports
in the Web Forager [3]. We provide view animation shortcuts to transi-
tion between 2D and 3D views. Similar to interaction provided by Mi-
ramar, any visualization plane may be selected, activating an animated
transition in which the selected plane flies forward and reorients to fill
display space. When a plane is selected, 3D interaction widgets and
inter-plane edges are deactivated, and the display becomes equivalent
to 2D (see Figure 3). Because VisLink visualization planes have the
same virtual dimensions as the on-screen view-port, transition between
2D plane view and 3D VisLink view does not require any resizing of
the selected plane. When the plane is deselected, it falls back into the
VisLink space, reverting to the original 3D view.

Interaction with the visualization on a visualization plane is always
equivalent to 2D: mouse events are transformed to plane-relative co-
ordinates and passed to the relevant visualization (irrespective of the
current position and orientation of the plane). Visualizations can be
manipulated directly in the 3D space (using equivalent-to-2D mode is
not necessary). Thus interaction techniques developed for 2D visual-
izations become immediately available in VisLink. For example, we
provide for a radial node-link view of the WordNet hyponymy (IS-A)
relation, restricted with a generalized fish eye view to show only nodes

of distance N or less from the central focus. The focus node can be
reselected by a mouse click, activating radial layout animation [22].
Double clicking any node restricts the view to the tree rooted at that
node, providing for drill-down capability. Drill down and other data
reload interactions are propagated to all planes. Interaction techniques
such as panning and zooming in 2D are provided by clicking and drag-
ging on a visualization plane the same as one would on an equivalent
stand-alone 2D visualization.

In addition to interaction with the visualizations on VisLink planes,
we also provide for interaction with the planes themselves. While the
usual capabilities for navigation in a 3D space (pan, zoom, rotate of
camera position) are available in VisLink, in providing a 3D perspec-
tive projection virtual space, we must address the difficulties that arise
from 6-degrees-of-freedom (DOF) control with 2-DOF input devices
[2]. Free navigation can result in disorientation and non-optimal view-
ing positions, while free manipulation of 3D objects can result in dif-
ficulty achieving precise desired positioning.

Therefore, we also provide shortcuts for cinematic animated repo-
sitioning of the camera and planes to preset viewpoints [14]. These
viewpoints allow visualization planes to be viewed from the front
(planes parallel and side by side) (see Figure 4A), with relative plane
orientation of book view (planes perpendicular and meet at an edge)
(see Figure 4B), top (see Figure 4C and D), or in opposition (planes
parallel and stacked) (see Figure 4D and E). By choosing one of these
viewpoints, users can recover from any disorienting manipulation.

As a solution to 2D plane interaction in a 3D space, we follow
McGuffin et al. [15] and provide for manipulation of visualization



Fig. 5. Visualization planes are independently manipulated with three
widgets: (A) side ‘book pages’ rotation, (B) center ‘accordion’ transla-
tion, and (C) bottom ‘garage door’ rotation.

plane position and orientation using a set of restricted movement wid-
gets. Edge widgets provide for hinge movement (up to 90 degrees)
about the opposite edge, and a center widget provides for translation,
accordion style, along the axis between the planes (see Figure 5). Wid-
gets become visible when the pointer is over their position, otherwise
they are hidden from view to prevent data occlusion.

3.3 Adding Inter-Plane Edges
Edges are drawn in 3D to bridge adjacent visualization planes. Rela-
tionships between the visualizations can either be direct (nodes repre-
senting the same data are connected across planes) or indirect (items
on different planes have relations defined within the data).

For example, in our lexical visualization, we examine the formal
structure of WordNet hyponymy (the IS-A relation) on one plane, and
the clustering of words based on their similarity on another. The inter-
plane relationship in this case is direct: nodes on plane one represent
the same data as nodes on plane two. In this case, it is the difference
in the spatial organization of the layouts that is of interest. In essence,
the pattern of inter-plane edges reveals a second-order relation: the
relationship between different types of node relations on the same data.
If the clustering by similarity approximates the formal structure, edges
from synonyms in the structured data will go to the same cluster (i.e.,
edges from synonyms will be parallel).

Indirect relations can also be visualized. For example, a visual-
ization plane could be populated with a general graph about self-
declared friendships in a social networking system. A second visu-
alization plane could be populated with a tag cloud from a folkson-
omy, for example a bookmark sharing database. A third visualiza-
tion plane could be populated with a visualization of the hypertext
links between bookmarked pages. The three types of indirect inter-
plane connections could be derived from three cross-dataset rules:
PERSON used TAG, PAGE tagged with TAG, and PERSON
bookmarked PAGE. With effective inter-plane edge management
and data filtering, patterns between planes in such a visualization could
reveal people who share tagging habits, or bookmarked pages with
similar tag sets.

All inter-plane edges are specified with a single source node on
plane i and one or more target nodes on plane j. Single source to single
target edges are drawn as straight lines. Single source to many target
edges are drawn using multiple curves calculated with corner-cutting

Fig. 6. VisLink inter-plane edge detail: one-to-one edges are straight,
one-to-many edges are bundled. Alpha blending provides for stronger
appearance of bundled edges.

[4]. For each curve from the source to a target, the starting control
point is set as the source node, a middle control point is set as the av-
erage (world coordinates) position of all target nodes and the source,
and the end point is set as the target. Five iterations of corner-cutting
provide for smooth curves which start along the same straight line and
then diverge as they approach their targets. By using alpha blending,
the more semi-transparent curves that are coincident, the stronger the
bundled edges appear (see Figure 6). Inter-plane edge positions are re-
calculated as appropriate so that edges remain fluidly attached to their
source and target nodes throughout all manipulations of the constituent
visualizations, plane positions, and the 3D viewpoint.

For visual clarity, edges are drawn between items on adjacent planes
only. For more than two visualization planes, if the data contains re-
lations among all visualizations, these relations can be explored by
reordering the visualization planes using the center translation (accor-
dion) widget to move planes along the inter-plane axis. As a plane
passes through another, the rendering is updated to show the relations
between the new neighbours. Similar to axis ordering in parallel co-
ordinates plots [11], the ordering of visualization planes strongly ef-
fects the visibility of interesting patterns in the data. Investigation into
methods for choosing plane orderings is left for future research.

3.4 Using Inter-Plane Edges
Inter-plane edges can be revealed either on a per-plane basis (see Fig-
ure 7) or a per-node basis (see Figure 8). Activating an entire plane
can reveal structural patterns that may exist between the visualizations,
while individual node activation provides for detailed views of partic-
ular relations.

We provide for spreading node activation between planes, which
adds additional analytic power to VisLink. When a node is manually
activated on one plane, it is highlighted in orange with a green border
and all inter-plane edges originating at that node are revealed. The
target nodes for those edges are then activated. Edges originating at
these nodes are then drawn and the activation is propagated iteratively
up to a user-selected number of ‘reflections’ between planes. Deacti-
vation of a node reverses the process, spreading the deactivation and
hiding edges. The level of activation exponentially decays with each
iteration.

Nodes are assigned activation values from 0 (deactivated) to 1
(manually activated by user through selection, search, or plane acti-



Fig. 7. The left plane is activated, revealing all edges from it. Through
a click and drag on the right plane, a 2D zoom is performed, isolating a
cluster of interest. The inter-plane edges are filtered in real time to show
only those connecting visible nodes, revealing that this lexical cluster is
related to a region of the WordNet hyponymy tree near the bottom.

vation). Node activation values determine inter-plane edge visibility:
edges between nodes with non-zero activation are revealed. Level of
activation is inversely related to the alpha transparency of activated
nodes and the inter-plane edges. So, the more transparent an activated
node or edge, the further it is from a user-selected fully-activated node.
Edge colour is used to indicate the direction of spreading activation.
For each edge, the third closest to the source of edge activation is or-
ange, the middle third is interpolated from orange to green and the
final third, closest to the edge target, is green. Along with edge trans-
parency decay, edge colouration will help an analyst follow the path of
spreading activation. However, tracing a series of edges across planes
may be a difficult task, even with the visual support provided through
colouration and transparency. We plan to investigate techniques such
as animated edge propagation to help trace relationships amongst vi-
sualizations.

Inter-plane edges support cross-visualization queries. For example,
alphabetic clustering, while a common organization for word search,
is not useful for finding synonyms. Using VisLink to propagate an
edge from a selected word in the clustered graph to a WordNet hier-
archy will find this word within its synset structure, propagating back
will find its synonyms within their alphabetic structure, allowing quick
answers to questions such as, “Across all senses, which synonyms of
‘locomotion’ start with ‘t’?” This analysis is illustrated in Figure 8.

Inter-plane edges are only shown among visible nodes. So, if a tech-
nique such as filtering through degree-of-interest or distance measures,
or clipping through zooming and panning the visualization on a plane
causes some nodes to be invisible, their edges are not drawn. This can
be used as an advantage for exploring the space of inter-plane edges:
by filtering the view on a plane, the inter-plane edges can also be fil-

tered (see Figure 7). Conversely, search techniques can be provided to
reveal and activate nodes that match a query, thereby also activating
their inter-plane edges (see Figure 3).

4 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

VisLink is implemented in Java, using the Java2D-Java Opengl
(JOGL) bridge to import any Java2D rendering onto a visualization
plane. We have augmented the popular prefuse interactive visualiza-
tion toolkit [9] with the VisualizationPlane class, which implements
the same API as the default 2D prefuse Display, and the InterPla-
neEdge class, which handles edge drawing between planes. The re-
sult is that our visualization plane can accept any prefuse visualization
without any changes. Interaction techniques on prefuse visualizations
are also handled equivalently. In addition to providing for easy in-
tegration of existing visualizations with VisLink, this implementation
provides for efficient rendering of the 3D space, achieving frame rates
greater than 30fps on standard hardware (Intel Pentium 4, 3.9GHz pro-
cessor with an ATI Radeon 550 graphics card). The prefuse visualiza-
tions are shown on the visualization planes as textures, updated only
when prefuse calls for a display repaint. Inter-plane edges can be spec-
ified in the data set by referencing source and target visualization plane
and node indices, or can be defined by a rule, such as, “Create inter-
plane edges among nodes with matching labels” (rules such as these
must be translated into code that produces paired node indices). Be-
cause the prefuse visualizations are drawn as textures on a 2D plane,
VisLink could easily be extended to draw other shapes of visualization
objects, such as cubes or spheres.

5 LINKING EXISTING VISUALIZATIONS

To demonstrate the ability of VisLink to add analytic power to exist-
ing prefuse-based visualizations, we used VisLink to bridge several
of the demonstration applications that are distributed with the prefuse
source code [9] (with minor colour changes). Data on the occupations
of members of the 109th Congress before election was mined from
the Congressional Directory,1 along with the zip codes they represent.
This was combined with databases of zip code locations and fundrais-
ing totals of candidates in three recent federal elections, both provided
with the prefuse distribution. We used three visualization planes and
defined indirect relations between them.

First, a prefuse Treemap [12] was used to show the relative pop-
ularities of various occupations before election (Figure 9, left). This
was linked through the rule CANDIDATE had OCCUPATION to the
prefuse-provided congress visualization by Heer [8]. congress is a
scatterplot of individual fundraising success, ordered along the x-axis
alphabetically by state of candidacy (Figure 9, center). This plot
shows the candidates’ party through node colour and whether they
were running for the House or Senate through node shape. The y-axis
shows fundraising success, and the range can be interactively altered
with a slider (not shown in figure). This was linked to the prefuse
reimplementation of the zipdecode [7] visualization of zip code ge-
ographic locations (Figure 9, right) through the rule CANDIDATE
represents ZIP CODE. Inter-plane edges link occupations to
candidate nodes and candidates to map regions they now represent.
Complex questions such as, “Where did the most successful fundrais-
ing former journalist get elected?” can be quickly answered. To im-
plement this visualization, the bulk of the work came through creating
and parsing the new database (occupations and zip codes) to generate
inter-plane edges from our rules.

6 DISCUSSION

The VisLink technique offers a new way to look at the relationships
amongst visualizations, but there remain several difficulties and unre-
solved issues for future research. The creation of a VisLink visualiza-
tion starts with the selection of the constituent visualizations to com-
pare. Making this selection — finding appropriate data and choosing
appropriate representations — is as difficult within VisLink as it is in
everyday visual analytics work, and may be best handled by data and

1http://www.gpoaccess.gov/cdirectory



Fig. 8. Node activation and edge propagation. Nodes highlighted through spreading activation (orange without green border) reveal the alphabetic
clustering of synonyms of the manually activated node (‘locomotion’, orange with green border), as discovered through spreading activation to the
WordNet hyponymy graph.

Fig. 9. VisLink was applied to bridge existing prefuse visualizations. Views of the constituent visualizations, from 2D equivalency mode, are
shown along the bottom. The Treemap node ‘journalist’ is activated, propagating inter-plane edges to the scatterplot (showing journalists are not
particularly outstanding fundraisers), and onward to the zip code regions that elected journalists now represent.



visual experts. Some visualizations, such as node-link diagrams, seem
to work better with inter-plane edges than others, such as Treemaps
and other types of embedded hierarchy, where it is more difficult to
see the connections to non-leaf nodes.

For visualizations with rich sets of inter-plane relations, the famil-
iar spaghetti graph of edge congestion can quickly become a problem.
Through bundling of edges, individual node activation, filtering tech-
niques, and the ability to view the edge set from a series of angles, we
have attempted to provide tools to handle this. However, additional
techniques, for example edge lenses [21] for 3D spaces, may improve
the situation. The edge bundling technique we use works only for
one-to-many edge sets. Many-to-many edge bundling as reported by
Holten [10] requires a hierarchical structure as an invisible backbone.
In the datasets we used, such a structure was not available, but this
may be a promising area for future research.

Because VisLink contains any number of visualizations which may
be pre-existing, the selection of colours for inter-plane edges is chal-
lenging. The orange-to-green colour scheme was selected because it
interfered the least with the existing (predominantly blue) visualiza-
tions we imported into VisLink, and worked well both against a white
background (for print) and a black background (on screen). However,
orange-to-green is difficult to perceive for people with some forms of
colour blindness. Inter-plane edge colouring will likely have to be
customized to the constituent visualizations.

When working in a 3D space, issues of perspective must be consid-
ered. It is possible that perspective projection introduces a visual bias
for closer regions of the planes and closer inter-plane edges. Direc-
tional bias may be introduced by the default views (side view presents
bias toward vertical inter-plane patterns). 2D false symmetry effects
may also occur. An analyst must be careful to view a VisLink vi-
sualization from several directions before drawing conclusions about
apparent patterns in the data.

We have described VisLink primarily with examples from a single
data set. In future work, we will apply VisLink to a rich set of prob-
lems in linguistic data analysis and other areas. The techniques and
prototype we have described have not yet been experimentally evalu-
ated. A comparative study against the existing techniques for multiple
relationship visualization is necessary to understand the usability and
utility of VisLink in more detail. Opportunities also exist to expand
the capabilities of inter-representational queries, for example, by pro-
viding for a rich query language that can filter each visualization plane
separately.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper we have described VisLink, a visualization environment
in which one can display multiple 2D visualizations, re-position and
re-organize them in 3D, and display relationships between them by
propagating edges from one visualization to another. Through reuse
of the powerful spatial visual variable, we have introduced a method
for visualizing multiple relations without any relation relinquishing its
spatial rights.

The VisLink environment allows the viewer to query a given visu-
alization in terms of a second visualization, using the structure in the
second visualization to reveal new patterns within the first. By choos-
ing a set of data items in visualization A and doing a one level propaga-
tion to visualization B, VisLink shows where items in A are related to
items in B. Propagating the edges back again reflects the information
gathered from visualization B to the structure of visualization A. Thus,
using the example in Figure 8, starting from a similarity-based word
visualization A, propagating edges from a chosen word into WordNet
visualization B and back again reveals synonyms of the selected word
in visualization A. Through spreading activation, bundled edges can
be propagated between visualizations to any chosen depth.

VisLink displays multiple 2D visualizations on visualization planes
while maintaining full 2D interactivity for each component visualiza-
tion. 3D interaction widgets are provided to simplify 3D interaction
and navigation. Relationships among visualizations can be revealed
using methods such as selection and filtering for addressing edge con-
gestion. Ongoing research will investigate techniques for managing

edge congestion, such as alternative bundling techniques and the use
of interaction tools to isolate edge sets of interest. In future work,
through application to additional problems, and evaluation against re-
lated techniques, we will develop a clearer understanding of the us-
ability and utility of the techniques and prototype we have described.
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AbstractÐThis is a survey on graph visualization and navigation techniques, as used in information visualization. Graphs appear in

numerous applications such as web browsing, state-transition diagrams, and data structures. The ability to visualize and to navigate in

these potentially large, abstract graphs is often a crucial part of an application. Information visualization has specific requirements,

which means that this survey approaches the results of traditional graph drawing from a different perspective.

Index TermsÐInformation visualization, graph visualization, graph drawing, navigation, focus+context, fish-eye, clustering.
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1 INTRODUCTION

ALTHOUGH the visualization of graphs is the subject of
this survey, it is not about graph drawing in general.

Excellent bibliographic surveys [4], [34], books [5], or even
on-line tutorials [26] exist for graph drawing. Instead, the
handling of graphs is considered with respect to informa-
tion visualization.

Information visualization has become a large field and
ªsubfieldsº are beginning to emerge (see, for example, Card
et al. [16] for a recent collection of papers from the last
decade). A simple way to determine the applicability of
graph visualization is to consider the following question: Is
there an inherent relation among the data elements to be
visualized? If the answer to the question is ªno,º then data
elements are ªunstructuredº and the goal of the information
visualization system might be to help discover relations
among data through visual means. If, however, the answer
to the question is ªyes,º then the data can be represented by
the nodes of a graph, with the edges representing the
relations.

Information visualization research dealing with unstruc-
tured data has a distinct flavor. However, such research is
not the subject of this survey. Instead, our discussion
focuses on representations of structured data, i.e., where
graphs are the fundamental structural representation of the data.
Information visualization has specific requirements, which
means that we will approach the results of traditional graph
drawing from a different perspective than other surveys.

1.1 Typical Application Areas

Graph visualization has many areas of application. Most
people have encountered a file hierarchy on a computer
system. A file hierarchy can be represented as a tree (a
special type of graph). It is often necessary to navigate
through the file hierarchy in order to find a particular file.
Anyone who has done this has probably experienced a few
of the problems involved in graph visualization: ªWhere am

I?º ªWhere is the file that I'm looking for?º Other familiar
types of graphs include the hierarchy illustrated in an
organizational chart and taxonomies that portray the
relations between species. Web site maps are another
application of graphs, as well as browsing history. In
biology and chemistry, graphs are applied to evolutionary
trees, phylogenetic trees, molecular maps, genetic maps,
biochemical pathways, and protein functions. Other areas
of application include object-oriented systems (class brow-
sers), data structures (compiler data structures in particu-
lar), real-time systems (state-transition diagrams, Petri
nets), data flow diagrams, subroutine-call graphs, entity
relationship diagrams (e.g., UML and database structures),
semantic networks and knowledge-representation dia-
grams, project management (PERT diagrams), logic pro-
gramming (SLD-trees), VLSI (circuit schematics), virtual
reality (scene graphs), and document management systems.
Note that the information isn't always guaranteed to be in a
purely hierarchical formatÐthis necessitates techniques
which can deal with more general graphs than trees.

1.2 Key Issues in Graph Visualization

The size of the graph to view is a key issue in graph

visualization. Large graphs pose several difficult problems.

If the number of elements is large, it can compromise

performance or even reach the limits of the viewing

platform. Even if it is possible to layout and display all

the elements, the issue of viewability or usability arises

because it will become impossible to discern between nodes

and edges (see Fig. 1, although this tree is by no means a

very complex one). In fact, usability becomes an issue even

before the problem of discernability is reached. It is well-

known that comprehension and detailed analysis of data in

graph structures is easiest when the size of the displayed

graph is small. In general, displaying an entire large graph

may give an indication of the overall structure or a location

within it, but makes it difficult to comprehend. These issues

form the context for most of this survey.

Other than the usual reference to information overload

and the occasional reference to the gestalt principle, papers

in information visualization rarely apply cognitive science
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and human factors. This is for no lack of trying; very few of

the findings in cognitive science have practical applications

at this time and very few usability studies have been done.

Cognitive aspects are undoubtedly a subject for future

research. For this reason, an objective evaluation of the

merits of a given approach is difficult. The reader has to

bear this limitation in mind when various techniques are

presented.1

The rest of this survey is organized as follows: In

Section 2, we try to give an impression of graph layout

issues and limitations with regard to scalability. Then, we

discuss several approaches to navigation of large graphs

(Section 3), followed by methods of reducing visual

complexity through reorganization of the data (Section 4).

Afterwards, we discuss a few application systems that

implement many of the techniques described in this survey

(Section 5). To help the reader pursue further research and

development, we have listed the various sources of

information that we found particularly important for graph

visualization (Section 6) and provided an extensive list of

references.

2 GRAPH LAYOUT

This section looks at the current results in graph drawing

and layout algorithms, but from the point of view of graph

visualization in information visualization. As we will see,

this point of view differs, in many respects, from the

traditional view of the Graph Drawing community. We will

give an account of the available results and discuss their

relevance for graph visualization, although, in general, we

will not go too far into the technical details. For those

desiring more information, we recommend the excellent

book from Battista et al. [5] as one of the best starting points.

2.1 Background of Graph Drawing

The Graph Drawing community2 grew around the yearly

Symposia on Graph Drawing (GD 'XX conferences), which

were initiated in 1992 in Rome. Springer-Verlag publishes

the proceedings of the conference in the LNCS series, which

contains new layout algorithms, theoretical results on their

efficiency or limitations, and systems demonstrations. The

recent electronic Journal of Graph Algorithms and Applications

is dedicated to papers concerned with design and analysis

of graph algorithms, as well as with experiences and

applications.
The basic graph drawing problem can be put simply:

Given a set of nodes with a set of edges (relations), calculate
the position of the nodes and the curve to be drawn for each
edge. Of course, this problem has always existed for the
simple reason that a graph is often defined by its drawing.
Indeed, Euler himself relied on a drawing to solve the
ªKoÈnigsberger BruÈ ckenproblemº in his 1736 paper (see the
recent book of Jungnickel [74]). The annotated bibliography
by Battista et al. [4] gathers hundreds of papers studying
what a good drawing of a graph is. That is, where the
problem becomes more intricate: It requires the definition of
properties and a classification of layouts according to the
type of graphs to which they can be applied. For example, a
familiar property is planarityÐwhether it is possible to draw
a graph on the plane with no edge crossing. Layout
algorithms may be categorized with respect to the type of
layout they generate. For example, grid layouts position
nodes of a graph at points with integer coordinates. Other
categories of layouts are defined by the methodology on
which they are based. For example, nondeterministic
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Fig. 1. A tree layout for a moderately large graph.

1. Ware's new book [123] may become an important source of
information in this area. 2. http://www.cs.brown.edu/people/rt/gd.html.
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approaches form a category that uses algorithms such as
force-directed models or simulated annealing. Each class of
graphs and layouts thus generates its own set of problems.
Planarity, for example, raises problems such as:

. Planarity tests for graphs: Is it possible to draw a
graph without edge-crossings?

. Planar layout algorithms according to various con-
straints: Given that a graph is planar, find a layout
satisfying a group of constraints.

Many constraints in use are also expressed in terms of
aesthetic rules imposed on the final layout. Nodes and edges
must be evenly distributed, edges should all have the same
length, edges must be straight lines, isomorphic substruc-
tures should be displayed in the same manner, edge-
crossings should be kept to a minimum, etc.3 Trees have
received the most attention in the literature. Consequently,
additional aesthetics rules have also been formulated for
them. For example, nodes with equal depth should be
placed on a same horizontal line, distance between sibling
nodes is usually fixed, etc. See again the book of Battista
et al. [5] for further examples.

The Reingold and Tilford algorithm for trees [103], [121]
(see Fig. 1) is a good example of a layout algorithm
achieving these aesthetic goals. Isomorphic subtrees are laid
out in exactly the same way and distance between nodes is
a parameter of the algorithm. On the other hand, the more
straightforward and naive algorithm for displaying a tree,
consisting of distributing the available horizontal space to
subtrees according to their number of leaves, actually fails
to achieve some of the aesthetic rules listed above.

Although the adjective ªaestheticº is used, some rules
were originally motivated by more practical issues. For
instance, minimization of the full graph area might be an
important criterion in applications. Some of the rules clearly
apply to a certain category of graphs or layouts only, others
have a more ªabsoluteº character. Furthermore, each of the
rules defines an associated optimization problem, used in a
number of nondeterministic layout algorithms.

There has been some work lately which questions the
absolute character of those rules, however. Usability studies
were conducted in order to evaluate the relevance of these
aesthetics for the end-user. Purchase [100] demonstrates
that ªreducing the crossings is by far the most important
aesthetic, while minimizing the number of bends and
maximizing symmetry have a lesser effect.º Her work
concludes by prioritizing these aesthetics; see also Purchase
et al. [101], [102] for more details. Other authors [10], [29],
[86] report differences in the perception of a graph
depending on its layout. Unfortunately, usability studies
necessitate a great effort, both to realize the experimentation
itself and to analyze its results properly, but we regard this
line of work as essential for information visualization.
Usability studies have recently gained credibility in the
graph visualization community as well, recognizing their
contribution to help focus on important issues in the area.

A wide variety of tasks related to graph drawing have
been studied: layering a graph, turning it into an acyclic
directed graph, planarization of a graph, minimizing the
area occupied by a layout, minimizing the number of bends
in edges, etc. Unfortunately, many of the associated
algorithms are too complex to be practical for applications.
On the positive side, this has motivated the development of
effective heuristics to overcome the complexity of some of
these problems [5], [34].

In graph visualization, a major problem that needs to be
addressed is the size of the graph. Few systems can claim to
deal effectively with thousands of nodes, although graphs
with this order of magnitude appear in a wide variety of
applications. NicheWorks [126], GVF [64], and H3Viewer
[94] are among the few systems that claim to handle data
sets with thousands of elements. The size of a graph can
make a normally good layout algorithm completely
unusable. In fact, a layout algorithm may produce good
layouts for graphs of several hundred nodes, but this does
not guarantee that it will scale up to several thousand
nodes. For example, Fig. 1 illustrates a tree with a few
hundred nodes laid out using the classical Reingold and
Tilford algorithm. The high density of the layout comes as
no surprise and changing particular parameters of the
algorithm will not improve the picture for the graph. Other
2D layout techniques could be used, but most layout
algorithms suffer from the same problem. Because the
layout is so dense, interaction with the graph becomes
difficult. Occlusions in the picture make it impossible to
navigate and query about particular nodes. The use of 3D or
of non-Euclidean geometry have also been proposed to
alleviate these problems. Sections 2.4 and 2.5 provide more
details about these techniques. However, beyond a certain
limit, no algorithm will guarantee a proper layout of large
graphs. There is simply not enough space on the screen. In
fact, from a cognitive perspective, it does not even make
sense to display a very large amount of data. Consequently,
a first step in the visualization process is often to reduce the
size of the graph to display. Classical layout algorithms
remain usable tools for visualization, but only when
combined with these techniques.

Other properties of a layout algorithm can be critical
when navigating through a graph. The concept of predict-
ability has been identified as an important and necessary
aspect of layout algorithms [61], [99]. What is meant by
predictability is that two different runs of the algorithm,
involving the same or similar graphs should not lead to
radically different visual representations. This property is
also referred to in the literature as ªpreserving the mental
mapº of the user [90]. Predictability is often ignored during
analysis of classical layout algorithms, which are usually
used to produce a static view of a graph.

Another important issue is time complexity. Any visuali-
zation system needs to provide near real-time interaction,
where updates must be done in very short time intervals in
order to escape the notice of the user. Having an accurate
estimate of the time complexity of an algorithm can be of
great help for the implementation of large systems when
planning which algorithm to apply.
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3. Actually, some aesthetics are quite arbitrary and are not seen as
absolute rules any more [100], [101]. Ware's book [123] is also an interesting
source of information for this topic.
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2.2 Traditional LayoutÐAn Overview

We will briefly review existing layout techniques in graph

drawing, keeping the issues of predictability and time

complexity in mind. Fig. 2 gives a classification of existing

layout techniques. This classification is the work of Mutzel

et al. [96]. Most of the algorithms are described in the book

by Battista et al. [5]. We will focus on the Layout box

containing a list of possible layout types.
A classical Tree Layout will position children nodes

ªbelowº their common ancestor. The algorithm by Reingold

and Tilford [103], [121] is probably the best known layout

technique in the tree layout category (see Fig. 1). It can be

adapted to produce top-down, as well as left-to-right tree

layout, and can also be set to output grid-like positioning.
H-tree layouts are also classical representations for

binary trees [113] which only perform well on balanced

trees. Eades [35] suggests a variation of the algorithm that

behaves well in general (see Fig. 3). The radial positioning

by Eades [35] places nodes on concentric circles according

to their depth in the tree (see Fig. 4). A subtree is then laid

out over a sector of the circle and the algorithm ensures that

two adjacent sectors do not overlap (although this condition

can be ignored to obtain relatively good drawings on

average [63], [126]). The cone tree [20], [106] algorithm can

be used to obtain a ªballoon viewº of the tree by projecting

it onto the plane [20], [71], where sibling subtrees are

included in circles attached to the father node. It is also

possible to compute the node position directly, without

using cone trees[87] (see Fig. 5; Section 2.4 describes cone

trees in more detail).
The Reingold and Tilford algorithm produces a more

classical drawing in the sense that the drawing clearly

reflects the intrinsic hierarchy of the data. The radial and H-

tree positioning are different in this respect because it is less

clear where the root of the tree is and, thus, one might

explore the graph in a less hierarchical fashion. The

Reingold and Tilford, H-tree, radial, and balloon layouts

are all predictable. Tree layout problems usually have the

lowest complexity, which is linear in the number of nodes.

As we can see, although the Tree Layout box occupies only a

small area of Fig. 2, it contains a variety of layouts.

Chapter 3.1 of the book by Battista et al. [5] is a good

starting point for a further overview of these tree layout

techniques. Two tree layout algorithms, which are not part

of the ªtraditionalº arsenal, are also worth mentioning here:

tree-maps [72] (see Fig. 6) and onion graphs [115], which

represent trees by sequences of nested boxes. It is important

to note that, in tree-maps, the size of the individual

rectangles is significant. For example, if the tree represents

a file system hierarchy, this size may be proportional to the

size of the respective file. This is why tree-maps enjoy

popularity in information visualization in spite of the fact

that it is difficult to perceive the structure in this

representation.4 An attempt to overcome this problem has
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4. The value of the tree-map is demonstrated in an interactive java applet
at http://smartmoney.com/marketmap/.

Fig. 2. Overview of graph layout algorithms. (Reproduced from Mutzel et al. [96], courtesy of T. Mutzel, Max-Planck-Institut, SaarbruÈcken, Germany.)
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been recently presented by Wijk and Wetering [125] in the
form of cushion tree-maps.

A separate box at the bottom of Fig. 2 is devoted to
Planarity. This is a critical issue in graph drawing because
the planarity of a graph may be an important constraint
imposed by practical applications (such as graphs repre-
senting printed circuit boards). The complexity for testing
planarity for undirected graphs can be linear [67]. (See
Chapter 3.3 in Battista et al. [5]. See also Mehlhorn and
Mutzel [88] for a discussion on implementation issues.)
However, many applications impose the additional require-
ment that edges are all in the same direction (planar
drawings often make use of edges going around some
nodes to avoid crossings). This condition, called upward
planarity, turns the original problem into an NP problem.
(See Garg and Tamassia [54]. See also Chapter 6 in Battista
et al. [5]). In information visualization applications, it only
makes sense to check for planarity when dealing with a
small and sparse graph [3], [30], such as a subgraph
obtained by clustering a larger graph (see Section 4.). In
general, we can safely say that planarity is not a central
issue in information visualization.

The Sugiyama Layout box included in Fig. 2 is named
after the seminal work by Sugiyama et al. on layout for

general directed graphs [117]. The basic approach to laying
out a directed graph is to first decide on a layering of its
nodes; that is, assign a layer number to each node and place
nodes of a given layer in a certain order. Several layering
techniques exist, the majority of which rely on the extraction
of an acyclic subgraph. In this process, a subgraph contain-
ing all nodes of the original graph is extracted in such a way
that, when nodes have been placed in their respective
layers, edges will all point in the same direction (usually
downward). Another solution is not to extract a subgraph,
but to turn the original graph into an acyclic one by
reversing the direction of a subset of the edges.

Once the nodes have been assigned to layers, one must
position the nodes within the same layer following an
imposed order. A major effort has been invested in edge-
crossing minimization [5], [34] since the crossing of edges
has been recognized as an obstacle to the readability of
graphs [100], [101]. This is usually done by minimizing the
number of edge-crossings between two consecutive layers.
This minimization step is at the core of complexity for the
whole algorithm. Note that these strategies do not address
the problem of minimizing the number of crossings in the
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Fig. 3. H-tree layout.

Fig. 4. Radial view.

Fig. 5. Balloon view.

Fig. 6. Tree-map: rectangles with color belong to the same level of the

(tree) hierarchy. (Adapted from Johnson and Schneiderman [72]).
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whole graph: Even with the restriction of looking at
consecutive layers only, minimization of edge-crossings is
difficult and complex. In fact, Garey and Johnson proved
the problem to be NP-hard [53] and Eades and Whitesides
proved the corresponding decision problem to be NP-
complete [36].

The complexity of a proper minimization has motivated
the development of various heuristics for computing a good
order for the nodes on a layer. Tutte [119] was the first to
propose a heuristic: Starting from an order on the top and
bottom layers, the coordinates of a node are defined to be
the barycenter of those of its neighbors. This corresponds to
the intuitive idea that a node should be kept ªcloseº to its
neighbors. The solution is then obtained by solving a
system of linear equations. One variation to this scheme is
to compute barycentric coordinates by performing a layer-
by-layer descent in the graph. More generally, the four
boxes on the left of the figure correspond to various
preprocessing possibilities for the algorithm in the Sugiyama
Layout category. New improvements and perspectives on
the problem were published recently [73], [79], which
include a detailed report on existing techniques [80] and a
comparison of existing heuristics [81].

The critical element of the general scheme for directed
graphs is its high complexity, although it might be kept
within reasonable bounds if the size of the graphÐor,
should we say, subgraphÐto be drawn is kept small. The
ranking process in itself has a low cost. Indeed, a breadth
first search of the graph returns an acyclic subgraph that
can be used for layering. However, the choice of this
subgraph can determine the quality of the final layout. We
will return to that issue later. It is also not clear whether any
algorithm in this class will be predictable. Some approaches
can certainly be made predictable, but then the price to pay
will be a greater complexity due to the loss in flexibility in
reordering the nodes on a layer. Battista et al. give a
detailed account of edge-crossing minimization in Chapter 9
of their book [5].

The Spring Layout box stands for all nondeterministic
layout techniques, also called Force-Directed Methods. Eades
[33] was the first to propose this approach in graph
drawing, modeling nodes and edges of a graph as physical
bodies tied with springs. Using Hooke's law describing
forces between the bodies, he was able to produce layouts
for (undirected) graphs. Since then, his method was
revisited and improved [28], [47], [49], [75]. Mathematically,
the methods are based on an optimization problem.
Different physical models lead to algorithms of different
complexities and they produce layouts of varying quality.
Spring layouts have been used successfully to produce well-
balanced layout for graphs. In some cases, their output can
even behave well with respect to edge-crossing minimiza-
tion without any supplementary efforts [47]. Bertault has
recently developed a force-directed model preserving edge-
crossings, turning it into a more predictable approach [9].

In general, however, force-directed methods can be
rather slow. Each iteration involves a visit of all pairs of
nodes in the graph and the quality of the layout depends on
the number of full iterations: each step improves the
positions following the underlying mathematical model.

Even one of the best variants [47] is still estimated to work
with a complexity of O�N3�, where N is the number of
nodes in the graph. Moreover, two different runs of the
algorithm on almost identical graphs might produce
radically different layouts. In other words, the methods
may be highly unpredictable. This makes them less
interesting for information visualization since unpredict-
ability can be a major problem for interaction. However, in
some cases, the lack of predictability can be compensated
for if the graph is small or sparse, by animating changes in
the layout to help the user in adapting to the new drawing
[69]. For further information on force-directed methods, the
reader should refer to the comparison of nondeterministic
techniques of Brandenburg et al. [12] or Chapter 10 in the
book of Battista et al. [5].

We will not discuss layouts on grids here. We refer to
Battista et al. [5] for details on that, as well as for learning
more about the additional techniques included in the boxes
ªCompactionº and ªAugmentationº on the right side of
Fig. 2. None of these techniques play a central role in graph
visualization.

The classification of algorithms in Fig. 2 assumes that
layout is determined only by the nodes and edges,
without additional constraints. However, some work has
been done with applications where the nodes of the
graph have preassigned positions in the plane, such as
geographical positions. The challenge is then to find a
way to draw edges, for example, by using polylines or
spline curves [6], [13], [97].

2.3 Spanning Trees

A general problem with the majority of the available
techniques is that they are only applicable for relatively
small graphs.5 The ªtraditionalº concerns of Graph Draw-
ing become much less relevant in graph visualization,
which typically deals with relatively large graphs. In
general, it makes no sense to test a graph of several
hundred nodes for planarity or to try to minimize edge-
crossings. Often, the most obvious and practical solution is
simply to layout a spanning tree for the graph. As we have
already seen, tree layout algorithms [20], [35], [103], [121]
have the lowest complexity and are simpler to implement.
The problem is then transformed into one of finding a
spanning tree. That option involves laying out a graph
based on the positioning of a tree containing all nodes of the
graph which had been previously extracted from the graph.
Additional edges are then added to the tree. The literature
in graph theory proposes a long list of algorithms to
compute spanning trees for graphs, both for the directed
and undirected cases (see, for example, Jungnickel [74]).
Incidentally, using a spanning tree to layout a graph can
also be a solution to gain predictability of the layout.
Although spanning trees are obviously not the only layout
approach in graph visualization, they certainly do and will
play an important role.

Extracting a spanning tree with no particular property
can be done easily. One approach is to visit the nodes of the
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5. This is clearly shown by the size of the graphs submitted each year to
the Graph Drawing Contest, although bigger graphsÐand, also, graphs
coming from real-world life situations applicationsÐhave also been
included in recent years.
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graph through a breadth first search and collect edges to
form a tree. The search can start from a node that is more
likely to ªactº as the root of the extracted tree. A node
whose distance to all other nodes is minimal is a good
candidate [11]. More sophisticated algorithms have been
designed to satisfy various optimization goals. If a weight
function exists for the graph, algorithms exist to compute
spanning trees minimizing (or maximizing) the total weight
of the tree. One solution is to iteratively build a tree by
adding edges adjacent to the set of already selected nodes,
each time selecting an edge with minimal (maximal)
weight. Different choices for the weight function will yield
different solutions and will also affect the complexity of the
extracting process (see, for example, Chapters 4 and 5 of
Jungnickel [74]). The complexity of this task varies accord-
ing to the variant used. The naive solution has a complexity
of O�N2�; better solutions exist which bring the complexity
down to O�N logN� or to O�E logN� (where N and E
denote the number of nodes and edges of the graph,
respectively).

A weight function can be used to extract different
spanning trees and, consequently, to obtain different
possible layouts for the same graph (although the imple-
mentor must be aware of the fact that a spanning tree
realizing an optimization goal for a given weight function
does not necessarily produce a good view of the graph). Use
of weight functions can also be applied to directed acyclic
graphs to avoid going through the task of edge-crossing
minimization. For large and dense acyclic directed graphs,
the use of layers as a weight function (the weight of a node
or edge is its layer number) has proven to give good results
(see, for instance, Herman et al. [63]).

2.4 3D Layout

One popular technique is to display graphs in 3D instead of
2D. The hope is that the extra dimension will give, literally,
more ªspaceº and that this will ease the problem of

displaying large structures. Furthermore, the user can
navigate to find a view without occlusions. The simplest
approach is to generalize classical 2D layout algorithms for
3D. Fig. 7, for example, shows a 3D version of a radial tree
algorithm, while Fig. 8 is a generalization [104] of the two-
dimensional approach using nested boxes [115]. Most force-
directed methods are also described in dimension indepen-
dent terms, which allows them to be generalized to 3D
(such as the approaches based on simulated annealing by
Davidson and Harel [28] and, also, from Cruz and Twarog
[27]). The reader may find further examples in the overview
by Young [128] or in the new book by Ware [123].

In spite of their apparent simplicity, Figs. 7 and 8 show
that displaying graphs in 3D can also introduce new
problems. Objects in 3D can occlude one another and it is
also difficult to choose the best ªviewº in space [38]. As a
consequence, virtually all 3D displays of graphs include
additional visual cues, like transparency, depth queuing,
etc. They also allow the user to interactively change the
view by ªmoving aroundº in space. But, the ability to
change perspective adds another difficulty. Common
practices, such as the minimization of edge-crossings, are
less rewarding if the user can change the perspective and
see edge-crossings from another angle. However, it is the
job of the application to provide the best possible view of
the information in the perspective initially provided to the
user, so aesthetics cannot be dismissed.

The cone tree , [107] (see Fig. 9) is one of the best known
3D graph (in this case, tree) layout techniques in informa-
tion visualization.6 In contrast to the previous examples,
cone trees have been developed directly for 3D, instead of
generalizing another 2D algorithm.

Mathematically, the layout is quite simple. A node is
placed at the apex of a cone with its children placed evenly
along its base. In the original implementation, each layer
has cones of the same height and the cone base diameters
for each level are reduced in a progression so that the
bottom layer fits into the width of what the authors called
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6. The term ªcam treeº is also used. Strictly speaking, cam trees are
horizontal arrangements, whereas cone trees are vertical. We will not
differentiate between them.

Fig. 7. 3D version of a radial algorithm. (Courtesy of S. Benford,

University of Nottingham, U.K.)

Fig. 8. Information Cube. (Courtesy of J. Rekimoto, Sony Computer

Science Laboratory, Inc., Japan [104].)
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the ªroom,º i.e., the box containing the full cone tree. The

original idea of cone trees has been reimplemented by

others [20], [59], [71] with, in some cases, a refined layout

algorithm. CarrieÁre and Kazman [20], for example, calculate

an approximation of the diameter for each cone base by

traversing the tree bottom-up and by taking the number of

descendents into account at each step to make better use of

the available space. Jeong and Pang [71] replace the cones

with discs to reduce occlusion.
The interactive and visual aspects of cone trees are

essential to make them usable. Not only are some of the

labels at the nodes transparent, but the user can pick any

node and rotate the cone tree so that the chosen node is

brought to the front. This can either be done automatically,

by the system, or as a result of further user interaction. For

horizontal cone trees, the effect somewhat resembles

stepping through Rolodex cards arranged in multiple

levels.
Gaining more ªspaceº is not the only possible advantage

of using 3D. Because of general human familiarity with 3D

in the physical world, 3D lends itself to the creation of real-

world metaphors that should help in perceiving complex

structures. One of the earliest widespread applications is

the File System Navigator (see Fig. 10), which came with

earlier SGI Workstations until version 5 of their operating

system. The layout of the graph (a tree representing the

user's file space) is a simple planar layout. The 3D aspect

consists, on the one hand, of adding blocks on the plane

whose sizes are proportional to the file sizes and, on the

other hand, of the ability to ªflyº over the virtual landscape

created by those blocks. This cityscape approach has been

implemented in various other systems, see, for example,

SDM [24], or, more recently, the system presented by Chen

and Carr [22]. More complex 3D metaphors include the

Perspective Wall [107], which represents the data as posters

on a big wall in virtual space. VizNet [43] and Vitesse [98]

both use an idea similar to the perspective wall by mapping

objects onto the surface of a sphere with highly related

objects placed close to a selected object of interest. The Web

Book [15] displays an animated book in 3D with Web page

contents, etc. Here again, we refer to the overview of Young
[128] for further examples.

In spite of all the technical development in the area, and
their undeniably attractive features, 3D graph visualization
techniques have significant difficulties. In our view, the
main reason lies with the inherent cognitive difficulties of
3D navigation in our current systems. Perceptual and
navigational conflicts are caused by the discrepancy of
using 2D screens and 2D input devices to interact with a 3D
world, combined with missing motion and stereo cues (see
the overview of Ware and Franck [122] for how important
these cues are). Limited 3D interaction, such as the ability to
rotate an object for inspection without getting closer to it,
may provide 3D interaction that doesn't cause disorienta-
tion. If advanced VR-like systems, such as a Workbench,
CAVE, or large tiled displays are used, some of these
difficulties may be solved. However, such facilities are not
widely available and are still too expensive to serve as a
basis for most information visualization applications. When
more advanced display and interactive facilities (e.g., haptic
displays and interaction, stereo views, etc.) become more
widely available, 3D techniques may have a profound effect
in graph visualization.

2.5 Hyperbolic Layout

The hyperbolic layout of graphs (mainly trees) is one of the
new forms of graph layout which has been developed with
graph visualization and interaction in mind. The first
papers in this area are from Lamping et al. [82], [83],
followed by a series of papers by Munzner [92], [93], [94].
Both developed, for example, Web content viewers based
on these techniques. The technique has been since used by
other systems, too, see, for example, Robinson [108] or
Wilson and Bergeron [127]. Hyperbolic views, which can be
implemented in either 2D or 3D, provide a distorted view of
a tree (see Fig. 11). It resembles the effect of using fish-eye
lenses on traditional tree layouts. This distorted view makes
it possible to interact with potentially large trees, making it
suitable for real-life applications. We will come back to this
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Fig. 9. A cone tree. (Courtesy of M. Hemmje, GMD, Germany [59].)

Fig. 10. The SGI File System Navigator.
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distortion effect later in this survey (see Section 3.2) when
we will focus on navigation rather than layout.

Hyperbolic views represent a radically different direc-
tion in layout when compared to the algorithms described
so far, due to their different geometrical background. In
fact, some of the classical layout algorithms can be reused in
a hyperbolic setting, yielding sometimes quite different
results, as demonstrated later in this section. Hyperbolic
views are also surrounded by a sort of mystery because few
people in the information visualization community really
understand the mathematics of hyperbolic visualization.
Furthermore, it is quite difficult to reproduce the results.
Unfortunately, none of the papers are didactic enough to
reveal the mystery. We will discuss the main elements of
these layout methods further with the hope that the reader
will gain a better understanding of the technique.

Hyperbolic geometry is based on an axiomatic system
almost identical to the traditional Euclidean axioms with
the exception of one, the so-called fifth postulate. Whereas
the Euclidean postulate states that if a line does not intersect
a point, then there is only one line intersecting the point and
parallel to the original line (i.e., nonintersecting and
coplanar), in hyperbolic geometry there exists more than
one such parallel line. This alternative set of axioms results
in a perfectly consistent form of geometry, albeit different in
flavor: The traditional trigonometric equations are no
longer valid, the sum of the internal angles of a triangle is
no longer 180 degrees, etc.7 (These differences, by the way,
represent significant difficulties for implementors using
hyperbolic geometry.)

It is also possible to define a consistent model for the
hyperbolic plane (or space) within the Euclidean space,
thereby making a logical link between the two worlds. A
model in this respect means defining a subset of the

Euclidean space and the notions of ªpoints,º ªlines,º
ªintersections,º ªlengthº within this subset so that the
axioms of hyperbolic geometry would be valid locally.
Several different models were developed. The best known
are the Klein and the PoincareÂ models. The Klein model (see
Fig. 12) uses an open disc (or sphere for 3D) as a subset, i.e.,
the hyperbolic plane in this model consists of the points
within the perimeters of the disc. Hyperbolic lines are
represented by chords of the disc. Intersection is just the
Euclidean intersection. The only major difference is the
length of a line segment. We will not give a detailed
definition here. Suffice it to say that this length is defined as
a function of the position of the points vis-aÁ-vis the
perimeter of the disc: Segments which are congruent in a
hyperbolic sense are exponentially smaller in the Euclidean
sense when approaching the perimeter. To prove the local
validity of all the axioms of hyperbolic geometry requires
some nontrivial work. The validity of the negation of
Euclid's fifth postulate is quite obvious, though, just
consider the line l and the point P on the figure. The
PoincareÂ model is quite similar, although hyperbolic lines
are represented by arcs which intersect ortogonally the
perimeter of the disc.

It is now possible to give a more exact description of
what the hyperbolic graph layouts do orthogonally: They
perform a layout algorithm in the hyperbolic plane or space
and, then, display the results in the familiar Euclidean plane
or space using one of the models of hyperbolic geometry. That is,
what we see is not hyperbolic geometry per se, but its
representation in Euclidean geometry. The original paper of
Lamping et al. used the PoincareÂ model, whereas Munzner
primarily uses the Klein model. In Fig. 11, for example, the
Klein model for hyperbolic 3D space is used to display the
tree. The distortion effect referred to earlier is the result of
the exponential shrinking of congruent line segments closer
to the disc perimeter when viewed in the Euclidean space.

The different spatial nature of hyperbolic geometry
makes some rather simple layout algorithms suddenly
viable. As an example, consider the outline of the following
tree placement algorithm (see Fig. 13).8 The algorithm starts
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Fig. 12. The Klein model for the hyperbolic plane. The line segment AB

and A'B' have an equal length in the hyperbolic sense.

Fig. 11. Hyperbolic view of a tree in 3D. (Courtesy of T. Munzner,

Stanford University.)

7. The interested reader might want to refer to Coxeter [25] for further
details. Also, look at the papers of Gunn [56] or Hausman et al. [57].

8. This algorithm is essentially the same as the one used in the paper of
Lamping and Rao [83].
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from the root of the tree, positioning the subtrees
recursively in a circular fashion. In each step, the algorithm
determines a wedge to place a subtree. The goal is to find
wedges in such a way that no crossing would occur
between edges of different subtrees. If the point P on the
figure refers to a node, and the wedge QPR with angle � is
the one assigned to the subtree starting at P, the main step
of the algorithm is to define subwedges for the subtrees of P
(starting at P1, P2, and P3). The angle � is divided into (for
the sake of simplicity, equal) subangles, one for each
subtree. The subdivision of the original wedge results in
the radii PQ0, PQ00, etc. (see the figure). The points P1, P2, P3

are positioned in the middle of these subwedges at some
suitable distance from P. The next step is to determine the
constraining wedges for these subtrees. This can be done by
establishing parallel lines with PQ, PQ0, PQ00, starting at the
points P1, P2, P3, etc. These lines will determine the new
wedges with angles �1, �2, �3, etc., and the recursion step
can continue for each of the corresponding subtrees.
Obviously, because parallel lines are used, the children's
wedges will not overlap.

The algorithm is very naive and would lead to quite
unusable figures on the Euclidean plane. Indeed, the wedge
angles become very small after a few steps, which shrinks
the space available for the next subtree. However, if the
same algorithm is used on a hyperbolic plane, the situation
is quite different. Fig. 14 shows the same algorithm in the
Klein model. The major difference is the way the parallel
lines to PQ0, PQ00, etc., are calculated: The (hyperbolic)
parallel lines are the lines intersecting on the perimeter of
the disc of our model. The effect will be to ªopenº the
angles �1, �2, �3. To cite Lamping and Rao [83]: ªEach child
will typically get a wedge that spans about as big an angle
as does its parent's wedge.º Of course, although visible on
the Klein model, this statement has to be substantiated
through explicit formulae using the hyperbolic trigono-
metric calculations, which is quite possible. The result is a
perfectly feasible layout algorithm. It should be noted that
Munzner uses different layouts. More details on her
spherical placement can be found in one of her papers
[93], which is actually a generalization of the cone tree

algorithm described in Section 2.4. However, here again, the
placement algorithm is used in terms of hyperbolic
geometry, taking advantage of the ªlarge spaceº available
in hyperbolic space.

3 NAVIGATION AND INTERACTION

Navigation and interaction facilities are essential in in-
formation visualization. No layout algorithm alone can
overcome the problems raised by the large sizes of the
graphs occurring in the visualization applications. Further-
more, the task of revealing the structure of the graph calls
for innovative approaches.

3.1 Zoom and Pan

Zoom and pan are traditional tools in visualization. They
are quite indispensable when large graph structures are
explored. Zoom is particularly well-suited for graphs
because the graphics used to display them are usually
fairly simple (lines and simple geometric forms). This
means that zoom can, in most cases, be performed by
simply adjusting screen transformations and redraw the
screen's contents from an internal representation, rather
than zooming into the pixel image. In other words, no
aliasing problems occur.

Zooming can take on two forms. Geometric zooming
simply provides a blow up of the graph content. Semantic-
zooming means that the information content changes and
more details are shown when approaching a particular area
of the graph. The technical difficulty in this case is not with
the zooming operation itself, but rather with assigning an
appropriate level of detail, i.e., a sort of clustering, to
subgraphs. The more general problem of clustering is
addressed in Section 4.

Although conceptually simple, zoom and pan does
create problems when used in interactive environments.
Let us imagine, for example, the following setting: The
graph being displayed is the road network of Europe and
the user has zoomed into the area around Amsterdam. The
user then wants to change the view of the area around
Milano. Doing this without changing the zoom factor, at
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Fig. 14. The same tree positioning algorithm on the hyperbolic plane,

using the Klein model to visualize the results.

Fig. 13. A simple tree positioning algorithm on the Euclidean plane.
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least temporarily, might be too slow because the user has to
first zoom out, pan to Milano, and zoom in again.
Furthermore, the user wants the system to make the
necessary moves smoothly. A naive implementation might
calculate the necessary changes for the pan and the zoom
independently and perform the changes in parallel. The
problem is that, when zooming in, the world view expands
exponentially fast and the target point moves away faster
than the pan can keep up with. The net result is that the
target is approached nonmonotonically: It first moves away
as the zoom dominates and only later comes back to the
center of the view, which can be quite disturbing.

The zoom and pan problem is not restricted to graphs
nor is the elegant solution proposed by Furnas and
Bederson [51] to alleviate it. Nevertheless, graph visualiza-
tion systems can greatly benefit from their approach, so we
will provide a short description here. Furnas and Bederson
introduce the concept of space-scale diagrams (see Fig. 15).
The basic idea is to define an abstract space ªby creating
many copies of the original 2D picture, one at each possible
magnification, and stacking them up to form an inverted
pyramid.º Points in the original image can be represented
by rays that contain information both about the point and
its magnification. Various combinations of (continuous)
zoom and pan actions can then be described as paths in this
space by describing the central position of a window
parallel to the x±y plane. A cost, or ªlength,º can also be
associated to each path and, if the length is judiciously
chosen, a minimum length path can represent an optimal
combination of zoom and pan movements. Furnas and
Bederson not only give a solution to the problem outlined
above; space-scale diagrams can also be used to describe
semantic zooming (instead of stacking the same picture in
the pyramid, the content of the picture may depend on

the magnification level), which also allows for the
development of a specialized authoring system for
semantic zooming [52].

3.2 Focus+Context Techniques

A well-known problem with zooming is that if one zooms
on a focus, all contextual information is lost.9 Such a loss of
context can become a considerable usability obstacle. A set
of techniques that allow the user to focus on some detail
without losing the context can alleviate this problem. The
term focus+context has been used to describe these techni-
ques. They do not replace zoom and pan, but rather
complement them. The complexity of the underlying data
might make zoom an absolute necessity. However,
focus+context techniques are a good alternative and full-
blown applications systems often implement both.10

3.2.1 Fisheye Distortion

Graphical fisheye views are popular techniques for
focus+context. Fisheye views imitate the well-known fish-
eye lens effect by enlarging an area of interest and showing
other portions of the image with successively less detail (see
Fig. 16).

We will describe some of the mathematics involved in
the fisheye technique. Conceptually, the graph is mapped
onto the plane and a ªfocusº point is defined (usually by the
user). The distance from the focus to each node of the tree is
then distorted by a function h�x� and the distorted points,
and connecting edges, are displayed. The function h�x�
should be concave, mapping monotonically the [0, 1]
interval onto [0, 1] (see Fig. 17). The distortion created by
the fisheye view is the consequence of the form of the
function, which has a faster increment around 0 (hence
affecting the nodes around the focus), with the increment
slowing down when closing up to 1. The exact definition of
the function may yield a lesser or stronger distorting effect.
A simple distortion function, for example, used by Sarkar
and Brown [110], [111] is: h�x� � �d� 1�=�d� 1=x� (this is
the function plotted in Fig. 17). The factor d is the so-called
distortion factor, which can be set interactively by the user.
It should be positive; the larger it is, the stronger the fisheye
distortion. Fig. 18 shows the effect of this function (with
d � 4) on the regular grid around the origin.

There are some variations to this basic scheme. What we
have just described is usually referred to as a ªpolarº
distortion, in the sense that it applies to the nodes radially
in all directions starting from the focus point. An alternative
is to use a ªCartesianº fisheye: The distance distortion is
applied independently on the x and y directions before
establishing the final position of the node (see again Fig. 16).
Other variations are possible. Consult the overview of
Carpendale et al. [18] or Keahey and Robertson [77] for
further examples and for their visual effects. The final
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Fig. 15. A space-scale diagram. The yellow rectangles represent

possible window positions in space-scale, yielding different zoom

factors and pan positions. (Adapted from Furnas and Bederson [51].)

9. Unless a separate window, for example, keeps the context visible,
which is done by several systems. But, this solution is not fully satisfactory
either.

10. All techniques described in this section are geometric, i.e., they operate
on the geometric representation of the underlying graphs. This is in contrast
with a logical focus+context view described in an often-cited paper of
Furnas [50]. In our view, the work of Furnas is more related to what we call
ªmetrics,º rather than to graphical focus+context. See Section 4.2 for further
details.
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choice should depend on the style of the graph to be
explored, as well as the layout algorithm in use.

This simple but powerful technique is an important form
of navigation that complements zoom and pan. However,
implementors should be aware of one of the pitfalls. The
essence of a fisheye view is to distort the position of each
node. If the distortion is faithfully applied, the edges
connecting the nodes will also be distorted. Mathematically,
the result of this distortion is a general curve. Standard
graphics systems (e.g., X11, Java2D, OpenGL) do not offer
the necessary facilities to transform lines into these curves
easily (the curves can be rather complex). The implemen-
ter's only choice is, therefore, to approximate the original
line segments with a high number of points, transform

those points, and display a polyline to approximate the
ideal, transformed curve. The problem is that the number of
approximating points must be relatively high if a smooth
impression is desired (on average, 60 points per edge),
which leads to a prohibitively large number of calculations
and may make the responsiveness of the system sink to an
unacceptably low level. The only viable solution is to apply
the fisheye distortion on the node coordinates only and to
connect the transformed nodes by straight-line edges. The
consequence of this inexact solution is that unintended
edge-crossings might occur (see, for example, the upper left
quadrant of Fig. 16b). This is one of those typical situations
when the pragmatism required by information visualization
should prevail. If large graphs are explored, these extra
intersection points do not really matter much and it is more
important to keep the exploration tool fast.

3.2.2 Focus+Context Layout Techniques

The fisheye technique is independent of the layout algo-
rithm and is defined as a separate processing step on the
graphical layout of the graph. Interacting with fisheye
means changing the position of the focus point and/or
modifying the distortion value. This independence has
positive and negative aspects. On the positive side, it allows
for a modular organization of software in which fisheye is a
separate step in the graph rendering pipeline somewhere
between the layout module and the actual display.
Fisheye can also be significantly faster than the layout
algorithm, which is an important issue for interaction.
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Fig. 16. Fisheye distortion. (a) Represents the graph without the fisheye.
(b) Uses polar fisheye, whereas (c) uses Cartesian fisheye with a
different layout of the same graph. The green dots on (b) and (c) denote
the focal points of the fisheye distortion. Note the extra edge-crossing
on (b).

Fig. 17. The Sarkar-Brown distortion function with a distortion factor 2

(red curve) and 4 (blue curve).

Fig. 18. Fisheye distortion of a regular grid of the plane. The distortion

factor is 4.
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However, the fisheye distortion may destroy the aes-
thetics governing the layout algorithm. For example, as
we have seen in the previous section, it can add new and
unwanted edge-crossings.

An alternative is to build appropriate distortion possibi-
lities into the layout algorithm itself, thereby merging the
focus+context effects and the layout proper. Interacting
with the distortion would mean interacting with (some)
parameters governing the layout algorithm. The hyperbolic
layout (see Section 2.5) does just that. The hyperbolic view
of a graph, whether in 2D or 3D, produces a distorted view,
not unlike the fisheye view (see Fig. 11). The equivalent of
the focal point of the graphical fisheye view is the center of
the Euclidean circle (or sphere) which is used to ªmapº the
hyperbolic view onto the Euclidean space through either
the Klein or the PoincareÂ model. Interacting with the view
means changing the position of this center point within the
graph.

Similar effects can be achieved by using 3D techniques
(see also Section 2.4). By putting objects on 3D surfaces, for
example, the view created by the perspective or parallel
projections create a natural distortion on the 2D screen. In
the Vitesse system [98], for example, the user has only
limited 3D navigation facilities. The main goal of mapping
objects onto a sphere or an ellipsoid is indeed to achieve a
focus+context distortion. More complex surfaces (such as
3D surfaces of blended Gaussian curves) have also been
used to achieve focus+context effects (see Carpendale et al.
[17], [18]). Other 3D visualization techniques, already cited
in Section 2.4 (such as the Perspective Wall [107]), apply this
principle as well.

The hyperbolic layout is special because it is a graph
layout algorithm that was developed with the focus+con-
text distortion in mind. In fact, we do not know of any
systematic research conducted on the existing, and more
traditional, layout algorithms to decide whether such layout
dependent distortions are possible or not, and, if yes, to
exploit this feature in real systems. This is in spite of the fact
that, at least in some cases, the possibility of applying such
distortion control is clearly available. For example, Fig. 5
shows a balanced view of a tree, using a balloon layout
algorithm [87]. This algorithm defines the radii of the circles
by taking the number of descendents into account. The
algorithm can be easily directed to give one of the circles a

larger ªshareº of the display space by shrinking all the
others, thereby creating a focus+context effect on that circle
[63]. We think that such research would provide valuable
input for the implementors of graph visualization systems.

3.2.3 Further Issues in Focus+Context Techniques

There are further issues in the area of focus+context that can
be of interest, some of which could be the basis for future
research as well (a general characterization and taxonomy
of distortion techniques is also presented in Leung and
Apperly [84]). For example, fisheye is based on the choice of
a distortion function, but we presented only a simple
version here, used by Sarkar and Brown. This function can
be replaced by others with different distortion features
(arctan or tanh functions, piecewise linear approximations
to speed up processing, etc.) [44], [77], [111]. The techniques
can also be extended to 3D [19]. Also, just as we could speak
about ªsemantic zoom,º one could also refer to ªsemantic
focus+context,º meaning that, when the distortion becomes
too ªextreme,º in some sense, nodes might disappear after
all. Sarkar and Brown describe this technique in their paper
[110], but finer control over this facility might lead to new
insights as well. Note that the space-scale diagrams [51] (see
Section 3.1) can also be used to model fisheye distortions,
which may lead to interesting results in combining
(semantic) fisheye with zoom and pan. Finally, multifocal
focus+context methods can also be applied [18], [76], [77],
allowing the user to simultaneously concentrate on several
important areas of the graph or to use the system in a
cooperative environment [98].

An interesting example that combines various techni-
ques, including multifocal zoom and focus+context, is
provided by Schaffer et al. [112]. Their system also shows
the fundamental importance of clustering, which we
address in Section 4. They consider graphs that already
have a hierarchical clustering. The lefthand side of Fig. 19
shows a drawing of the initial graph. The dotted rectangles
denote the logical clusters (they appear on the figure only
for the sake of the explanation; they would not necessarily
appear on a real screen). The righthand side of the same
figure shows the same graph after a multifocal zoom/
fisheye action on clusters A and D. These clusters are now
bigger, while the other clusters have shrunk. Moreover,
cluster C has disappeared as a result of a sort of a ªsemantic
fisheyeº action on the graph. Schaffer et al. describe the
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Fig. 19. Multifocal fisheye/zoom in a hierarchically clustered graph. The dotted rectangles denote the (logical) clusters. Note the disappearance of

cluster C on the righthand side. (Adapted from Schaffer et al. [112].)
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mathematics of distortion and shrinking used to achieve
these results. Similar ideas can also be found in the DA±TU
system of Huang and Eades [70]. However, much remains
to be done in combining these different approaches to
achieve a coherent set of navigation techniques.

3.3 Incremental Exploration and Navigation

We have emphasized several times that the size of the
graph is a major problem in graph visualization applica-
tions. There are cases when this size is so huge that it
becomes impossible to handle the full graph at any time; the
World Wide Web is an obvious example. Incremental
exploration techniques are good candidates for such situa-
tions. The system displays only a small portion of the full
graph and other parts of the graph are displayed as needed.
The advantage of such an incremental approach is that, at
any given time, the subgraph to be shown on the screen
may be limited in size, hence, the layout and interaction
times may not be critical any more. This approach to graph
exploration is still relatively new, but interesting results in
the area are already available, see, for example [14], [40],
[68], [69], [99], [130].

Incremental exploration means that the system places a
visible ªwindowº on the graph, somewhat similar to what
pan does. Exploration means to move this window (also
referred to as logical frames by Huang et al. [68]) along some
trajectory (see Fig. 20). Implementation of such incremental
exploration has essentially two aspects, namely:

. decide on a strategy to generate new logical frames

. reposition the content of the logical frame after each
change.

Generating new logical frames is always under the control
of the user. In some cases, the logical frame simply contains
the nodes visited so far. This is the case, for example, in the
NESTOR tool, implemented by Zeiliger [130], which uses
incremental exploration to record a history of the user's
surfing the World Wide Web: Newly accessed web pages
are simply added to the logical frame to generate a new one.
Huang et al. [68] (who also implemented a tool along the
same lines to explore the World Wide Web [69]) anticipate
the user's future interaction by adding not only a new node
to a frame, but also its immediate neighbors. Huang et al.

[68] or North [99] also include a control over throwing away
some part of the logical frame to avoid saturation on the
screen.

As far as the repositioning is concerned, the simplest
solution is to use the same layout algorithm for each logical
frame. This is done, for example, by Huang et al. [68]. (Note
that the latter use a modified spring algorithm. This is one
case where the relatively small graph on the screen makes
the use of a force-directed method perfectly feasible in
graph visualization.) North [99] and Brandes and Wagner
[14] go further by providing dynamic control over the
parameters that direct the layout algorithms.

As said above, this line of visual graph management is
still quite new, but we think that it will gain in importance
in the years to come and that it will complement the
navigation and exploration methods described elsewhere in
this survey.

4 CLUSTERING

As mentioned earlier, it is often advantageous to reduce the
number of visible elements being viewed. Limiting the
number of visual elements to be displayed both improves
the clarity and simultaneously increases performance of
layout and rendering [78]. Various ªabstractionº and
ªreductionº techniques have been applied by researchers
in order to reduce the visual complexity of a graph. One
approach is to perform clustering.

Clustering is the process of discovering groupings or
classes in data based on a chosen semantics. Clustering
techniques have been referred to in the literature as cluster
analysis, grouping, clumping, classification, and unsupervised
pattern recognition [41], [89]. We will refer to clustering that
uses only structural information about the graph as
structure-based clustering (also referred to as identifying
natural clusters [109]). The use of the semantic data
associated with the graph elements to perform clustering
could be termed content-based clustering.

Although content-based clustering can yield groupings
which are most appropriate for a particular application and
can even be combined with structure-based clustering, most
mentions of clustering in graph visualization are references
to purely structure-based clustering, with a few notable
exceptions [91], [105]. This is probably due to the fact that
content-based clustering requires application-specific data
and knowledge. Any application which implements con-
tent-based clustering is likely to be so specialized to a
problem domain that it is no longer general enough for use
in other application areas. Furthermore, an advantage of
using structure-based clustering is that natural clusters
often retain the structure of the original graph, which can be
useful for user orientation in the graph itself.

It is important to note that clustering can be used to
accomplish functions such as filtering and search. In
visualization terms, filtering usually refers to the deem-
phasis or removal of elements from the view, while search
usually refers to the emphasis of an element or group of
elements. Both filtering and search can be accomplished by
partitioning elements into two or more groups and, then,
emphasizing one of the groups.
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Fig. 20. Exploration of a huge graph. (Adapted from Huang et al. [69].)
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By far the most common clustering approach in graph
visualization is to find clusters which are disjoint or
mutually exclusive, as opposed to clusters that overlap
(found by a process called clumping). Disjoint clusters are
simpler to navigate than overlapping clusters because a
visit of the clusters only visits the members once. It should
be noted, however, that it is not always possible to find
disjoint clusters, such as in the case of language-oriented or
semantic topologies.

A common technique for finding natural clusters is to
choose the clustering with the least number of edges
between members. This technique is described by Mirkin
[89]. It is also known as the Ratio Cut technique in VLSI
design [124]. This technique extends to the case when edges
have a weight. The task is then to minimize the total weight
of the edges connecting members [109]. Natural clusters can
also be obtained by applying a spring model (see below).

4.1 Layout of a Clustered Graph

After discovering clusters within the data, we can reduce
the number of elements to display by restricting our view to
the clusters themselves. This provides an overview of the
structure and allows us to retain a context while reducing
visual complexity. Looking at the simpler and smaller
clustered graph, the user should be better able to grasp the
overall structure of the graph. Most algorithms look for a
balance between the number of clusters and the number of
nodes within clusters [1], [31]. A small number of clusters
allows for fast processing and navigation. However, this
number should not be too small because, otherwise, the
visible information content is too low.

A common technique is to represent the clusters with
glyphs and treat them as super-nodes in a higher-level or
compound graph, which we can now navigate instead of the
original graph. Some approaches have already been
proposed [37], [112]. Huang and Eades [70] also give a
precise definition of how edges between super-nodes can be
induced (they refer to this idea as abridgement). This
technique has also been implicitly implemented in many
other visualization systems. One original solution is to omit
the edges and position the nodes in a way that indicates

their connectivity [126]. This solution eliminates the
problem of edge-crossings and reduces visual clutter.

If clustering is performed by successively applying the
same clustering process to groups discovered by a previous
clustering operation, the process is referred to as hierarchical
clustering [89]. A containment hierarchy will result from
hierarchical clustering and this may be navigated as a tree,
with each cluster represented as a node in the tree (see
Fig. 21). Hierarchical clustering can therefore be used to
induce a hierarchy in a graph structure that might not
otherwise have a hierarchical structure.

The approaches discussed until now involve first finding
logical clusters, then laying out the graph of clusters. A
completely different approach to clustering is based on
force-directed layout. It lets forces between nodes influence
the position of the node in the layout. All nodes in the
system exert repulsive force on the others and related nodes
are attracted to each other. After several iterations in which
the positions are adjusted according to the calculated force,
the system stabilizes, yielding clusters which are visually
apparent. In a case study of Narcissus [60], the authors
report that this technique can produce useful clusters in a
relatively small number of iterations. As with other N-body
problems, the complexity is O�N3�. Another example of
clustering by layout is described for the SemNet system
[42], where clustering is accomplished by using semantic
information to determine the positioning of nodes.

4.2 Node Metrics for Clustering

In order to cluster a graph, we must use numerical
measures associated with the nodes. A node metric can be
used to measure or to quantify an abstract feature
associated with a node in order to compare it with others
of the same type and acquire a ranking. A metric can be
implemented as a numeric computable function. Clustering
can be accomplished by assigning elements to groups
according to their metric value. Metrics can also be used to
implement search or filtering in which elements with a
certain metric value or a value above a threshold are
highlighted.

The term metric, or node metric, has been used in many
different ways in graph visualization. In this survey, we
will use the term to refer to a measure that is associated with a
node in the graph. We have identified the concept of node
metrics in several places in the literature [11], [50], [61], [78].
Of course, similar concepts can be applied to metrics
associated with edges.

A metric is structure-based if it only uses information
about the structure of the graph. A metric is content-based if
it uses information or data associated with the node such as
text. The advantage of a structural metric is that no domain
knowledge is required. This makes a structural metric
useful for all applications. It is possible, of course, to
combine structural and content-based metrics for more
powerful effects. A simple approach is to allow the user to
add an application-specific ªweightº to the nodes, which is
then combined with the structural metric [50], [61], [62].

An example of a structural metric is the degree of a
node (i.e., the number of edges connected to the node).
With such a metric, the application could exclusively
display the nodes with a degree higher than or equal to a
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Fig. 21. A structure induced by hierarchical clustering. (Adapted from

Eades and Feng [37].)
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threshold value. This would give a view of data which

shows the nodes that have the largest number of relations

with other nodes. A metric more specific to trees (called

the Strahler metric [120]) has been applied in Fig. 22, in

which nodes with the highest Strahler metric values

generate a skeleton or backbone which is then emphasized

(see Herman et al. [61], [62]).
Metrics can also be composed due to their numeric

nature [62]. By choosing, for example, the weighted average

of metrics, the user can choose how much influence a

particular feature has on the resulting composed metric and

thereby influence the resulting clustering. The Degree of

Interest (DOI) function of Furnas [50] is also an example of a

metric that is composed of two other metrics (in this case, a

metric based on distance and a level of detail).
Node metrics can be used for many different purposes

and, in our view, all the possible applications have not yet

been fully explored. For instance, metrics can also be used

to govern a spanning tree extraction procedure (see

Section 2.3). Furnas's DOI function has been used to

generate a focus+context view of the graph.11 In another

application, metrics are used to influence layout [127].
Once a subset of nodes has been selected, as with a

skeleton, a method of representing the unselected nodes

must be chosen. In the case of clustering, the selected set of

nodes is the set of super-nodes or the groups themselves.

Kimelman et al. name three possible approaches [78] (see

Fig. 22):

. Ghosting: deemphasizing nodes, or relegating nodes
to the background.

. Hiding: simply not displaying the unselected nodes.
This is also referred to as folding or eliding.

. Grouping: grouping nodes under a new super-node
representation.

These approaches may be combined, for example, with

clusters represented by transparent super-nodes used by

Sprenger et al. [116] in the IVORY system. Fig. 22c

demonstrates an alternative where the size and the shape

of the glyph representing the grouping is used to indicate

the structure of the underlying subgraph. The resulting

graph, technically a compound graph, is a sort of high-level

map or schematic view [23], [62] of the original graph, which

is useful for navigation of the original graph.
Clustering is full of challenges and is applied in many

different fields, which has the unfortunate consequence that

results about clustering are disseminated in journals and

conferences addressing very different topics. This makes it

difficult to gather the results into a unified theory or into a

structured set of methodologies. Surprisingly, the book by

Battista et al. [5] does not include a chapter on clustering,

although the Graph Drawing Symposia welcomes papers

on the topic every year. Our feeling is that this issue should

receive more attention in the future, especially from the

information visualization community.

5 SYSTEMS

The area of graph visualization has reached a level of

maturity in which large applications and application

frameworks are being developed. However, it is difficult

to enumerate all the systems because of the sheer quantity.

Furthermore, some of them have a short lifetime because

they are research tools and others are embedded in

specialized applications. An overview of all graph visuali-

zation systems would go beyond the scope of this survey.

However, we have already referred to a number of systems

in earlier sections, based on features that we found

interesting or important. Some other systems also caught

our attention. Without any claim to completeness, we

briefly describe a few additional systems below.
Efforts to develop software libraries and frameworks

have been underway in several places. Some libraries are

directed at mathematicians and include large libraries of

algorithms, while others are meant for more general

application. Some of the libraries and frameworks that are

available are GTL [45], LINK [8], GFC [21], GDT [55], and

GVF [64]. Although there is no widely used standard for
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Fig. 22. Different schematic views of a tree: (a) ghosting, (b) hiding, and

(c) grouping.

11. As mentioned earlier, although Furnas referred to this technique as
ªfish-eye,º his technique is not limited to fish-eye in the geometric sense, as
described in Section 3.2.1.
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graph description formats, GML [66] and GraphXML [65]

are available.
SemNet [42] is one of the few systems to provide graph

editing while still providing a comprehensive set of tools to

visualize large graphs. It is also one of the earliest complete

systems that we know about.
Clustering has been applied by many older systems

such as SemNet [42], Narcissus [60], SKETCH [118], and the

Navigational View Builder [91]. Some newer systems that

cluster graphs are NicheWorks [126], DA±TU [70], STAR-

LIGHT [105], and a new system used by Bell Laboratories

[58] for network visualization.
NicheWorks is an example of a complete system

implementation that can be adapted for very specific

applications. As an example, it has been used to visualize

Y2K related problems [39]. The fsviz system of CarrieÁre and

Kazman [20], the da Vinci system of the University of

Bremen [48], or the Latour system developed at CWI [63]

fall into the same category. We should also mention the

company called Tom Sawyer Software,12 which offers a

number of products based on various graph drawing

techniques.
A few systems stand out because of unique features. The

STARLIGHT [105] system performs content-based cluster-

ing and allows multiple mappings and layouts. It is one of

the few systems that allows a 3D graph to be mapped to

locations on a plane (for associating nodes or entire graphs

with geographical positions). Shiozawa et al. [114] use a

similar type of 3D to 2D mapping in order to view cell

dependencies in a spreadsheet application. Another system,

SDM [24] is unique because of a method of filtering in

which nodes of interest are selected from a cityscape view

by a plane above them. A similar cityscape view of nodes is

used by Chen and Carr [22]. A system called WebPath [46]

uses a fog effect in a 3D rendering of web history to limit the

window of viewing. Graphs have also been used in an

attempt to understand images and the transformations on

them, where edges represent operations [85]. A system for

viewing Bayesian Belief Networks [129] is one of a unique

few (including [8], [63]) to employ animation for informa-

tive purposes. A highly interactive system called Constella-

tion [95] has sophisticated zooming and highlighting

features that facilitate the analysis of linguistic networks.
The World Wide Web is one of the typical application

areas where graph visualization may play an important role

in the future. H3View [93], based on hyperbolic viewing

(see Section 2.5), is part of a Web site management tool of

SGI, whereas the similar ideas of Lamping et al. [82], [83]

are also exploited by a commercial spin-off of Xerox, called

Inxight.13 Earlier in this survey, we referred to NESTOR [1]

or WebOFDAV [69], which can be used as web navigation

tools. Other examples in this category are the Harmony

Browser [1], Mapa [32], or Fetuccino [7] (the latter also

combines the results of a web search engine with graph

visualization).

6 JOURNALS AND CONFERENCES

This survey is based on an extensive literature overview

drawn from various conferences and journals. One of the

difficulties of the field is that results are spread over a large

number of different publications. To help the reader in

pursuing research in the area, we list here some of the main

publications which may be of interest:

. The Graph Drawing Symposia are organized yearly at
various locations in the World. The proceedings are
published by Springer-Verlag. These symposia have
evolved into the traditional meeting places of the
graph drawing community.

. The new Journal of Graph Algorithms and Applications
(JGAA) is an on-line journal which gathers a similar
community as the graph drawing symposia. The
home page of the journal is at Brown University,14

but Oxford University Press will also publish the
collected papers in book formats.

. Graph drawing has strong relationships with
computational geometry and algorithms. As a
consequence, specialized journals like Computa-
tional Geometry: Theory and Applications or Algor-
ithmica might also be a valuable source, although
the papers in these journals tend to be much more
ªmathematicalº, hence, more difficult to read for
the computer graphics and information visualiza-
tion communities.

. As said before, the yearly CHI'XX and UIST'XX
conferences, both sponsored by ACM SIGCHI, often
contain important papers for information visualiza-
tion due to the importance of the user interface issue.
Similarly, the ACM Transactions on Human Computer
Interaction can be a valuable source of information.

. The yearly InfoViz'XX symposia form a separate
track within the well-known IEEE Visualization
conference. These symposia, as well as the Visuali-
zation conference itself, have become one of the
leading events in the area by now.

. Somewhat confusingly, there is also a yearly IEEE
Conference on Information Visualization which, how-
ever, has no real connection to the InfoViz'XX
symposia (besides being sponsored by IEEE, too).
Our own experience is that the academic level of
InfoViz'XX is somewhat better.

. What was known before as the series of Eurographics
Workshop on Scientific Computing'XX has recently
changed its name to Data Visualization'XX, with
information visualization as a separate track. The
workshops have become joint Eurographics IEEE
TCVG symposia and are considered as the European
ªsisterº conference to IEEE Visualization.

. Some traditional computer graphics journals, like
the IEEE Transactions on Visualization and Computer
Graphics or the Computer Graphics Forum (which
include the proceedings of the Eurographics con-
ferences, too), have an increasing number of papers
in information visualization.
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. Finally, application-oriented journals or conference
proceedings may also include papers on information
visualization related to their respective application
area. Examples include the proceedings of the yearly
XXth World Wide Web or the Digital Library'XX
conferences.

Obviously, the list is not exhaustive, but, hopefully, it is still

useful for the reader as a starting point.
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Abstract 

This paper describes an approach to IV that 
involves spatializing text content for enhanced visual 
browsing and analysis. The application arena is large 
text document corpora such as digital libraries, 
regulations andprocedures, archived reports, etc. The 
basic idea is that text content from these sources may 
be transformed to a spatial representation that 
preserves informational characteristics from the 
documents. The spatial representation may then be 
visually browsed and analyzed in ways that avoid 
language processing and that reduce the analysts’ 
mental workload. The result is an interaction with text 
that more nearly resembles perception and action with 
the natural world than with the abstractions of written 
language. 

1: Introduction 

Information Visualization (IV), extends traditional 
scientific visualization of physical phenomena to 
diverse types of information (e.g.text, video, sound, 
or photos) from large heterogenous data sources. It 
offers significant capability to different kinds of 
analysts who must identify, explore, discover, and 
develop understandings of complex situations. 

IV has been studied for many centuries, integrating 
techniques from art and science in its approach [7,9]. 
The information analyst’s perspective illustrates that 
their process involves more than envisioning 
information. [4] It is both the visual representations 
and the resultant interactions with it that entail the 
analyst’s work. 

Current visualization approaches demonstrate 
effective methods for visualizing mostly structured 
and/or hierarchical information such as organization 
charts, directories, entity-attribute relationships, etc. 
[3,9]. Free text visualizations have remained relatively 
unexamined. 

The idea that open text fields themselves or raw 
prose might be candidates for information visualization 
is not obvious. Some research in information retrieval 
utilized graph theory or figural displays as ‘visual 

query’ tools on document bases [5,8], but the 
information returned is documents in their text form-- 
which the user still must read to cognitively process. 
The need to read and assess large amounts of text that 
is retrieved through even the most efficient means puts 
a severe upper limit on the amount of text information 
that can be processed by any analyst for any purpose. 

At the same time, “Open Source” digital 
information--the kind available freely or through 
subscription over the Internet--is increasing 
exponentially. Whether the purpose be market 
analysis, environmental assessment, law enforcement 
or intelligence for national security, the task is to 
peruse large amounts of text to detect and recognize 
informational ‘patterns’ and pattern irregularities 
across the various sources. But modern information 
technologies have made so much text available that it 
overwhelms the traditional reading methods of 
inspection, sift and synthesis. 

2: Visualizing text 

True text visualizations that would overcome these 
time and attentional constraints must represent textual 
content and meaning to the analyst without them 
having to read it in the manner that text normally 
requires. These visualizations would instead result 
from a content abstraction andspatialization of the 
original text document that transforms it into a new 
visual representation that communicates by image 
instead of prose. Then the image could be understood 
in much the way that we explore our worldly visual 
constructions. 

It is thus reasonable to hypothesize that across the 
purposes for perusing text, some might be better 
satisfied by transforming the text information to a 
spatial representation which may then be accessed and 
explored by visual processes alone. For any reader, 
the rather slow serial process of mentally encoding a 
text document is the motivation for providing a way 
for them to instead use their primarily preattentive, 
parallel processing powers of visual perception. 

The goal of text visualization, then, is to spatially 
transform text information into a new visual 
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representation that reveals thematic patterns and 
relationships between documents in a manner similar if 
not identical to the way the natural world is perceived. 
This is because the perceptual processes involved are 
the results of millions of years of selective mammalian 
and primate evolution, and have become biologically 
tuned to seeing in the natural world. The human eye 
has it’s own contrast and wavelength sensitivity 
functions. It has prewired retinal “textons”, or 
primitive form elements used to quickly build up 
components of complex visual images. Much of this 
processing takes place in parallel on the retinal level, 
and so is relatively effortless, exceptionally fast, and 
not additive to cognitive workload. Even at the visual 
cortex, perception appears to rely on spatially 
distributed parallel construction processes in a 
topography that corresponds to the real physical 
world. The central conjecture behind the approach to 
text visualization described here is that the same spatial 
perceptual mechanisms that operate on the real world 
will respond to a synthetic one, if analogous cues are 
present and suitably integrated. The bottleneck in the 
human processing and understanding of information in 
large amounts of text can be overcome if the text is 
spatialized in a manner that takes advantage of 
common powers of perception. 

3. Visualization transformations: from 
text to pictures 

Four important technical considerations need to be 
addressed in the creation of useful visualizations from 
raw text. First, there must be a clear definition of what 
comprises text and how it can be distinguished from 
other symbolic representations of information. 
Second, there must be a way to transform raw text into 
a different visual form that retains much of the high 
dimensional invariants of natural language, yet better 
enables visual exploration and analysis by the 
individual. Third, suitable mathematical procedures 
and analytical measures must be defined as the 
foundation for meaningful visualizations. Finally, a 
database management system must be designed to 
store and manage text and all of its derivative forms of 
information. 

For the purpose of this paper, text is a written 
alphabetical form of natural language. Diagrams, 
tables, and other symbolic representations of language 
are not considered text. Text has statistical and 
semantic attributes such as the frequency and context 
of individual words, and the combinations of words 
into topics or themes, The differences between text’s 
statistical and semantic compositions provide much of 

the opportunity for the text visualizations described in 
this paper. For example, reading a text document to 
extract it’s semantic meaning is different from learning 
that a document is of a certain relative size, type, or 
authorship, with particular content themes. But both 
semantic and content knowledge can be valuable to an 
analyst. Identifying publishing activity on particular 
subjects from particular authors at certain places and 
times is useful, especially if one does not have to read 
all of the documents to determine that pattern. 

In digital form,written text can be treated 
statistically to extract information about it’s content and 
context, if not semantic meaning. While this does not 
necessarily entail natural language processing 
algorithms, it does require a set of special purpose 
processes to convert text to an alternative spatial form 
that can be displayed and utilized without needing to 
read it. 

The first component of a software architecture to 
visualize text is the document database or corpora. 
Documents contained within such databases are 
derived from messages, news articles, regulations, 
etc., but contain primarily textual material. The next 
component is the text processing engine, which 
transforms natural language from the document 
database to spatial data. The output from the text 
engine is either stored directly in a visualization 
database, or projected onto a low dimensional, visual 
representation. Other components of the architecture 
are the Graphical User Interface (GUI), the display 
software (such as visualization packages), the 
Applications Interface (API), and auxiliary tools. 

3.1: Processing text 

The primary requirements of a text processing 
engine for information visualization are: 1) the 
identification and extraction of essential descriptors or 
text features, 2) the efficient and flexible 
representation of documents in terms of these text 
features, and 3) subsequent support for information 
retrieval and visualization. 

Text features are typically one of three general 
types, though any number of variations and hybrids 
are possible. The first type is frequency-based 
measures on words, utilizing only first order statistics. 
The presence and count of unique words in a 
document identifies those words as a feature set. The 
second type of feature is based on higher order 
statistics taken on the words or letter strings. Here, the 
occurrence, frequency, and context of individual 
words are used to characterize a set of explicit or 
implicitly (e.g. associations defined, by a neural 
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network) defined word classes. The third type of text 
feature is semantic in nature. The association between 
words is not defined through analysis of the word 
corpus, as with statistical features, but is defined a 
priori using knowledge of the language. Semantic 
approaches may utilize natural or quasi-natural 
language understanding algorithms, so that the 
semantic relationships (i.e., higher-order information) 
are obtained. 

Text features are a “shorthand” representation of 
the original document, satisfying the need of a text 
engine to be an efficient and flexible representation of 
textual information. Instead of a complex and 
unwieldy string of words, feature sets become the 
efficient basis of document representations and 
manipulations. The feature set information must be 
complete enough to permit flexible use of these 
alternatives. Text engines support both efficiency and 
flexibility, though these criteria are often in opposition. 

The third requirement of the text engine is to 
support information retrieval and visualization. The 
text processing engine must provide easy, intuitive 
access to the information contained within the corpus 
of documents. Information retrieval implies a query 
mechanism to support it. This may include a basic 
Boolean search, a high level query language, or the 
visual manipulation of spatialized text objects in a 
display. To provide efficient retrieval, the text 
processing engine must pre-process documents and 
efficiently implement an indexing scheme for 
individual words or letter strings. 

The more visual aspect of information retrieval is 
known as information browsing. The specificity of 
querying has a counterpoint in the generality of 
browsing. The text processing engine or subsidiary 
algorithms can support browsing by providing 
composite or global measures which produce an 
intuitive index into topics or themes contained within 
the text corpus. A set of measures which characterize 
the text in meaningful ways provide for multiple 
perspectives of documents and their relationships to 
one another. One example of such a measure is 
“similarity”. Based on the occurrence and the context 
of key words or other extracted features, measures of 
similarity can be computed which reflect the 
relatedness between documents. When similarity is 
represented as spatial proximity or congruity of form, 
it is easily visualized. A diversity of measures is 
essential, given that documents can be extraordinarily 
complex entities containing a large number of 
imprecise topics and subtopics. Clearly, no single 
visualizable snapshot of a document base can provide 
the whole picture. 

3.2: Visualizing output from text processing 

Composing a spatial representation from the output 
of the text analysis engine is the next step to 
visualizing textual information. Spatialization itself is 
composed of several stages. The first involves 
representing the document, typically as a vector in a 
high dimensional feature space. The vector 
representation is the initial spatial expression of the 
document, and a variety of comparisons, filters, and 
transformations can be made from it directly. 

To represent each of these documents, an initial 
visualization may consist of a scatter plot of points 
(one for each document), collocated according to a 
measure of similarity based on vector representations. 
Since visualization of the textual information requires a 
low-dimensional representation of documents that 
inhabit a high-dimensional space, projection is 
necessary. Typically, linear or non-linear principal 
Components Analysis or metric Multi-Dimensional 
Scaling (MDS) can be used to reduce dimensionality to 
a visualizable subspace. One serious concern with 
these techniques, is their exponential order of 
complexity, requiring that dimensionality reduction 
and scaling be considered simultaneously since a large 
corpus may contain 20,000 or more documents. For 
large document corpora, alternatives to the projection 
of each document point are necessary. In these cases, 
clustering can be performed in the high-dimensional 
feature space and the cluster centroids become the 
objects to be visualized. For a review of clustering 
and metric issues, see [ 111. 

3.3: Managing the representation 

There are two basic classes of data that must be 
managed. The first is the raw text files for each 
document. The text itself as well as a variety of header 
information fall into this category. This first class of 
data is static in nature, simple in structure, and 
therefore easy to manage. The second broad class of 
data is the visual forms of the text. This class of data is 
derived from the numerous algorithms designed to 
cluster, structure, and visually present information, 
and is both extensive and dynamic. 

For the current text visualization endeavor, an 
object-oriented database was selected for managing 
text and its various visual forms. This paradigm was 
chosen for its flexibility of data representation, the 
power of inheritance, and the ease of data access 
where complexity of the data structures to be managed 
is great. The structures contain both high and low 
dimensional spaces, substructures such as clusters and 
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super clusters, entities such as documents and cluster 
centroids, and a variety of other components. The 
class structure of the database also permits the 
common elements to be shared (inherited) through the 
hierarchy of data classes, while the differences 
between the structures can be specified at lower levels. 
The selected object-oriented database also implements 
database entities as persistent objects, where the access 
and manipulation of the data are one and the same, 
eliminating the need for a query mechanism as such. 

3.4: Interface design for text visualization 

To achieve direct engagement for text visualization 
[6], the interface must provide 1) a preconscious visual 
form for information 2) interactions which sustain and 
enrich the process of knowledge building, 3) a fluid 
environment for reflective cognition and higher-order 
thought, and 4) a framework for temporal knowledge 
building. 

Three primary display types are made available to 
the analyst. Tools are arranged along the perimeter of 
the display monitor and can be used as operators on 
the representations. Conversely, the representations or 
selected areas in the representations can be dragged 
and dropped onto the tools to spawn the appropriate 
.action. The analyst can work on the primary 
information views [l] in an area known as the 
backdrop, which serves as a central display resource 
for visual information; alternatively, she can move the 
views to the workshop or the chronicle. The 
workshop is a grid where selected views or parts of 
views can be placed for work and/or visual review. 
The grid has a number of resizable windows to hold 
multiple views. The chronicle is a space where 
representations of more enduring interest can be 
placed. Views placed in this area can be linked to form 
a sequenced visual story where decision points are 
highlighted. The workshop and the chronicle take 
advantage of the phenomena of visual momentum; the 
ability to extract information across a set of 
successively viewed displays [lo] that can be a series 
of static or dynamic images. The characteristics of the 
backdrop, workshop,. and chronicle, known 
collectively as storylmmg, provide the ability to 
capture and visually organize situations across the 
time-past, present, and future. This endows the 
analyst with the ability to summarize their experience 
of knowledge building [2]. 

4: Examples from the MVAB Project 

The Multidimensional Visualization and Advanced 
Browsing project is currently exploring a number of 

representations for the visualization and analysis of 
textual information. These approaches have been 
showcased in SPIRETM, the Spatial Paradigm for 
Information Retrieval and Exploration, which was 
developed to facilitate the browsing and selection of 
documents from large corpora (20,000+ documents ). 
Described below are the two major visualization 
approaches or views which were developed in the first 
year of this project: Galaxies and Themescapes. 

Starfields and topographical maps were selected as 
display metaphors because they offer a rich variety of 
cognitive spatial affordances that naturally address the 
problems of text visualization. Starfields create point 
clusters which suggest patterns of interest. Maps offer _ 
topographies of peaks and valley that can be easily 
detected based on contour patterns. Both these spatial 
arrangements allow overview and detail without a 
change of view. Each view, however, offers a 
different perspective of the same information and 
serves as the organizing points for knowledge 
construction. 

4.1: Galaxies 

The Galaxies visualization displays cluster and 
document interrelatedness by reducing a high 
dimensional representation of documents and clusters 
to a 2D scatterplot of ‘docupoints’ that appear as do 
stars in the night sky. Although the resulting 
visualization is simple, it provides a critical first cut at 
sifting information and determining how the contents 
of a document base are related. The key measurement 
for understanding this visualization is the notion of 
document “similarity”. The more similar that clusters 
and documents are to one another in terms of their 
context and content, the closer or more proximate they 
are located in the 2D space. By exploring and 
animating this visualization, analysts can quickly gain 
an understanding of patterns and trends that underlie 
the documents within a corpus. At the highest level of 
representation, Galaxies displays corpus clusters and 
the gisting terms which describe them. (Figure 1) 

A simple glance at this spatial representation 
reveals the fundamental topics found within the 
corpus, and provides an avenue of exploration which 
can be followed by simply clicking on a cluster of 
interest to reveal the documents within. These 
documents can then be grouped, gisted, annotated, or 
retrieved for more detailed analysis. In addition to 
simple point and click exploration of the document 
base, a number of sophisticated tools exist to facilitate 
more in-depth analysis. An example of such a tool is 
the temporal slicer. Designed to help tie document 
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spatial patterns with temporal ones, this tool utilizes 
document timestamps to partition the document base 
into temporal units. The granularity of these units can 
be defined by the user as years, months, days, hours 
or minutes. Slicing a database entails moving a 
“temporal window” through the documents, and 
watching the visualization populate itself with 
documents. (Figure 2) 

The resulting emergence of clusters can indicate 
temporal links that relate topics. When viewed in terms 
of known historical events and trends, these growing 
cluster patterns can provide insight into external causal 
relationships mirrored in the corpus. 

4.2: ThemeScapes 

ThemeScapes are abstract, three-dimensional 
landscapes of information that are constructed from 
document corpora (Figure 3). The complex surfaces 
are intended to convey relevant information about 

epics or themes found within the corpus, without the 
cognitive load encountered in reading such content. A 
thematic terrain simultaneously communicates both the 
primary themes of an arbitrarily large collection of 
documents and a measure of their relative prevalence in 
the corpus. Spatial relationships exhibited in the 
landscape reveal the intricate interconnection of 
themes, the transformation of themes across the whole 
of the document corpus, and the existence of 
information gap, or “negative information.” 

The ThemeScapes’ visual representation has 
several advantages. First, a ThemeScape displays 
much of the complex content of a document database. 
Elevation depicts theme strength, while other features 
of the terrain map such as valleys, peaks, cliffs, and 
ranges represent detailed interrelationships among 
documents and their composite themes. At a glance, it 
provides a visual thematic summary of the whole 
corpus. The second major advantage of thematic 
terrain is that it utilizes innate human abilities for 

Figure 1: Galaxies visualization of documents and document clusters in a text 
database. 
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Figure 2a, b, c: Users can slice a corpus Figure 2a, b, c: Users can slice a corpus 
to relate document patterns with temporal to relate document patterns with temporal 
ones. ones. 

pattern recognition and spatial reasoning. The 
complexity of the terrain is perceived and analyzed 
with parallel and preattentive processing which do not 
tax serial, attentional resources. This greatly expands 
the bandwidth of communication between the tool and 
the user. A third major advantage of the terrain 
implementation is its communicative invariance across 
levels of textual scale. An entire document corpus, a 
cluster of documents, individual documents, or even 
document components such as paragraphs or sentences 
can all be equally well visualized in a ThemeScape. 
This feature allows the ThemeScape to be used for 
automated document summarization as well as 
summarization of the whole document base, explicitly 
displaying the multitude of topics in a single image. 
Finally, ThemeScapes promote analysis by promoting 
exploration of the document space. Utilizing the 
metaphor of the landscape, associated tools allow the 
analyst to take ‘core samples’ and ‘slices’ through the 
thematic terrain to see its composition and to 
understand how thematic topics come to relate to one 
another in the underlying documents. 

5: Conclusions and directions for future 
research and development 

The MVAB project has started with a visualization 
(Galaxies) that Drovides a simmified universal view of 
the relationships among documents in an entire corpus. 
We have then proceeded to the Themescape 
visualization, which does the same for the thematic 
content expressed in those documents. In doing so, 
we have gone from a metaphor of points in space to 
one of a landscape. We are now pursuing development 
of a third visualization that would handle specific 
entity-attribute relationships found in the documents, 
such as treated by Link Analysis. This layering of 
informational detail and abstraction appears necessary 
for large document bases where investigating global 
structure is a primary concern yet relationships 
between individual objects are also important. It gives 
real meaning and form to the notion of ‘data mining’. 

So far, the R &D efforts on the MVAB project 
have shown that there appears to be substantial 
justification to the idea that text visualizations can 
overcome much of the user limitations that results from 
accessing and trying to read from large document 
bases. Even with the relatively simple first Galaxies 
visualization of documents as stars in a 2-D space, 
analysts have returned reports of enhanced insight and 
time savings such as “discovering in 35 minutes what 
would have taken two weeks otherwise.” Analysts 
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Figure 3: A ThemeScape of an entire week of CNN newstories comprising a 
document corpus 

have also been quite creative with the tool, using the 
time slicer to do pattern recognition and comparison on 
evolving and historically documented situations. This 
kind of adaptation of what is essentially a visual 
browser has encouraged us to pursue analytical 
visualizations and to drop some distinctions among 
analysts’ tasks that exist in the purely textual realm. 
For example, querying a document base by means of a 
Boolean text string is different from reading the 
documents returned from the query. However, the 
Themescape described above, although meant for 
visual analysis, also permits a different kind of visual 
querying than was ev er possible under the all-or-none 

choices of Boolean logic. Touching a Themescape can 
be a way to initiate a weighted query in terms of the 
themes that proportionally compose the elevation of the 
terrain. This allows the analyst to seek documents that 
talk about combinations of topics in a selected relative 
abundance based on the analyst’s interests. Querying 
and analytical manipulation come together in a single 
visualization. 

Users’ experience also justifies the initial 
conviction that text visualizations will have to access 
and utilize the cognitive and visual processes that 
enable our spatial interactions with the natural world. 
This suggests visual metaphors that recapitulate 
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experiences of viewing the night sky and traversing 
landscapes. 

Another observation echoed in the growing 
popularity of Visual Data Analysis (VDA) programs is 
that perception and action are provocative complements 
to one another. An image must be acted on in some 
way, which in turn suggests new facets of its character 
that stimulate further visual inspection. Galaxies 
success with analysts is in no small part due to the 
abilities to pan, group and timeslice the docupoints in 
the display. The success of other text visualizations 
will likely be determined by whether the user can 
manipulate them along the lines of their analytical 
intuitions. 

Future efforts will elaborate the visual metaphors 
described above, as well as new ones that effectively 
capture how concepts and decisions ‘come into form’. 
Much of the analyst’s world is a dynamic changing 
information terrain. Seeking coherance and patterns in 
this environment carries a high price in time and effort. 
Capturing the development of a story or the threads of 
a concept communicated in prose is a high order for 
text visualizations. But there appears to be no formal 
reason why at least some of these aspects cannot be 
captured as well in image as they can in words. 

Other extensions of this research are suggested by 
the addition of sensory modalities like sound to the text 
visualization. If text content or connections can be 
captured in three dimensional solid forms, then those 
forms might also be given other properties, like 
density, that characterize their appearance and behavior 
in the real world. Through enhanced means of ‘virtual 
interaction’, these properties could reinforce and 
extend the impressions gained by visual inspection 
alone, and start to give much more of the affective 
content and tone that well written prose conveys. 

It is evident that the potentials of text visualization 
are just beginning to be explored and realized. With 
them, the incredible diversity and volumes of written 
information available around the world may yet be 
made more accessible and comprehensible through this 
perceptual restructuring. And the limitations of an 
Information Age will not be set by the speed with 
which a human mind can read. 
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ABSTRACT
The field of information retrieval has traditionally focused on
textbases consisting of titles and abstracts. As a consequence,
many underlying assumptions must be altered for retrieval
from full-length text collections. This paper argues for mak-
ing use of text structure when retrieving from full text doc-
uments, and presents a visualization paradigm, called Tile-
Bars, that demonstrates the usefulness of explicit term distri-
bution information in Boolean-type queries. TileBars simul-
taneously and compactly indicate relative document length,
query term frequency, and query term distribution. The pat-
terns in a column of TileBars can be quickly scanned and de-
ciphered, aiding users in making judgments about the poten-
tial relevance of the retrieved documents.

KEYWORDS: Information retrieval, Full-length text, Visu-
alization.

INTRODUCTION

Information access systems have traditionally focused on re-
trieval of documents consisting of titles and abstracts. As
a consequence, the underlying assumptions of such systems
are not necessarily appropriate for full text documents, which
are becoming available online in ever-increasing quantities.
Context and structure should play an important role in infor-
mation access from full text document collections. A criti-
cal structural aspect of a full-length text is the pattern of dis-
tributions of the terms that comprise it. When a system re-
trieves a document in response to a query, it is important to
indicate not only how strong the match is (e.g., how many
terms from the query are present in the document), but also
how frequent each term is, how each term is distributed in the
text and where the terms overlap within the document. This
information is especially important in long texts, since it is
less clear how the terms in the query contribute to the rank-
ing of a long text than a short abstract. The need for this kind

Index conf.announce contains the following 164 items relevant to
’image network’.  The first figure for each entry is its relative
score, the second the number of lines in the item.

image network

* 1000 1190 /ftp/pub/conf.announce/jenc5
* 886 125 /ftp/pub/conf.announce/image.processing.conf
* 800 334 /ftp/pub/conf.announce/image.analysis.symposium
* 743 303 /ftp/pub/conf.announce/sans−III

This is a searchable index.  Enter search keywords:

* 543 376 /ftp/pub/conf.announce/atnac.94
* 486 133 /ftp/pub/conf.announce/sid
* 486 125 /ftp/pub/conf.announce/qes2
* 457 138 /ftp/pub/conf.announce/europen.forum.94
* 429 378 /ftp/pub/conf.announce/mva.94
* 429 785 /ftp/pub/conf.announce/openview.conf
* 429 104 /ftp/pub/conf.announce/high.performance.networking
* 400 217 /ftp/pub/conf.announce/nonlinear.signal.workshop
* 429 378 /ftp/pub/conf.announce/vision.interface.94
* 429 785 /ftp/pub/conf.announce/inet.94
* 429 104 /ftp/pub/conf.announce/icmcs.94
* 400 217 /ftp/pub/conf.announce/internetworking.94
* 371 220 /ftp/pub/conf.announce/iss.95
* 371 168 /ftp/pub/conf.announce/qes1
* 343 152 /ftp/pub/conf.announce/conti.94
* 343 247 /ftp/pub/conf.announce/elvira

Figure 1: A sketch of the results of a WAIS search
on image and network on a dataset of conference an-
nouncements.

of distributional information has not been emphasized in the
past, perhaps in part because researchers had not focused on
long texts.

To address these issues, I introduce a new display paradigm
called TileBars which allows users to simultaneously view
the relative length of the retrieved documents, the relative
frequency of the query terms, and their distributional prop-
erties with respect to the document and each other. TileBars
seem to be a useful analytical tool for understanding the re-
sults of Boolean-type queries, and preliminary work indicates
they are useful for determining document relevance when ap-
plied to sample queries from a standard full-text test collec-
tion. This approach to visualization of the role of the query
terms within the retrieved documents may also help explain
why standard information retrieval measures succeed or fail
for a given query.

BACKGROUND: STANDARD INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

The purpose of information retrieval is to help users effec-
tively access large collections of objects with the goal of satis-
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fying the users’ stated information needs [6].1 The most com-
mon approaches to text retrieval are Boolean term specifica-
tion and similarity search. I use the term “similarity search”
as an umbrella term covering the vector space model [26],
probabilistic models [5], [12] and any other approach which
attempts to find the documents that are most similar to a query
or to one another based solely or primarily on the terms they
contain.

Similarity search, in effect, ranks documents according to
how close, in a multidimensional term space, combinations
of the documents’ terms are to combinations of the terms in
the query. The closer two documents are to one another in the
term space, the more topics they are presumed to have in com-
mon. This is a reasonable framework when comparing short
documents, since the goal is often to discover which pairs of
documents are most alike. For example, a query against a
set of medical abstracts which contains terms for the name
of a disease, its symptoms, and possible treatments is best
matched against an abstract with as similar a constitution as
possible. In similarity search, the best overall matches are
not necessarily the ones in which the largest percentage of the
query terms are found, however. For example, given a query
of T terms, the vector space model permits a document that
contains only a subset S of the query terms to be ranked rela-
tively high if these terms occur infrequently in the corpus as
a whole but frequently in the document.

In Boolean retrieval a query is stated in terms of disjunc-
tions, conjunctions, and negations among sets of documents
that contain particular words and phrases. Documents are re-
trieved whose contents satisfy the conditions of the Boolean
statement. The users can have more control over what terms
actually appear in the retrieved documents than they do with
similarity search. In its basic form, Boolean search does not
produce a ranking order, although ranking criteria as used
in similarity search are often applied to the results of the
Boolean search [11].

The Problem with Ranking
There is great concern in the information retrieval litera-
ture about how to rank the results of Boolean and similarity
searches. I contend that this concern is misplaced. Once a
manageable subset of the thousands of available documents
has been found, then the issue becomes a matter of provid-
ing the user with information that is informative and compact
enough that it can be interpreted swiftly.2 As discussed in
the next subsection, there are many different ways in which
a long text can be “similar” to the query that issued it, and so

1This paper will focus on collections of textual information only, al-
though other media types apply as well.

2As further evidence for this viewpoint, Noreault et al. [23] performed an
experiment on bibliographic records in which they tried every combination
of 37 weighting formulas working in conjunction with 64 combining formu-
las on Boolean queries. They found that the choice of scheme made almost
no difference: the best combinations got about 20% better than random or-
dering, and no one scheme stood out above the rest. These results imply that
small changes to weighting formulas don’t have much of an effect.

a system should supply the user with a way to understand the
relationship between the retrieved documents and the query.

Furthermore, the standard approach to document ranking is
opaque; users are unable to see what role their query terms
played in the ranking of the retrieved documents. An ordered
list of titles and probabilities is under-informative. The link
between the query terms, the similarity comparison, and the
contents of the texts in the dataset is too underspecified to as-
sume that a single indicator of relevance can be assigned.

Instead, the representation of the retrieval results should
present as many attributes of the texts and their relationship
to the queries as possible, and present the information in a
compact, coherent and accurate manner. Accurate in this case
means a true reflection of the relationship between the query
and the documents.

Consider for example what happens when one performs a
keyword search using WAIS [18]. If the search completes, it
results in a list of document titles and relevance rankings. The
rankings are based on the query terms in some capacity, but it
is unclear what role the terms play or what the reasons behind
the rankings are. The length of the document is indicated by a
number, which although interpretable, is not easily read from
the display. Figure 1 represents the results of a search on im-
age and network on a database of conference announcements.
The user cannot determine to what extent either term is dis-
cussed in the document or what role the terms play with re-
spect to one another. If the user prefers a dense discussion of
images and would be happy with only a tangential reference
to networking, there is no way to express this preference.

Attempts to place this kind of expressiveness into keyword
based system are usually flawed in that the users find it diffi-
cult to guess how to weight the terms. If the guess is off by
a little they may miss documents that might be relevant, es-
pecially because the role the weights play in the computation
is far from transparent. Furthermore, the user may be will-
ing to look at documents that are not extremely focused on
one term, so long as the references to the other terms are more
than passing ones. Finally, the specification of such informa-
tion is complicated and time-consuming.

The Importance of Document Structure
A problem with applying similarity search to full-length
text documents is that the structure of full text is quite dif-
ferent from that of abstracts. Abstracts are compact and
information-dense. Most of the (uncommon) terms in an ab-
stract are salient for retrieval purposes because they act as
placeholders for multiple occurrences of those terms in the
original text, and because generally these terms pertain to the
most important topics in the text. Consequently, if the text
is of any sizeable length, it will contain many subtopic dis-
cussions that are never mentioned in its abstract, if one ex-
ists. On the other hand, an expository text may be viewed
as a sequence of subtopics set against a “backdrop” of one or
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Figure 2: Possible relationships between two terms
in a full text. (a) The distribution is disjoint, (b)
co-occurring locally, (c) term A is discussed globally
throughout the text, B is only discussed locally, (d)
both A and B are discussed globally throughout the
text.

two main topics. A long text is often comprised of many dif-
ferent subtopics which may be related to one another and to
the backdrop in many different ways. The main topics of a
text are discussed in its abstract, if one exists, but subtopics
usually are not mentioned. Therefore, instead of querying
against the entire content of a document, a user should be able
to issue a query about a coherent subpart, or subtopic, of a
full-length document, and that subtopic should be specifiable
with respect to the document’s main topic(s).

Figure 2 illustrates some of the possible distributional re-
lationships between two terms in the main topic/subtopic
framework. An information access system should be aware
of each of the possible relationships and make judgments as
to relevance based in part on this information. Thus a doc-
ument with a main topic of “cold fusion” and a subtopic of
“funding” would be recognizable even if the two terms do not
overlap perfectly. The reverse situation would be recognized
as well: documents with a main topic of “funding policies”
with subtopics on “cold fusion” should exhibit similar char-
acteristics.

The idea of the main topic/subtopic dichotomy can be gener-
alized as follows: different distributions of term occurrences
have different semantics; that is, they imply different things
about the role of the terms in the text. The possible distri-
bution relations that can hold between two sets of terms, and
predictions about the usefulness of each distribution type, are
enumerated and explained in [14].

TextTiling: Automatic Discovery of Document Structure

To determine the kind of document structure described above,
I have developed an algorithm, called TextTiling, that parti-
tions expository texts into multi-paragraph segments that re-
flect their subtopic structure [15]. (Since the segments are ad-
jacent and non-overlapping, they are called TextTiles.) The
algorithm detects subtopic boundaries by analyzing the term

Figure 3: The TileBar display paradigm. Rectangles
correspond to documents, squares correspond to text
segments, the darkness of a square indicates the fre-
quency of terms in the segment from the correspond-
ing Term Set. Titles and the initial words of a document
appear next to its TileBar.

repetition patterns within the text. The main idea is that
terms that describe a subtopic will co-occur locally, and a
switch to a new subtopic will be signalled by the ending of
co-occurrence of one set of terms and the beginning of the
co-occurrence of a different set of terms. In texts in which
this assumption is valid, the central problem is determining
where one set of terms ends and the next begins. The algo-
rithm is domain-independent, and is fully implemented. The
results of TextTiling are difficult to evaluate; comparisons to
human judgments show the results are imperfect, as is often
the case in fuzzy natural language processing tasks, but ser-
viceable for their application to the task described below.

TILEBARS
This section presents one solution to the problems described
in the previous subsections. The approach is synthesized in
reaction to three hypotheses:

� Long texts differ from abstracts and short texts in that,
along with term frequency, term distribution informa-
tion is important for determining relevance.

� The relationship between the retrieved documents and
the terms of the query should be presented to the user in
a compact, coherent, and accurate manner (as opposed
to the single-point of information provided by a rank-
ing).

� Passage-based retrieval should be set up to provide the
user with the context in which the passage was re-
trieved, both within the document, and with respect to
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Figure 4: TileBar search on (patient medicine medi-
cal AND test scan cure diagnosis AND software pro-
gram) with some distribution constaints.

the query.

Figure 3 shows an example of a new representation-
al paradigm, called TileBars, which provides a compact and
informative iconic representation of the documents’ contents
with respect to the query terms. TileBars allow users to make
informed decisions about not only which documents to view,
but also which passages of those documents, based on the dis-
tributional behavior of the query terms in the documents. As
mentioned above, the goal is to simultaneously indicate:

(1) The relative length of the document,
(2) The frequency of the term sets in the document, and
(3) The distribution of the term sets with respect to
the document and to each other.

Each large rectangle indicates a document, and each square
within the document represents a TextTile. The darker the
tile, the more frequent the term (white indicates 0, black in-
dicates 8 or more instances, the frequencies of all the terms
within a term set are added together). Since the bars for each
set of query terms are lined up one next to the other, this pro-
duces a representation that simultaneously and compactly in-
dicates relative document length, query term frequency, and
query term distribution. The representation exploits the nat-
ural pattern-recognition capabilities of the human perceptual
system [21]; the patterns in a column of TileBars can be
quickly scanned and deciphered.

Term overlap and term distribution are both easy to compute
and can be displayed in a manner in which both attributes to-
gether create easily recognized patterns. For example, overall
darkness indicates a text in which both term sets are discussed

in detail. When both term sets are discussed simultaneously,
their corresponding tiles blend together to cause a prominent
block to appear. Scattered discussions have lightly colored
tiles and large areas of white space.

TileBars make use of the following visualization properties
(extracted from [27]):

� A variation in position, size, value [gray scale satura-
tion], or texture is ordered [ordinal] that is, it imposes
an order which is universal and immediately percepti-
ble. [3]

� If shading is used, make sure differences in shading
line up with the values being represented. The light-
est (“unfilled”) regions represent “less”, and darkest
(“most filled”) regions represent “more”. [20]

� Because they do have a natural visual hierarchy, vary-
ing shades of gray show varying quantities better than
color. [29]

Note that the stacking of the terms in the query-specification
portion of the document is reflected in the stacking of the
tiling information in the TileBar: the top row indicates the
frequencies of terms from Term Set 1 and the bottom row cor-
responds to Term Set 2. Thus the issue of how to specify the
keyterms becomes a matter of what information to request in
the interface. There is an implicit OR among the terms within
a term set and an implicit AND between the term sets. Re-
trieved documents must have at least K hits from each term
set, where K is an adjustable parameter.

TileBars allow users to be aware of what part of the document
they are about to view before viewing it. To see what the doc-
ument is about overall, they can simply mouse-click on the
part of the representation that symbolizes the beginning of the
document. Alternatively, they may go directly to a segment
in the middle of the text in which terms from both term sets
overlap, knowing in advance how far down in the document
the passage occurs.

The TileBar representation allows for grouping by distribu-
tion pattern. Each pattern type occupies its own window in
the display and users can indicate preferences by virtue of
which windows they use. Thus there is no single correct rank-
ing strategy: in some cases the user might want documents
in which the terms overlap throughout; in other cases iso-
lated passages might be appropriate. A variation of the in-
terface organizes the retrieval results according to the distri-
bution pattern type.

Networks and the Law
Figure 3 shows some of the TileBars produced for the query
on the term sets (law legal attorney lawsuit) AND (network
lan) on the ZIFF collection [13]. (ZIFF is comprised mainly
of commercial computer news.) In response to this query
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Figure 5: TileBar search on (patient medicine medical AND test scan cure diagnosis AND software program) with
stricter distribution constaints.

one might expect documents about computer networks used
in law firms, lawsuits involving illegal use of networks, and
patent battles among network vendors. Since retrieval is on
a collection of commercial computer texts, most instances of
the word network will refer to the computer network sense,
with exceptions for neural networks and perhaps some ref-
erences to computer science theory and telephone systems.
Since legal is an adjective, it can be used as a modifier in a
variety of situations, but a strong showing of hits in its term
set should indicate a legitimate legal discussion.

In the figure, the results have not been sorted in any man-
ner other than document ID number. It is instructive to com-
pare what the bars imply about the content of the texts with
what actually appears in the texts. Document 1433 stands
out because it appears to discuss both term sets in some de-
tail. Documents 1300 and 1471 are also prominent because
of a strong showing of the network term set. Document 1758
also has well-distributed instances of both term sets, although
with less frequency than in document 1433. Legal terms have
a strong distributional showing in 1640, 1766, 1781 as well.
There are also several documents with very few occurrences
of either term, although in some cases terms are more locally
concentrated than in others. Most of the other documents
look uninteresting due to their lack of overlap or infrequency
of term occurrences.

Looking now at the actual documents we can determine the

accuracy of the inferences drawn from the TileBars. Click-
ing on the first tile of document 1433 brings up a window con-
taining the contents of the document, centered on the first tile.
The search terms are highlighted with two different colors,
distinguishedby term set membership, and the tile boundaries
are indicated by ruled lines and tile numbers. The document
describes in detail the use of a network within a legal office.

Looking at document 1300, the intersection between the term
sets can be viewed directly by clicking on the appropriate
tile. From the TileBar we know in advance that the tile to
be shown appears about three quarters of the way through the
document. Clicking here reveals a discussion of legal rami-
fications of licensing software when distributing it over the
network. Document 1471 has only the barest instance of le-
gal terms and so it is not expected to contain a discussion of
interest – most likely a passing reference to an application.
Indeed, the term is used as part of a hypothetical question in
an advice column describing how to configure LANs. Note
that a document like this would have been ranked highly by
a mechanism that only takes into account term frequency.

The remaining documents with strong distributions of le-
gal terms, 1758, 1640, 1766, 1781, discuss a documentation
management system on a networked PC system in a legal of-
fice, a lawsuit between software providers, computer crime,
and another discussion of a law firm using a new networked
software system, respectively. Only the latter has overlap
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with networking terms. Interestingly, the solitary mention of
networking at the end of 1766 lists it as a computer crime
problem to be worried about in the near future. This is an ex-
ample of the suggestive nature of the positional information
inherent in the representation.

Finally, looking at the seemingly isolated discussion of doc-
ument 1298 we see a letter-to-the-editor about the lack of li-
ability and property law in the area of computer networking.
This letter is one of several letters-to-the-editor; hence its iso-
lated nature. This is an example of a perhaps useful instance
of isolated, but strongly overlapping, term occurrences. In
this example, one might wonder why one legal term contin-
ues on into the next tile. This is a result of the tiling algorithm
being slightly off in the boundary determination in this case.

As mentioned above, the remaining documents appear un-
interesting since there is little overlap among the terms and
within each tile the terms occur only once or twice. We can
confirm this suspicion with a couple of examples. Document
1270 has one instance of a legal term; it is a passing refer-
ence to the former profession of an interview subject. Doc-
ument 1356 discusses a court’s legal decision about intellec-
tual property rights on information. Tile 3 provides a list of
ways to protect confidential information, one item of which
is to avoid storing confidential information on a LAN. So in
this case the reference to networks is only in passing.

Note that the conjunction of information about how much of
each term set is present with how much the hits from each
term set overlap provide indicate different kinds of informa-
tion, which cannot be discerned from a ranking.

Computer-aided Medical Diagnosis
Figures 4 and 5 show the results of a query on three term
sets in a version of the interface that allows the user to re-
strict which documents are displayed according to several
constraints: minimum number of hits for each term set, min-
imum distribution (the percentage of tiles containing at least
one hit), and minimum adjacent overlap span. In this exam-
ple the user is interested in documents that discuss computer-
aided techniques for medical diagnosis, and the query is a
conjunction of three term sets: (patient medicine medical)
AND (test scan cure diagnosis) AND (software program).
In Figure 4 the user has indicated that the document must con-
tain a substantive discussion of the diagnosis terms, and that
overlap among all three term sets must occur at least once
within the span of three adjacent tiles. Note that this looser
restriction yields some documents about computer-aided di-
agnosis with only passing references to medicine, which may
indeed meet the user’s information need. In figure 5, the user
has emphasized the importance of the medical terms as well
by specifying that displayed documents must have hits in at
least 30% of their tiles. Judging from the titles displayed, this
restriction was indeed useful in isolating documents of inter-
est. Placing such constraints may cause relevant documents
to be discarded, but an interface like this allows the user some

control over the ever-present tradeoff between showing only
relevant documents and showing all relevant documents.

Implementation Notes
The current implementationof the informationaccess method
underlying the TileBar display makes use of � 132,000 doc-
uments of the ZIFF portion of the TREC/TIPSTER corpus
[13]. The interface uses the Tcl/TK X11-based toolkit [24]
and the search engine uses TDB [8], implemented in Com-
mon Lisp. The use of TextTiles is not critical to the imple-
mentation; paragraphs or other segmentation units could be
substituted, although this could result in units of less helpful
granularity. Note that TextTiling is run in advance for the en-
tire collection and the resulting indices stored for later use;
therefore although the time for retrieval is greater than for
a standard Boolean full-text query, it is not significantly so.
Performance issues for indexing with passages are discussed
in, for example, [22].

RELATED WORK
As mentioned above, most information access systems have
not grappled with how to display retrieval results from long
texts specifically. Hypertext systems address issues related
to display of contents of individual documents but are less
concerned with display of contents of a large number of doc-
uments in response to a query. The Superbook system [10]
shows where the hits from a query are in terms of the struc-
ture of a single, large, hierarchically structured document, but
does not handle multiple documents simultaneously, nor does
it show the terms of a multi-term query separately, nor does
it display the frequencies graphically.

In general, document content information is difficult to dis-
play using existing graphical interface techniques because
textual information does not conform to the expectations of
sophisticated display paradigms, such as the techniques seen
in the Information Visualizer [25]. These techniques either
require the input to be structured (e.g., hierarchical, for the
Cone Tree) or scalar along at least one dimension (e.g., for
the Perspective Wall). The aspects of a document that satisfy
these criteria (e.g., a timeline of document creation dates) do
not illuminate the actual content of the documents.

Another graphical interface is that of Value Bars [4], which
display relative attribute size for a set of attributes. The ex-
ample in [4] shows a window listing a file directory’s contents
and vertical Value Bars alongside the window’s scrollbar.
Each horizontal slice of a Value Bar represents the size or the
age of a listed file, although the attributes of the Value Bars
do not align directly with window’s contents nor with one an-
other, thus precluding the perception of overlap among the
displayed item’s attributes. One could imagine using Value
Bars for display of retrieval results by replacing the filenames
with titles of retrieved documents and having the attributes
correspond to the number of hits for term sets. However, the
display would still not indicate term overlap or term distribu-
tion. Similar remarks apply to the Read Wear interface [17].
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Figure 6: Sketches of (a) the InfoCrystal (b) the Cube
of Contents.

Turning now to information retrieval systems, the simplest
approach to displaying retrieval results is, of course, to list the
titles or first lines of the retrieved documents and their ranks,
and many systems do this. Existing systems that do more
can be characterized as performing one of two functions: (1)
displaying the retrieved documents according to their over-
all similarity to a query or other retrieved documents, and/or
(2) displaying the retrieved documents in terms of keywords
or attributes pre-selected by the user. Neither of these ap-
proaches address the issues of term distribution, frequency,
and overlap that TileBars do. For reasons argued above, sys-
tems of type (1) are problematic, especially with respect to
full-text collections.

Systems of type (2) show the relation of the contents of texts
to user-selected attributes; these include VIBE [19], the In-
foCrystal [28], the Cube of Contents [2], and the system of
Aboud et al. [1]. These systems require users to select the
classifications around which the display is organized. The
goal of VIBE [19] is to display the contents of the entire
document collection in a meaningful way. The InfoCrys-
tal [28] is a sophisticated interface which allows visualiza-
tion of all possible relations among N user-specified “con-
cepts” (or Boolean keywords). The InfoCrystal displays, in
a clever extension of the Venn-diagram paradigm, the num-
ber of documents retrieved that have each possible subset of
the N concepts. Figure 6(a) shows a sketch of what the In-
foCrystal might display as the result of a query against four
keywords or Boolean phrases, labeled A, B, C, and D. The
diamond in the center indicates that one document was dis-
covered that contains all four keywords. The triangle marked
with “12” indicates that twelve documents were found con-
taining attributes A, B, and D, and so on. The Information
Crystal does not indicate information about the distribution
or frequency of occurrence of the query terms within the doc-
ument. Thus it is perhaps more appropriate for titles and ab-
stracts than for full text. The Cube of Contents [2] helps the
user build a query by selecting values for up to three mutu-
ally exclusive attributes (Figure 6(b)). This assumes a text
pre-labeled with relevant information and an understanding
of domain-dependent structural information for the document
set. Again, frequency and distribution information could not

be indicated easily in this framework.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
I have introduced a new display device, called TileBars, that
vializes explicit term distributioninformation in a full text in-
formation access system. The representation simultaneously
and compactly indicates relative document length, query term
frequency, and query term distribution. The patterns in a col-
umn of TileBars can be quickly scanned and deciphered, aid-
ing users in making fast judgments about the potential rele-
vance of the retrieved documents. TileBars can be sorted or
filtered according to their distribution patterns and term fre-
quencies, aiding the users’ evaluation task still more. An in-
depth description of an example helped show the semantic af-
fects of various term distribution patterns. The TileBar rep-
resentation should extend easily to representing media types
other than text.

In the future user studies should be run to determine how
users interpret the meaning of the term distributions and how
they may be used in relevance feedback. It may be useful to
determine in what situations the users’ expectations are not
met, in hopes of identifying what additional information will
help prevent misconceptions. Another kind of evaluation is
currently underway [16], exploring the effects of term distri-
bution in the TREC/TIPSTER test collection [13] on individ-
ual queries. Associated with the documents in the TIPSTER
collection are a set of queries and human-assigned relevance
judgments. In the past two years there has been a spate of re-
search on passage retrieval in this collection, but the results
are mixed and difficult to interpret. The main trend seems
to be that some combination of scores from the full docu-
ment with scores from the highest scoring passage or segment
yields a small improvement over the baseline of using the full
document alone. The work reported in [16] attempts to deter-
mine how term distribution and overlap affects retrieval re-
sults in this task, and in the process provides an argument for
the use of a TileBar-like display. Preliminary results indicate
that scores can be improved by taking individual term distri-
bution preferences for individual queries into account.

Information access mechanisms should not be thought of as
retrieval in isolation. Cutting et al. [9] advocate a text ac-
cess paradigm that “weaves together interface, presentation
and search in a mutually reinforcing fashion”; this viewpoint
is adopted here as well. For example, the user might send the
contents of the a TileBar window to an interface like Scat-
ter/Gather [7] which can cluster the document subset, and dis-
play their main topics. The user could then select a subset of
the clusters to be sent back to the TileBar session. This kind
of integration will be attempted in future work.
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TextArc: Showing Word Frequency and Distribution in Text
W. Bradford PaleyDigital Image Design Incorporated (didi.com)brad@didi.com

Abstract
TextArc is an alternate view of a text, tailored to expose thefrequency and distribution of the words of an entire text ona single page or screen. In texts having no markup or meta-information, one of the quickest ways of getting a feelingfor the content of a text is to scan through the words thatare used most frequently. Knowing the distribution of thosewords in the text can support another level ofunderstanding, e.g. helping to reveal chapters in a text thatconcentrate on a specific subject. A structure and methodof displaying an entire text on a single page or screen ispresented. It reveals both frequency and distribution, andprovides a well-understood and organized space that worksas a background for other tools.
1. Introduction

TextArc was developed to help people deal with the ever-increasing influx of data they are forced to accept and integrate into their knowledge base. Much of that data comes in the form of raw text—e-mails, news stories, academic papers, and even a significant amount of data that could theoretically be categorized or indexed still comes to us as plain ASCII. TextArc was developed as a way to get an overview of a medium-sized body of raw text, e.g. the amount one might receive in a single day or week, and provide pointers into that text to let people more easily get to the things meaningful to their goals.
2. Existing Text Overview Methods

There are already many tools directed getting an overview of texts. Simple indices, concordances, lexicons, and other structured lists of words have been serving well for centuries. Computational linguistics techniques have recently added tools that generate automatic summaries, identify key ideas, and do semantic analysis. Several graphical techniques have also been developed to address this need, in the hopes of tapping into the vast visual processing capabilities of the human brain. Self-organizingmaps have been deployed, as have multidimensional scaling techniques, to help users group similar concepts.These approaches generally factor out one key dimension that has great meaning in a text: its original linear order. Since authors spend so much effort in crafting that order we tried to develop a technique that would 

respect and build on that order. This was done in the hopes that the new view to be complimentary to existing graphical and non-graphical text overview techniques, with the conviction that the expressive variety among views available to any knowledge worker is as important as the design of any one view.

Figure 1: The interactive TextArc at textarc.org

3. TextArc Structure
A TextArc is a structure built entirely of the words in a text, generally placed in the same order that they appear in the text. Words that lose much of their meaning when taken out of context (“stop words” such as “and,” “if,” “the,” e.g.) are not initially drawn, though they may be turned back on in a control panel in the interactive version. Words are also “stemmed;” grouped together based on their word stem (e.g. “jump,” jumped,” and “jumping” are represented by one word), though they can be ungrouped in the same control panel.

3.1. Text line placement
To create a TextArc first the entire text is drawn in an ellipse around the outside of the page or screen, line by line, in a tiny—potentially even unreadable—font. Lines are positioned at even increments around the ellipse: starting at the top center, keeping their baseline horizontal, and stepping each line’s starting point clockwise around the ellipse. The steps around the ellipse are scaled to make the last line appear next to the first line: the angle of each step is roughly 360° divided by the number of lines in the text. 
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A radial baseline for lines would improve readability at the top and bottom, and is scheduled for future work.Every line is drawn in order to retain the typographic structure of the document. Chapter breaks, headings, block quotes, poetry, references, and other typographically distinct features become visual landmarks to help users orient themselves at a global level.
3.2. Text word placement

The text is then repeated word by word along an inner ellipse. Words are as close as we can come to concepts in a raw text without making significant assumptions about language or using knowledge external to the corpus presented. TextArc was designed to work as well in Japanese as English, for example, or even in unknown languages or coding systems.While lines strictly adhere to the rule positioning them around an ellipse, words do not. One additional rule causes the word scattering that is the key organizing principle of TextArc: if a word appears more than once in the text it is drawn only once, at the centroid of all of the points around the ellipse where it “should” appear. This fills the center of the ellipse with words that appear more than once. The averaging action of the centroid “pulls” words toward the center if they are distributed evenly throughout the text, or alternatively pulls them away from the center if they are not evenly distributed; placing them closer to chapters in which they appear more often.
3.3. Overall elliptical shape

The text is drawn in an ellipse to maximize the use of rectangular screen area, to minimize the amount of word overlap, and to ensure a relatively consistent “pull” on every word from each position it appears in the text. The ellipse is “broken” at the top: we reduce the radius of the circle that is scaled to become the ellipse by just enough to cause an unmistakable visual gap at the top. This is done to make the beginning and ending points distinct, and to make it clear that the text is being written out following a clock metaphor. It is done at the expense of distorting the space that the word positions sample, but the tiny distortions introduced may be unnoticeable since user interpretation of word position is relatively coarse.
3.4. Word brightness and size

Words are drawn on a black background and get lighter as they are used more frequently. This is done on the assumption that a word used more frequently might be more important, so it should stand out from the background more distinctly. In the printed version, excerpted in Figure 2, type size also encodes frequency.

4. Interacting with the Prototype
TextArc has been implemented in the Java programming language, available for free public use at http://textarc.org. Interaction allows the relatively low resolution of current computer screens to express a good amount of the information TextArc extracts from a text. For example, when the user’s cursor is over a word lines are drawn to the position each word was used around the arc of the text. In Figure 1, the word “rabbit” is highlighted, showing lines to every position it is used in Lewis Carroll’s Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland.Brushing and linking also help make sense of the display. When an overlay concordance window is brought up, mousing over a word “arms” (brightens) it in that window and in the arc itself. Likewise, when an overlay window showing the original text is visible (as in Figure 1), words clicked and highlighted in the arc are also highlighted in the text. In an interesting tradeoff of spatial resolution for interaction time, the star-like glyphs next to each word in the printed version simultaneously show every word’s distribution for short texts. No mouse-scanning necessary.

Figure 2: A printed TextArc (detail) with glyphs

5. Summary
TextArc’s unusual structure is well defined and carries some information about a text to the viewer through the generally underused visual channel. It seems to show the distribution of a word in a document very effectively, filling a void left by previous text analysis techniques, and therefore may contribute a new view to help people understand text documents, using their perceptual as well as their linguistic abilities.
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The Word Tree, an Interactive Visual Concordance 

Martin Wattenberg and Fernanda B. Viégas 

Abstract— We introduce the Word Tree, a new visualization and information-retrieval technique aimed at text documents. A word 

tree is a graphical version of the traditional "keyword-in-context" method, and enables rapid querying and exploration of bodies of 

text. In this paper we describe the design of the technique, along with some of the technical issues that arise in its 

implementation. In addition, we discuss the results of several months of public deployment of word trees on Many Eyes, which 

provides a window onto the ways in which users obtain value from the visualization. 

Index Terms—Text visualization, document visualization, Many Eyes, case study, concordance, information retrieval, search.

 

 

1 INTRODUCTION

 
In James Joyce’s A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, the 

word “his” appears 1,744 times. The word “her” occurs 316 times. 
These numbers provide little insight beyond a basic imbalance.  Now 
consider that the most common word to follow “his” is “soul,” while 
the most common word to follow “her” is “eyes.” With this fact, the 
nature of the imbalance begins to emerge. Repeated elements tell us 
a great deal about texts—but with context more nuances and 
revealing themes appear. 

Furthermore, the set of contextual elements often itself has a 
complex structure. “His soul” appears 83 times in A Portrait of the 
Artist as a Young Man, but what follows those two words? Among 
other phrases, “was fattening,” “was festering,” and “was foul”—
along with “was waking,” “was enriched,” and “was soaring.” 

In this paper we introduce a new visualization technique, the 
word tree, that makes it easy to explore this type of repetitive 
context. A word tree places a tree structure onto the words that 
follow a particular search term, and uses that structure to arrange 
those words spatially. Simple interaction techniques allow the viewer 
to examine the ways that a particular word or phrase is used in a text, 
seeing broad patterns and drilling down into details. 

The motivation for creating the word tree comes from our 
experience with user-generated visualizations on the Many Eyes site 
[11], which allows anyone to upload and visualize data. Since the 
site launched in the beginning of 2007, we have observed a growing 
number of attempts to visualize unstructured text. The first text 
visualization on the site was a tag cloud—a common technique 
showing word frequency. Despite the tag cloud’s popularity, 
comments from users indicated they were sometimes as interested in 
usage context as raw frequency counts. The feedback prompted us to 
consider a technique that would retain more of the text composition 
for exploration.  

The word tree was first made public in September 2007 and, as of 
March 2008, people have used the word tree to examine more than 
650 texts. Because all activity on Many Eyes is public, and because 
many of its members write about their experiences on blogs, we have 
a rich record of word tree usage. We take advantage of this record to 
assess the word tree technique and examine the types of value that it 
is providing. We also describe feedback from users, which points to 
several promising research directions. 

2 RELATED WORK 

 
Finding ways to display and refine search results is a classic 
challenge in information retrieval. The problem predates computers; 
for centuries biblical scholars have used concordances1 to see how 
different words occur in religious texts. The computer-age equivalent 
of these paper concordances is the “keyword in context” (KWIC) 
technique [5], in which hits are shown with the search term, or 
keyword, surrounded by a snippet of the text in which it occurs. 
Although these snippets are often arranged so that the keywords are 
aligned, it can be difficult to see patterns and connections in the 
resulting array of text.  

Several visualization methods have been proposed to show word 
usage. Tilebars [8] provide a compressed overview of search term 
distribution within a document; the SeeSoft program [4] provides 
graphical highlighting of textual metadata.  The TextArc technique 
[13] shows the overall distribution of every word in a piece of text. 
None of these, however, provides an easy way to see the different 
contexts in which a given word or phrase is used. Other text 
visualizations, such as dotplots [7] and arc diagrams [14], spotlight 
global patterns of repetition but do not provide a detailed view of the 
context of usage of particular terms. 

One clever technique for displaying contextual information about 
a search term is the “star diagram” of Bowdidge and Griswold [2].  
Designed to help developers restructure code, a star diagram shows 
how a particular variable is used in a program. The display uses a 
tree structure to display which functions are applied to that variable, 
which functions call those functions, and so forth up the call stack. 
While it is not directly applicable to plain text, the star diagram’s 
hierarchical arrangement of context makes it a precursor to the work 
we describe below. 

As we discuss in the next section, we propose to show context 
using an interactive tree structure, in which users can click on nodes 
to vary the level of detail. Three systems directly relate to the 
interaction techniques we employ. The network exploration program 
described in Yee et al. [15], the SpaceTree visualization [6], and 
Degree-of-Interest Trees (DOITrees) [9] use elegant animations to 
help users navigate, a design choice that we emulate. The SpaceTree  
and DOITrees, like our visualization, allow users to easily move up 
and down a hierarchy. On the other hand, our design for showing 
levels of detail and handling high branching factors contrasts with 
SpaceTree and DOITrees, and we discuss some differences in user 
reaction to this point. 

                                                                 
1 The word “concordance” is sometimes used to mean a comparison 

between texts. In this paper, however, we use it in the literary sense 

of an index that provides additional context for word usage. 
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3 DESIGN OF THE WORD TREE 

A word tree is essentially an interactive form of the keyword-in-
context (KWIC) technique. It builds on KWIC in three ways. First, it 
has a visual design that makes it easy to spot repetition in the 
contextual words that follow a phrase. Second, the design makes 
obvious the natural tree structure of the context. Third, it affords easy 
ways to explore the context further.  

A KWIC display can be thought of as a tree in disguise. Consider 
Figure 1, which shows the words that follow the search term “if 
love” in the play Romeo and Juliet. If one thinks of the search term 
as the root node, then the various distinct subsequent words define 
branches. In this case, because “if love” is always followed by “be,” 
it has just one child node, corresponding to the word “be.” The “be” 
node, however, has two children, one for each of the two distinct 
words that follow it:  “rough” and “blind.” Continuing in this way 
one can define a tree structure that describes all the ways the search 
term is used. 

This structure is not new. The basic idea, called a suffix tree, has 
for decades been an ingredient in string-processing algorithms. In 
fact textbook diagrams explaining suffix trees often resemble the 
word trees below. Despite their popularity among algorithm 
designers, however, suffix trees have not been used as a general 
visualization mechanism for search results. 

3.1 Many Eyes as an experimental platform 

Before describing the design of the word tree, we discuss some 
relevant features of our experimental platform, Many Eyes. The site 
allows anyone on the internet to try out different visualization 
techniques. Previous user interviews have found a broad set of 
backgrounds and goals among active participants on the site [3]. 
Making a new visualization method available on the site is an 
effective way to see how it will be spontaneously used by a diverse 
set of people.  

Experimenting in public does add some constraints, however. 
Unlike a supervised deployment, we cannot rely on any training for 
the visualization. On the contrary, if people can’t rapidly make sense 
of what they see, they will probably click away to a different site. 
Our design, therefore, put a premium on simplicity and learnability. 

 

3.2 Visual design 

Figure 2 shows a simple example of a word tree, for the Romeo 
and Juliet example. The basic layout of the tree is a classic branching 
view. We chose this method for its instant readability. It immediately 
communicates to viewers that they are looking at a tree structure. 
Moreover, in contrast to more exotic methods such as hyperbolic 
trees or treemaps, it largely preserves the linear arrangement of the 
text. 

Taking a cue from the popularity of tag clouds, we use font size 
to represent the number of times a word or phrase appears. The size 
is proportional to the square root of the frequency of the word. Using 

the square root rather than a linear scale achieves two goals. First, it 
means the area of the word is very roughly proportional to the 
frequency (except for variations created by word length).  Second, it 
leaves sufficient blank space above and below that the overall tree 
structure is visually obvious. 

Branches of the tree continue at least until they define a unique 
phrase used exactly once. Instead of stopping at the first unique 
phrase, the tree continues until a period is reached (up to a fixed limit 
of tokens), so that viewers see sensible fragments of the text. To 
distinguish between the main tree of unique phrases, and the 
additional context, the former is colored black and the latter is drawn 
in gray.   

One somewhat counterintuitive design choice is that we do not 
discard stopwords or even punctuation. The rationale is that 
prepositions and commas are often critical to understanding the 
meaning of a text. Leaving them out might put together phrases that 
mean very different things. As we discuss later, this has proved 
controversial with our users. 

3.3 Interactivity 

To start exploring a word tree visualization, the user types a word 
or phrase into a “search” box at the top of the screen. Each time the 
user types the “enter” key, a punctuation mark, or a space, the tree is 
rebuilt. This allows a responsive feel, and for multi-word phrases lets 
the user quickly see if initial words in the phrase have too few hits to 
be worth typing additional words. Note that it would also be possible 
to build the tree letter by letter; however, early experiments 
suggested this would be distracting.  

Once a word tree is shown, a user can interact with it. Moving the 
mouse over a particular word or phrase brings up additional 
information, along with a message saying that clicking will explore 
the tree further. Clicking on an individual word will redefine the 
phrase shown by the tree. This can either narrow or widen the text 
search. For instance, if the current phrase is “if love,” clicking on the 
initial “if” will re-center the tree on the phrase “if” (see Fig. 3A). On 
the other hand, if the user clicks on a word in a branch of the tree, 
such as “blind” in the branch “if love be blind,” then the tree will be 
re-centered on the longer phrase, “if love be blind” (Fig. 3B). 

Often when looking at a tree, a user will see an unexpected or 
interesting word in a branch, and may want to see all uses of that 
word. To support this goal, a second click option is control-click, 
which recenters the tree on the single word clicked, no matter where 
it occurs in the tree. Control-clicking on “blind” in the example 
above will display a tree that is rooted on the word “blind” (Fig. 3C).  

Someone encountering the word tree for the first time may find 
the result of clicking or typing unexpected. This issue is especially 
acute for visualizations on Many Eyes, since people can first see 
these visualizations embedded on totally unrelated websites, without 
any explicit instructions. To clarify what is changing in the tree when 
the user clicks or types, we built in animated transitions when 
possible. For example, if the user types “if love” into the search box 
and hits “enter,” they see the following: 

1. The tree is built when the space after “if” is typed, fading 
gently into place to avoid an abrupt “flash” of information. 

2. After “enter” is typed, an animation occurs, in which the 
branch for “love” becomes bigger and the other branches fade away. 

 
Additional adjustments occur automatically. The text scale 

changes to put as many words as possible on the screen, while 
making sure that the largest words are readable. For repetitive texts, 
the word tree can sometimes take a large amount of horizontal space, 
so scrollbars are provided, Overall, the fluid feel of the interaction is 
similar to that of the radial tree explorer discussed in Yee et al. [15] 
and the SpaceTree system [6].  

One option is to show context words trailing the given search 
phrase, another option is to show words that precede that phrase. 
Switching between these options is not animated, since there is not a 
sensible way to interpolate between them. Another free parameter in 
the visualization is the order of the branches beneath each node. The 

 Fig 1. All instances of “if love” in Romeo and Juliet. 

Fig 2. Word tree showing all instances of “if love” in Romeo and 
Juliet. 



Many Eyes word tree provides a choice among three options. The 
branches can be arranged alphabetically (making it easy to scan for 
particular words), by frequency (so the largest branches are first), or 
by order of first occurrence in the text (the default option, since it 
often produces a tree that best reflects the underlying text.) As with 
clicking, when the user switches between two of these options the 
word tree animates smoothly to help make clear what is changing. 

As the user interacts with the tree—she may click on a branch, 
recenter the tree, choose a different search term, etc.—the word tree 
tracks of the sequence of actions just as a web browser does. This 
allows the user to click on browser-like “back” and “forward” 
buttons to review her previous steps in the visualization. This feature 
helps users quickly switch between desired states for comparisons 
and easily retreat from navigational dead ends.  

As with all visualizations on Many Eyes, users can set particular 
states and make comments. In doing so, they may wish to point to 
particular items on the visualizations. To support this, users can set 
the visualization to a “highlighter mode,” where clicking on words 
will not cause a recentering of the tree, but instead highlight words 
with translucent brown circles. Thus a user can leave a comment 
like, “Note the position of God in this context,” and highlight “God” 
so that other readers do not need to search for where it occurs. 

Finally, the word tree does not provide any sort of “overview” of 
the text nor does it present an initial search term for viewers to start 
from. In this way, the visualization resembles an information 
retrieval interface, driven by a search term rather than starting with 
an overview. The reason for this design choice is that without a 
search term, there is no obvious entry point—several alternatives 
with suffix-tree-like beginnings were attempted, but seemed busy 
and uninformative. A future version might try to automatically find a 
good starting point: perhaps a tree centered on the most frequent 
terms, a tree that shows the highest number of separate branches, or a 
tree with the deepest branches. Having a default start point might 
solve certain problems. For instance in the current system, unless the 
creator of the word tree actively sets an initial search term, the 
visualization will look blank to subsequent viewers on the site. 
Another limitation of not having an overview is that users need to 
know a bit about the underlying data to make sure that they look for 
words that appear in the text. Many other interactive features are 

possible. We discuss these in the sections on user feedback and 
future work.  

4 IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS 

The current implementation of the Word Tree on Many Eyes is a 
Java applet, written using JDK 1.4. It is engineered to handle texts 
with up to 1,000,000 tokens. (In addition to being a pleasingly round 
figure, this is the approximate number of tokens in the King James 
Bible, probably one of the most-visualized text on Many Eyes.) In 
this section we discuss some of the implementation details and 
decisions that allow the applet to scale—both visually and in 
performance—to a million tokens. 

The data structure behind the word tree—that is, the hierarchical 
structure of the context words—is well-known to computer scientists 
as a “suffix tree.” In our context the practical bound on performance 
is memory rather than CPU cycles: constructing the tree is fast (at 
least for a million-token text) as long as there is sufficient memory. 
Java applets often have limited heap space, as low as 64MB. 
Although this may seem more than adequate for holding a million-
node tree, it is actually a serious constraint due to the memory-
intensive nature of Java objects. To get around the problem, we do 
not create a suffix tree for the entire text, but rather create the suffix 
tree on the fly, a new one for each phrase typed in. In practice this 
saves a significant amount of memory; for instance, in the King 
James Bible (about 1,000,000 tokens), the word tree for “the” has 
only about 64,000 leaves. This complicates effects such as animated 
transitions, but permits the feeling of instant feedback we desire. 

In addition to the data-level scaling, two issues arise in scaling 
the tree visually. The first is that the total number of branches is huge 
compared to the screen size. When there are tens of thousands of 
leaves to a tree, there is no sensible way of displaying all of these on 
a screen that is a few hundred pixels high. We resolve this issue by a 
standard “level of detail” method. As the geometry of the tree is 
defined, when it is determined that a subtree takes up less than 3 
pixels of vertical space, we do not draw the entire subtree. Instead, 
we find the deepest branch, and draw that. By doing so, we show the 
overall shape of the tree, but do not draw more than necessary. This 
simplifies the display and also keeps the number of rendered objects 
low enough that smooth animated transitions are possible. 

   

 
Fig 3. Sequence showing some of the interaction options in the word tree.  In figure A, the user has typed the word “if” in Romeo and Juliet. In B, 
the user has clicked on “blind,” which appears in one of the branches under “if.” This causes the visualization to recenter to the longer phrase “if 
love be blind.” In C, the user Control-clicks on “blind,” which causes the visualization to recenter to blind by itself, revealing that there are 
additional phrases after this term. 



 

One might contrast this with the method used by Bederson et al 
[6] in the SpaceTree. In that visualization, once items become too 
small to see, subtrees are replaced by icons or simplified views that 
indicate the overall breadth and depth. Note that our method does not 
need to communicate a general sense of breadth, since we only apply 
level of detail calculations when the breadth of a subtree is negligible 
compared to the breadth of the overall tree.  

 

  

Fig 4. Two versions of the word tree: on the left, all branches under  

“the” are displayed, causing most words to become unreadable. 

On the right, we use a “level of detail” method, showing a subset 

of branches. 

 
A second design issue arises for common words in a large text: 

for instance, in the word tree for “the” in the King James Bible, 
which occurs 64,028 times. 3,604 distinct words follow “the” in this 
text, with the most common being “Lord” at 11% of the total. That is 
enough to be visible, but the second most common word, “son,” 
takes up only 2.3%, barely enough to be legible. As a result, if all 
words were shown—or even if only a few were shown with sizes 
proportional to their frequency—then almost none would be 
readable.  

To handle this problem, we compromise and show only the 
largest branches, with the number defined so that only branches with 
at least 1% of the total leaves are included. In the case of the King 
James Bible and “the,” this means that words like “son,” “children,” 
and “king” are legible. This method of pruning is continued 
recursively for sub-branches. Note that the result is a genuine 
compromise, since a user can’t immediately deduce the true 
proportional usage of a word in context, since we have removed the 
“long tail” of infrequently seen words. It is worth emphasizing the 
difference from the kind of data used in SpaceTree, where the 
prototypical use case was an organizational chart with branching 
factors in the dozens, not thousands. An approach similar to our is 
taken by the DOITree described in [9], which does collapse nodes of 
lesser significance to make room for others; on the other hand—but 
as with the SpaceTree, the DOITree strives for readability of 
individual items overs a sense of overall breadth, 
 

5 SPONTANEOUS USAGE ON MANY EYES 

As of this writing, users have created 658 word trees on Many 
Eyes. This section describes some of these word trees and the types 
of data they have been used for2. Because of the ease of access to 
Many Eyes, some of these word trees represent undirected “tire-
kicking” and aimless experimentation. In other cases, however, users 
had specific goals in mind and described their actions in detail. We 
found these more detailed cases through two avenues: on and off 
site. User comments and actions on the site led us to several 
examples. We also performed searches on Google, which reported 

                                                                 
2 In this section we reprint some visualizations created by registered 

users of Many Eyes. As part of registration, all users gave permission 

for us to create such copies. 

more than 300 references “word tree” with either “manyeyes” or 
“many eyes” outside of the ibm.com domain. 

The search led us to some of the most detailed reports. In one, 
entitled “Using Word Tree Visualization for Checking Title 
Consistency” [1], a blogger wrote a 1,007-word essay describing his 
use of the visualization. His initial task was creating a series of title-
like summaries for stories in the Bible. He decided to use the word 
tree to visualize his collection, and even went to the trouble of 
adding special “+Start+” and “+end+” tokens to his titles so that they 
would not run together in the tree. After doing this, he reported: 
 

Looking at the frequency-sorted suffixes for “+start+ Jesus warns”, 

i see a large group under “against”, and a number under “about”, 

but also a single instance, “Jesus warns of coming judgment”. 

Because the third word is “of” rather than “about”, it stands apart 

from the other instances which really share the same concept. 

 

He went on to describe how he could rewrite the title to become 

more consistent. Along with describing the value he derived from the 

visualization, he also provided a very detailed description of the 

word tree and how he interacted with it. 

… clicking on “teaches” narrows the view further (which you pretty 
much have to do to see the details: results over 30 or 40 aren’t really 
visible). One advantage of this representation is that it gives you 
some help in knowing what to explore (in user interface terminology, 
an affordance). Though i can’t see all the details without zooming in, 
i can see a significant cluster of titles starting with “Jesus warns”, 
and if that’s interesting, i can click on “warns” to zoom in and see 
those 18 titles. 

This description of the effect of the too-small-to-read type is very 
interesting, because it stands in contrast to a result reported for the 
SpaceTree. In [6], Grosjean et al. emphasize that their users “rejected 
bluntly” unreadable type, and the authors of the paper created a new 
type of icon as an alternative to scaled-down text. It is unclear 
whether this blogger would have preferred the SpaceTree icons; it is 
also possible that there is great variability among individual users’ 
preferences, or that the different branching factors in the SpaceTree 
data versus our suffix trees are amenable to different designs. 

 

Finally, this blogger also made a suggestion for a future feature, 

namely drilling down for more details: 

 

What would be really great would be to turn this from a visualization 

into a navigation system, so once i’ve drilled down to “Jesus warns 

against …”, then i could select a title and actually view the pericope 

text. 

While this essay-length blog entry was unusual, the creativity and 
energy behind it were echoed in the actions of many other users. We 
now describe some of the general trends in how they used the word 
tree. 

5.1 Visualizing the spoken word 

In April of 2007, former U.S. Attorney General Alberto Gonzales 
testified before the Senate Judiciary Committee on his role in the 
dismissal of several U.S. attorneys. As the transcript of Mr. 
Gonzales’s testimony became available on the web, one of the 
authors in this paper visualized the text as a word tree on Many Eyes. 
The visualization clearly showed a number of times when Mr. 
Gonzales had used expressions such as “I don’t recall,” “I don’t 
know,” “I don’t think” while testifying (Fig. 5).    

In September, the Gonzales visualization was featured on the 
front page of Many Eyes—a prominent spot on the site. Within 90 
minutes of it being featured, another user had created a new word 
tree, entitled “William ‘I don't recall’ Jefferson Clinton Testimony in 
Sexual Harrassment Lawsuit that led to his impeachment” [sic]. Here 



too, the user set up the visualization so that the default view would 
show the number of times Mr. Clinton had said “I don’t know,” “I 
don’t remember,” “I don’t think,” etc (Fig 6). In short, both 
visualizations gave a clear portrait of evasive testimony.  

Given that these scandals focused on politicians at opposite ends 
of the political spectrum, the visualizations take on an evident spin, 
with even the act of their creation suggesting political affiliations and 
beliefs. This sort of contribution to “counter” someone else’s 
creation on Many Eyes indicates that users are integrating these tools 
in their communicative practices. Far from being dispassionate 
representations of data, the two “I don’t recall” word trees are part of 
a political conversation, a dialog happening through visualization. 

The ability to visualize political transcripts has resonated with our 
user base. Since the word tree was launched during the preparation 
for the 2008 U.S. presidential election, users frequently created word 
trees of political speeches, debates among candidates, and media 
coverage of the election.   

Emotionally charged transcripts such as congressional hearings 
and political speeches are not the only kind of transcripts being 
visualized on Many Eyes. Even communities that are traditionally 
immersed in numerical data, such as financial analysts and investors, 
have started to explore the possibilities of using word trees to 
visualize transcripts. Earlier this year Seeking Alpha, a well-known 
online column of stock market opinion and analysis, embedded both 
a word tree and a tag cloud of the transcript of an earnings 
conference call on its site and invited readers comment on their 
value. 

The post quickly generated a number of comments, not all of 
them in approval of the experiment. Some felt that the word tree was 
more helpful than the tag cloud because it kept the structure of the 
text, while others mentioned that it was easier not to use 
visualization at all: 

 

Just give us the text, we know how to find (Ctrl+f) 
 
As with the Blogos author, a common request was for the ability 

to click on an item in the visualization and see the places in the raw 
transcript where that item appears.      

 

5.2 Visualizing the written word 

The word tree was designed to handle texts of up to a million 
tokens, and to demonstrate this we created a visualization of the 
King James Bible, which contains 1,007,116 words and punctuation 
marks. Once the visualization was posted on the site, it was quickly 
picked up by a group of users interested in religious texts. The 
reaction was positive; this comment, unusual for visualizations in 
general, typified the response:  

 
This is a new tool to teach the Bible's truth. God bless you. 
 
Other users promptly explored various entryways into the text, 

looking for expressions such as “days of thy,” “my love,” and “love 
the lord” (Figure 9).  As previously noted [13], visualizations of 
religious data have been a regular occurrence in Many Eyes since the 
site was launched. Perhaps it is not surprising that this community 
would be excited to experiment with the analytical possibilities of 
the word tree.    

Users have also created numerous word trees of literary works, 
musical lyrics, and academic papers. An interesting trend is the 
visualization of online social activity. Some users have started 
visualizing collections of Twitter posts, blog posts, and newsgroup 
discussions. It seems that, like tag clouds, word trees might be 
helpful in giving people a quick sense of distributed activity online. 

5.3 Visualizing structure 

Although the word tree was designed to analyze unstructured 
text, it is based on a visualization of abstract tree structures. Users 
quickly caught on to the possibility of visualizing structured data and 
started specially formatting data in ways that would induce the word 
tree to show tree-structured information.    

One person uploaded a data set of Greek nominal suffixes used in 
the New Testament with full nominal morphology. Because this data 
set is not a regular text passage but rather a list of words spaced out 
into individual letters, the word tree looks cryptic (see Fig. 7). If, for 
example, a user does a search for, NPM (nominative, plural, 
masculine words), they will see the suffix tree is dominated by –OI 
and –ONTES. This arrangement shows that the large majority of 
nominative, plural, masculine words in Greek end in -OI or -ONTES.  

Another user created a data set to show the different pathways to 
the U.S. Presidency. The data set lists the names of 19 American 
presidents and the sequence of titles held by each one of them (Fig. 

 

Fig 5: Alberto Gonzales’ testimony in 2007. 

 

 

 
Fig 6: Bill Clinton’s testimony in 1998. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 7. Data set and word tree of Greek nominal suffixes in the 

Bible. Here, “npm” refers to nominative, plural, masculine nouns. 

 



 

8). The word tree reveals that, whereas there were ten presidents who 
had served as governors, only five had previously been senators—
Harding was the first and Kennedy the last. One might wonder what 
this historical fact spells for the 2008 elections.  

Among other things, these examples show that at least some users 
can understand how the data structure maps to the visualization 
technique well enough to reverse-engineer the visualization to serve 
new purposes. 
 

5.4 User feedback 

Working on a public web site for visualization gives us the ability 
to collect user feedback on the new techniques we launch. The word 
tree has generated many comments about what users found helpful, 
problematic, and even missing. The response has generally been 
positive with a number of suggestions for improvements. 

Users were excited about the ability to visualize large pieces of 
text while keeping some of the context around keywords. Several 
people remarked on how much they liked the capability of 
“zooming” in and out of specific branches of the tree. When 
comparing the word tree to the tag cloud, users felt that the word tree 
allowed them to engage in deeper analysis of the text.  

On the other hand, not all feedback was positive and users 
suggested many new features. Several of these are relatively minor 
changes. The most commonly requested feature was for an option to 
ignore punctuation, and sometimes stopwords as well. Because 
sometimes these tokens take a lot of room in the visualization, users 
would prefer to have the option of turning stop-words and 
punctuation on and off. In addition, some users also wanted more 
context, in particular the ability to place their search terms “in the 
middle” of the word tree, surrounded by both the preceding and 
following context a given phrase. 

The second main group of suggestions centered on the ability to 
drill down from the word tree into a plain view of the text. A related 
request is to see the locations of all the uses of a particular word or 
phrase, perhaps by drawing lines from the nodes of the word tree into 
a vertical line representing the extent of the text. Finally, several 
users requested the ability to filter the text, showing word trees of 
just particular sections.  

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 
The Word Tree is sufficiently flexible and engaging that hundreds of 
people have used it to examine data on the Many Eyes site. The 
technique presented here is extremely simple, however, and there are 
many natural extensions. We note some promising future directions 
in this section, and then conclude with a brief discussion of what the 
popularity of the Word Tree may tell us about visualization of text 
on the web. 

As described above, users have provided a long list of desired 
features. Many of these, such as drilldown from the tree into the 
original text, are straightforward to implement, but a few point to 
larger research directions. One kind of implicit request from our 
users regards comparisons. Many users like to look at different texts, 
or different phrases in the same text. For example, people will create 
word trees of different sections of the Bible, or might look at the 
context for contrasting words like “his” or “her” and what follows 
them. To support this type of comparison, it would be nice to overlay 
two trees on top of one another, perhaps with some sort of color 
coding.  

A second idea, suggested by several users including [10] is to 
show a “net” of the words that connect two phrases. In other words, a 
user could type in “Romeo” and “Juliet” when studying Shakespeare, 
and see all chains of words (of less than a given length) that connect 
the two. These chains would not form a tree, of course, but a sort of 
network anchored at the two ends. Exactly how best to display and 
interact with such a net is an interesting problem. 

Another natural direction is to handle much larger data sets. 
Doing so would probably require an offline calculation of a suffix 
tree, which would be stored on a server. Algorithms for doing such 
computations exist—they are handy in biology, for example—but 
may have to be modified to handle level-of-detail issues. 

One problem identified users is that there is no natural entry point 
into the visualization: the viewer starts by seeing a blank screen. It 
might be worthwhile combining a word tree with other text 
visualizations, whether a tag cloud or a more complex system such 
as Jigsaw [12] that could provide an initial analysis of entities of 
interest. 

Finally, the hundreds of word trees created on the Many Eyes site 
point to a broader implication: people are hungry for new ways to 
look at unstructured data. Predicting the exact use cases for these 
visualizations is difficult. Before seeing the first bible visualizations 

 

 

Fig 8. Data set and word tree of pathways to the U.S. presidency. 

 



on Many Eyes, for instance, we would not have guessed at the 
popularity of religious analyses. Given the broad demand for text 
visualizations, however, it seems like a fruitful area of study. 
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Fig 10: Word Tree showing all occurrences of “I have a dream” in Martin Luther King’s historical speech. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 9. Word tree of the King James Bible showing all occurrences of “love the.” 
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Abstract

This paper introduces a new visualization method, the
arc diagram, which is capable of representing complex
patterns of repetition in string data. Arc diagrams
improve over previous methods such as dotplots because
they scale efficiently for strings that contain many
instances of the same subsequence. This paper describes
design and implementation issues related to arc diagrams
and shows how they may be applied to visualize such
diverse data as music, text, and compiled code.

Keywords: string, sequence, visualization, arc diagram,
music, text, code

1. Introduction

From text to DNA to melodies, many data sets come in
the form of a string, or sequence of symbols. Just as with
quantitative data, it is often desirable to perform graphical
exploratory analysis on a string to find important
structural features.

One way to reveal a string’s structure is to exploit the
fact that sequences often contain significant repeated
subsequences. Melodies, for instance, are usually based
on combinations of smaller repeated musical passages;
text has repeated words and phrases. A natural way to
visualize structure is to use these repeated units as
signposts.

Several existing methods use repetition to visualize
string structure, but each has significant drawbacks for
complex strings. In this paper we introduce the arc
diagram, a new visualization method for representing
sequence structure by highlighting repeated subsequences.
We describe how arc diagrams can find patterns in text,
compiled code and, most fruitfully, in musical
compositions.

2. Existing methods for string visualization

Many methods have been proposed to display string
structure visually. The H-Curve and W-Curve [HR83,
W93] transform sequences into curves in 3D space.
Although such curves are capable of showing fine detail,

they can be hard to interpret and it can be difficult to spot
smaller repeated substrings. The "Chaos Game"
representation of a sequence [J90], in effect a 2D
histogram depicting the frequencies of various motifs, is
efficient for showing which small substrings are
frequently repeated, but can run into difficulties
distinguishing long subsequences with similar beginnings.
Moreover, chaos game representations remove much
ordering information, making them unsuitable for
domains where ordering matters.

Another method, popular in analyzing DNA
sequences, is the dotplot [CH92]. A dotplot is a visual
auto-correlation matrix; in its simplest form, a string of n
symbols a1a2…an is represented by an n x n image in
which the pixel at coordinates (i,j) is colored black if ai=aj
and white otherwise. This image often provides a good
picture of the string’s structure, with repeated
subsequences showing up clearly as diagonal lines. In
many respects dotplots are an excellent visualization
method: They can handle very large data sets, are resistant
to noise, and can show both small and large-scale
structures. However, the matrix-style presentation of a
dotplot means that if a substring is repeated n times, it
will give rise to n2 corresponding visual features. As a
result, dotplots can be confusing when applied to strings
with frequently repeated substrings.

One non-visual method of describing a long string is to
summarize it by describing which subsequences are
repeated.  For instance, musicians have long described the
global structure of musical compositions by summaries
such as "AABB" (meaning a subsequence, denoted by A,
is repeated and then followed by a different subsequence,
B, that is also repeated.) This simple symbolic notation is
easy to understand and provides a broad overview of the
data, but obliterates smaller details.

It is natural to seek a visual analogue of this notation.
Music theorists, starting with Heinrich Schenker, have
used a system of hand-drawn arcs to indicate structural
units (see, for example, [S69]). However Schenkerian
diagrams, which are intrinsically subjective and manual,
are unsuitable for automation or for showing features on
multiple scales. One commercial software package,
TimeSketch [T02], uses half-disks to delineate different



sections of a piece, coloring related passages with the
same color to indicate musical form.  The TimeSketch
software  requires human definition of related passages,
and because it uses color for differentiation does not scale
well for sequences that have many different related
passages.

3a. The arc diagram

This paper introduces the arc diagram.  An arc diagram
generalizes the musical AABB notation by using a
pattern-matching algorithm to find repeated substrings,
and then representing them visually as translucent arcs.
Unlike a TimeSketch diagram, an arc diagram can be
constructed automatically and can represent the structure
of a sequence with many different repeated subsequences
and multiple scales of repetition. Unlike a dotplot, it can
efficiently represent sequences where individual
subsequences are repeated many times. 
 
An arc diagram is built around the idea of visualizing only
a subset of all possible pairs of matching substrings. By
choosing to highlight just the subsequences essential to
understanding the string’s structure, the method can
convey all critical structure while avoiding the quadratic
scaling problem of a dotplot. We now define these
“essential” substring pairs for a given string S.

Definition 1. A maximal matching pair is a pair of
substrings of S, X and Y, which are:

1. Identical. X and Y consist of the same sequence
of symbols.

2. Non-overlapping. X and Y do not intersect.
3. Consecutive. X occurs before Y, and there is no

substring Z, identical to X and Y, whose
beginning falls between the beginning of X and
the beginning of Y.

4. Maximal. There do not exist longer identical
non-overlapping subsequences X’ and Y’ with X’
containing X and Y’ containing Y’.  

For example, in the sequence “123a123”, the two “123”
substrings form a maximal matching pair, but the two
“12” substrings do not. 

It is tempting to base a visualization method on maximal
matching pairs alone, but an awkward situation arises
when a pattern is repeated many times in immediate
succession. For instance in the string 10101010, the only
maximal matching pair consists of the first and last
“1010” substrings, implying that the string has two main
structural components. In a sense, this division into two
large substrings is spurious; it would be more accurate to
describe the string as composed of four small repeated

units. This is the motivation for the following two
definitions.

Definition 2. A repetition region R is a substring R of S
such that R is made up of a string P repeated two or more
times in immediate succession. Each repetition of P is
called a fundamental substring for R.

For example, in the string ABC010101, the substring
“010101” is a repetition region. Each of the “01”
substrings is a fundamental substring.

The next definition specifies the precise set of substrings
that will be used to construct an arc diagram.

Definition 3. An essential matching pair is a pair of
substrings of S,  X and Y, which are:

1. A maximal matching pair not contained in any
repetition region,

2. Or, a maximal matching pair contained in the
same fundamental substring of any repetition
region that contains it,

3. Or, two consecutive fundamental substrings for a
repetition region.

We are now ready to define the arc diagram for a string S
of length N. First, define a mapping from the string to the
x-axis, with the position of the mth symbol at the point
(m/N,0). Under this mapping, a substring T of S
corresponds to an interval on the x-axis. Now, for each
essential matching pair (X,Y) in the string, connect the
corresponding intervals on the line with a thick semi-
circular arc (Figure 1). Precisely, the interior semi-circle
connects the end of the interval for X with the beginning
of the interval for Y, and the exterior semi-circle connects
the beginning of the interval for X with the end of the
interval for Y.  The height of the resulting arc is thus
proportional to the distance between the two substrings.

Figure 1. Connecting an essential matching pair

The arc makes it obvious where the repeated
subsequences are. (By comparison, imagine finding this
repetition without the arc as a cue; it would be laborious.)



Because of the “consecutive” condition of Definition 1, if
a particular subsequence is repeated more than once, the
diagram connects only consecutive repetitions with an
arc. (See Figure 2.) The fact that only consecutive pairs
are connected rather than every possible pair is what
allows arc diagrams to scale more efficiently than
dotplots: when a subsequence is repeated n times, an arc
diagram will contain n-1 arcs, while a dotplot would
display n2 diagonal lines. (See section 3b for an example.)

Figure 2. A substring repeated three times

As a simple example of visualizing strings with repetition
regions, take the sequence 1010101010101010. Here the
only essential matching pairs are those that satisfy part 3
of Definition 3—that is, they are the fundamental
substrings of the form “10”. The diagram for this
sequence would look like the picture in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Immediate repetition

Most sequences will contain several different repeated
subsequences, including overlapping sequences at
multiple scales. To make a diagram for such a sequence,
we overlay all the appropriate arcs with a degree of
translucency so no match is completely obscured. For
instance the sequence abcd111110000011111abcd
produces the diagram in Figure 4: 

Figure 4. Repetition of different substrings

In Figure 4 we begin to see how a pattern of matches can
provide a bird's-eye view of the sequence's structure. It is
visually obvious that at the macro level the sequence is
symmetric.  The translucency further reveals a highly
repetitive substructure, without interfering with macro-
level interpretation.  This technique is similar to that used
in Jerding and Stasko’s Information Mural [JS95].

A long sequence made from a small set of symbols will
always contain many small repeated sequences, which
may be of no significance. Worse, the arcs connecting
these small sequences may obscure significant large-scale
repetitions. Figure 5 shows an example where too many
small repeated subsequences cause an uninformative
jumble.

Figure 5. Too much detail

One way of reducing this complexity is to filter by
subsequence length, displaying only repeated
subsequences that are longer than a given limit. For
instance, Figure 6 shows the same sequence but this time
set to filter out repeated subsequences of fewer than 10
symbols. The result is a simple diagram that highlights a
single repeated region of 15 symbols—the kind of large-
scale repetition that is unlikely to occur by chance.



Figure 6. Displaying only large-scale repetition

3b. Comparison with a dotplot

As mentioned above, the reason we do not connect every
possible matching subsequence is so that the resulting
diagram scales efficiently from a visual perspective. To
see how this works, consider two visualizations of the
same string, a dotplot (Figure 7) and an arc diagram
(Figure 8). The string visualized contains many
repetitions of two substrings, which results in
considerable visual clutter in the dotplot. Two other
substrings are each repeated once, a feature that is
difficult to spot in the dotplot. The arc diagram, however,
shows all the repeated structures clearly. 

Figure 7. Dotplot of a synthetic sequence

F
Figure 8. Arc diagram, same sequence as Fig. 8

3c. Implementation

The program used to create the arc diagrams in this paper
is written in Java, runs efficiently on a low-end (266 Mhz
Pentium II) machine, and can create diagrams of
sequences of several thousand symbols within seconds.
To enumerate repeated patterns, a suffix tree is
constructed and traversed twice. In the first pass,
repetition regions are identified and in the second pass
potential matching substring pairs are tested to see
whether they are essential according to the criteria of
Definition 3. The arc diagram code has also been used in
an online applet, "The Shape of Song" [W01], that allows
users to create arc diagrams for any MIDI format music
file available on the web.

4. Applications to music

One of the most promising applications of arc diagrams is
to reveal structure in musical compositions.  An example
of a musical arc diagram is shown in Figure 9, which
represents the first line of the song Mary Had a Little
Lamb. 



Figure 9. Arc diagram for music

Each arc connects two matching passages, where a
"match" means that they contain the same sequence of
pitches. The diagram shows repeated subsequences of
three or more notes. To clarify the connection between the
visualization and the song, I have displayed the score
beneath the arcs.

Figure 10. Arc Diagram of Für Elise

Figure 10 visualizes Beethoven's Für Elise. (In this
and subsequent diagrams, the source sequences are too
long to display legibly.)  Again, matches are based on
equality of pitch; where chords occur we consider only
the top note. Despite this extremely limited definition of
musical similarity, the resulting matching diagram reveals
an intricate and beautiful structure.  The picture shows
how the piece begins and ends with the same passage,
while a longer version of that passage repeats throughout
at increasing intervals. Equally illuminating is the long
stretch in the second half of the piece where that passage
is not repeated at all and the structure looks distinctly
different, which corresponds well to what you hear when
you listen to the music.  

Figure 11. Toreador, Carmen

Not all pieces show as much large-scale repetition as
Fur Elise. For instance, the "Toreador" song from Carmen
(Figure 11) looks completely different. Instead of a few
long passages repeated over and over again, it contains
many repeated smaller phrases.

Figure 12. Minuet in G Major, Bach

As a final example, consider Bach's Minuet in G Major
(Figure 12). The arc diagram shows that the piece divides
into two main parts, each made of a long passage played
twice: what a musician would call an "AABB" structure.
AABB is, in fact, the classic structure of a minuet, which
shows that the matching algorithm is picking out
structures that correspond to conventional musical
analysis. The pictorial representation, however, provides
much more detailed information than the simple "AABB"
notation. For instance, you can see that the A and B
passages are loosely related, as shown by the bundle of
thin arcs connecting the two halves of the piece. And the
fact that the two main arcs overlap shows that the end of
the A passage is the same as B's beginning.

For musical compositions it is natural to consider the
sequence of differences between successive notes as well
as the notes themselves. Figure 16 (at the end of the
paper) shows two arc diagrams for Für Elise, juxtaposed:
the top is a large version of Figure 10 and the bottom,
flipped diagram shows additional matching substrings
based on intervals between successive notes.

5. Finding structure in text and compiled
code

Arc diagrams are well suited to the analysis of highly
structured data such as musical compositions, but they
also can be effective in exploring other less well-
structured data. Three examples we consider are compiled
computer code, a web page, and a nucleotide sequence
from DNA.



To see how matching diagrams can find. structure in
sequences that might otherwise be difficult to decipher,
consider Figure 13, which shows the bytecode for the
main Java class of the diagram-generating application
itself:

Figure 13. Java class file (bytecode)

The diagram clearly shows that the file has two main
sections. This reflects the important piece of structural
information that Java class files are divided into two main
sections: the constant pool and the executable code.
Moreover, the diagram shows that the initial section (the
constant pool) takes up significantly more memory than
the code itself.  Thus the diagram provides both structural
and quantitative information that would be difficult to
discern from a standard "hex-dump" text view of the file.

When arc diagrams are applied to textual data, they can
also produce useful results. For example, an arc diagram
of a short HTML file resulted in the picture in Figure 14.

Figure 14. HTML page

The page was organized into three basic sections, a fact
which was delineated clearly by wide arcs. (These
correspond to the HTML code for images and tables.) At
the same time, the finer-grained detail is also revealing.
For instance, the diagram shows that the last section of
text has many connections to previous parts of the page,
with especially strong connections to the beginning; this
indicates that the introduction and conclusion of the text
contained similar phrases and themes.

Finally, it is natural to apply matching diagrams to DNA
nucleotide sequences.  One potential pitfall is that DNA is
noisy data in the sense that exact repetition on a large
scale is uncommon due to mutations. In some situations,

however, this is not a problem. For example, there is
significant interest in understanding patterns in upstream
transcription regions (UTRs), i.e. the subsequences of
DNA that precede regions that code for genes. The
distribution of certain small (typically around 7 base
pairs) subsequences called motifs in a gene’s UTR is
thought to play a key role in regulating that gene [C00]. 

Figure 15 shows an arc diagram for a UTR of length 500
for a particular yeast gene (identifier YGL123C in [S02]),
filtered to show repeated patterns of 7 or more symbols.
Although not as dramatic as the music diagrams, this
picture does contain interesting information. For example,
it shows that one special region of the UTR (from roughly
200 steps before the end to 100 steps before the end)
contains at least one instance of most of the repeated
patterns. This is potentially related to a recent finding
[H00] that many regulatory motifs are more likely to
appear in this same restricted region.

Figure 15. DNA sequence 

6. Summary and directions for future work 

Arc diagrams are a promising new method for
visualizing sequences.  They are well suited to displaying
structure in sequences that contain complex patterns of
repetition.  We have shown examples of their potential
use in domains ranging from text to DNA, although
analysis of musical form is perhaps the most promising
application.

Many areas remain for future exploration. One key
direction of exploration is the best way to add
interactivity to the diagrams. The visualizations described
in this paper are static; an interactive version could be
more powerful. One natural extension would be to add
sliders to control the level of detail, allowing the user to
specify how large a subsequence would need to be in
order for an arc to be drawn. In addition, users could be
allowed to drill down for details.  For example, if the user
pointed at a particular arc, the subsequence corresponding
to that arc could be drawn on screen. If the underlying
sequence were a musical composition, that particular
passage could be played. 

Another area for future investigation is the use of
alternative pattern matching algorithms. Instead of
drawing arcs between substrings that are identical, one



could choose a more flexible criterion. For example, when
diagramming a fugue the criterion for a match might
include transpositions and inversions as well as identical
repetition. In addition, by using "fuzzy" matching
techniques, it might be possible to make the method more
useful for noisy data, such as DNA sequences.

A final area to explore is the incorporation of
additional variables into the visualization. One might use
different hues to indicate substrings that match according
to different criteria. Another technique for adding
information would be to incorporate a notion of intensity
(e.g., corresponding to volume in a musical composition)
and draw arcs with a translucency factor corresponding to
the intensity. 
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Figure 16. Für Elise, exact (top) and modulated (bottom) matches
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Abstract
With the ubiquity of typed text, the style and much of the personality of handwriting has been lost from general
communication. To counter this we introduce an artistic real-time visualization of typed messages that additionally
captures and encodes aspects of an individual’s unique typing style. The potential of our system to augment
electronic communication was evaluated and the results are provided along with analysis of their implications for
social visualization.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User
Interfaces – Graphical user interfaces (GUI); I.3.3 Computer Graphics Display Algorithms

1. Introduction

Electronically written text communications are becoming
the standard for today’s correspondence. E-mail and in-
stant messaging are already replacing handwritten letters and
messages. Even e-cards are now being used for birthdays or
holidays as a replacement for the physical card. People can
converse across distances electronically quickly and cost-
effectively, making it a very popular choice for conversation.
However, typed text messages lack the personal character of
handwriting. Some characteristics of the message author’s
writing style, such as neatness of writing, or how individ-
ual letters are shaped is lost in typed messages. This lack of
personal character has led to attempts to enliven electronic
messages through ASCII art, emoticons, or through the em-
bedding of HTML options.

The goal of this work is to build visualizations that au-
tomatically encode personal typing characteristics to enrich
communication. By looking at how people type an electronic
message, we can notice many different typing styles involv-
ing typing speed, typing rhythm, hand-usage, and how many
times letters or words are erased, reprinted, or replaced. We
capture and use the details of a person’s style to create a
visual representation of a message that can then be used

for asynchronous distribution, for example, as an electronic
postcard. Our visualization differs from previous approaches
in that we focus on visualizing the process of creating a mes-
sage whereas previous work has mostly been concerned with
visualizing characteristics of the already created words and
sentences.

This work has two main contributions. Our first contribu-
tion is the KeyStrokes system for visualizing personal and
message characteristics of typed text. We know of no other
information visualization that attempts to display this type of
data for personalizing electronic communication. An evalu-
ation and an analysis of the system in terms of its design and
motivation forms the second contribution of this work.

2. Related Work

KeyStrokes is part of a growing body of research that uses
text as a source for social data analysis. Text, in its various
forms, is probably one of the most prevalent data sources
available today. Thus, not surprisingly, a large number of
visualization techniques have been developed that represent
different aspects of textual data. The body of work most re-
lated to our system is concerned with visualizing the social
aspects of text-based communications. Several visualiza-

© The Eurographics Association 2007.
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tions of persistent conversations (conversational exchanges
with applications such as e-mail, blogs, instant messaging,
etc.) have explored ways to uncover the underlying social
patterns. For example, The Babble System reveals social
awareness of online chat activities through a social proxy
visualization [ESK∗99]. ChatCircles [DKV98] shows syn-
chronous conversation, visualizing one’s presence, activity
level, and chat identity. CrystalChat [TC06] integrates visual
representations of social patterns with temporal aspects of
chat conversations. It has been noted that observing graph-
ical patterns of one’s own communications encourages ret-
rospection and story-telling [VBN∗04, TC06]. Perhaps in-
spired, as we have been, by the proliferation of emoticon use
as evidence that people want to include their emotional state
in their messages, there has also been research into visual-
izing emotion [TC06, LD06]. A visualization of emotional
content of blog messages has been developed by using the
words preceded by “I feel” and “I am feeling” [HK06]. In
this vein, the work that most closely relates to our project is
Cheiro [LD06], an animation of text that is based on mouse
gestures. However, each typed word requires the user to ges-
ture with the movement of the mouse.

Studies have shown that monitoring the intervals be-
tween keystrokes and duration of keystrokes as an individual
types is sufficient to support the determination of their iden-
tity [She95]. From this, we know that it is possible to distin-
guish individual users’ typing style by looking at these char-
acteristics. Our research aims at embedding visuals repre-
senting one’s unique typing characteristics within the typed
message. One important advantage to this approach is that
our visualization can be created without any extra effort on
the part of the person typing the message.

3. KeyStrokes Visualization

We had several design goals in creating our visualization.
Foremost, we wanted the visualization to minimize effort
for the person typing the message. To do this, we extract
keystroke data during typing and use it to create a respon-
sive visualization so that the visuals representing a given key
stroke would appear rapidly enough for the connection be-
tween action and response to be evident. We also wanted to
create a visually appealing design that would be scalable for
different sized screens. We use typing style and textual con-
tent to develop patterns to enrich and personalize a message.
Our visualization currently uses the metaphor of a postcard
that can be filled with our visualization of a message on one
side and the typed text of the message on the other. In de-
veloping KeyStrokes, we considered design criteria such as
background and foreground objects, splattering effects, and
differing stroke styles including stroke movement and direc-
tion analogous to strokes created with a paint brush.

3.1. Visualizing Writing Patterns

Each letter of the alphabet and some common punctuation
keys are represented at a fixed 2D spatial location in our vi-
sualization corresponding to a jittered physical English QW-
ERTY keyboard layout (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Mapping of key locations.

When a key sequence has been pressed, we connect the
corresponding key locations with a semi-transparent stroke
to mimic the strokes created with a brush or pen. Figure 2(a)
gives an overview of the design of a stroke. The strokes are
drawn with two Bézier curves using two control points on
each side to give the stroke a visible direction from thin to
thick. The height h of the control points ci is determined by
the amount of time between keypresses. In Figure 2(b) the
top key combination was typed slowly resulting a in wide
stroke. Compare this to the middle and bottom stroke where
there was a much shorter delay between keypresses resulting
in narrower strokes. In this way, the strokes connecting each
sequential keypress implicitly reveal the temporal movement
of fingers (and hands).

(a) Stroke design with Bézier con-
trol points and key locations.

(b) Slow (top), medium (mid-
dle), and fast (bottom) strokes.

Figure 2: Stroke Design (a) and stroke types (b).

For many people, writing style can also be distinguished
by how many times letters have been erased, retyped, or re-
placed. We show the use of backspacing between key com-
binations by a curved white line connecting the two keys
while erasing the previously created stroke (see Figure 3(a)).
Note the many backstroke lines in Figure 4 where an artistic
placement of keystrokes has been attempted. The curved line
is drawn to imitate a crossing-out motion in hand-written
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text where mistakes are not completely erased even when an
eraser or white-out is used.

3.2. Visualizing Message Patterns

One way visualized message patterns are shown in our sys-
tem is through the frequency of letters and keystroke se-
quences. The frequency of pairwise key sequences becomes
visible through the overlap of the semi-transparent and white
outlined strokes, as can be seen in Figure 3(b). We encode
several message characteristics in the background of the vi-
sualization. The frequency of an individual key is empha-
sized through a transparent circle in the background (see
Figure 3(c)). When a key is more frequently pressed, the
colour of the circle will change from blue to pink or cool
to warm colours. To aid discrimination and comprehension,
we redundantly encode repeated key presses with a splash
of white dots around the key location, increasing the radius
and spread of the splash after each key press. An example
is given in Figure 3(d). Another characteristic that is visual-
ized in the background is word beginnings. At the beginning
of a word, vowels are drawn with a yellow background and
consonants with a green background to visualize soft and
hard sounds. The change in background colour is used to
add dynamics and to balance the whole composition. Fig-
ure 4 shows all of the mentioned representations combined.

(a) White strokes to encode eras-
ing gestures.

(b) Semi-transparent and white
outlined strokes show temporal
aspects and frequency of key
combinations.

(c) Circles in the background en-
code message patterns.

(d) White splashes encode fre-
quencies of keypresses.

Figure 3: Visualization characteristics.

Figure 4: A painted message showing the combination of all
message pattern representations.

3.3. Interaction

User interaction with our visualization is natural, requiring
nothing beyond normal typing. As soon as one starts to type,
the visualization space is filled with painted strokes in real-
time and recently placed strokes are animated. The anima-
tion shows strokes vibrating in the display for a short period
of time to enforce the dynamic nature of the visualization
and to show where the last letter was typed on the screen.
During informal demonstrations of the system in our lab,
we noticed two very different usage patterns. Many people
tended to compose a meaningful text that was conveyed in
the visualization (Figure 5(a)). Others started to create in-
tentional artwork after learning how and where keystrokes
were displayed in the visualization. The typed words did not
have any meaning attached to them, but the created image
carried the message, as in Figure 5(b) where a floral pattern
was created to send to a close friend.

(a) A message with meaningful
text.

(b) Message content embedded in
the image.

Figure 5: Two different types of messages.

3.4. Individualization

The images shown at the top of the first page represent a vi-
sualization of a poem typed by four different people. Differ-
ent writing styles and similarities in typing become apparent
by how the strokes are printed in the visualization. It is pos-
sible to get an overall feel for the individual typing speeds,
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with the third typist being generally slower. You can also see
how different key combinations took longer for certain indi-
viduals to type. The individuals typed essentially the same
message which can be recognized through the similar stroke
pattern and by how background colours are placed. A com-
mon characteristic seems to be that all individuals seemed to
pause before pressing the final character “.”. This shows as
the thicker stroke on the right side of each image.

Another way to personalize a KeyStrokes message is
through the selection of different colour themes so that the
tone or feeling of a message can be individually selected.
Figure 6 shows two additional colour themes we developed.

(a) A slightly darker theme. (b) A pastel theme on black.

Figure 6: Two different colour themes that can be selected.

4. Personalization with KeyStrokes—An Evaluation

After the initial design of the KeyStrokes software we re-
ceived a number of positive responses from casual users in
our research laboratory. To further assess the response to
and effectiveness of our visualization design in a more gen-
eral setting, we designed a questionnaire and collected re-
sponses during two demonstrations sessions at international
conferences. The results of this assessment indicate that the
KeyStrokes visualization was well received and also raise
several interesting points for discussion.

4.1. Design of the Questionnaire

The questionnaire contained four types of questions: general
background (demographics), information relating to the mo-
tivation for this work, information on the current visualiza-
tion, and a general comment field concerning the KeyStrokes
system. The background questions asked participants to state
their occupation, age group, electronic communication use
and frequency, and hand-writing frequency. Questions 1–4
were answered using a five-point Likert scale (strongly dis-
agree (1)–strongly agree (5)).

Question 1 was specifically targeted at one of the main
motivations for our work:

Q1: I find electronic communication lacking in personality.

Our hypothesis was that recipients would generally find elec-
tronic communication lacking in personality. With Ques-
tion 2 we wanted to determine whether this lack of personal-
ity was generally seen as a benefit or drawback of electronic
communication:

Q2: I value the anonymity of electronic communication.

Questions 3 and 4 asked about the main data source for our
visualization and whether participants had any privacy con-
cerns with the visualization of this data:

Q3: Visualizing finger positions, key transition speeds, and editing
can capture some of my character.

Q4: Visualizing finger positions, key transition speeds, and editing
reveals too much of my character.

The remainder of the questions asked about the motivations
and usage patterns for the KeyStrokes system.

Q5: Would you use Keystrokes visualization to augment your com-
munication? (yes/no)

Q6: Why?
Q7: When?
Q8: In conjunction with what type of electronic communication?

4.2. Study Setup

We collected responses to this visualization through a ques-
tionnaire given out in paper form at two conference demon-
stration sessions. At each of these sessions, we set up a lap-
top running our KeyStrokes system with an external key-
board. Each participant was introduced to the theoretical
background of the system and its different functionalities.
We encouraged participants to try the different features of
the system and to ultimately type a message, thus creating a
KeyStrokes visualization that we printed for them on 4” × 6”
photo paper. During the printing, we asked the participants
to volunteer to fill out our questionnaire. These four-hour
demonstration sessions were held at the 2006 IEEE Sympo-
sium on Information Visualization (InfoVis’06) poster ses-
sion [NTZC06a] and the 2006 ACM Conference on Com-
puter Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW’06) demonstra-
tion and poster session [NTZC06b].

4.3. Participants

A total of 68 people (37 InfoVis’06, 31 CSCW’06) com-
pleted our questionnaire. We included demographic ques-
tions to determine if answers were different according to
age, occupation, gender or between the communities at the
two conferences. However, we found no significant dif-
ferences for any of these variables with the exception of
the electronic communication use of e-cards which were
reported to be sent/received significantly more by partici-
pants at CSCW’06 (2-sided Fisher’s Exact Test, p = .034),
and these participants also reported significantly more elec-
tronic communication usage in the “other” category (2-sided
Fisher’s Exact Test, p = .035); mostly video and VOIP ser-
vices. Participants stated they most heavily used email (97%
total), instant messaging (IM) (72% total), and text messag-
ing (48.5%). Electronic communication was pervasive with
more than 60% of our participants reporting that they used
hand-written communication only “yearly” or “never any-
more,” while all of our participants reported to use electronic
communication daily.
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Question Sex Occupation Age Conference
U χ2(df) χ2(df) U
p p p p

1 106 4.71(4) 5.729(4) 497.5
.814 .324 .221 .336

2 74 2.266(4) 3.876(4) 497
.310 .696 .430 .6

3 94 2.567(4) 4.03(4) 543.5
.667 .675 .414 .886

4 81.0 1.927(4) 2.285(4) 553.0
.301 .763 .684 .983

Table 1: We found no significant correlation between the
answers to Q1–4 and the background variables sex, occu-
pation, age, and conference. Scores are reported accord-
ing to two-tailed Mann-Whitney Test (Sex, Conference) and
Kruskal-Wallis Tests(Occupation, Age).

4.4. Analysis Method

For the analysis of relationships between all collected vari-
ables in the questionnaire, the threshold for statistical sig-
nificance was set at p < .05. For categorical data we used
Pearson’s Chi-Square measure when less than 10% of re-
ported frequencies had a count of < 5 and Fisher’s Exact Test
for small sample sizes. For ordinal data we used the Mann
Whitney test for two independent samples and the Kruskal
Wallis Test for k independent samples. Due to the ordinal na-
ture of our variables and also the relatively small sample size
we used non-parametric tests to determine relationships be-
tween specific variables. We determined whether there was a
correlation between questions by doing a pairwise compari-
son of the answers to the questions by using the appropriate
above-mentioned tests.

4.5. Results

Results will be provided with interpretations to follow in
Section 5. For Questions 1–4 we found no significant differ-
ence between the respective responses and the demographic
variables sex, occupation, age, and conference through pair-
wise comparison (see Table 1). Overall, participants reported
to either agree or disagree on whether they found electronic
communication lacking in personality (Q1). 47% of par-
ticipants disagreed or strongly disagreed and 40% agreed
or strongly agreed with this statement. Figure 7(a) gives a
graphical overview of the bimodal distribution of answers
to this question. Figure 7(b), the responses to Q2, show that
participants did not have a consensus on whether they valued
the anonymity of electronic communication. 38% of partici-
pants disagreed, 35% agreed, and 37% were undecided.

In Question 3, participants tended to agree that visualiz-
ing finger positions, key transition speed, and editing could
capture some of their character. Participants also generally
disagreed in Question 4 that the visualization of this data
would reveal too much of their character. Figure 8 gives

(a) Q1 “I find electronic commu-
nication lacking in personality”.

(b) Q2 “I value the anonymity of
electronic communication”.

Figure 7: Answer frequencies to Questions 1 and 2.

an overview of the answers to these two questions. Over-
all, 71% of people reported in Question 5 that they would
use KeyStrokes to augment their communication. Two re-
cipients (3%) did not report either yes or no and wrote a
“maybe” next to the provided checkboxes.

(a) Q3 “Visualizing finger posi-
tions, key transitions speed, and
editing can capture some of my
character”.

(b) Q4 “Visualizing finger posi-
tions, key transitions speed, and
editing reveals too much of my
character”.

Figure 8: Answer frequencies to Questions 3 and 4.

Questions 6–8 were free-form questions. We combined
similar answers to each question into distinct categories
for analysis. For example, the following answers to Ques-
tion 6: “It’s personal”, “To personalize my email, blog”,
“for personal notes” were combined in a category called
“personalization”. Question 6 “Why?” was asked in direct
reference to the answer given in Question 5 “Would you
use KeyStrokes to augment your communication?”. Table 2
gives an overview to the main categories of answers given to
Question 6 in relation to Question 5.

There were 16 different answer categories for Question 7
(“When?”—see Table 3). 39 people answered this ques-
tion. Only three people who reported that they would not
use the tool gave an answer to this question: personal cor-
respondence (2), e-mail (1). Table 4 gives an overview of
answers to Question 8: “In conjunction with what type of
electronic communication?”. In the general comments field
participants gave mostly appreciative comments and advice
about how to improve the tool. We will report on those com-
ments in more detail in the following discussion.
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Would use the tool
Yes No

Why # (%) Why # (%)
Personalization 20(46.5) Insufficient information 5(29.4)

Fun 11(25.6) Too confusing 3(17.6)
Visually Appealing 7(16.3) Can’t envision usage 3(17.6)

It’s novel 2(4.7) Not for professional 2(11.8)
communication

Speed 1(2.3) Fun 1(5.9)
Like the idea 1(2.3) It depends 1(5.9)

Can’t envision usage 1(2.3) Too distracting 1(5.9)
It depends 1(2.3) Lack of control 1(5.9)

43(100) 17(100)

Table 2: Q6 (“Why”) in relation to Q5 (“Would you use
KeyStrokes to augment your communication?”).

When # (%)
Personal Correspondence 19(48.7)

E-mail 3(7.7)
Not Sure, Daily, Greeting Cards 2(5.1)

Greeting Cards & IM, Greeting Cards & Electronic
Signature, IM, Learning to Type, Whenever it is ready,
To impress, Any text, When time permits, For fun,
Correspondence to art-minded colleagues, Occasion-
ally

1(2.6)

Table 3: Answers to Question 7: “When?”.

5. Interpretation of the Results

From the questionnaire we learned that over 70% of our par-
ticipants said they would use the tool. This can be seen as a
success for an information visualization tool that participants
had only experienced for a few minutes during our demon-
stration sessions. However, through our sampling method
participants were self-selected and obviously in some way
interested in the tool by attending our demonstration. Nev-
ertheless, examining the results of our questionnaire gave
us interesting feedback on the tool, our motivation, design,
and future work. The following sections contain more detail
about our interpretations of the data and hypothesize on why
the KeyStrokes tool received such positive responses. For the
interpretation of each of the questions, it is important to keep
in mind that all answers were given by participants from the

Electronic Communication # (%)
Email 33(48.5)

IM 16(23.5)
Ecards 5(7.4)

Any Text 3(4.4)
Blogs 2(2.9)

SMS, Wiki 1(1.5)

Table 4: Answers to Q8—“In conjunction with what type of
electronic communication?”.

visualization creation standpoint, we did not ask participants
to read and interpret messages that other people had created.

5.1. Is Personalization a Motivation to use KeyStrokes?

Participants reported their main motivations to use the tool
were personalization, fun, and visual appeal (Table 2). Per-
sonalization was actually also one of our main motivations to
design the tool. We saw a general lack of personal character-
istics in electronically written communication and set out to
design the tool to bring personality back into electronic com-
munication. In the questionnaire we asked whether partici-
pants agreed with this motivation. We found that participants
responses were quite dispersed as to whether they found
electronic communication lacking in personality or not. In-
terestingly, however, 21 of 32 people who did not find elec-
tronic communication lacking in personality reported that
they would use the tool, even though they did not agree
with this motivation. Ambiguity in the question might also
have allowed responses relating to personality in the mes-
sage rather than the medium. While a significant proportion
of responses did agree with the motivation for the work, it
is unknown if those who disagreed have very different mea-
sures of personalization. A question to provide a baseline
reference might have been “Do you feel hand-written mes-
sages have more personality than electronic messages?”

5.2. What Makes KeyStrokes “fun” to Use?

A quarter of the participants who said they would use the
tool reported “fun” as their main motivation. This character-
istic is not one commonly reported of information visualiza-
tion tools. KeyStrokes includes some game-like features, as
reported in [Mal80], that could lead to participants saying it
was “fun” to use:

• The tool is challenging. It has a main goal: to see or com-
municate personal typing and message characteristics. It
also has an uncertain outcome: typing characteristics are
hard to foresee with changing messages and are also dif-
ferent between people and many of the encoded variables
are hidden for users to discover.

• The tool has an emotional aspect to it. One can learn about
one’s own typing patterns and also share this personal
information in a message. One of our participants com-
mented: “This adds a loving touch to notes.”

• The tool evokes curiosity: the tool attracts attention
through its visual appeal (as reported by a number of par-
ticipants, see Table 2) and pulsating strokes that indicate
recently pressed key combinations. It engages people in
interpreting the visualization and its novelty encourages
people to explore it more.

• The tool encourages creativity: we observed people cir-
cumventing the intended usage of the tool to create inter-
esting looking patterns (e.g. floral patterns) as the main
content of a message (Fig. 5). Some people thought of
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very creative ways to use our tool that we had not pre-
viously considered: for learning to type, electronic signa-
tures, SMS, blogs, or wikis (Table 3 and 4).

• The tool is easy to use: one common characteristic of pop-
ular games is that they are quite easy to learn or pro-
vide appropriate help for learning to play the game. A
KeyStrokes visualization can be created without much ef-
fort while typing a message and can then be attached to
the message to share with others. The design of visual-
izations that require minimal effort to use is an important
venue to consider in the area of information visualization.

5.3. What Negative Aspects were Reported?

Despite the majority of positive responses about the tool,
about 30% of all participants reported that they would not
use the tool, or at least not in its current form. Their main
motivations were: a lack of information in the visualiza-
tion, the visualization being too confusing, or not being
able to imagine a use for the tool (see Table 2). During the
demonstrations many users of our system expressed that they
wanted to read the actual content of the message from the
visualization in conjunction with getting an overview of the
patterns of the message and the typing characteristics of the
composer. Therefore, the first motivation may be related to
the second one in that people found the visualization too
confusing because they could not read the actual message
back from the graphic.

5.4. Are there Privacy Concerns?

The questionnaire data generally confirmed our choice of
typing characteristics used for the KeyStrokes visualiza-
tion. Overall participants agreed that visualizing finger po-
sitions, key transition speeds, and editing habits could cap-
ture some of their character (see Figure 8(a)). One of our
concerns while designing the visualization was that people
would have privacy concerns and would, for example, not
like to be identified by someone else as a slow typer or as
someone who made lots of mistakes while typing. Generally,
participants did not confirm this concern (see Figure 8(b)).
However, a quarter of those participants who supported that
KeyStrokes could capture some of their character also af-
firmed that it would reveal too much of their character. So
overall, we did identify some privacy concerns among par-
ticipants. This raises an interesting point for the field of in-
formation visualization, as often the goal of a visualization
is to reveal as much information as effectively as possible.
Our tool, however, can capture and visualize more data than
some users might want to share with others.

5.5. Did Participants Like the Aesthetics?

It has been shown that the use of aesthetics and visual ab-
straction as part of the visualization can attract people’s at-
tention and interest [Tra97, Nor02]. We deliberately tried to

create visual mappings of typing characteristics with abstract
and aesthetically appealing graphical representations. In the
questionnaire we received overall positive responses for our
visual design. In fact, a quarter of participants who would
use the tool reported its visual appeal as the main motivation.
This also confirms the above mentioned findings by Norman
and Tractinsky [Tra97,Nor02]. Several participants also gave
positive feedback on the design in the general comments
field (e.g. “It’s beautiful work”, “Thank you for the beau-
tiful e-card”, etc.). Some participants requested changeable
colours, and stroke control, or to use it as a visualization of
currently typed text rather than a visualization of the com-
plete message. Colour and stroke control will enable users
to set the “tone” of the visual message enabling a more di-
rect display of the moods and feelings the sender had when
typing a message or even parts of a message.

5.6. Where Can the Tool be Used?

During the design, we envisioned KeyStrokes to be used in
an electronic communication environment like an email or
chat client. During our demonstration sessions we had de-
liberately not embedded the tool into such an environment in
order not to restrict the users in their answers to Question 8.
The main envisioned usage by our participants corresponded
to ours. However, we received several interesting application
ideas from participants, in particular, to use it for cell-phone
text messages or in an email subject line. We believe that our
principle design idea is scalable and can be adapted to small
screens and display areas. We will consider these ideas for
future versions of our tool.

5.7. KeyStrokes as a Social Data Analysis Tool

Wattenberg describes several hypotheses for the popularity
of the online NameVoyager tool in [Wat05]. He hypothe-
sizes that its popularity stems from the tool being part of an
online social environment. Similar to our tool, he also sug-
gests that his tool has game-like features that make it fun to
use and suitable for social data analysis. In his paper he de-
fines social data analysis as “a version of exploratory data
analysis that relies on social interaction as source of inspira-
tion and motivation.” This definition seems to apply to our
tool as well. KeyStrokes was built with the intention to share
information visualizations with others making it essentially
a social data analysis tool. One of our participants specifi-
cally confirmed this design in the open comments field: “A
lot of fun to use, especially in the group setting.” Watten-
berg suggests that viewing exploratory data analysis as a so-
cial activity could explain much of the positive reaction to-
wards his tool. We hypothesize this to be true for our tool
as well but within a much closer community, in which the
individuals know each other’s character to some degree al-
ready. This hypothesis stems from the fact that many par-
ticipants reported that they would use it for personalization
when corresponding to friends and family or would not use
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it for professional communication. The common ground of
data analysis through our tool would be an understanding
of the senders’ character and typing skills at a certain point
in time that could be read back and interpreted from the vi-
sualization. How the tool is used and accepted in the group
setting when embedded in a specific communication envi-
ronment will have to be determined in further evaluations.

5.8. Directions for Future Work

Results from our study suggest several directions for future
work on KeyStrokes. One important aspect of the tool will
be to further research its privacy implications. We would
like to examine which types of information would make par-
ticipants most uncomfortable if shared with others. Also,
how such information can be hidden or transformed to make
it more ambiguous needs further attention. In the field of
CSCW several solutions to the problem have been explored
for example in the area of screen sharing or video media
spaces. These solutions include blurring or pixelating infor-
mation that is often transmitted as pixel graphics. How or
if these techniques can be applied to information visualiza-
tions and the KeyStrokes system in particular will have to
be explored. In terms of the design of the visualization, we
will add features to select colour or manipulate the principal
stroke shape. Also, we would like to add the possibility of
temporal reading of the strokes so that the actual letters of
the message can be read back in order. With these changes,
we will address the main points of critique uncovered dur-
ing our study. An interesting and as yet unexplored venue
for future work will include further studies on whether the
tool can be used as an electronic signature. Previous work
has shown that statistically users could be identified by how
they typed their passwords [She95]. It seems possible that
visualizations of this data could be used as electronic signa-
tures.

6. Conclusion

The KeyStrokes system is a tool designed to enrich typed
communication with personal characteristics. In this sense
KeyStrokes is a social data analysis tool that allows shared
analysis and exploration of personal data. The creation of
this visualization was motivated by the lack of personal char-
acteristics of electronic textual conversation compared to
hand-written messages. KeyStrokes was created with sev-
eral design goals in mind: to minimize the effort required to
create and share the visualization, to encourage use of the
tool through a visual appealing design, and to encode per-
sonal typing and message characteristics to bring character
back into electronic communication. In order to assess the
response and effectiveness of KeyStrokes, we performed a
user study. The KeyStrokes tool received an overall positive
response during our study, with many requests to make the
tool publicly available. We identified several possible rea-
sons for this positive response, discussed reported critique

of the system, and talked about feedback on our design, tool
usage, and directions for future work. In general, we found
that many participants felt electronic communication to be
lacking in personality; so, visualizations that are built to aid
in personalization fill a needed gap.
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ABSTRACT 
This paper addresses the problem of making text mining results more 
comprehensible to humanities scholars, journalists, intelligence analysts, 
and other researchers, in order to support the analysis of text collections. 
Our system, FeatureLens, visualizes a text collection at several levels of 
granularity and enables users to explore interesting text patterns. The 
current implementation focuses on frequent itemsets of n-grams, as they 
capture the repetition of exact or similar expressions in the collection. 
Users can find meaningful co-occurrences of text patterns by visualizing 
them within and across documents in the collection. This also permits users 
to identify the temporal evolution of usage such as increasing, decreasing 
or sudden appearance of text patterns. The interface could be used to 
explore other text features as well. Initial studies suggest that FeatureLens 
helped a literary scholar and 8 users generate new hypotheses and 
interesting insights using 2 text collections.    
 
Keywords: D.2.14.a User interfaces, H.2.8.h Interactive data exploration 
and discovery, H.2.8.l Text mining 

1.  INTRODUCTION 
Critical interpretation of literary works is difficult. With the 
development of digital libraries, researchers can easily search and 
retrieve large bodies of texts, images and multimedia materials 
online for their research. Those archives provide the raw material 
but researchers still need to rely on their notes, files and their own 
memories to find “interesting” facts that will support or contradict 
existing hypotheses. In the fields of the Humanities, computers are 
essentially used to access to text documents but rarely to support 
their interpretation and the development of new hypotheses.    

Some recent works [4, 11] addressed this problem. One approach, 
supports the analysis of large bodies of texts by interaction 
techniques together with a meaningful visualization of the text 
annotations.  For example Compus [4] supports the process of 
finding patterns and exceptions in a corpus of historical document 
by visualizing the XML tag annotations. The system supports 
filtering with dynamic queries on the attributes and analysis using 
XSLT transformations of the documents. Another approach is to 
use data-mining or machine learning algorithms integrated with 
visual interfaces so that non-specialists can derive benefit from 
these algorithms. This approach has been successfully applied in 
the literature domain in one of our prior project [11]. Literary 
scholars could use a Naive Bayesian classifier to determine which 
letters of Emily Dickinson's correspondence contained erotic 

content. It gave users some insights into the vocabulary used in the 
letters. 
While the ability to search for keywords or phrases in a collection 
is now widespread such search only marginally supports discovery 
because the user has to decide on the words to look for.  On the 
other hand, text mining results can suggest “interesting” patterns to 
look at, and the user can then accept or reject these patterns as 
interesting.  Unfortunately text mining algorithms typically return 
large number of patterns which are difficult to interpret out of 
context. This paper describes FeatureLens, a system designed to 
fill a gap by allowing users to interpret the results of the text 
mining thru visual exploration of the patterns in the text.  
Interactivity facilitates the sorting out of unimportant information 
and speeds up the task of analysis of large body of text which 
would otherwise be overwhelming or even impossible [13].  

FeatureLens1 aims at integrating a set of text mining and 
visualization functionalities into a powerful tool, which provokes 
new insights and discoveries. It supports discovery by combining 
the following tasks: getting an overview of the whole text 
collection, sorting frequent patterns by frequency or length, 
searching for multi-word patterns with gaps, comparing and 
contrasting the characteristics of different text patterns, showing 
patterns in the context of the text where they appear, seeing their 
distributions in different levels of granularity, i.e. across 
collections or documents. Available text mining tools show the 
repetitions of single words within a text, but they miss the support 
for one or more of the aforementioned tasks, which limits their 
usefulness and efficiency. 
We start by describing the literary analysis problem that motivated 
our work and review the related work. We then describe the 
interface, the text mining algorithms, and the overall system 
architecture. Finally we present several examples of use with 3 
collections and discuss the results of our pilot user studies. 

2. MOTIVATION 
This work started with a literary problem brought by a doctoral 
student from the English department at the University of 
                                                                 
1 A video and an online demonstration are available from 

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/textvis/featurelens/ 
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Maryland. Her work deals with the study of The Making of 
Americans by Gertrude Stein. The book consists of 517,207 words, 
but only 5,329 unique words. In comparison, Moby Dick consists 
of only 220,254 words but 14,512 of those words are unique. The 
author’s extensive use of repetitions (Figure 1) makes The Making 
of Americans one of the most difficult books to read and interpret. 
Literature scholars are developing hypotheses on the purpose of 
these repetitions and their interpretation.    

 

Figure 1: Extract from The Making of Americans. 
Recent critics have attempted to aid interpretation by charting the 
correspondence between structures of repetition and the novel’s 
discussion of identity and representation. Yet, the use of repetition 
in The Making of Americans is far more complicated than manual 
practices or traditional word-analysis could indicate. The text’s 
large size (almost 900 pages and 3183 paragraphs), its particular 
philosophical trajectory, and its complex patterns of repetition 
make it a useful case study for analyzing the interplay between the 
development of text mining tools and the way scholars develop  
their hypotheses in interpreting literary texts in general.    
This collaboration between computer scientists and humanity 
scholars is part of the MONK project (www.monkproject.org), 
which brings together multidisciplinary teams from six 
institutions. Because this case study used a very unusual text we 
also tested FeatureLens with other collections: a technical book, a 
collection of research abstracts, and a collection of presidential 
addresses which we use here to describe the interface and also 
used in our pilot user study. 

3.  RELATED WORK 
Visualizations have been applied successfully to retrieving, 
comparing, and ranking whole text documents [14, 16] and 
computer programs [3, 7]. Instead of ranking documents according 
to their content, FeatureLens ranks text patterns according to their 
length and frequency, and it provides a visualization of the text 
collection at the document level and at the paragraph level. These 
two levels of granularity allow the user to identify meaningful 
trends in the usage of text patterns across the collection. It also 
enables the analysis of the different contexts in which the patterns 
occur.  
A recent interactive NY Times display [8] shows the natural 
representation of the text of the State of the Union Addresses with 
line, paragraph, and year categorization. It displays word 
frequency, location, and distribution information in a very simple 
manner which seemed to be readily understandable by the literary 

scholars we have been interacting with. It allows search but does 
not suggest words or patterns that might be interesting to explore. 
It also does not support Boolean queries. 
Visualizing patterns in text is also related to visualizing repetitions 
in sequences. A number of techniques such as arc diagrams, repeat 
graphs and dot plots have been developed and applied to biological 
sequence analysis [2, 5, 6]. Compared to DNA, literary text has 
different structural and semantic properties such as division into 
documents, paragraphs, sentences, and parts of speech that one 
could use to create a more meaningful visualization. Arc diagrams 
have been used to visualize musical works and text, and have 
advantages over dot plots [15], though it has not been shown how 
they can be adapted to large collections of text without creating 
clutter. TextArc [9] is a related project, which visualizes text by 
placing it sequentially in an arc and allowing a user to select words 
interactively and to see where in the text they appear. It does not 
support ranking of patterns and selecting longer sequences of 
words.  Most of the tools describe above only handle small 
datasets and display the collection as a fixed level of granularity. 

4. FEATURELENS  
Figure 2 shows the graphical user interface of FeatureLens. The 
State of the Union Addresses collection consists of eight 
documents, one for each of President Bush’s eight annual speeches 
(there were two in 2001 because of 9/11). The documents are 
represented in the Document Overview panel. Each rectangular 
area represents one speech and its header contains the title of the 
document, i.e. the year of the speech in this case.  Within the 
rectangular representation of the document, each colored line 
represents a paragraph in this collection. When the document is 
very large each line may represent a unit of text longer than a 
paragraph so that the overview remains compact. FeatureLens 
computes the default unit of text to be such that the overview fits 
on the screen, and users can change that value using a control 
panel.  For simplicity we call that arbitrary small unit of text a 
paragraph in the rest of the paper.  
The Frequent Patterns panel, located on the left of the screen, 
displays the pre-computed text patterns generated by the data 
mining algorithms. Currently we combine only 2 types of patterns:  
frequent words, and frequent itemsets of n-grams (which capture 
the repetition of exact or similar expressions in the collection - 
more details in section 5).  Frequent words naturally occur at the 
top of the pattern list since the default ordering of the list is by 
frequency. This also makes it easier for users to learn the interface 
with simple patterns, then move on to more complex patterns later 
on as they chose other sorting and filtering options. 
In Figure 2, the list of patterns has been sorted by decreasing 
frequency and the user has clicked on four of the most frequent 
patterns.  The location of the patterns is displayed on the 
Document Overview. Each pattern has been assigned a different 
color reflected in the Legend panel. When a paragraph contains 
one of the selected patterns, the color saturation of the line reflects 
the score of the pattern in the paragraph: the more occurrences of 
the pattern in the paragraph, the more saturated the color.  I AM 
HERE 
The Collection Overview panel shows a graph of the distribution 
of the support for each selected pattern. The vertical axis 
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represents the support of the pattern per document and the 
horizontal axis shows the documents of the collection. When the 
user lets the mouse hover on a specific portion of the graph a 
popup shows the exact number of occurrences. In Figure 2, the 
distribution of the word “world” is displayed in blue, showing that 
the word was barely used in the first speech.  
By looking for lines that contain all the colors in the Documents 
Overview, it is possible to identify the parts of the text where 
selected patterns occur together. Clicking on a colored line in the 
overview displays the text of the corresponding paragraph in the 
Text View along with five paragraphs before and after the 
selection, to provide context while maintaining fast response time.  
In Figure 2, the user as selected a paragraph that contains all 4 
patterns. A blue horizontal bar indicates which paragraph is 
currently displayed in the Text View. The text of the selected 
paragraph has a matching light-blue background. In the right 
margin of the Text View, small colored tick marks indicate the 
position of the occurrences of the patterns with respect to the 
scrollbar to make them easier to find.  The occurrences of the 
patterns in the text are highlighted in color as well, matching the 
colors used in the overview and the legend. 

The Frequent Patterns panel on the left provide many controls to 
search, filter and sort the list of patterns. A search box allows users 
to find patterns that include particular keywords or Boolean 
combinations of keywords. Patterns can be filtered by minimum 
size (i.e. number of words) and minimum frequency within the 
whole collection. Patterns can be sorted by length or frequency. 
Above the list of patterns, a check box allows users to append 
patterns to the current display in order to compare and study 
correlations between different patterns (the default option is to 
show one pattern at a time). Buttons allow users to load the history 
of previously explored patterns, load another collection, or set 
options such as the size of the text to be represented as a line in the 
Document Overview. 
In the next section, we describe the pattern mining process used in 
FeatureLens, to explain how patterns other than the trivial single 
word patterns are mined from the text.  
 
 

 
Figure 2: Main screen of FeatureLens with four of the most frequent text-patterns displayed in the overview. 
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5. MINING FREQUENT PATTERNS 
For a given collection of texts, a hierarchical structure with two 
levels is assumed. Each collection contains documents which 
contain at least one paragraph (our chosen name for a small unit of 
text in this paper). This document-paragraph hierarchy can be used 
for a variety of text collections (see Section 7).  
 At this stage of the project, our focus is on the study of repetitions 
so we chose mining techniques that look for frequently occurring 
patterns, but we believe that the interface we developed can be 
used to interpret the results of other types of data mining 
techniques that generates lists of patterns.  
Single words are the simplest form of patterns. For longer 
expressions, exact repetitions are useful because they often 
correspond to meaningful concepts or slogans, for example, “the 
No Child Left Behind Act” appears several times in President 
Bush’s speeches. Exact repetitions, though, cannot capture 
language constructions that include some varying parts, such as the 
ones in “improve our health care system” and “improve the health 
of our citizens.” In order to enable the user to study exact 
repetitions as well as repetitions with some slight variations, we 
resorted to the analysis of frequent closed itemsets of n-grams. 
For each collection of texts, one set of frequent words and one set 
of frequent closed patterns of 3-grams are extracted using 
algorithms implemented in the Data-to-Knowledge (D2K) 
framework which leverages the Text-to-Knowledge (T2K) 
components [12]. 

Frequent expressions 
In order to qualify a word or a longer expression as “frequent,” we 
introduce the definitions of n-gram and the support of a pattern. 

Definition 1. N-gram: a subsequence of n consecutive words from 
a sequence of words. 

Definition 2. Support of an expression: Let C = {p1, ..., pn} be a 
collection of n paragraphs, and let e be a text expression. The 
support of e in the collection C, denoted S (e,C), is: 

{ }( )ii pepyCardinalitCeS ⊂=),( . 

We consider an expression as “frequent” if its support is strictly 
greater than one. In case of large collections of texts, the threshold 
for the support may be increased in order to limit the number of 
frequent patterns. 

Frequent words 
D2K/T2K provides the means to perform the frequent words 
analysis with stemming and we know that humanists are interested 
in looking at both stemmed and non-stemmed versions. We also 
know that sometimes, the humanist is interested in keeping stop 
words. In our current scenario, we did not use stemming, but we 
did remove stop words, such as 'a, 'the,' 'of,' etc. using the 
predefined list provided with T2K. One set of frequent words per 
collection of documents was computed using a minimum support 
of 1.  

Frequent closed itemsets of n-grams 
Frequent pattern mining plays an important role in data and text 
mining. One relevant example is detecting associations between 
fields in database tables [1, 10]. We use these ideas in our text 
pattern analysis.  
In order to provide repeated expressions that are exact repetitions 
as well as repetitions with slight variations, we propose to use 
frequent closed itemsets of n-grams, which we will refer to as 
frequent patterns of n-grams in the rest of this paper. We first 
reproduce the general problem definition found in [10] for clarity, 
we will then define how it can be applied to text pattern analysis. 

Let I={i1, i2, ..., in} be a set of items. An itemset X is a non-empty 
subset of I. Duple <tid, X> is called a transaction if tid is a 
transaction identifier and X is an itemset.  An itemset X is 
contained in a transaction <tid, Y> if YX ⊂ .  

We are interested in finding all the frequent itemsets in the 
database. An itemset is called frequent if its support is above a 
given threshold. 

In our case, the set I is the set of all the possible sequences of 3 
consecutive words (3-grams) in all the paragraphs of the collection 
of text. A transaction is a tuple <par_id, X>, where par_id is a 
paragraph identifier and X is the set of 3-grams of this paragraph. 
One frequent itemset is a set of 3-grams that occur together in a 
minimum number of documents (fixed with a support threshold). 
Such a set of 3-grams may correspond to an exact repetition in the 
text or may be a repetition with variations, where only parts of a 
sentence are exactly repeated but where some “holes” correspond 
to variations. 

Let us consider the set of paragraphs shown in Table 1. 

par_id paragraph 

1 I will improve medical aid in our country 

2 I will improve security in our country 

3 I will improve education in our country 

Table 1: Toy collection with three paragraphs 
Let us consider I, the set of all 3-grams for these paragraphs: 

I = {“I will improve”, “will improve medical”, “will improve 
security”, “will improve education”, “improve medical aid”, 
“improve security in”, “improve education in” , “medical aid in”, 
“aid in our”, “security in our”, “education in our”, “in our 
country”} 

If we consider a support threshold of 3 paragraphs, then the 
frequent itemsets are: 

X1 = {“I  will improve”, “in  our country”} 

X2 = {“I  will improve”}    

X3 = {“in  our country”} 
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X1 is an example of a frequent itemset of 3-grams that captures a 
repetition with slight variations. In the context of a collection of 
political speeches, we hope that this pattern would invite the user 
to analyze not only the common parts, but also the differences, 
which, in this case, are meaningful, i.e. the user may declare: “the  
speaker is making promises.”   

X2 and X3 are also frequent itemsets but they seem redundant   
because X1 carries the same information in one single itemset. We 
get rid of such smaller itemsets because in case of real documents 
the number of such sub-patterns could be dramatically high, 
making their analysis by the user impossible in practice. 

According to the following definition, X1 is a frequent closed 
itemset but X2 and X3 are not.  

Definition 3. Closed itemset [10]: An itemset X is a closed 
itemset if there exists no itemset X’ such that: 

1. X’ is a proper superset of X, and 

2. Every transaction containing X also contains X’. 

The following definition is adapted to our work from the definition 
of closed itemsets. 

Definition 4. Pattern (a closed itemset of 3-grams): A set of 3-
grams X is a pattern if there exists no set of 3-grams X’ such that: 

3. X’ is a proper superset of X, and 

4. Every paragraph containing X also contains X’. 

Pattern visualization 
In order to help the user interpret patterns made of sets of 3-grams, 
a tooltip is associated to long patterns in the list. Figure 3 shows an 
example of the tooltip. The list of 3-grams that compose the 
pattern is shown in popup window. Each 3-gram is separated by a 
vertical bar. The first occurrence of the pattern in its context is 
given as an example to help the user interpret it. 

 

Figure 3: The list of pattern sorted by length, and the 
tooltip associated to the longest frequent patterns of 3-
grams from The State of the Union collection. 
 

When a pattern is selected, the paragraphs that contain all the 3-
grams of the pattern are colored in the Documents Overview panel. 
The corresponding paragraphs can be displayed in the Text View to 
read the different contexts associated with the pattern. Some 
paragraphs in the Text View may contain only a subset of the n-
grams of the pattern; these partial matches are distinguished from 
exact matches by using different font size.  Figure 4 shows three 
paragraphs that contain the pattern (itemset of 3-grams) shown in 
Figure 3. A larger font size is used along with coloring to show 
where an exact match occurs (i.e. all the 3-gram of the selected 
pattern are contained in the paragraph). Partial matches are also 
highlighted but they appear with a regular font size. 

 
Figure 4: Text View panel with two paragraphs that 
contain an exact match (paragraphs 56 and 57) and one 
paragraph with only a partial match (paragraph 58).  
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6. ARCHITECTURE 
The system was implemented with OpenLaszlo for the client 
interface and with Ruby and MySQL for the backend part. 
OpenLaszlo was chosen in order to provide a zero-install access to 
the user interface and to make FeatureLens accessible from any 
web browser. Figure 5 shows a sequence diagram of the different 
parts of the architecture. 
The text collections are preprocessed off-line. The frequent words 
and frequent closed itemsets of 3-grams are computed and stored 
in a MySQL database together with the text from where they were 
extracted.  OpenLaszlo’s visual components are tied to XML files. 
The XML files may be static or returned by a Web Service over 
HTTP. The application heavily relies on textual data and full text 
queries, therefore it needs to: 
1) Store the text documents in a structured way,  
2) Have an efficient way to make full-text queries and format the 
output with text coloring, 
3) Format the output documents into XML so that OpenLaszlo can 
use the results. 
The Ferret package (a Ruby port of the Lucene tool) was used to 
build text indices for full-text queries within text documents and 
the set of frequent patterns. This is very efficient and has a lot of 
useful features for building text indices (stemming, stop-words 
filtering) or for querying the index (Boolean queries and sort 
filters). 

 
 

7. APPLICATION EXAMPLES 
FeatureLens can handle a collection of texts which can be 
represented as a two-level hierarchy. In a collection of multiple 
books, the two-level hierarchy can use books and chapters; for a 
collection made of a single book it can be chapters and sections, in 
a collection of publication abstracts, year and abstract, etc. 
We experimented with different types of text collections. These 
texts included two books, The Making of Americans by Gertrude 
Stein and Gamer Theory by McKenzie Wark, one speech 
sequence, namely the State of the Union Addresses of the U.S. 
President Bush for the years 2001 through 2007, and abstracts of 
the research papers published by the University of Maryland 

Human-Computer Interaction Lab (HCIL) from 1985 through 
2006. Each text collection has its own unique characteristics, and 
using FeatureLens led to interesting insights for each of them. 
The book The Making of Americans includes a large number of 
repetitions. The text is divided into paragraphs and the paragraphs 
make up the nine sections of the book. Because of the large size of 
the book, the second level in the hierarchy was chosen to be a unit 
of five paragraphs instead of one to provide a more compact 
overview. 
The second book, Gamer Theory, is a “networked book” created 
by The Institute for the Future of the Book. It is designed to 
investigate new approaches to writing in a networked environment, 
when readers and writer are brought together in a conversation 
about an evolving text. A challenge was set forth to visualize the 
text, and FeaturesLens participated in it2. The text consists of nine 
chapters. 
To show FeatureLens’ ability to handle diverse text collection 
types and to provide interesting but simple examples for our user 
testing, the State of the Union Addresses 2001 through 2007, and 
the HCIL technical report abstracts from 1984 to 2006 were 
preprocessed, as well.  They were both separated into documents 
by the publication year. 

8.  PILOT USER EVALUATIONS 
FeatureLens was evaluated by performing 2 forms of pilot  studies. 
The tool was used by the literary scholar whose doctoral study 
deals with the analysis of The Making of Americans. In addition a 
pilot study using the State of the Union Addresses was conducted 
to identify usability problems and see if FeatureLens’ allows  users 
to generate interesting insights about the text collection. 

The State of the Union Addresses 
The study had eight participants, all of them either had advanced 
degrees, or were graduate students. Seven had experience in 
writing computer programs, and five had written software for text 
analysis.  The evaluation consisted of 1) providing the user with 
background information on FeatureLens and the user study, 2) 
showing a short demonstration of the interface, 3) allowing the 
user to explore the text collection with the tool and to comment 
aloud on the interface and on interesting insights on the text 
collection. The output from the user study was a list of insights, 
suggestions for improvement of the tool, and a record of which 
parts of interface were used during the free exploration. 
The exploration had two parts, and it lasted 20 minutes per user 
unless the user chose to continue further. In the first part, the users 
were asked to answer two questions: 

1. How many times did “terrorist” appear in 2002? The 
president mentions “the American people” and 
“terrorist” in the same speeches, did the two terms ever 
appear in the same paragraph?  

2. What was the longest pattern? In which year and 
paragraphs did it occur? What is the meaning of it? 

                                                                 
2 http://web.futureofthebook.org/mckenziewark/visualizations 

 
Figure 5: Architecture overview: sequence diagram of the 
software parts of FeatureLens. 
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These questions allowed the users to get acquainted with all the 
parts of the interface. The users were allowed to ask questions 
during the exploration, for example, on how to do a particular task 
or what some part of the interface meant. In the second “free 
exploration” part, the users were asked to explore the text 
collection freely, and to comment on their findings.  
The goal of the second question was to check if frequent itemsets 
of 3-grams could be interpreted. The user could find the correct 
answer via sorting the list of frequent patterns by decreasing size 
and then, by reading the first element of the list, which is the 
following set of twelve 3-grams: 
I = {“he has not”, “that saddam hussein”, “that he has”, “no 
evidence that”, “not accounted for”, “saddam hussein had”, “he 
has given”, “he has destroyed”, “has given no”, “has not 
accounted”, “given no evidence”, “evidence that he”}. 

By selecting this pattern from the list, the user could identify three 
consecutive paragraphs, in the 2003 speech (paragraphs 55, 56 and 
57), that contained the twelve 3-grams. Figure 4 shows the details 
of paragraphs 56 and 57 with the corresponding 3-grams 
highlighted in red. 

All the eight users found correctly and localized the longest pattern 
in the text collection. Moreover, all of them were able to provide a 
meaningful interpretation of the pattern, in this case, a repeated 
expression with variations. This repetition was interpreted by all 
users as either: an accusation, an attempt to persuade or an attempt 
to accuse. This example shows that large itemsets of 3-grams can 
lead to valuable insights, and that they “can” be interpreted with 
the proposed visualization.   Nevertheless it is clear that 
understanding what a itemsets of 3-grams is is challenging.  In our 
early prototypes which did not provide any example in context 
(see Figure 3) users were very confused by the long patterns.  In 
our pilot study users were successful in understanding the 
particular example we selected after receiving a demonstration, but 
novice users stumbling on such a tool on the internet may still be 
overwhelmed.     While the inclusion of single word patterns 
alongside the more complex patterns lowered the entry level 
complexity, video demonstrations and tutorials will be important 
to help users learn to take advantage of the more advanced pattern 
mining.  
During the free exploration, the users mostly used text queries to 
find patterns that included specific word of interest, mainly dealing 
with war, economy and education. Some of the insights came from 
looking at a single pattern and others required looking at several. 
Many insights related the appearance of a specific term with 
another. For example, whenever the President used the phrase 
“lead the world,” he was referring to environmental topics and not 
to the “war on terrorism.”.  Some other examples include “the 
President usually means the U.S. economy when mentioning 
economy,” “security and congress occur once together, and it is 
related to the Bioshield project”. These examples illustrate the 
benefit of visualizing different expressions on the same overview: 
it helps quickly identify the collocation of different expressions 
and derive new insights and questions.  
Four out of eight users derived some questions from the trends in 
the distribution of support for particular expressions. Example 
comments are: “there is a peak in 2005 for the expression men and 
women,” “the term terror has a peak in 2002 and law has one in 

in 2004,” and “before 2002, there is no mention of economy 
whereas there were mentions after the Internet Bubble Crash.” 
Most users tried to elaborate on these comments by analyzing the 
context of each expression in order to find an explanation of these 
trends. 
The most common work flow consisted of typing an expression in 
the search field, then selecting patterns from the returned list. In 
this case, patterns made out of large itemsets of 3-grams were 
useful because they provided some contextual information about 
the searched expression. Surprisingly, most users did not use the 
sorting by pattern length or frequency during the free exploration, 
this might be due to the short exploration time (20 minutes) which 
led users to search for things they had a particular interest in 
opposed to looking at the default lists of patterns.  Finally, the 
visualization of the trends in the distributions was also used 
successfully. 
Suggestions for improvement included allowing search for 2-
grams, exact n-gram search, or using a different color-code for 
paragraphs where all selected patterns co-occured. One interesting 
comment concerned the size of frequent patterns of 3-grams. When 
patterns are sorted by decreasing size, the size corresponds to the 
number of 3-grams in the pattern and not to the actual number of 
distinct words.  Sorting by the number of distinct words in the 
pattern might be more appropriate. 

The Making of Americans 
We also collected feedback from the early stages of our planned 
long term case study of the use of FeatureLens with The Making of 
Americans. Our literary expert acted as a design partner during the 
development of the tool and was eager to test it with her data.  
There had been dozens of meetings over a period of six months, 
and the feedback on early interfaces had been incorporated in the 
version described here. She was particularly interested in frequent 
patterns with variations and looking forward to sharing her 
findings with other literary experts. After the prototype reached a 
satisfactory level of stability, she was able to use it with her data in 
a free exploration session that lasted two hours. The output from 
this pilot study was a list of comments and insights about the text. 

The first task we encouraged her to tackle was to try to confirm 
with FeatureLens a finding she had discovered with difficulty with 
other tools.   In this case, her chosen question was about the way 
the author is referring to the bottom nature of her characters (i.e. 
personality traits).  She started by searching for the patterns 
including the word “kind” then refined the query with a Boolean 
search (a feature she had requested in early design sessions) “kind 
NOT men NOT women NOT them”. After scrolling through the 
resulting list of itemsets of 3-grams, the user easily found and 
selected the attacking kind, the resisting kind, independent 
dependent kind, dependent independent kind and engulfing kind of. 
These character traits were found in the different sections which 
describe each character (something the expert already knew); in 
this way, she was able to confirm that particular personality 
descriptors could be matched to particular characters.  
Afterwards, the expert started to study the way that one particular 
character is described. The book, The Making of Americans is 
about two families, and in section 1 and 2, the story is centered on 
the childhood of three members, two brothers and a sister. The 
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expert identified this part of the text by selecting several house-
related terms, which are depicted in Figure 6.   
The expert knew the story began with the children and assumed 
that the words house and governess would appear in sections 1 and 
2. After selecting these terms, the expert noticed that these terms 
were also occurring together in the first part of section 4. By 
reading the corresponding paragraphs, she noticed that section 4, 

4, which focuses on the sister Martha Hersland, begins with a 
repetition of the childhood story from sections 1 and 2. The user 
developed the hypothesis that this reintroduction of the children 
was probably linked to the story of Martha’s failed marriage with 
her husband Redfern. The display of all the occurrences of the 
word Redfern showed that his character was indeed mentioned, 
just after the repeated section concerning the children. 

 

 
Figure 6: Screen capture of FeatureLens with house-related terms displayed. 
 
Similarly, the expert was able to discover that the author uses the 
concepts of success and failure when describing marriage in 
section 6. The words succeeding, failing and married were 
selected together and the user noticed that the concept of marriage 
was mentioned in sections 1, 2 and 6, and that it was only 
associated with the concepts of failure and success in section 6. 
For the user, this fact supported the idea that the author was 
describing the marriage factually at the beginning of the book, and 
then the author introduced a judgment in section 6.   
These explorations took place in rapid succession and illustrate 
how users combine searching, browsing, comparing, and reading 
in tightly connected ways.  The expert was very pleased by what 

she had been able to accomplish in a couple of hours, providing 
some evidence that the proposed system could supports discoveries 
and lead to useful insight. As for the first group of users, the long 
frequent itemsets of 3-grams were not examined in the short 
session, but the shorter itemsets of 3-grams were used extensively 
in conjunction with text search.  A longer case study will shed 
more light on the potential benefits of the tool.  

9.  CONCLUSION 
We described FeatureLens, a system which allows the visual 
exploration of frequent text patterns in text collections. We applied 
the concepts of frequent words, frequent expressions and frequent 
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frequent closed itemsets of n-grams to guide the discovery process. 
Combined with the interactive visualization, these text mining 
concepts can help the user to analyze the text, and to create 
insights and new hypotheses. FeatureLens facilitates the use of 
itemsets of 3-grams by providing the context of each occurrence. 
The display of the frequency distribution trends can be used to 
derive meaningful information. The display of multiple 
expressions at a time allows studying correlations between 
patterns.  
The user study with The State of the Union collection suggests that 
at first time users use text search as a mean of initial exploration to 
find patterns of interest, instead of looking at the longest patterns.  
Being able to display patterns simultaneously was important to 
make comparisons.  
In our future work we will investigate better means of exploration 
of long patterns and look at more diverse kinds of texts, especially 
large collections of text where a two level hierarchy may not be 
sufficient.  We will also support the filtering of patterns by their 
usage trend over time.  Metrics can be defined to characterize  
frequency distributions associated with each pattern and identify 
that are increasing, decreasing, showing spikes or gaps, etc.  
Finally, we have focused here on patterns of repetitions, other 
features can be extracted from the text (e.g. name entities, part of 
speech patterns) and explored in a similar fashion.   
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ABSTRACT 

We present Themail, a visualization that portrays relationships 

using the interaction histories preserved in email archives.  

Using the content of exchanged messages, it shows the words 

that characterize one’s correspondence with an individual and 

how they change over the period of the relationship.  

This paper describes the interface and content-parsing 

algorithms in Themail. It also presents the results from a user 

study where two main interaction modes with the visualization 

emerged: exploration of “big picture” trends and themes in 

email (haystack mode) and more detail-oriented exploration 

(needle mode). Finally, the paper discusses the limitations of the 

content parsing approach in Themail and the implications for 

further research on email content visualization. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Email users tend to save the overwhelming majority of 

messages they receive [4]. In fact, email storage and 

retrieval have, early on, been identified by researchers as 

two of the main uses of this communication technology 

[18, 19]. It is not clear, however, why users save such large 

amounts of messages.  

 

 
Figure 1: Screen shot of Themail showing a user’s email exchange with a friend during 18 months. 
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Users save “important” messages, ones that announce a 

new policy at work or the arrival of a friend’s baby. They 

also save seemingly insignificant messages, ones that 

suggest we have lunch at 12:30 instead of at noon, ones 

that involve the logistics of trips long since taken, of 

meetings long since held [19, 4]. 

Most tools for handling email archives have focused on the 

task of finding either specific messages—commercial email 

clients have search functionalities that let users look for 

messages by subject or sender—or the “important” emails. 

Less attention has been paid to the overall patterns of 

communication that can be gleaned from the daily 

accumulation of messages over time. PostHistory [17], our 

first email visualization project, explored temporal patterns 

of email exchanges. The project revealed that users were 

quite fascinated by the ability to look back at overall 

patterns of exchange in their archived messages. This 

positive feedback prompted us to explore email 

visualization possibilities even further. 

Our hypothesis is that the patterns of communication we 

build up over time are themselves significant. As email 

archives grow, they become valuable records of people’s 

relationships. An increasing amount of our interaction with 

colleagues, friends, family members, etc. occurs via 

electronic media such as email.  

Whereas face-to-face interactions are rich in sensory detail, 

online conversations, by contrast, are abstractly sterile. As 

archives of online interactions “pile up” on a daily basis, 

users are left with amorphous, homogeneous records of 

online interactions, little more than white noise. In the same 

way that we rely on pictures, videos, scrapbooks, and photo 

albums to remember people and events in real life, we need 

better ways to capture and depict the email-mediated 

relationships in which we engage. 

In this paper, we describe Themail, a visualization of the 

contents of an email archive. We also discuss the results 

from a user study where participants visualized their own 

email archives. The primary contribution of this paper is 

the discussion of two main themes that emerged from 

users’ reactions to Themail: appreciation of the overall 

picture (“the haystack”) and seeking specific pieces of 

information (“the needle”). We describe how Themail’s 

design supported these two themes, and what implications 

these findings have for the future of email studies in 

general. 

 

VISUALIZING EMAIL ARCHIVES 

The growth of email archives presents challenges not only 

to the end user but also to librarians, scholars, historians, 

forensics experts, and intelligence analysts. It is no surprise 

then, that research on these collections spans a wide variety 

of fields: from information management, retrieval and 

security, to spam detection, social network analysis, and 

user interface design. More recently, the information 

visualization community has also become interested in the 

idea of exploring email archives and the opportunities they 

provide for the visual discovery of patterns.   

Roughly speaking, most of the work done on email archive 

visualizations falls into four main categories:  

- thread-based visualizations [10, 16] 

- social-network visualizations [6, 9, 17] 

- temporal visualizations [7, 12, 17] 

- contact-based visualizations [11, 15] 

As a communication medium, email is inherently suitable 

for social network analysis (SNA). Moreover, given SNA’s 

long history of visual exploration [8], it is only natural that 

researchers came to create email-based social network 

visualizations with increasing efficiency. Most of this work 

has been done so that experts can better understand 

communication patterns in third-party email archives. A 

good example of this approach is the work being done by 

team of researchers in Berkeley, which built an entire suite 

of visualizations for revealing social network patterns in 

the now public Enron archives [9]. 

There have also been a few projects that visualize social 

networks with the end user in mind, an approach that is 

more in line with the work presented in this paper. Both 

Social Network Fragments [17] and the work done by 

Fisher and Dourish [6] are ego-centric visualizations of the 

social network in an individual’s email archive. Both 

projects were aimed at end users and were tested in a 

similar manner to Themail.  

In addition to visualizing the structure of email networks, 

researchers have also started to look at different aspects of 

email chronemics1 in the hope of finding meaningful 

patterns of behavior. In [12], researchers uncovered the 

temporal rhythms of email archives to create context for 

further email analysis. PostHistory [17], an ego-centric 

visualization of email archives based on frequency of 

exchanges, revealed that users could effectively map bursts 

of email exchange to events in their lives without having to 

rely on the content of the messages.   

Finally, some systems have been developed for contact 

management – to allow users to keep track of the various 

people with whom they communicate over email [11, 15].  

Themail differs from most email visualizations described 

here because it relies on the content of messages, instead of 

on header information, to build a visual display of 

interactions over time. Visualizations such as [7, 9, 10, 12, 

15, 17] depict the patterns and structure of correspondence. 

Such visualizations are useful for showing the networks of 

acquaintanceships and the temporal rhythms of 

interactions, but they do not provide any clues about the 

topics people discuss or the type of language they use with 

                                                           
1 Chronemics refers to the temporal dimension of communication. 



different members of their social circles. By visualizing the 

content of messages, Themail creates a more nuanced 

portrait of the mediated relationship. 

Interestingly, outside of the email research area, projects 

like Conversation Map [13] have explored the validity of 

using content visualization to make online communities 

and large-scale conversations more legible.   

We developed Themail with the working hypothesis that a 

visualization of email content constituted meaningful 

portraits of people’s relationships. To test this claim, we 

needed to let users visualize the relationships encoded in 

their own email archives. Users’ familiarity with the 

materials being visualized turned out to be critical in 

revealing both the successful and the problematic aspects 

of our content parsing mechanism. We believe that these 

are valuable insights for researchers working with email 

content and we discuss the broader implications of our 

findings to some of the related work happening in email 

visualization. 

 

THEMAIL 

Themail is a typographic visualization of an individual’s 

email content over time. The interface shows a series of 

columns of keywords arranged along a timeline. Keywords 

are shown in different colors and sizes depending on their 

frequency and distinctiveness. 

The application was designed to help the owners of email 

archives answer two main questions:    

• What sorts of things do I (the owner of the archive) 

talk about with each of my email contacts? 

• How do my email conversations with one person differ 

from those with other people? 

As Themail is designed for the exploration of dyadic 

relationships, it visualizes one relationship at a time, 

between the owner of the mailbox, and one of her email 

contacts.   

Themail displays multiple layers of information, each 

encoding a different content-parsing technique and 

aesthetic treatment. Yearly words—large faint words—

show up in the background, whereas monthly words—

columns of yellow words—appear in the foreground.  

Yearly words: reveal the most used terms over an entire 

year of email exchange.  

Monthly words: are the most distinctive and frequently used 

words in email conversations over a month. The selection and 

font size of words is based not only on frequency but also on 

how distinctive the word is to a specific relationship against 

the rest of the archive. For instance, if the owner of the email 

archive uses the word “environment” a lot with a friend but 

not with anyone else, the word will appear fairly large when 

one visualizes this relationship. If, on the other hand, the word 

“environment” is used a lot with other people in the archive, 

the word will not be nearly as large in the visualization. The 

more frequent and distinctive a word is, the bigger it appears 

in the monthly columns. 

 

Why monthly and yearly words? 

By displaying multiple layers of topical words in different 

colors and sizes, Themail creates a richly textured portrait of 

conversations over time. The yearly words in the 

background, being the most common words used over one 

year, function as broad brushstrokes in revealing the 

overall tone of the relationship. For instance, when users in 

our study visualized their conversational history with 

family members, several of the yearly words would be 

terms such as “love,” “hug,” “Thanksgiving,” “family,” etc. 

Other times, yearly words with a friend would reflect the 

social nature of the relationship: “dinner,” “tomorrow,” 

“lunch,” “movie.” Visualizing conversations with a 

colleague would, many times, generate fairly representative 

yearly words such as “meeting,” “project,” “deadline.”   

Monthly words, on the other hand, revealed a much more 

detailed portrait of a person’s past email exchanges. Being 

bound by much shorter periods of time, monthly words 

successfully depicted the time-based, episodic nature of email 

conversations. These words clearly depicted the occurrence of 

events in a relationship. For instance, major events such as an 

individual’s wedding or preparation for thesis defense were 

clearly represented in monthly keywords. In several cases a 

before-and-after-the-fact effect could be seen in the 

 
Figure 2: Expanded view of Themail showing the sporadic nature of a relationship. “Blank” spaces between columns of 

words stand for months when no messages were exchanged between the user and the selected email contact. 



visualization: all along the duration of the event, monthly 

keywords would be larger in font size and columns would be 

taller, attesting to the significance of the conversations that took 

place during that time [Figure 4]. In many cases, keywords 

would change sharply from a month column to the next, 

exposing the ever-changing nature of people’s conversations.  

Unlike the background yearly words, which are static, 

monthly words are interactive. Selecting a monthly keyword 

meant users could retrieve the email messages that caused that 

term to appear in the visualization.  

 

Interacting with Themail 

Figure 1 shows a comprehensive screen shot of Themail. All 

email contacts are listed on the right of the interface and the 

user has selected one of these contacts to visualize. The 

visualization panel shows the conversational history between 

the owner of the email and the highlighted contact.  

Yearly words—faint, gray words in the background—and 

monthly words—yellow words in the foreground—are 

arranged in columns. The month and year information is 

displayed at the bottom of each column. Each colored 

circle represents an email message exchanged during a 

given month. The size of the circles stands for the length of 

the message and the color of the circles stands for the 

direction of the message: incoming or outgoing. 

In figure 1, the monthly word “performance” has been 

selected, which causes the email messages that contain this 

word to appear in an information box (on the left). Users 

can scroll through all monthly columns by using the 

scrolling bar at the bottom of the visualization. Users may 

also search for words in the visualization by typing in the 

term they are looking for [Figure 3]. 

 
Retrieving Email Messages 

In addition to exploring topical keywords, users can bring 

up the original context of topical words, namely, the email 

messages from which the keywords were selected.   

Whenever a user mouses over a word in a month column, 

that word is shown highlighted in white and in a larger font 

size; this allows even words set in undersized fonts to be 

easily read. When a user clicks on a month word, the email 

messages that have the selected word appear in an 

information box [Figure 1], allowing users to recall the 

context in which the word was used in the past.  

The box that shows emails packs a lot of functionality. It 

displays the headers of the displayed message and it 

highlights all instances of the word that has been 

highlighted in the visualization. The email box also tells 

how many emails contain the selected word during the 

chosen month [Figure 1].   

 
Adjusting the Time Scale 

Themail displays content over time and so temporal 

rhythms are an important aspect of the visualization. A 

sporadic relationship, one where correspondents exchange 

a few messages every other month, should look different 

from one where users correspond every single week. At the 

same time, in some situations users may only wish to see 

only months where email exchanges occurred. To that end, 

Themail has two ways of displaying content over time: the 

expanded view and the collapsed view. In the expanded 

view, monthly columns are placed in their real position in 

time and months without exchange emails show up as 

blank spaces in the visualization. The “collapsed” view 

displays only the months with email correspondence. In 

this view there are no blank spaces, meaning that screen 

real-state is used to its fullest. 

 

PROCESSING THE CONTENT OF EMAIL MESSAGES 

The data that Themail visualizes consist of processed email 

mailbox files.  Themail begins with an email archive in the 

form of one or more mbox files, which are processed by 

applying a keyword-scoring algorithm. This application 

outputs a datafile that can be read by the visualization. 

Several problems must be overcome in order to make email 

mailboxes more easily navigable. First, many people have 

multiple email addresses, and so can end up being 

represented repeatedly and fragmentally in the dataset.  For 

example, “John Smith” may have email addresses 

john@smith.com, smith@monkey.com and johnsmith@ 

somethingelse.com.  The processing application in Themail 

allows users to identify all email addresses that belong to 

the same person and merge those addresses together so that 

 
Figure 3: Searching for words in Themail. Here the user 

has typed “ex” (at the top of the screen) and Themail has 

highlighted (in red) all the monthly words starting with 

these characters.  
 



the person in question has only one email address. In the 

case above, all of “John Smith’s” email would appear as 

being from (or to) john@smith.com.   

Secondly, spam plagues email users.  Though many users 

attempt to filter their mail with spam filters, some spam 

may remain in their mail archive.  Additionally, users who 

subscribe to many mailing lists will certainly have many 

mailing list-related messages from people they do not 

actually know.  Because we wanted Themail to focus on 

interactive relationships—meaning, relationships in which 

the owner of the archive not only receives but also sends 

out messages—the processing application disregards any 

email addresses to whom the mailbox owner has not sent at 

least one email.   

 

Calculating Topic Words 

To generate the words that are at the heart of Themail’s 

visualization, we use a measure of relative frequency.  

Salton’s TFIDF algorithm [14], which scores words based 

on their relative frequency in one document out of a 

collection, served as a foundation for our process.  

However, some important differences apply.  Namely, in 

processing monthly and yearly subsets of email, we 

compared subsets of documents against supersets, rather 

than one document against a collection. 

For each person p, we compute scores for each word w in 

each month m and year y that the person exchanged email 

with the mailbox owner.  We compute two scores: 

Sm(w,p,t) = F(w,p,t) * IF(w) 

score for word w in all messages to and from 

person p in timeslice t, where t represents one 

calendar month. 

Sy(w,p,t) = F(w,p,t)3 * IF(w) 

score for word w in all messages to and from 

person p in timeslice t, where t represents one 

calendar year. 

These two scoring functions are based on the following 

measure of frequency: 

F(w,p,t) = frequency of word w in all messages to and from 

person p in timeslice t 

A word’s inverse frequency is based on its raw count, 

where C(w) is the frequency of word w in all emails in the 

email archive: 

IF(w) = log( 1 / C(w) ) 

Notice that Sm and Sy are the same, except that in Sy, F (w,p,t) 

is cubed in order to increase its weight in the overall result. 

The keywords shown in each month column in the main 

Themail visualization are selected, sorted, and sized 

according to Sm(w,p,t). The gray words in the background 

of the visualization are chosen according to Sy(w,p,t). 

 

 

METHOD 

Because we wanted to test Themail “in the wild,” we 

decided against bringing users into our laboratory. Instead, 

we distributed the tool via email to participants in the 

study. Announcements were posted to several mailing lists 

within universities and research laboratories. No financial 

compensation was offered for taking the study. Participants 

were given both the processing and the visualization tools. 

This approach meant users were able to visualize their own 

email archives without having to be concerned about the 

privacy of their data. After having interacted with Themail, 

users were interviewed about their experience with the tool. 

These semi-structured interviews lasted 90 minutes each 

and were recorded for content coding (in the few cases 

where users were located in different states from where the 

researchers were, interviews were conducted over email).  

 

Participants and their archives 

Sixteen participants took part in an evaluation of Themail. 

The subjects ranged in age from 18 to 53; four were female 

and 12 were male.  Participants came from two American 

universities as well as several technology and 

telecommunications companies; seven were graduate 

students and nine were professional researchers. Participants’ 

email archives ranged in size from 90 MB to more than one 

GB, with the average size being 456 MB. The time span of 

these archives ranged from less than one year to over nine 

years of email activity.2 

Participants were encouraged to upload multiple mailboxes 

to Themail – both incoming and outgoing mail. The 

number of mailboxes uploaded by each participant varied 

from two to over 55, with the average number being 19. 

 

RESULTS 

Overview 

Overall, participants were quite excited to use Themail to 

look back at their email archives. When asked, on a scale 

from 1 to 5 (1 being the least and 5 being the most), how 

much they enjoyed looking at their email archives on 

Themail, participants responded, on average 3.9. When 

asked whether they would like to use the tool again if it 

were integrated in their email reader, 87% of participants 

responded yes.  

Even though participants were, for the most part, impressed 

by the quality of the keywords shown in the visualization, 

they were also quick to point out critical shortcomings in 

our content parsing mechanism that merit note. We discuss 

these limitations in the section entitled Limitations of 

content parsing in Themail.  

                                                           
2 Participants in this study were required to have archives that either 
covered three years of activity (at least) or were at least 100 MB. 



Two main interaction modes emerged from the way 

participants related to Themail. In order to better explain 

the complimentary nature of these two forms of interaction, 

we have borrowed terms from the popular expression 

“looking for a needle in a haystack,” and have called these 

modes “the haystack” and “the needle.”3 The former refers 

to gaining overall understanding and the latter refers to 

finding specific bits of information. In a sense, this 

distinction is reminiscent of the division in computer vision 

between trying to identify specific objects versus 

understanding scenes (vision for advanced robotics). About 

80% of participants used Themail in the haystack mode 

whereas 20% utilized the visualization in the needle mode.  

In the following sections we describe both the haystack and 

the needle interaction approaches and discuss some of the 

common usage patterns that emerged in each mode.  

 

The Haystack mode 

Users who interacted with Themail in the haystack mode, 

enjoyed using the visualization for the overall picture it 

presented of their relationships. They usually regarded the 

visualization as a portrait of their past conversations and 

frequently drew analogies between Themail and photo 

albums, in a manner that is reminiscent of our previous 

email visualization studies [17]. These users often put a 

premium on being able to see relationships with family 

members and friends. The more Themail confirmed their 

expectations—that is, their mental model of what their 

relationships were like—the more they enjoyed using the 

tool. This group of participants seemed more interested in 

overall patterns rather than in picking apart individual 

words that appeared in the visualization.  

In the next subsections, we introduce the main usage 

patterns to have emerged from this group of users along 

with case studies of participants whose comments clearly 

illustrate the usage patterns being discussed. 

 
Data as Portrait 

Most haystack users appreciated having expectations of 

their relationships confirmed by the visualization while still 

being able to drill deeper and discover patterns they were 

not aware of. Several people enjoyed most looking at their 

families and friends in the visualization and comparing 

what they saw on screen with their impressions of these 

relationships. 

The best "portrait" was for the mail with my mother... 

There have been all sorts of emotional things happening 

in the past few months (her mother/my grandmother 

passed away, she had surgery, etc.) and all of that comes 

through dramatically in the visualization. 

 

                                                           
3 We thank Martin Wattenberg for pointing out the “needle & 

haystack” metaphor in the context of our email research. 

If you look at the ten first words of each monthly column, for 

instance, it’s like you are following someone’s life story. 

Case Study: Ann
4
 

Ann is a graduate student in an American university. She is 

26 years old and has recently gotten married. Her extended 

family lives in the south of the United States and she lives 

with her husband in New England. For Ann, one of the 

most exciting aspects of Themail was seeing all the 

correspondence that preceded her wedding: 

It was funny going back both with [my husband] and my 

parents, there were these few months before our 

wedding… it’s all about the wedding! There are all these 

words like “invitations,” “tables,” “drinks,” guests’ 

names. It’s got all these words that are totally related to 

the wedding plans. It was all in October and November 

[user gestures a peak] and then the words completely 

changed after that. And the same happened with my 

friends that were bridesmaids. There are these few 

months where you can see that the words were related to 

our wedding theme but then, the month after the 

conversation it all switched back to normal. Yeah, it was 

like the before and after. You could definitely see the 

event. 

Ann thought it was important that Themail allowed her to 

look back at her relationships with loved ones, friends, and 

family. Even though she exchanges more emails with her 

coworkers on a daily basis, it was the personal facet of her 

email archive that she felt was the most exciting to explore. 

Especially for my family, it was really exciting to see all 

the words and the things that we talk about for no reason 

other than to just reminisce; it was like looking through a 

photo album or something. For instance, I would never 

go back and search for the wedding planning emails, but 

it was fun to look at that!  It’s almost like this serves a 

different kind of purpose from regular email readers… 

It’s more at a personal level… It’s emotional, it’s about 

reflecting and remembering. 

After looking at her correspondence with family members, 

Ann remarked that some “portraits” read very differently 

from others. With her brother, for instance, the themes 

ranged from talking about his kids to him asking Ann for 

help with his computer. With her grandmother, however, 

the words that came up on Themail referred to religious 

holidays and themes.  

[Grandmother] was interesting… I don’t even remember, if 

you asked me, what kinds of emails I’ve exchanged with my 

grandmother; we don’t write email all the time, and a lot of 

times the news flow through my Mom. But I felt like her 

Themail visualization really characterized her. It was 

probably because she was a whole lot different than anyone 

                                                           
4 All identifying information, including names of participants, 
their family members, acquaintances, and, where necessary, 

topical keywords, have been changed to preserve anonymity. 



else in my email archive, so it makes her kind of a perfect 

person to get portrayed in a system like this and I felt like it 

really did a great job.  It definitely brought out the things that 

were different about her than everyone else I talk to. 

 

Evolution of Relationships 

The sequence of keywords in Themail often reminded 

participants of how particular relationships had evolved over 

the years. Below is a list of evolution themes revealed in the 

change in keywords and communication patterns in Themail: 

• from peer to boss 

• from co-worker to social friend 

• from classmates to lovers 

• from spouses to former-spouses  

• from child to adult (e.g. participants’ offspring) 

• from being co-located to moving away (and vice-versa) 
 

During the past five years Ray has gone from being an 

acquaintance to a very good friend. Looking at this 

visualization I can see that it actually takes a while for the 

words to be dominated by social topics like bar names, 

beer and cinema! There are a couple of things that come 

out in the visualization, like a holiday when we all went to 

Sri Lanka and when Ray went to work in another town for 

a few months. 

This person was on my master’s thesis committee so we 

emailed a lot during my masters about research topics 

and then we lost touch. She had a baby and we had a 

short interchange then. We exchanged some email this 

past March because I was defending and here she was 

[user points at screen] having another baby. To see 

different phases of a relationship is the best thing about 

this visualization. 

 

Case Study: Jeff 

Jeff is a researcher in his twenties, working for a European 

telecommunications company. He has recently spent some 

time in the US, working with researchers at a major 

university. He is single and his entire extended family lives 

in Europe. To Jeff, some of the most interesting 

information in Themail was related to his recent stay in the 

US and the realization of how much this change of 

environment was reflected in the history of his recent 

emails conversations: 

During the time I've been [in the US], my friend Simon 

and I seem to have exchanged a lot of large emails - I 

suppose we were compensating for not just chatting ideas 

through face to face. It's also interesting to see how the 

content of the emails has changed and how long it took to 

go from very day-to-day issues, to more conceptual ideas. 

 

My mother: this is nice; it shows that during my time in 

the US I’ve used email a lot more with my Mom – and 

there are some good words coming out here too all about 

New York and Boston, when they came over for a week: 

“arrive,” “Heathrow,” “Logan,” “JFK,” “harbor,” 

“staying,” “itinerary,” etc. 

The contrast between daily routine and extraordinary 

events in one’s life was nicely illustrated for Jeff in his 

visualization of emails with a friend: 

This is a nice view of my friend Chris. He went on a 

round-the-world trip and you can see in the first four 

month columns all the places he went and the order too. 

We were sending lots of long emails then – when he gets 

back in July the conversation switches to configuring 

Palm Pilots!  [Figure 4] 

Finally, Jeff was able to see the evolution of his long-term 

relationships reflected in the visualization. One of these showed 

a colleague of his who went from being a peer to becoming his 

boss over the years. The other showed his interactions with a 

student who became his intern for one summer: 

 
Figure 4: Screen shot showing a user’s email exchange with 

a friend over six months. There is a striking change between 

the first four months (four columns of words on the left) and 

the last two: the former are tall and contain several words set 

in big font whereas the latter are much shorter. The reason 

for this difference lies in the fact that, during the first four 

months, this user’s friend was on a trip around the world. 

Therefore, the columns are full of unique words that are 

specific to the trip and not customary in their exchanges. By 

the time the friend returns to work—last two columns on the 

right—the conversation switches to programming and other 

usual themes in their conversation.  
 



My internship student: this is very interesting (especially 

in the expanded view) – it shows the period for arranging 

the interview, day to day work emails and recent contact 

re-establishing the link.  

 

New Perspectives on Relationships 

The sheer collection of words exchanged with a person 

made the texture of different relationships quickly obvious 

to users. By looking at these compilations of words, users 

were able to gain a new perspective on their relationships: 

This is the one I got a little chuckle out of… this is the 

[ethnic dance] mailing list; this is a group of us who help 

manage a dance club at [our university]. And the thing that 

sort of stood out to me here was the fact that, just about 

every one of these columns has the word ‘please’ which is a 

reflection of everyone begging each other to do something! 

It’s like, ‘you guys, please do this, please do that…” and 

so, I thought it was really funny that this was sort of a 

predominant word that we’re all just begging each other to 

do stuff!  That’s really what this is about.  [Figure 1] 

This one reminded me of the fact that I was a slacker for 

the first couple of years [of my PhD program] and stuff like 

that… [Interviewer asks: how did the visualization remind 

you of that?]  Well, because the name of our baseball team 

appears here! I’m talking more about baseball with [my 

advisor] than I am about work. I should probably have 

been working a little harder back then. 

 

The Needle mode 

About 20% of participants in the study were more 

interested in finding specific bits of information rather than 

focusing on the overall patterns of the visualization 

(haystack users). Participants in this category displayed 

little interest in looking at the visualization of their family 

members, being more concerned with visualizing work-

related relationships: 

Instead of seeing my daily conversations with my wife I 

would rather be able to see that in 2002 I wrote a paper 

with Bob and this is what we talked about at that point 

and we haven’t talked about any of that anymore, so on 

and so forth. That is why I don’t think there are any big 

surprises [in Themail] because this is what I know 

without even having to look at a visualization. 

The last sentence in the quote above illustrates the main 

difference between haystack and needle users: the former 

take pleasure in seeing a tangible depiction of what they 

already know whereas the latter are more interested in 

discovering what they did not know or remember.  

At first, needle users seemed a bit underwhelmed by 

Themail, however, when prompted to talk in detail about 

what the visualization showed of their relationship with top 

email contacts, most of these users became surprised by the 

richness of detail in the Themail keywords: 

I’m not sure where the word ‘femur’ came from; why 

would I be talking with my dad about ‘femur’? [The user 

clicks on the word and reads the messages that contain 

‘femur’] Ah…my grandmother got hurt; that’s right. This 

is her name here [pointing at the visualization]. 

 

I saw the word “horse” in the collection of 

correspondence with a family member and assumed that 

the email would be about the horses my brother has on 

his small farm in Minnesota. As it turns out, the email 

was one from my daughter (using my email account) 

describing the horse riding lessons she had just begun. 

Nice turn of events, as her email was written in the voice 

of a small child (~ 10 years old).    

 

I clicked on the work “decision” in an email from a friend 

of mine who worked with me on a local school technology 

planning committee. I was curious about what we might 

have had to “decide” about, and sure enough, it was an 

email about the MAC vs. Windows platform “decision” for 

the school.  This brought back memories of many long, and 

quite heated discussions on the topic among parents, 

teachers and members of the committee. 

Such discovery episodes demonstrate that, even though 

Themail was not designed for querying data, its abundance 

of easy-to-get-to information let users find interesting bits 

of data quite effortlessly. Whenever users saw words that 

seemed out of place given the context of their relationships, 

they would invariably click on them to find out whether the 

system had made a mistake. Almost always, like in the 

above quote about the word “femur,” users would be 

reminded of events they had forgotten. In fact, the ability to 

select keywords and see the email messages that caused 

those words to appear in the visualization was, more than 

any other aspect of Themail, the single feature that 

succeeded in strengthening users’ trust in the visualization. 

 

Limitations of content parsing in Themail 

Other than the messages disregarded by the processing 

tool5, the content analysis algorithm in Themail treats every 

message in the same way. This means that there are no 

messages with special weights or attributes in the keyword 

scoring mechanism. As it became clear from the user study, 

not all messages are created equal, and our egalitarian 

approach presents some serious limitations in terms of 

keyword output. 

One of the main problems that participants identified on 

their Themail visualizations was the inadvertently high 

weight given to topical words in forwarded messages. For 

instance, sometimes the unique words in jokes that had 

                                                           
5 Messages originating from people to whom the owner of the 
archive has never sent a message are automatically deleted from 

the dataset processed by the Themail content parsing tool. 



been forwarded to the owner of the email ended up having 

too much weight, becoming the focus of the visualization. 

Whenever this was the case, participants remarked that 

Themail did a poor job of representing their email 

conversations. This phenomenon was not limited to 

forwarded messages, having also happened with sent-out 

announcements and pieces of code inserted in the body of 

email messages. In one extreme case, Themail displayed 

the relationship between an administrative assistant and the 

owner of the email as being studded with some of the most 

academic and highbrow words in that person’s email 

archive. In fact, the administrative assistant had the task of 

sending out announcements for every thesis defense in that 

university department. The focal words in the visualization 

came straight from students’ dissertation abstracts rather 

than having been produced by email exchanges between 

the owner of the email and the administrative assistant.  

Unrepresentative keywords also came out of people’s email 

signatures. Methods for removing signatures from emails 

include identifying email addresses and other contact 

information, as well as a large amount of non-alphanumeric 

characters, such as punctuation [2].  Themail accomplished 

some of this by ignoring URLs, email addresses and 

numeric strings. Signature content persisted in Themail 

most often when the signature (1) contained quotations, 

e.g. from famous people or song lyrics, (2) changed over 

time, or (3) varied according to multiple addresses the 

person held. In such cases, Themail would treat the words 

in the signature as content.  

The second major limitation in our content parsing 

mechanism is granularity. Themail has no notion of 

expressions; it only knows individual words. This approach 

imposes clear limits to the output depicted in Themail as 

the --tone and texture of messages is more fully expressed 

by phrases rather than by separate words. A desirable next 

step for the work presented here would be to have it 

analyze phrases. 

 

Implications for HCI 
Methodology 
Information visualization is generally used for understanding 

unfamiliar, complex data spaces. In effectively displaying 

overviews of large datasets, visualizations quickly reveal 

unknown patterns in the data. In our study of Themail, 

however, we distributed the tool to users who were already 

familiar with the datasets being visualized. Participants had 

some idea of what to expect in the visualization: they 

anticipated they would see the names of the people with 

whom they emailed the most, different kinds of words 

reflecting different kinds of relationships, etc. Even though 

building a tool to visualize familiar data is not the 

conventional course of action in information visualization, 

we feel that it is a valuable approach in email research and 

one that can lead to important advances in the field. 

By testing Themail with users who were familiar with the 

datasets being visualized, we were able to learn about 

important limitations of our content parsing algorithm. 

Because users knew their email archives well, they were 

able to quickly point out some key problems that would 

have taken us much longer to discern. By distributing 

Themail to users, we made sure that it was tested in a 

natural setting—as opposed to having been tested at a 

laboratory—and that users did not have to worry about the 

privacy of their data.  

We believe that this approach can be of value to other work 

being done in this area as well. For example, email 

visualizations that are built for the discovery of patterns by 

third-party experts, can also take advantage of insights 

from users who are familiar with the email archives being 

visualized. If, for instance, a visualization designer tests her 

expert system with owners of email archives—not her 

target audience but, rather, a “testing unit”—she might 

quickly learn about the kinds of patterns her tool displays 

and any potentially problematic artifacts the system 

generates. Most current studies of email visualization 

would be greatly complemented by this kind of approach. 

 

Content Analysis  
Text analysis is a vast and complex area of research. Our 

contribution is not a particular algorithm but rather a 

preliminary understanding of what is distinctive in the 

analysis of email content.  

Results from the Themail user study made it clear that 

content parsing of email exchanges is inherently different 

from other kinds of text analysis. Email messages are not 

created equal and their differences need to be taken into 

account when exploring content. For instance, we may 

want to consider the content of forwarded messages and 

announcements differently from the content of messages 

exchanged between friends. Our user study revealed that 

participants were highly aware of and sensitive to these 

differences.  

Some of these dimensions can be extracted from traffic 

patterns, chronemics, and the symmetry of exchanges. If 

such patterns were to be integrated with email content 

analysis, we could likely generate much more 

representative portrayals of email relationships. For 

instance, it would be useful to utilize traffic patterns to 

decide when an email exchange should be considered a 

conversation as opposed to a broadcast. If we can generate 

conversational models that take these structural elements 

into account, we will be in a better position to meaningfully 

analyze the content of email exchanges. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

We have presented Themail, an original approach to email 

archive visualization that uses content to portray individual 



relationships. Our user study revealed two main interaction 

modes with the visualization, exploration of “big picture” 

trends and themes (“haystack”) and more detail-oriented 

exploration (“needle”). The overwhelming majority of 

participants utilized the system in the “haystack” mode and 

were especially fond of looking at their relationships with 

family members and loved ones. These users often 

remarked on the photo-album quality of Themail and said 

that they would like to share the visualization with others. 

Users in the “needle” mode were more interested in finding 

specific bits of information in the visualization; they were 

especially interested in being able to identify information 

that was work related.  

By displaying large collections of keywords that reflected 

the evolution of relationships over time, Themail placed 

users’ past email exchanges within a meaningful context. 

Given that email is a habitat [5] and that an increasing 

amount of our daily interactions with others occur via 

email, the supplementary contextual cues presented in 

Themail can greatly improve users’ utilization of email 

archives. We do not, however, expect users to utilize 

applications such as Themail on a daily basis. Given the 

analogy with photographs, it seems more likely that users 

might engage in sporadic explorations of the display to 

reminisce.  

We relied on participants’ familiarity with the data for 

effectively learning about some of the shortcomings of our 

content analysis algorithm. We propose that recognizing 

the importance of personal identification with the data is a 

key contribution to email content studies in particular and 

email research in general. 
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Abstract 

Recent advances in text analysis have led 
to finer-grained semantic analysis, in-
cluding automatic sentiment analysis—
the task of measuring documents, or 
chunks of text, based on emotive catego-
ries, such as positive or negative. How-
ever, considerably less progress has been 
made on efficient ways of exploring 
these measurements. This paper discusses 
approaches for visualizing the affective 
content of documents and describes an 
interactive capability for exploring emo-
tion in a large document collection. 

1 Introduction 

Recent advances in text analysis have led to 
finer-grained semantic classification, which en-
ables the automatic exploration of subtle areas of 
meaning.  One area that has received a lot of at-
tention is automatic sentiment analysis—the task 
of classifying documents, or chunks of text, into 
emotive categories, such as positive or negative. 
Sentiment analysis is generally used for tracking 
people’s attitudes about particular individuals or 
items. For example, corporations use sentiment 
analysis to determine employee attitude and cus-
tomer satisfaction with their products. Given the 
plethora of data in digital form, the ability to ac-
curately and efficiently measure the emotional 
content of documents is paramount.  

The focus of much of the automatic sentiment 
analysis research is on identifying the affect 
bearing words (words with emotional content) 
and on measurement approaches for sentiment 
(Turney & Littman, 2003; Pang & Lee, 2004; 
Wilson et al., 2005). While identifying related 

content is an essential component for automatic 
sentiment analysis, it only provides half the 
story. A useful area of research that has received 
much less attention is how these measurements 
might be presented to the users for exploration 
and added value.  

This paper discusses approaches for visualiz-
ing affect and describes an interactive capability 
for exploring emotion in a large document col-
lection. In Section 2 we review current ap-
proaches to identifying the affective content of 
documents, as well as possible ways of visualiz-
ing it. In Section 3 we describe our approach: 
The combination of a lexical scoring method to 
determine the affective content of documents and 
a visual analytics tool for visualizing it. We pro-
vide a detailed case study in Section 4, followed 
by a discussion of possible evaluations.  

2 Background  

At the AAAI Symposium on Attitude and Affect 
held at Stanford in 2004 (Qu et al., 2005), it was 
clear that the lexical approach to capturing affect 
was adequate for broad brush results, but there 
were no production quality visualizations for 
presenting those results analytically. Thus, we 
began exploring methods and tools for the visu-
alization of lexically-based approaches for meas-
uring affect which could facilitate the exploration 
of affect within a text collection. 
 

2.1 Affect Extraction 

Following the general methodology of informa-
tional retrieval, there are two pre-dominant 
methods for identifying sentiment in text: Text 
classification models and lexical approaches. 
Classification models require that a set of docu-
ments are hand labeled for affect, and a system is 
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trained on the feature vectors associated with 
labels. New text is automatically classified by 
comparing the feature vectors with the training 
set. (Pang & Lee, 2004; Aue & Gamon, 2005). 
This methodology generally requires a large 
amount of training data and is domain dependent.  

In the lexical approach, documents (Turney & 
Littman, 2003), phrases (see Wilson et al., 2005), 
or sentences (Weibe & Riloff, 2005) are catego-
rized as positive or negative, for example, based 
on the number of words in them that match a 
lexicon of sentiment bearing terms. Major draw-
backs of this approach include the contextual 
variability of sentiment (what is positive in one 
domain may not be in another) and incomplete 
coverage of the lexicon. This latter drawback is 
often circumvented by employing bootstrapping 
(Turney & Littman, 2003; Weibe & Riloff, 2005) 
which allows one to create a larger lexicon from 
a small number of seed words, and potentially 
one specific to a particular domain. 

2.2 Affect Visualization 

The uses of automatic sentiment classification 
are clear (public opinion, customer reviews, 
product analysis, etc.). However, there has not 
been a great deal of research into ways of visual-
izing affective content in ways that might aid 
data exploration and the analytic process.   

There are a number of visualizations designed 
to reveal the emotional content of text, in par-
ticular, text that is thought to be highly emotively 
charged such as conversational transcripts and 
chat room transcripts (see DiMicco et al., 2002; 
Tat & Carpendale, 2002; Lieberman et al., 2004;  
Wang et al., 2004, for example).  Aside from 
using color and emoticons to explore individual 
documents (Liu et al., 2003) or email inboxes 
(Mandic & Kerne, 2004), there are very few 
visualizations suitable for exploring the affect of 
large collections of text. One exception is the 
work of Liu et al. (2005) in which they provide a 
visualization tool to compare reviews of prod-
ucts,using a bar graph metaphor. Their system 
automatically extracts product features (with as-
sociated affect) through parsing and pos tagging, 
having to handle exceptional cases individually. 
Their Opinion Observer is a powerful tool de-
signed for a single purpose: comparing customer 
reviews.  

In this paper, we introduce a visual analytic 
tool designed to explore the emotional content of 
large collections of open domain documents. The 
tools described here work with document collec-
tions of all sizes, structures (html, xml, .doc, 

email, etc), sources (private collections, web, 
etc.), and types of document collections. The 
visualization tool is a mature tool that supports 
the analytical process by enabling users to ex-
plore the thematic content of the collection, use 
natural language to query the collection, make 
groups, view documents by time, etc. The ability 
to explore the emotional content of an entire col-
lection of documents not only enables users to 
compare the range of affect in documents within 
the collection, but also allows them to relate af-
fect to other dimensions in the collection, such as 
major topics and themes, time, and source.   

3 The Approach 

Our methodology combines a traditional lexical 
approach to scoring documents for affect with a 
mature visualization tool. We first automatically 
identify affect by comparing each document 
against a lexicon of affect-bearing words and 
obtain an affect score for each document. We 
provide a number of visual metaphors to repre-
sent the affect in the collection and a number of 
tools that can be used to interactively explore the 
affective content of the data. 

3.1 Lexicon and Measurement 

We use a lexicon of affect-bearing words to iden-
tify the distribution of affect in the documents. 
Our lexicon authoring system allows affect-
bearing terms, and their associated strengths, to 
be bulk loaded, declared manually, or algo-
rithmically suggested. In this paper, we use a 
lexicon derived from the General Inquirer (GI) 
and supplemented with lexical items derived 
from a semi-supervised bootstrapping task. The 
GI tool is a computer-assisted approach for con-
tent analyses of textual data (Stone, 1977). It in-
cludes an extensive lexicon of over 11,000 hand-
coded word stems and 182 categories.  

We used this lexicon, specifically the positive 
and negative axes, to create a larger lexicon by 
bootstrapping. Lexical bootstrapping is a method 
used to help expand dictionaries of semantic 
categories (Riloff & Jones, 1999) in the context 
of a document set of interest. The approach we 
have adopted begins with a lexicon of affect 
bearing words (POS and NEG) and a corpus. 
Each document in the corpus receives an affect 
score by counting the number of words from the 
seed lexicon that occur in the document; a sepa-
rate score is given for each affect axis. Words in 
the corpus are scored for affect potential by 
comparing their distribution (using an L1 Distri-
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bution metric) of occurrence over the set if 
documents to the distribution of affect bearing 
words. Words that compare favorably with affect 
are hypothesized as affect bearing words. Results 
are then manually culled to determine if in fact 
they should be included in the lexicon. 

Here we report on results using a lexicon built 
from 8 affect categories, comprising 4 concept 
pairs:   

• Positive (n=2236)-Negative (n=2708) 
• Virtue (n=638)-Vice (n=649) 
• Pleasure (n=151)-Pain (n=220) 
• Power Cooperative (n=103)-Power Con-

flict (n=194)   
 

Each document in the collection is compared 
against all 8 affect categories and receives a 
score for each. Scores are based on the summa-
tion of each affect axis in the document, normal-
ized by the number of words in the documents. 
This provides an overall proportion of positive 
words, for example, per document. Scores can 
also be calculated as the summation of each axis, 
normalized by the total number of affect words 
for all axes. This allows one to quickly estimate 
the balance of affect in the documents. For ex-
ample, using this measurement, one could see 
that a particular document contains as many 
positive as negative terms, or if it is heavily 
skewed towards one or the other. 

While the results reported here are based on a 
predefined lexicon, our system does include a 
Lexicon Editor in which a user can manually en-
ter their own lexicon or add strengths to lexical 
items. Included in the editor is a Lexicon Boot-
strapping Utility which the user can use to help 
create a specialized lexicon of their own. This 
utility runs as described above. Note that while 
we enable the capability of strength, we have not 
experimented with that variable here. All words 
for all axes have a default strength of .5.  

3.2 Visualization 

To visualize the affective content of a collection 
of documents, we combined a variety of visual 
metaphors with a tool designed for visual ana-
lytics of documents, IN-SPIRE. 

3.2.1 The IN-SPIRE System 

IN-SPIRE (Hetzler and Turner, 2004) is a visual 
analytics tool designed to facilitate rapid under-
standing of large textual corpora. IN-SPIRE gen-
erates a compiled document set from mathemati-
cal signatures for each document in a set. 

Document signatures are clustered according to 
common themes to enable information explora-
tion and visualizations. Information is presented 
to the user using several visual metaphors to ex-
pose different facets of the textual data. The cen-
tral visual metaphor is a Galaxy view of the cor-
pus that allows users to intuitively interact with 
thousands of documents, examining them by 
theme (see Figure 4, below). IN-SPIRE leverages 
the use of context vectors such as LSA (Deer-
wester et al., 1990) for document clustering and 
projection. Additional analytic tools allow explo-
ration of temporal trends, thematic distribution 
by source or other metadata, and query relation-
ships and overlaps. IN-SPIRE was recently en-
hanced to support visual analysis of sentiment.  

3.2.2 Visual Metaphors 

In selecting metaphors to represent the affect 
scores of documents, we started by identifying 
the kinds of questions that users would want to 
explore. Consider, as a guiding example, a set of 
customer reviews for several commercial prod-
ucts (Hu & Liu, 2004). A user reviewing this 
data might be interested in a number of ques-
tions, such as: 

 
• What is the range of affect overall?   
• Which products are viewed most posi-

tively? Most negatively? 
• What is the range of affect for a particular 

product? 
• How does the affect in the reviews deviate 

from the norm? Which are more negative 
or positive than would be expected from 
the averages? 

• How does the feedback of one product 
compare to that of another? 

• Can we isolate the affect as it pertains to 
different features of the products? 

 
In selecting a base metaphor for affect, we 

wanted to be able to address these kinds of ques-
tions. We wanted a metaphor that would support 
viewing affect axes individually as well as in 
pairs. In addition to representing the most com-
mon axes, negative and positive, we wanted to 
provide more flexibility by incorporating the 
ability to portray multiple pairs because we sus-
pect that additional axes will help the user ex-
plore nuances of emotion in the data. For our 
current metaphor, we drew inspiration from the 
Rose plot used by Florence Nightingale (Wainer, 
1997). This metaphor is appealing in that it is 
easily interpreted, that larger scores draw more 
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attention, and that measures are shown in consis-
tent relative location, making it easier to compare 
measures across document groups. We use a 
modified version of this metaphor in which each 
axis is represented individually but is also paired 
with its opposite to aid in direct comparisons. To 
this end, we vary the spacing between the rose 
petals to reinforce the pairing. We also use color; 
each pair has a common hue, with the more posi-
tive of the pair shown in a lighter shade and the 
more negative one in a darker shade (see Figure 
1). 

To address how much the range of affect var-
ies across a set of documents, we adapted the 
concept of a box plot to the rose petal. For each 
axis, we show the median and quartile values as 
shown in the figure below. The dark line indi-
cates the median value and the color band por-
trays the quartiles. In the plot in Figure 1, for 
example, the scores vary quite a bit. 

  

 
Figure 1. Rose plot adapted to show median and 
quartile variation. 
 

Another variation we made on the base meta-
phor was to address a more subtle set of ques-
tions. It may happen that the affect scores within 
a dataset are largely driven by document mem-
bership in particular groups. For example, in our 
customer data, it may be that all documents 
about Product A are relatively positive while 
those about Product B are relatively negative. A 
user wanting to understand customer complaints 
may have a subtle need. It is not sufficient to just 
look at the most negative documents in the data-
set, because none of the Product A documents 
may pass this threshold. What may also help is to 
look at all documents that are more negative than 
one would expect, given the product they dis-
cuss. To carry out this calculation, we use a sta-
tistical technique to calculate the Main (or ex-
pected) affect value for each group and the Re-
sidual (or deviation) affect value for each docu-
ment with respect to its group (Scheffe, 1999).  

To convey the Residual concept, we needed a 
representation of deviation from expected value. 
We also wanted this portrayal to be similar to the 
base metaphor. We use a unit circle to portray 
the expected value and show deviation by draw-
ing the appropriate rose petals either outside 
(larger than expected) or inside (smaller than 
expected) the unit circle, with the color amount 
showing the amount of deviation from expected. 
In the figures below, the dotted circle represents 
expected value. The glyph on the left shows a 
cluster with scores slightly higher than expected 
for Positive and for Cooperation affect. The 
glyph on the right shows a cluster with scores 
slightly higher than expected for the Negative 
and Vice affect axes (Figure 2).    

 
Figure 2. Rose plot adapted to show deviation 
from expected values. 

3.2.3 Visual Interaction 

IN-SPIRE includes a variety of analytic tools 
that allow exploration of temporal trends, the-
matic distribution by source or other metadata, 
and query relationships and overlaps. We have 
incorporated several interaction capabilities for 
further exploration of the affect. Our analysis 
system allows users to group documents in nu-
merous ways, such as by query results, by meta-
data (such as the product), by time frame, and by 
similarity in themes. A user can select one or 
more of these groups and see a summary of af-
fect and its variation in those groups. In addition, 
the group members are clustered by their affect 
scores and glyphs of the residual, or variation 
from expected value, are shown for each of these 
sub-group clusters.   

Below each rose we display a small histogram 
showing the number of documents represented 
by that glyph (see Figure 3). These allow com-
parison of affect to cluster or group size. For ex-
ample, we find that extreme affect scores are 
typically found in the smaller clusters, while lar-
ger ones often show more mid-range scores. As 
the user selects document groups or clusters, we 
show the proportion of documents selected.  
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Figure 3. Clusters by affect score, with one rose 
plot per cluster. 

 
The interaction may also be driven from the 

affect size. If a given clustering of affect charac-
teristics is selected, the user can see the themes 
they represent, how they correlate to metadata, or 
the time distribution. We illustrate how the affect 
visualization and interaction fit into a larger 
analysis with a brief case study. 

4 Case study 

The IN-SPIRE visualization tool is a non-data 
specific tool, designed to explore large amounts 
of textual data for a variety of genres and docu-
ment types (doc, xml,  etc). Many users of the 
system have their own data sets they wish to ex-
plore (company internal documents), or data can 
be harvested directly from the web, either in a 
single web harvest, or dynamically. The case 
study and dataset presented here is intended as an 
example only, it does not represent the full range 
of exploration capabilities of the affective con-
tent of datasets.  

We explore a set of customer reviews, com-
prising a collection of Amazon reviews for five 
products (Hu & Liu, 2004). While a customer 
may not want to explore reviews for 5 different 
product types at once, the dataset is realistic in 
that a web harvest of one review site will contain 
reviews of multiple products. This allows us to 
demonstrate how the tool enables users to focus 
on the data and comparisons that they are inter-
ested in exploring. The 5 products in this dataset 
are: 

• Canon G3; digital camera 
• Nikon coolpix 4300; digital camera 
• Nokia 6610; cell phone 
• Creative Labs Nomad Jukebox Zen Xtra 

40GB; mp3 player 
• Apex AD2600 Progressive-scan DVD 

player 
 

We begin by clustering the reviews, based on 
overall thematic content. The labels are auto-
matically generated and indicate some of the 
stronger theme combinations in this dataset. 
These clusters are driven largely by product vo-
cabulary. The two cameras cluster in the lower 
portion; the Zen shows up in the upper right clus-
ters, with the phone in the middle and the Apex 
DVD player in the upper left and upper middle. 
In this image, the pink dots are the Apex DVD 
reviews. 

 

 
Figure 4. Thematic clustering of product review 

 
The affect measurements on these documents 

generate five clusters in our system, each of 
which is summarized with a rose plot showing 
affect variation. This gives us information on the 
range and distribution of affect overall in this 
data. We can select one of these plots, either to 
review the documents or to interact further. Se-
lection is indicated with a green border, as shown 
in the upper middle plot of Figure 5.  

 

 
Figure 5. Clusters by affect, with one cluster 
glyph selected. 

 
 
The selected documents are relatively positive; 

they have higher scores in the Positive and Vir-
tue axes and lower scores in the Negative axis. 
We may want to see how the documents in this 
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affect cluster distribute over the five products. 
This question is answered by the correlation tool, 
shown in Figure 6; the positive affect cluster 
contains more reviews on the Zen MP3 player 
than any of the other products. 

 

 
Figure 6. Products represented in one of the posi-
tive affect clusters. 

 
Alternatively we could get a summary of af-

fect per product.  Figure 7 shows the affect for 
the Apex DVD player and the Nokia cell phone. 
While both are positive, the Apex has stronger 
negative ratings than the Nokia. 

 

 
Figure 7. Comparison of Affect Scores of Nokia 
to Apex 

 
More detail is apparent by looking at the clus-

ters within one or more groups and examining 
the deviations. Figure 8 shows the sub-clusters 
within the Apex group. We include the summary 
for the group as a whole (directly beneath the 
Apex label), and then show the four sub-clusters 
by illustrating how they deviate from expected 
value. We see that two of these tend to be more 
positive than expected and two are more negative 
than expected. 

 

 
Figure 8. Summary of Apex products with sub-
clusters showing deviations. 

 
 

 
Figure 9. Thematic distribution of reviews for 
one product (Apex). 

 
Looking at the thematic distribution among 

the Apex documents shows topics that dominate 
its reviews (Figure 9). 

We can examine the affect across these vari-
ous clusters. Figure 10 shows the comparison of 
the “service” cluster to the “dvd player picture” 
cluster. This graphic demonstrates that docu-
ments with “service” as a main theme tend to be 
much more negative, while documents with “pic-
ture” as a main theme are much more positive.  
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Figure 10. Affect summary and variation for 
“service” cluster and “picture” cluster. 

 
The visualization tool includes a document 

viewer so that any selection of documents can be 
reviewed. For example, a user may be interested 
in why the “service” documents tend to be nega-
tive, in which case they can review the original 
reviews. The doc viewer, shown in Figure 11, 
can be used at any stage in the process with any 
number of documents selected. Individual docu-
ments can be viewed by clicking on a document 
title in the upper portion of the doc viewer.  

 

Figure 11: The Doc Viewer. 
 
In this case study, we have illustrated the use-

fulness of visualizing the emotional content of a 
document collection. Using the tools presented 
here, we can summarize the dataset by saying 
that in general, the customer reviews are positive 
(Figure 5), but reviews for some products are 
more positive than others (Figures 6 and 7). In 
addition to the general content of the reviews, we 
can narrow our focus to the features contained in 
the reviews. We saw that while reviews for Apex 
are generally positive (Figure 8), reviews about 
Apex “service” tend to be much more negative 
than reviews about Apex “picture” (Figure 10).  

5 Evaluation 

IN-SPIRE is a document visualization tool that is 
designed to explore the thematic content of a 

large collection of documents. In this paper, we 
have described the added functionality of explor-
ing affect as one of the possible dimensions. As 
an exploratory system, it is difficult to define 
appropriate evaluation metric. Because the goal 
of our system is not to discretely bin the docu-
ments into affect categories, traditional metrics 
such as precision are not applicable. However, to 
get a sense of the coverage of our lexicon, we did 
compare our measurements to the hand annota-
tions provided for the customer review dataset.  

The dataset had hand scores (-3-3) for each 
feature contained in each review. We summed 
these scores to discretely bin them into positive 
(>0) or negative (<0). We did this both at the 
feature level and the review level (by looking at 
the cumulative score for all the features in the 
review). We compared these categorizations to 
the scores output by our measurement tool. If a 
document had a higher proportion of positive 
words than negative, we classified it as positive, 
and negative if it had a higher proportion of 
negative words. Using a chi-square, we found 
that the categorizations from our system were 
related with the hand annotations for both the 
whole reviews (chi-square=33.02, df=4, 
p<0.0001) and the individual features (chi-
square=150.6, df=4, p<0.0001), with actual 
agreement around 71% for both datasets. While 
this number is not in itself impressive, recall that 
our lexicon was built independently of the data 
for which is was applied. W also expect some 
agreement to be lost by conflating all scores into 
discrete bins, we expect that if we compared the 
numeric values of the hand annotations and our 
scores, we would have stronger correlations. 

These scores only provide an indication that 
the lexicon we used correlates with the hand an-
notations for the same data. As an exploratory 
system, however, a better evaluation metric 
would be a user study in which we get feedback 
on the usefulness of this capability in accom-
plishing a variety of analytical tasks. IN-SPIRE 
is currently deployed in a number of settings, 
both commercial and government. The added 
capabilities for interactively exploring affect 
have recently been deployed. We plan to conduct 
a variety of user evaluations in-situ that focus on 
its utility in a number of different tasks. Results 
of these studies will help steer the further devel-
opment of this methodology. 
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6 Conclusion 

We have developed a measurement and visuali-
zation approach to affect that we expect to be 
useful in the context of the IN-SPIRE text analy-
sis toolkit. Our innovations include the flexibility 
of the lexicons used, the measurement options, 
the bootstrapping method and utility for lexicon 
development, and the visualization of affect us-
ing rose plots and interactive exploration in the 
context of an established text analysis toolkit. 
While the case study presented here was con-
ducted in English, all tools described are lan-
guage independent and we have begun exploring 
and creating lexicons of affect bearing words in 
multiple languages.  
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Abstract
Textual data is at the forefront of information management problems today. One response has been the development
of visualizations of text data. These visualizations, commonly based on simple attributes such as relative word
frequency, have become increasingly popular tools. We extend this direction, presenting the first visualization of
document content which combines word frequency with the human-created structure in lexical databases to create
a visualization that also reflects semantic content. DocuBurst is a radial, space-filling layout of hyponymy (the
IS-A relation), overlaid with occurrence counts of words in a document of interest to provide visual summaries
at varying levels of granularity. Interactive document analysis is supported with geometric and semantic zoom,
selectable focus on individual words, and linked access to source text.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): Document And Text Processing [I.7.1]: Document and
Text Editing—Document Management; Computer Graphics [I.3.6]: Methodology and Techniques—Interaction
Techniques; Information Storage and Retrieval [H.3.7]: Digital Libraries—User Issues

1. Introduction

‘What is this document about?’ is a common question when
navigating large document databases. In a physical library,
visitors can browse shelves of books related to their inter-
est, casually opening those with relevant titles, thumbing
through tables of contents, glancing at some pages, and de-
ciding whether this volume deserves further attention. In a
digital library (or catalogue search of a traditional library)
we gain the ability to coalesce documents which may be lo-
cated in several areas of a physical library into a single list-
ing of potentially interesting documents. However, the ex-
perience is generally quite sterile: people are presented with
lists of titles, authors, and perhaps images of book covers. In
feature-rich interfaces, page previews and tables of contents
may be browsable. If the library contents are e-books, users
may even open the entire text, but will have to page through
the text slowly, as interfaces are often designed to present
a page or two at a time (to dissuade copying). Our goal in
this work is to bring some of the visceral exploratory expe-
rience to digital libraries, to provide interactive summaries
of texts which are comparative at a glance, can serve as de-
cision support when selecting texts of interest, and provide
entry points to explore specific passages.

Prompted by the ever increasing volume and open access
to digital text, developing overviews of document content
has been an active research area in information visualiza-
tion for many years. However, reported works do not make
use of existing richly studied linguistic structures, relying
instead on simple statistical properties of documents (e.g.,
[AC07]), or analytic methods such as latent semantic analy-
sis (e.g., [DFJGR05]), which can produce unintuitive word
associations. The resulting visualizations provide detail on
content without a consistent view that can be compared
across documents. In DocuBurst, we provide a complement
to these works: a visualization of document content based
on the human-annotated IS-A noun and verb hierarchies
of WordNet [Fel98] which can provide both uniquely- and
consistently-shaped glyph representations of documents, de-
signed for cross-document comparison (see Figure 1).

2. Related Work
2.1. Document Content Visualization
Visualizations of document content take two common forms:
synoptic visualizations for quick overviews and visualiza-
tions specialized for discovering patterns within and be-
tween documents. Specialization in the type of document
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Figure 1: DocuBurst of a science textbook rooted at {idea}.
A search query for words starting with ‘pl’ has been per-
formed. Nodes matching the query are highlighted in gold.

used as input further divides the reported research: books
and long documents, historical documents, multilingual
texts, and computer-mediated communication archives such
as emails, instant messages, and threaded discussions. In
this space, DocuBurst focuses on long texts, such as books,
and provides a visualization that is simultaneously synoptic,
comparative, and allows for deeper intra-document analysis
of occurrence patterns. In the remainder of this section we
will review significant examples in each of these categories,
describing how their feature sets compare.

Synoptic visualizations of text most often use a selected
subset of the language to create a glyph based on word oc-
currence counts. Glyphs are then combined in small mul-
tiples visualizations to perform comparisons. Glyph tech-
niques include Starstruck [HWMT98], which creates glyphs
by arranging lines of varying length in a circular pattern,
and Gist Icons [DFJGR05], which builds on this idea by
drawing a smoothed contour around this pattern. The vo-
cabularies used are either restricted user-selected term sets
(Starstruck) or automatically selected and potentially unre-
lated (Gist Icons). Subtle shape perturbations can be hard to
compare in side by side radial glyphs. Other synoptic visu-
alizations of document content use space-filling techniques
to provide an overview of the vocabulary a single document,
such as TextArc [Pal02] and tag clouds (e.g., [Fei08]). These
techniques provide a quick overview of document content.

A second category of document visualizations are
those created to reveal patterns within texts. FeatureLens
[DZG∗07] suggests repeated phrases that may be of inter-

Figure 2: Comparison of features available (Y), possible
with a trivial extension (P), or not possible (N) in document
visualizations. * denotes cases that only visualize a selected
subset of words; + denotes a coordinated visualization.

est, and visualizes selections, while Arc Diagrams [Wat02]
provide an overview of repetition throughout a document.
DocuBurst also provides views of the distribution of selected
words. Other pattern-based visualizations focus on distribu-
tions of significant features in a document such as emotion
(e.g., extensions [OBK∗08] of TileBars [Hea95]), or hand-
annotated properties (e.g., Compus [FD00]). The Word Tree
[WV08] is an example of a pattern-based visualization fo-
cused on repetition in context. While Word Trees provide a
unique view on repetition, overall word frequencies and full
document overviews are not visible.

To compare document visualizations, we order a list of
the types of features document visualizations have provided
from most unique to DocuBurst to the most common in other
visualizations:

semantic indicate word meaning
cluster generalize by clustering words into concepts
overview provide quick overviews of an entire text
zoom support varying the semantic or graphical detail
freq reveal frequency of individual words
compare compare multiple documents
search search for specific words/phrases
read drill-down to original text
pattern reveal patterns within or between texts
features reveal extracted features (e.g., emotion)
suggest suggest interesting focus words/phrases
phrases can show multi-word phrases
all words can show all parts of speech

Figure 2 summarizes how these features relate to
DocuBurst and other well known text visualizations. Note
that only DocuBurst provides some reflection of seman-
tics through integrated word definitions and the use of a
semantically-defined linguistic structure. Only DocuBurst
and Gist Icons provide word clustering into higher concepts,
however in Gist Icons the groups are only one level deep
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and based on statistical measures whose meaning may not
be readily apparent to a reader. Note that all visualizations
that provide overviews of entire text suffer from screen real
estate issues with large texts.

2.2. Graph Drawing

Radial graph-drawing techniques have been previously re-
ported and serve as the basis of this work. Of particular in-
terest are the semi-circular radial space-filling (RSF) hier-
archies of Information Slices [AH98] and the focus + con-
text interaction techniques of the fully circular Starburst vi-
sualization [SZ00]. The InterRing [YWR02] visualization
expands on the interaction techniques for RSF trees, sup-
porting brushing and interactive radial distortion. TreeJux-
taposer [MGT∗03] illustrates methods for interacting with
very large trees, where nodes may be assigned very few pix-
els. We adapt techniques such as tracing the path from a node
of interest to the root and performing interactive accordion
expansion from this work.

3. Background on WordNet

Despite the growing dependence on statistical methods,
many Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques still
rely heavily on human-constructed lexical resources such as
WordNet [Fel98]. WordNet is a lexical database composed
of words, collocations, synsets, glosses, and edges. Words
are literally words as in common usage. A collocation is a
set of words such as “information visualization” which are
frequently collocated and can be considered a unit with a
particular definition. For the purposes of this paper, we will
use words to refer to both words and collocations — they
are treated equally in the visualization. Sets of synonymous
words and collocations are called synsets. Glosses are short
definitions that the words in a synset share, thus they are
definitions of synsets. An edge in WordNet represents a con-
nection between synsets.

Synsets are the most important data unit in WordNet.
Throughout this paper, we will refer to words in single
quotes (e.g ‘thought’), and synsets using a bracketed set
notation (e.g. {thought, idea}). A word may be a member
of multiple synsets, one for each sense of that word. Word
senses are ranked, either by order of familiarity (a subjec-
tive judgement by the lexicographer) or, in some cases, by
using a synset-tagged reference corpus to provide numerical
relative frequencies.

Synsets in WordNet are connected by many types of
edges, depending on the part of speech (noun, verb, etc.).
WordNet contains 28 different types of relations, but the
most widely used part of WordNet is the hyponymy (IS-A)
partial order. An example of hyponymy is {lawyer, attorney}
IS-A {professional, professional person}. When traversing
this graph, we remove any cycles (they are very rare) by
taking a depth-first spanning tree at the user-selected root.
In this work we focus on the noun hyponymy relationships

in English WordNet (v2.1), rooted under the synset {entity}
having 73,736 nodes (synsets) and 75,110 edges, and a max-
imum depth of 14. Verb hyponymy is also supported — that
hierarchy is smaller and takes a more shallow, bushier form.
In addition, there is no single “root” verb. The visualizations
produced can be generalized to any partial order of a lexicon.

3.1. WordNet Visualization

Many interfaces for WordNet exist, the most popular of
which is the text-based WordNet Search which is part of
the publicly available WordNet package. With the excep-
tion of the work of Kamps [KM02], the existing interfaces
for WordNet either provide for drill-down textual or graph-
ical interaction with the data starting at a single synset of
interest or provide path-tracing between two synsets e.g.,
[Alc04, Thi05]. We do not know of any visualization of
WordNet that uses the graph structure to enhance a visual-
ization of other data such as document content.

4. DocuBurst Visualization

The combined structure of WordNet hyponymy and docu-
ment lexical content is visualized using a radial space-filling
tree layout implemented with prefuse [HCL05]. Traversing
the tree from center to periphery follows a semantic path of
increasing specificity using the IS-A relation. In WordNet,
synset members are ordered according to their polysemy
count, which WordNet researchers call familiarity. Since
more familiar words come first, we chose the first word in
a synset as the node label. Label fonts are maximized, ro-
tated to fit within the node, and overlap is minimized.

4.1. Linguistic Processing and Scoring

In order to populate a hyponymy hierarchy with word
counts, several pre-processing steps are necessary. Starting
with raw text, we subdivide the text into tiles based on
the pre-existing structure, such as section headings. If no
structure is detectable, we break the text into roughly co-
herent topic segments using a segmenter [Cho00]. For each
tile, we label parts of speech (NOUN, VERB, etc.) [Bri93].
Nouns and verbs are then extracted and stemmed (e.g., books
→ book, going → go) using a morphological processor
[Did03]. Punctuation is omitted. If short word sequences,
noted in WordNet, are found in the document, the words are
combined into a collocation, and treated as a single word.

Next we look up in which WordNet synsets the (word,
part-of-speech) pairs occur. Because pairs usually occur in
multiple synsets, we do not perform word sense disambigua-
tion. Instead, we divide the word count amongst the available
synsets. If WordNet supplies relative sense frequency infor-
mation for a word, we use this to distribute the count. Oth-
erwise, we distribute the count weighted linearly by sense
rank. This results in weighted occurrence counts that are not
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(a) Node fill transparency proportional to
number of occurrences of words in subtree
(cumulative view). Node size based on leaf
count.

(b) Node fill transparency proportional to
number of occurrences of words in a single
synset (single node view). Node size based on
leaf count.

(c) Single node view, node size pro-
portional to occurrence count total for
subtree rooted at that node.

Figure 3: DocuBurst of a science textbook rooted at ‘thought’; node hue distinguishes the synsets containing ‘thought’.

integers, but the overall results more accurately reflect doc-
ument content. By dividing the counts, we dilute the contri-
bution of highly ambiguous terms. The full text of tiles and
their associated (word, part-of-speech, count) triples are then
read into the data structure of the visualization.

4.2. Visual Encoding

Node Size

Within the radial tree, angular width can be proportional to
the number of leaves in the subtree rooted at that node (leaf
count) or proportional to the sum of word counts for synsets
in the subtree rooted at that node (occurrence count). The
leaf count view is dependent on WordNet and so is consistent
across documents. The word count view maximizes screen
space for synsets whose words actually occur in the docu-
ment of interest, thus the shape, as well as node colouring,
will differ across documents. Depth in the hyponymy tree
determines on which concentric ring a node appears. The
width of each annulus is maximized to allow for all visible
graph elements to fit within the display space.

Node Colour

It is possible to look at multiple senses of a word in one view.
Views rooted at a single word contain a uniquely coloured
subtree for each synset (sense) containing that word. In con-
trast, trees rooted at a single synset use a single hue. Since
luminance variation in the green region of the spectrum
is the most readily perceived, it is the first colour choice
[Sto03, 30]. Gray is used for nodes with zero occurrence
counts, since their presence provides a visual reminder of
what words are not used.

Transparency is used to visualize relative word or synset

count. Similar to the concept of value, transparency pro-
vides a range of light to dark colour gradations, thus of-
fering ordered [Ber83] and pre-attentive [War04] visuals.
Highly opaque nodes have many occurrences; almost trans-
parent nodes have few occurrences. Word senses that are
more prominent in the document stand out against the more
transparent context.

Two ways to visualize word occurrence are provided:
single-node and cumulative. In the single-node visualization,
only synset nodes whose word members occur in the docu-
ment are coloured. In the cumulative view, counts are propa-
gated up to the root of the tree. In both views, transparency is
normalized so maximum counts achieve full opacity. When
multiple documents are visualized, the cross-document max-
imum is used to set the scale. These modes support a grad-
ual refinement of focus. The cumulative, or subtree, view
uses the association of words into synsets and synsets into
a hyponymy tree to aggregate counts for related concepts.
Similar to the TreeJuxtaposer techniques for visualizing dif-
ferences embedded deep in a large tree [MGT∗03], by high-
lighting the entire subtree containing the node, salient small
nodes can be more easily located, even if hidden from view
by a filter. The single-node view reveals precise concepts in
the document and supports the selection of synsets whose
word members appear in the document being analyzed. In
addition, for a fully expanded graph, the single node view
may highlight nodes that are otherwise too small to notice.
The subtree and cumulative views are compared in Figure 3.

While transparency is an effective visual method for dis-
tinguishing large differences and trends, it is impossible to
read exact data values using it. To facilitate the exact read-
ing of synset occurrence counts for the selected text tiles, we
provide a dynamic legend (see Figure 4).
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: DocuBurst of a general science textbook rooted at {animal}. Single-node colouring and occurrence count sizing were
used with zero-occurrence synsets hidden. Mouse hover point is revealed by blue trace-to-root colouring. (a) Synset {cattle,
cows, kine, oxen} highlighted. (b) Synset {world, human race, humanity, mankind, man, ...} highlighted. (c) Detail of the
dynamic legend, showing, from top to bottom, no selection, selection from (a), and (b).

Figure 5: DocuBurst of a general science textbook rooted
at {energy}. At right, mouse wheel interaction was used to
shrink the angular width of the subtree rooted at {radiation}
and expand the subtree under {electricity} exposing the pre-
viously illegible node {signal}.

5. Interaction

A root node can be a word, in which case its immediate chil-
dren are the synsets containing that word. Alternatively the
visualization can be rooted at a synset. Root nodes in the vi-
sualization are selectable by searching for either a word or
synset of interest. Once a root is chosen, the visualization is
populated with all its hyponyms.

As there are more than 70,000 English noun synsets in
WordNet, techniques to abstract and filter the data are im-
portant. First, we provide a highlight search function which
visually highlights nodes whose label matches any of the
given search terms. Highlight nodes have a gold background
and border, and a darker font colour, drawing attention to
even the smallest of search results. The transparency of the
highlight (gold) background is attenuated to the word occur-
rence counts so as to not disrupt this data-carrying value and
to provide for stronger pop-out of search results with high
occurrence counts.

Second, we implement a generalized fisheye view [Fur86]
that collapses all subtrees which are more than a user-
specified distance from the central root node. Changing this
distance-based filter allows for a semantic zoom, creating vi-
sual summaries of varying specificity. The presence of non-
zero word occurrence counts within collapsed subtrees is in-
dicated by using the cumulative colouring, in which counts
are propagated to the root. Optionally, all highlight nodes
can be exempted from the distance filter (by increasing their
a priori importance in the DOI function), effectively ab-
stracting the graph to all synsets within a given distance from
the root or highlight nodes (see Figure 1).

Double clicking on a node of interest restricts the visual-
ization to the hyponyms of the node’s synset; double right-
clicking reverses this action by reloading the graph at the
parent of the clicked node, thus providing bi-directional data
navigation through the hyponymy relation. To create more
space for the details of the children of a given synset, the
angular width of a node and its subtree can be manually in-
creased using the mouse wheel. This increase provides a ra-
dial detail-in-context view which causes the node’s siblings
to be correspondingly compressed. Changes to a node’s an-
gular width affect its children equally and its siblings in an
inverse manner (see Figure 5).

The visualization can be based on selected subsections
of the document. The initial view is based on all text tiles
in the document, but a selection can limit the tiles from
which counts are drawn. Unrestricted visual pan and geo-
metric zoom of the display space are also supported, as well
as a zoom-to-fit control to reset the pan and zoom to a best-fit
for the currently visible tree. Rendering is dependent on the
zoom factor: node borders are not rendered when the nodes
are very small, and labels are not rendered when they would
not be legible. All highlighting, navigation, and emphasis in-
teractions are provided in real time.
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(a) Linked visualizations for details-on-demand.

(b) The details window showing the concordance lines for the selected synset.

Figure 6: A search for ‘electricity’ reveals synsets containing that word (gold). On selecting a node, the distribution of the word
is revealed in the tile browser. Selecting a tile reveals the text with occurrences of the selected synset highlighted.

6. Drill Down

The full text can be read through accessing the text tiles at
the bottom of the interface. To navigate the text, we use a
linked visualization: the text tile browser. Rectangles repre-
senting the text tiles appears in a linear, vertical array to the
right of the DocuBurst. A fisheye distortion [Bed00] facil-
itates navigation and selection of text tiles within this list.
Clicking any tile brings it into view. Furthermore, this vi-
sualization can be used to see occurrence patterns in the
document. By clicking nodes in the DocuBurst visualiza-
tion, synsets and entire subtrees can be selected. Text tiles in
which selected synsets appear show as varying intensity of
orange in the text tile browser, depending on number of oc-
currences in the tile. Occurrences of those synsets and words
are also highlighted in the full text window.

Concordance lines are a standard linguistic analysis tool

in which all occurrences of a word of interest are extracted
and displayed with their left and right N (usually 5) context
words. Concordance lines for selections are extracted and
shown in the concordance window. Patterns of orange in the
tile browser can indicate how localized concepts are in the
document. For example, in Figure 6, we see that {electricity}
appears more frequently toward the end of the document. We
can use the tile browser and full text window to quickly find
occurrences of the terms of interest in context. By clicking
the text tile rectangles in the tile browser, we find, in the tile
detail window, that there is a chapter on ‘electricity’ at the
end of the book.

7. Example: Document Comparison

DocuBurst can be used to compare multiple documents.
Trees rooted at the same synset but coloured based on differ-
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(a) First 2008 debate (b) Third 2008 debate

Figure 7: DocuBursts rooted at {skill worker} reveal the
traditional US focus on military officers and veterans was
eclipsed in the third US Presidential debate by discussions
of plumbers.

ent texts will reveal relative frequency differences between
them. While the other examples in this paper were visualiza-
tion of a high school general science text book, we also can
apply the technique to other forms of electronic text. In Fig-
ure 7 we applied DocuBurst to the transcripts of two 2008
US presidential debates. Note that to ensure comparability
when viewing multiple documents, colour scaling is based
on the maximum count for visible nodes across all docu-
ments.

A high level view of the debates rooted at {person} re-
vealed strong colour for the {leader} and {serviceman, mil-
itary personnel, military man} subtrees. Drill down revealed
{senator} is a descendant of {leader} (both participants
were senators). Attention to military issues and veterans is
also expected given current conflicts. Examining the third
debate showed an additional region of colour under the
{craftsman} subtree. Further investigation, by switching to
the occurrence count size function, revealed a dramatic shift
in concentration within the {skilled worker} subtree. Mil-
itary people became relatively less important compared to
craftspeople — specifically, plumbers. This is the effect of
Senator McCain’s focus on “Joe the Plumber” in the third
debate, and was the genesis point of this phrase which dom-
inated the remainder of the campaign.

8. Challenges and Future Work

Reflecting on this work has suggested several interesting op-
portunities for future research in both the data and visual-
ization realms. From a data perspective, the original goal of
viewing what parts of an entire language are included in a
document merits further research. As with all text visual-
izations, it is necessary to view a subset of language due to
limited display space and computational resources with ex-
tremely large data. Views rooted at {entity} and covering all
English nouns appear cluttered and interaction is slow. It is
commonly held that WordNet sense-divisions are too fine-
grained for many computational applications; investigation
into other ways to abstract WordNet may help alleviate this

problem. Additionally the use of uneven tree cut models to
abstract the DocuBurst in a dynamic way may clarify the
view. For example, if the subtree under a node has only one
leaf with a non-zero count, we may omit that subtree.

Finding a place to begin exploration is a challenge
with the current implementation. Providing hints for which
synsets may be of interest as visualization roots for a partic-
ular document or set of documents may assist an analyst to
find views of interest. Methods which may be useful include
suggesting synsets with a high fraction of non-zero leaves
below them, or when the cumulative count divided by the
number of leaves is high, indicating an area of unusual con-
centration.

Word sense disambiguation is an area of active research
in computational linguistics that could benefit DocuBurst.
Currently, an occurrence of a word is divided among all
synsets in which it appears. Thus ‘river bank’ will augment
the count for {bank, savings bank, depository financial in-
stitution}. Incorporating word sense disambiguation into the
preprocessing step would greatly enhance the value of the
visualization. For example, in the general science textbook
used for the examples in this paper, ‘man’ occurs quite often
in the sense of ‘people’ (“man invented the wheel”). How-
ever, these occurrences are also counted towards the biolog-
ical {hominid} sense of ‘man’, resulting in the incorrectly
strong appearance of the {primate} subtree. Additionally,
we currently use word occurrence count as the only avail-
able word scoring function. Other scoring functions, such as
the Dunning Log-likelihood ratio [Dun93], could be used to
highlight important or unusual words in a document. Other
text features, such as hapax legomena (words which occur
only once) could be used with the WordNet-based layout to
provide special-purpose summaries of content.

Visually, the use of transparency to indicate word occur-
rence is useful for the intuitive mapping between data and vi-
sual appearance. However, it also introduces the possibility
of misleading illusions. For instance, siblings in DocuBurst
are unordered; furthermore, non-sibling nodes may be adja-
cent. By chance, unrelated nodes that both have high occur-
rence counts can appear as a large swath of strong colour.
Gestalt perception may lead viewers to impart significance
to this coincidence. Stronger node borders would distinguish
these regions, but node borders become obstructive on small
nodes. Finding an experimentally validated solution to this
design trade-off could impact space-filling visualizations in
general.

9. Conclusion

DocuBurst provides an overview visualization of document
content which is based on a human-centered view of lan-
guage whereas previous works were based on far simpler,
derivative statistical analyses. The visual design is grounded
in established research on human abilities in colour percep-
tion. Semantic and geometric zooming, filtering, search, and
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details-on-demand provide a visual document summary, re-
vealing what subset of language is covered by a document,
and how those terms are distributed.

Initially motivated by the current lack of a digital equiva-
lent of flipping through a book, this work leads well into an
investigation of the DocuBurst technique to view the differ-
ences between two or more documents, which may be useful
for plagiarism detection, document categorization, and au-
thorship attribution. Existing digital library interfaces could
be enhanced with arrays of DocuBurst icons, allowing com-
parison against one another or a baseline reference corpus to
portray content in more pleasing and information-rich ways.
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Abstract

We presentThe Chinese Room, a visualization interface that allows users to explore and interact with a multi-
tude of linguistic resources in order to decode and correct poor machine translations. The target users ofThe
Chinese Roomare not bilingual and are not familiar with machine translation technologies. We investigate the
ability of our system to assist such users in decoding and correcting faulty machine translations. We found that
by collaborating with our application, end-users can overcome many difficult translation errors and disambiguate
translated passages that were otherwise baffling. We also examine the utilityof our system to machine transla-
tion researchers. Anecdotal evidence suggests thatThe Chinese Roomcan help such researchers develop better
machine translation systems.

Categories and Subject Descriptors(according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Information
Visualization—Machine Translation

1. Introduction

The field of Machine Translation (MT) is concerned with
developing methods for automating the task of translating
between two natural human languages, such as Chinese
and English. However, because this task is difficult even
for skilled human translators, and requires a considerable
amount of world knowledge that cannot be easily encoded in
straightforward algorithms, the sentences produced by cur-
rent MT systems are often difficult or impossible to under-
stand. Consider the following example output:

"He utter eyes and not the
slightest attention As leakage."

The resulting output is more accurately described as a
jumble of words than an English sentence, even though the
output was produced by one of the best MT systems freely
available today [Goo08,NIS06]. The translation for the orig-
inal sentence should have been:

"His eyes were wide apart; noth-
ing in their field of vision es-
caped."

Many researchers are working hard to improve MT di-
rectly by creating better algorithms and systems. We pur-
sue an alternative solution – allow human users access to the
significant amount of information available to an MT sys-
tem, and let the user correct the MT output. This idea has
been proposed as far back as 1980 by Martin Kay [Kay80],
but that work and subsequent approaches have focused on
improving the performance of professional translators. Our
goal is to allow even users who are not bilingual to gain most
of the information contained in the original source sentence.

In our approach, the human user relies on the machine to
do the “symbol-pushing,” while the machine relies on the
human’s world knowledge to guide the search for a correct
translation. The assumption is that, although our intended
users do not know the source language and may not be famil-
iar with MT technologies, they have enough world knowl-
edge and linguistic abilities in their native language to help
them “decode” the disfluent MT output.

The process of language translation is complex and de-
pends on different types of linguistic information; some of
these information sources may contradict each other. Access
to all this information could quickly overwhelm a potential
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user, so it is essential that we design an effective system that
presents the information visually, in a useful and understand-
able manner.

We present a prototype of a collaborative translation sys-
tem, calledThe Chinese Room. The system visualizes am-
biguous linguistic information about the unknown foreign
language as it relates to the user’s native language so that
the user may gain an intuitive feel for what the source text
might mean and thus overcome the mistakes made by the
MT system.

Moreover, to better understand how users interact with the
system and help MT researchers design stronger automated
translation systems, we have designed an analysis module
based on the timeline work of Plaisant et al. [PMR∗96]. A
contribution of this work is that we demonstrate a novel do-
main application in which visualization helps machine trans-
lation research.

2. Background and Related Work

2.1. Background

In the process of translation, typical MT systems use a vari-
ety of linguistic resources — in terms of both data and tools.
Each of these tools and data sources — briefly reviewed be-
low — may introduce errors in the translation process.

In a first step, the source text is typicallysegmentedinto
words; the task is not trivial for Chinese text, which con-
tains no spaces naturally. As with all such automatic linguis-
tic tools, errors are made during the segmentation, which can
cause further errors later in the MT process.

Each sentence in the source text can also betaggedand
parsed, in order to test conformability of the sentence to a
logical grammar. The tagging step labels each word with a
part-of-speech (POS) tag, such as noun, verb, or adjective.
The POS-tagged sentence is then parsed; the parsing step
produces a parse of the sentence — a tree structure showing
the relationships among words within the sentence. Errors in
the tagging and parsing steps can also propagate to the MT
output.

Using the parsing information anddictionaries, the words
are finally translated to the target language. Additional errors
are possible at this stage. For example, the Chinese charac-
ter pronouncedmei3 could mean either the noun ”beauti-
ful”, or the noun ”the United States.” Choosing one defini-
tion over the other within a sentence can lead to very differ-
ent machine translations:He was responsive to beauty..., as
opposed toHe was sensitive to the United States....

The output of the MT system is not only the translated
sentence, but also a mapping between the words in each lan-
guage. This mapping is called thealignment. In addition to
the translation and alignment, some MT systems can also
provide then-bestretranslations of a group of words. These
retranslations are alternative translations generated by the

MT system, sorted in decreasing order of what the MT sys-
tem considers to be their probability of being correct.

In addition to bilingual dictionaries, an MT system may
consult resources such asglosses, monolingualor bilingual
corpora. A gloss is a brief summary of a word’s meaning,
equivalent to the dictionary entry of that word, but only a
word or two in length; it serves as a simple translation. A
corpus (plural corpora) or text corpus is a large and struc-
tured set of texts typically used for statistical analysis. In
more recent approaches, MT systems may also search the
web for already-translated similar phrases.

2.2. Related Work

While there is a considerable body of knowledge on the de-
sign of MT systems, there has been surprisingly little work in
the area of visualizing machine translation. Recently, a tool
called DerivTool [DKC05] was created for the purposes of
interacting with the core of an MT system. However, Deriv-
Tool’s focus was on directly improving a specific MT sys-
tem, and as such required in-depth knowledge of the par-
ticular MT system under analysis. Our application handles
generic MT data and targets users who are not familiar with
MT technologies.

The idea of leveraging human-computer collaborations
to improve MT is not new; computer-aided translation, for
instance, was proposed by Kay [Kay80]; research sys-
tems and commercial products have been successfully de-
veloped [Bow02,LFL00]. The focus of these efforts has been
on improving the performance of professional translators. In
contrast,The Chinese Roomis targeted at users who can-
not read the source text. Our objective is also related to that
of cross-language information retrieval [ROL01] in that we
want to help users to gain a deeper understanding of the in-
formation in the documents retrieved.

The name of our system was inspired by Searle’sChinese
Roomthought experiment [Sea80], although there are ma-
jor differences between our system and Searle’s description.
Most notably, our users manipulate Chinese symbols by in-
serting their knowledge rather than purely operating based
on instructions; nonetheless, the name was evocative in that
our users require additional resources to process the input
symbols.

Established methods exist for visualizing and interacting
with the various components — from text to trees — that
come into play in our machine translation application. Our
overall design ofThe Chinese Roomis based on the graph-
ical design principles outlined by Tufte [Tuf90] and on the
classic interaction principles of Card et al. [CMS99]. Our vi-
sualization and browsing of parse trees was further inspired
by the work of Munzner et al. [MGT∗03].

Finally, the analysis module we designed in order to inves-
tigate how users collaborate withThe Chinese Roombuilds
on the timeline work of Plaisant et al. [PMR∗96]
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Figure 1: The graphical environment consists of two main panes. The left pane is aworkspace for exploring the sentence, while
the right pane consists of multiple tabs that provide additional functionalities. The workspace displays the machine translation
(leftmost column), source sentence, and alignments between them; the source sentence is annotated with its parse tree (colored
brackets), its word and character glosses (two right columns). Currently displayed in the right pane is the example tab, showing
the search results (highlighted in pink) for the selected Chinese phrase (highlighted in the left pane in green).

3. Methods

3.1. Overview

In designing the prototype forThe Chinese Room, we at-
tempt to present the users with as many of the resources
commonly used by MT systems as possible. Although many
language-processing tools and multilingual resources are
available as off-the-shelf packages, most are still imperfect.
Finding the optimal way to integrate and display the possibly
conflicting information from these resources is a challenging
problem.

The Chinese Roomconsists of a visualization interface
interconnected with five off-the-shelf text-processing mod-
ules: a machine translation and alignment module (the re-
search version of Google’s free Machine Translation service
[Goo08]), a part-of-speech tagger (POS-tagger) and a parser
module [KM03], a segmentation module (a by-product of
Google’s translation process), a custom glosses builder (we
used the Chinese-English Translation Lexicon released by
the Linguistics Data Consortium), and a custom informa-
tion retrieval engine [Lem06], which allows the users to
search large monolingual and bilingual corpora for approx-
imate matches to difficult phrases. For corpora, we used the
Federal Broadcast Information Service corpus and the Chi-

nese Gigaword corpus. We chose five widely used resources
that were freely available and had a reasonably good perfor-
mance. Additional less-common resources — such as trans-
lation phrase dictionaries, multiple dictionaries, or transla-
tion rules for phrases — could be added to the application;
exploring the performance of alternative translation algo-
rithms and additional resources in the context of our system
goes beyond the scope of this paper. Each text-processing
module provides linguistic information, while the visualiza-
tion interface presents these linguistics resources to the users
in an intuitive fashion, and also facilitates the user interac-
tion.

An additional behind-the-scenes module (Section 3.4) al-
lows the MT researchers to examine visually the MT cor-
rections performed by users. The module is packaged with
the application, but it is typically accessed only by the MT
researchers.

3.2. The Chinese Room Visual Display

Once the five text-processing modules process the source
text, the resulting data must be displayed to the user in a way
that is both simple enough to understand, and comprehen-
sive enough for the task of understanding and correcting the
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Figure 2: Source text segmentation: the ideograms for ’eye’
and ’light’ or ’ray’ form the word ’sight’.

translation to be possible. The graphical display design was
guided by iterative prototyping and feedback from both MT
researchers and novice users. Early prototypes attempted to
show the user simultaneous multiple views of the resources
(for example, the document view, the sentence view, and the
detail view — such as the alternative translations). How-
ever, feedback indicated that showing more than two views
at a time was confusing the users. Later, more successful de-
signs emphasized instead the translation task by showing the
current translated sentence at all times in a left pane, while
allowing the user to interactively view either details on de-
mand or the document context in a second pane (Fig.1). The
left pane serves as a large workspace in which the user can
interact with the translated text sentence by sentence; on the
right pane are tabbed panels that give users access to infor-
mation with additional context.

The left pane combines five sources of information – the
most important and easier to use according to early feed-
back: the segmented source sentence, its translation, the
alignment of the source and target sentence, the parse struc-
ture of the sentence, glosses for words and, in the Chinese
case, glosses for characters. The text for both the initial ma-
chine translation and the dictionary definitions — indicated
by user feedback as convenient resources — is displayed
clearly in the white, rounded boxes. Text for the source sen-
tence is shown in darker grey boxes, giving it less visual
prominence because Chinese or Arabic characters are not
directly useful to our users, who can’t read them. The seg-
mentation, which was useful to our users, is still readily ap-
parent. For example, in Fig.2 the users can see how the MT
system built the word ’sight’ from two ideograms, ’eye’ and
’light’.

Alignments between the source words and the target
words (Fig.3) are shown in a dark grey color because they
are often wrong or uninformative. The alignments allow the
users to visually detect potential misalignments or poor word
reordering. For instance, the automatic translation shown
in Figure1 begins:Two years ago this month...It is fluent
but incorrect. The crossed alignments offer users a clue that
“two” and “months” should not have been split up. English
words in the machine translation are clustered together based
on these alignments. The intuition is that alignments group
words into likely phrasal units of translation, making it eas-

Figure 3: Source to target alignment showing the MT map-
pings between source words in Arabic and target words
in English. POS-tags label the parse tree, although novice
users tend to focus on the tree structure and at most the first
letter of each label: NP (noun phrase), NN (single noun),
VBD (verb past tense), DT (determiner) etc.

ier to see at a glance (a) how the sentence is structured, and
(b) if any phrase looks out of place.

Glosses for words and characters are shown on the right
side of the workspace pane. In the case of Chinese text, the
placement of the word glosses presents a challenge because
there are often alternative Chinese segmentations. We place
glosses for multi-character words in the column closer to
the source. When the user mouses over each definition, the
corresponding characters are highlighted, helping the user
to notice potential mis-segmentation in the Chinese. Dictio-
nary definitions are organized based on the characters that
they correspond to.

Finally, the source sentence is annotated with its parse
structure. The design of the parse tree was challenging, since
most users are not familiar with the concept of a parse tree.
In such a tree, each node in the tree represents either a syn-
tactic phrase (if it is an interior node), or a POS-tagged
word (if it is a leaf node). We represent each syntactic node
with a bracketed line that spans each of the child phrases
and words. The brackets are color-coded into four major
types (noun phrase, verb phrases, prepositional phrases, and
other). Each node is also labeled with the name of the phrase
so that the mapping between color and type does not need
to be remembered by the users. Early feedback indicated
the parse structure was useful in general when analyzing
a phrase, while POS-labels were more useful to MT re-
searchers than to novice users. Accordingly, in our pilot
study the users were instructed to focus on the extent of
brackets rather than their color-mapping and labels; future
versions of the system will enable the users to turn off POS-
labeling.

The right pane of the visual display can be used (1) as an
overview tab that shows all sentences in the document; sen-
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tences can be selected interactively to be worked on in the
left pane; (2) as a notepad-like tab that allows direct editing
of the machine translation; or (3) to display additional infor-
mation (details-on-demand) such as alternative translations
or similar phrases.

3.3. Interaction

When users encounter a problem that requires more infor-
mation than is displayed by default, they have two options
for exploration — searching for similar phrases, or request-
ing n-best retranslations for that phrase. Users can select a
portion of the source string in order to search for similar
phrases in a bilingual corpus; the search returns professional
translations in similar contexts. Additionally, phrases from a
large monolingual Chinese corpus are also returned together
with their automatic translations. If the users wish to exam-
ine any of the translation pairs in detail, they can push it onto
the sentence workspace. Finally, users can also request alter-
native translations from the MT system for selected sources
phrases. TheN-best alternatives are displayed.

In the left pane, users can zoom-in, collapse and expand
the parse-tree brackets to keep the workspace uncluttered as
they work through the source sentence. This action also in-
dicates to the MT researcher which fragments held the user’s
focus. Highlighting either the original Chinese word or the
definition in the left pane will show the matching definition
or characters, respectively. Finally, all English elements can
be edited and dragged around the screen, allowing the user to
tangibly interact with the sentence, and consider alternative
target-word orderings and thus alternative translation possi-
bilities.

3.4. Visual Analysis

One of the issues of prime interest to the MT researchers was
investigating how exactly people useThe Chinese Room.
What resources and strategies did they use? To answer such
questions, and in collaboration with the MT researchers, we
created a timeline visualization for each trial; a trial is de-
fined as one document being worked on by a single user.
The timeline diagrams provide a nice, simple description of
the user behavior during the trial.

The analysis window (Fig.4) is split horizontally into two
main white panes. The MT researcher can load one trial —
i.e., document/user pair — in each pane. The two panes al-
low for easier comparison of the trial pairs.

Each pane shows the user’s actions for a particular doc-
ument. Vertical lines of color represent the user actions on
a specific sentence within a document; each horizontal line
corresponds to a sentence within the document, and the x-
axis is mapped to time. Each color represents a different
action: editing, document context view, search results, al-
ternate translation, orother — for example, examining an

example sentence in detail. Thus, colors represent which re-
sources were used, and when.

The analysis window also contains two toggle buttons.
The ’Type’ button controls whether the plot boxes are show-
ing cumulative action or the timeline of the actions. The
’Connected’ button controls whether the time scale of the
two boxes is scaled separately or is locked together. We note
that the analysis module was designed with the goal of com-
paring the behavior of a few users at a time, which was a
good fit with the exploratory nature of the present study. The
module would likely have to be revised to fit potential larger-
scale studies.

4. Evaluation and Results

To evaluate the MT impact ofThe Chinese Room, we
have conducted a pilot experiment. We asked eight non-
Chinese speakers to correct the machine translations of four
short Chinese passages, approximately ten sentences long
each. While both the participant pool and the dataset (184
participant-corrected sentences) are relatively small, they al-
lowed the MT researchers to perform quantitative and qual-
itative assessments while controlling for user backgrounds
and experiences (see [AHM09] for a detailed analysis).

Each participant was instructed to (a) correct the transla-
tions for one news article and one fiction passage using all
the resources made available byThe Chinese Roomand (b)
correct the other two passages withoutThe Chinese Room.
To keep the experimental conditions as similar as possible,
for task (b) we provided the users with a restricted version of
the graphical interface (Fig.5) in which all additional func-
tionalities except for the Document View Tab were disabled.
Half of the users began with task (b), and the other half with
task (a). Thus, every passage received four sets of correc-
tions made collaboratively with the system, and four sets of
corrections made based solely on the participants’ internal
language models.

The participants were asked to complete each passage
within one session, without further time constraints. Within
a passage, the users could work on the sentences in any arbi-
trary order. They could also elect to “pass” any part of a sen-
tence if they found it too difficult to correct. Timing statistics
were automatically collected. We conducted a short exit in-
terview with each participant at the end of the session.

The corrected translations were evaluated by two bilin-
gual speakers (“judges”). The judges were presented with
the original source text as well as the parallel English text
for reference. Each judge was then shown a set of candidate
translations: the original MT output, an alternative transla-
tion by a bilingual speaker, and corrected translations by the
participants, in a randomized order. Since the human cor-
rected translations are likely to be fluent, we have instructed
the judges to concentrate more on the adequacy of the mean-
ing conveyed. They were asked to rate each sentence on an
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Figure 4: Two views of the visual analysis window, showing the actions of two users (ric and nick) as they worked on the same
document 4, both using the Chinese Room. Left: action timeline view: right: cumulative action view. The MT researcher quickly
saw that the first user (ric) used a wide variety of resources, while the second user relied almost exclusively on searching for
similar examples. Both users took a similar approach of working their way through each example sentence one by one without
skipping around much, and relying instead on local context.

Figure 5: The interface for users who are correcting trans-
lations without the Chinese Room; they have access to the
document view, but they do not have access to any of the
other resources.

absolute scale of 1-10, where 9-10 means “The meaning of
the Chinese sentence is fully conveyed in the translation”,
and 1-2 means “The translation makes no sense at all.” To
reduce the biases in the rating scales of different judges, we
normalized the judges’ scores, following standard practices
in MT evaluation [BFF∗03]; the normalization resulted in
scoring in the [0,1] range.

Using The Chinese Room, the experiment participants

were able to improve on average the MT quality from 0.35 to
0.53, closing the gap between the MT and bilingual transla-
tions by 36.9% without knowing the source language (the
average score of bilingual translations was 0.83). Table1
shows example outputs from the participants.

Overall, the MT outputs contained enough errors that the
participants were able to improve, to a small degree, the
MT quality even withoutThe Chinese Room, from 0.35 to
0.42. These differences are all statistically significant (using
a paired t-test with>98% confidence). In general, partici-
pants who usedThe Chinese Roomhad more instances of
large improvements than participants who made corrections
without help.

In many cases, multiple users were able to identify a trans-
lation error without being able to fix it, but one or two users
managed to understand the intended meaning by working
with our system. As an upper-bound for the effectiveness of
the system, we construct a combined “oracle” user out of
all 4 users that used the interface for each sentence. The or-
acle user’s average score is 0.70; in contrast, an oracle of
users who did not use the system is 0.54 (relative to the
MT’s overall of 0.353 and the bilingual translator’s overall of
0.833). This suggestsThe Chinese Roomaffords a potential
for human-human collaboration as well.

The higher quality of corrections did require the partici-
pants to put in more time. Overall, the participants took 2.5
times as long when they had access toThe Chinese Room
than when they did not. This may be partly because the par-
ticipants have more sources of information to explore, and
partly because the participants tended to “pass” on fewer
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Score Translation

MT 0.336 He is being discovered almost hit an arm in the pile of books on the desktop, just like
frightened horse as a Lieju Wangbangbian almost Pengfan the piano stool.

Without The Chinese Room 0.263 Startled, he almost knocked over a pile of book on his desk, just like a frightened horse as
a Lieju Wangbangbian almost Pengfan the piano stool.

With The Chinese Room 0.778 He was nervous, and when one of his arms nearly hit a stack of books on the desktop, he
startled like a horse, falling back and almost knocking over the piano stool.

Bilingual Translator 0.934 Feeling nervous, he discovered that one of his arms almost hit the pile of books on the table.
Like a frightened horse, he stumbled aside, almost turning over a piano stool.

Table 1: Example translation corrected by the participants and their scores. In this example, the initial MT was badly jumbled,
but the informed user was able to recover most of the meaning.

sentences. We note that the goal of this project is to improve
the quality of machine translations, and not to minimize the
task completion time.

During the exit interviews, the participants were asked:
(a) to give an overall summary of each translated document;
(b) about their overall satisfaction with the tool, including
suggestions for improvement; (c) about the specific strate-
gies they used to collaborate with the system. In general,
summaries for news articles were accurate, while, unsur-
prisingly, summaries for story excerpts were less so (for
example, one participant mistook a fragment fromMartin
Eden for a spy story). Participant experiences, as revealed
through the exit interviews, were generally positive. Because
the users felt like they understood the translations better,
they did not mind putting in the time to collaborate with the
system. Specific comments included: “happy to have it [the
tool]”, “at least it gives one something to do when one is
stuck”, “it was fun”, while the suggestions for improvement
caught several minor bugs in the user interface. Novice users
did not find the POS-tags particularly useful, although hav-
ing access to the parse tree structure was considered helpful.

During the exit interviews, the participants were also
asked to describe strategies that they developed for collab-
orating with the system. Their responses fall into three main
categories:

• Divide and Conquer: Some users found the parse
trees helpful in identifying phrasal units, for which they
subsequently requiredN-best retranslations or example
searches. For longer sentences, they used the constituent
collapse feature to help them reduce clutter and focus on
a portion of the sentence.

• Example Retrieval: Using the search interface, users ex-
amined the highlighted query terms to determine whether
the MT system made any segmentation errors. Some-
times, they used the examples to arbitrate whether they
should trust any of the dictionary glosses or the MT’s lex-
ical choices. Typically, though, they did not attempt to in-
spect the example translations in detail.

• Document Coherence and Word Glosses: Users often
referred to the document view to determine the context
for the sentence they are editing. Together with the word

glosses and other resources, the context clues helped the
users make better lexical choices than when they made
corrections without the full system and relied on docu-
ment coherence alone.

In general, users often accessed the document context
view and requested alternative translations. About half as
often they searched for similar examples and expanded or
collapsed the right pane tree. The option of inspecting re-
trieved examples in detail (i.e., bring them up on the sen-
tence workspace) was rarely used, perhaps because novice
users experienced a greater degree of uncertainty than pro-
fessional translators.

Figure 4 shows anecdotal evidence of how the visual
analysis interface was useful to the MT researchers: two
users are shown correcting the same document, both using
The Chinese Room. In this particular example, the MT re-
searcher can quickly see that the first user (ric) used a wide
variety of resources, while the second user (nick) relied al-
most exclusively on searching for similar examples. Both
users took a similar approach of working their way through
each example sentence one by one, in a sequence, and rely-
ing primarily on the local context. The MT researcher also
noticed that both users cared enough to put some effort into
editing the final pass, even though this was the last docu-
ment and they had been using theChinese Roomfor several
hours; in Fig4, see the little “editing pass” at the end of the
trial, where the users ensured that each sentence was what
they wanted. The researcher noted: “If we were to look back
at previous documents done by these users, I could see how
their approach changed over time.”

In general, the most important thing the MT researchers
learned from the analysis visualizations was a sense for how
different each person’s approach to the problem was. As con-
firmed by the exit interviews, some people skipped all over,
some relied on certain resources much more than others,
while some would spend half the time on the first sentence,
then do the other sentences very quickly. The researchers
had hoped to be able to say more about the usage of var-
ious linguistic resources, but since the pilot users used the
interface in very different ways, it was difficult to make gen-
eralizations. Perhaps with more detailed logging, or a larger
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user pool, more commonalities could have been found. The
researchers wished that we had recorded slightly more in-
formation, such as mouse clicks and movements, but on the
other hand, they also felt they already had a lot of informa-
tion about the user behavior.

5. Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper, we have shown that concepts from visualiza-
tion and human computer interaction can have significant
positive impacts on research in machine translation.

From our experiments,The Chinese Roomseems promis-
ing as an end-application. Although the participants did
not find all the translation errors using our current system,
the corrections they made led to a significant improvement
over the original machine translation. Moreover, our time-
line analysis module helped researchers to understand what
resources humans need to correct erroneous machine trans-
lations and how they interact with these resources to achieve
this task. In the future, we plan to incorporate additional
resources specific to a particular type of MT systems to
help researchers further improve their systems. The time-
line analysis may also lead to alternative interface designs.
For example, although feedback from earlier prototypes in-
dicates that simultaneous multiple views are confusing to
the users, the timeline analysis shows that participants fre-
quently switch between different views. Ultimately, theChi-
nese Roomserves as a useful diagnostic tool to help design-
ers of MT systems to verify ideas about what types of re-
sources and data are useful for automatic translation.

One of the most interesting challenges in this work was
finding ways to incorporate into the visual display the un-
certainty inherent to the various machine translation sub-
processes. In visualization, uncertainty is often ignored or
treated as a binary quality. In knowledge discovery applica-
tions it is, however, important to show to the user not only
that the value of a particular option is uncertain, but also the
other options available. In some instances, by showing alter-
native options, our visualization enabled the users to unravel
and repair sequences of three or four consecutive mistakes.

In conclusion, we have designed, implemented and tested
The Chinese Room, a visualization interface that makes
available a variety of linguistic resources to users in an intu-
itive display and facilitates their collaborations with these re-
sources. By combining evidence from complementary infor-
mation sources, users can infer alternative hypotheses based
on their world knowledge and improve the overall trans-
lation. Experimental evidence suggests that the collabora-
tive effort between human users and our system results in
much improved translations than either the original MT or
uninformed human edits. Moreover, in several instances, the
quality of the corrected translation approached that of bilin-
gual speakers. User inputs may be gathered for error anal-
ysis and system training for future MT development. Fi-
nally, this work demonstrates a novel domain application in

which visualization and interaction help machine translation
research.
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Tutorial Objectives
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An understanding of the importance 

and applicability of information 

visualization techniques to 

computational linguistics research;

Objectives
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Knowledge of the basic 

principles of information 

visualization theory;

Objectives

6

The ability to identify appropriate 

visualization software and 

techniques that are available for 

immediate use and for prototyping;

Objectives
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A working knowledge of 

research to date in the area of 

linguistic visualization.

Objectives

8

The Power of Visualization



F. J. Anscombe, 1973

Property Value

N 11

Mean of each x variable 9.0

Variance of each x variable 10.0

Mean of each y variable 7.5

Variance of each y variable 3.75

Sum of squares 110.0

Standard error of slope 0.1

Residual sum of squares of Y: 13.8

r-squared 0.7

Regression sum of squares 27.5

Correlation between each x 

and y variable
0.816

Linear regression line y = 3 + 0.5x

Anscombe’s Quartet
9

I II III IV

x y x y x y x y

10.0 8.04 10.0 9.14 10.0 7.46 8.0 6.58

8.0 6.95 8.0 8.14 8.0 6.77 8.0 5.76

13.0 7.58 13.0 8.74 13.0 12.74 8.0 7.71

9.0 8.81 9.0 8.77 9.0 7.11 8.0 8.84

11.0 8.33 11.0 9.26 11.0 7.81 8.0 8.47

14.0 9.96 14.0 8.10 14.0 8.84 8.0 7.04

6.0 7.24 6.0 6.13 6.0 6.08 8.0 5.25

4.0 4.26 4.0 3.10 4.0 5.39 19.0 12.50

12.0 10.84 12.0 9.13 12.0 8.15 8.0 5.56

7.0 4.82 7.0 7.26 7.0 6.42 8.0 7.91

5.0 5.68 5.0 4.74 5.0 5.73 8.0 6.89

Example: Movements of the French Army

temperature, date location, directionnumber

Minard, 1861; Tufte, 2001
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London Cholera Deaths
11

John Snow (1855) On the Mode of Communication of Cholera.

12

What is information 

visualization?
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Galileo’s notebook on Jupiter

Manual sketches (externalizations) in science

Alan Turing’s sketch of analysis process 

for a 25-letter Enigma Cipher Text.
Courtesy of King’s College, Cambridge and the UK National 

Cataloguing Unit for the Archives of Contemporary 

Scientists

A Sentence
14

“Mattie was here last evening, and we sat on the 

front door stone, and talked about life and love, 

and whispered our childish fancies about such 

blissful things -- the evening was gone so soon, 

and I walked home with Mattie beneath the silent 

moon, and wished for you, and Heaven.”

Emily Dickinson's Letters to Susan Gilbert



A Single Letter
15

Early June, 1852
They are cleaning house today, Susie, and I've made a flying 
retreat to my own little chamber, where with affection, and 
you, I will spend this my precious hour, most precious of all the 
hours which dot my flying days, and the one so dear, that for it I 
barter everything, and as soon as it is gone, I am sighing for it 
again. 
I cannot believe, dear Susie, that I have stayed without you 
almost a whole year long; sometimes the time seems short, 
and the thought of you as warm as if you had gone but 
yesterday, and again if years and years and trod their silent 
pathway, the time would seem less long. And now how soon 
shall I have you, shall hold you in my arms; you will forgive the 
tears, Susie, they are so glad to come that it is not in my heart 
to reprove them and send them home. I don't know why it is --
but there's something in your name, now you are taken from 
me, which fills my heart so full, and my eye, too. It is not that 
the mention grieves me, no, Susie, but I think of each 
"sunnyside" where we have sat together, and lest there be no 
more, I guess is what makes the tears come. Mattie was here 
last evening, and we sat on the front door stone, and talked 
about life and love, and whispered our childish fancies about 
such blissful things -- the evening was gone so soon, and I 
walked home with Mattie beneath the silent moon, and wished 
for you, and Heaven. You did not come, Darling, but a bit of 
Heaven did, or so it seemed to us, as we walked side by side 
and wondered if that great blessedness which may be our's
sometime, is granted now, to some. Those unions, my dear 
Susie, by which two lives are one, this sweet and strange 
adoption wherein we can but look, and are not yet admitted, 
how it can fill the heart, and make it gang wildly beating, how it 
will take us one day, and make us all it's own, and we shall not 
run away from it, but lie still and be happy! 
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Early Writings, 1850 to mid-1850s

During the early and mid-1850s, Emily's correspondence to Susan is effusive and filled with puns and references to the act of writing. The first letter that is preserved from Emily to Susan is dated 1850. While it is not certain how Emily and Susan met, it is likely that they were friends by 1847 or 1848. In an 1850 letter to Susan, Emily's brother Austin remarks on the previous Thanksgiving and expresses his happiness when Emily and their sister Lavinia (Vinnie) asked Susan's "family into the circle which had for two or three years been gradually forming." The letters from Emily to Susan and drafts of letters from Austin indicate that Susan is the object of passionate attachment for both brother and sister. 

The boundaries of the correspondence from Emily to Susan are defined by what Susan saves rather than by what Emily writes, and it is likely that Emily sends letters to Susan that have not survived. Perhaps Susan begins to keep letters from Emily following the 1850 death of her sister Mary, in childbirth. Or Susan may save Emily's letters when she begins to keep letters from Austin.

In the early years of the correspondence, between 1851 and 1852, Susan moves to Baltimore to teach at Robert Archer's school for gifts. Her decision to go away is sudden, and she writes to her brother Dwight, declaring that she has left her "good friends in Amherst actually staring with astonishment." Susan is independent, outspoken, deeply engaged with spiritual concerns, and like Emily, she is committed to pursuing intellectual growth without benefit of continuing education. 

Emily's and Susan's impatience and resentment of household duties are nearly identical. In a letter to her friend Samuel Bartlett, Susan says: "I've fairly commenced the Spring siege of sewing, and such quantities of garments and furbelows, to be made, lie stretching away before my crooked needles, I am quite in despair, and continually wondering and fretting, that we are not clothed like the lilies, without any spinning and toiling -- I find no time to read or think, and but little to walk -- but just go revolving round a spool of `Coat's cotton' as if it were the grand centre of mental and moral life --" 

While Emily sends Susan passionate and playful letters, Austin formally courts Susan, and Emily secretly delivers his letters to her "Darling Sue." In 1853, humor suffuses an edge of envy for Austin's heightened status in the family as an ambitious and "learned" person; having graduated from Amherst College, he now attends Harvard Law School. Although Emily "loves the opportunity to serve those who are mine," she writes to Susan in markedly shaky handwriting, identifying with Miss Julia Mills in David Copperfield, whom Dickens describes as "interested in others' loves, herself withdrawn." 

The intellectual intimacy between Emily and Susan begins in the early years of their relationship. In her letters to Susan, Emily frequently refers to the novels she is reading and uses various characters as metaphors or codes to relate her feelings about herself and Susan, and comment about friends, relatives, and literary and political luminaries and events. 

In early 1853, Susan travels to Manchester, New Hampshire, to visit Mary and Samuel Bartlett, her sister Mary's in-laws. On the return rail trip from Manchester on Wednesday, March 23, Susan arrives in Boston for a tryst with Austin at the Revere Hotel, and the couple becomes engaged. When Susan returns to Amherst, she shares the news with Emily who then writes to Austin: "Oh my dear `Oliver,' how chipper you must be since any of us have seen you?" and "I hope you have been made happy." In this letter, she blames Austin because Susan seems distracted and absent, and Emily devises punishment: "You deserve, let me see; you deserve hot irons, and Chinese Tartary ..." She then reminds him how often she is seeing 

Susan while he is away at law school and closes with: "Dear Austin, I am keen, but you are a good deal keener, I am something of a fox, but you are more of a hound! I guess we are very good friends tho', and I guess we both love [S]us[ie] just as well as we can." As the brackets indicate, Emily's references to "Susie" have been altered or erased. In another letter written several weeks later beginning, "Do you want to hear from me, Austin?" affectionate references to Susan are erased as well, though kindly references to Lavinia remain untouched. Emily asks Austin, "How long it is since you've been in this state of complacence towards God and our fellow men?" She then follows with, "I think it must be sudden." Facetiously 

she recommends religious texts to guide Austin in meditating on self-discipline and submission of his will. She hopes that he has "enjoyed" "sanctuary privileges." 

In April 1854, Austin, Lavinia, and their mother visit Washington, D.C., where Edward Dickinson is serving as a member of Congress. They arrive on April 7, and stay for several weeks. At this time, Susan lives with Emily, in the company of John Graves, a cousin from nearby Sunderland, who is attending Amherst College. In mid-April, Susan writes to Mary Bartlett saying, "I am keeping house with Emily, while the family are in Washington -- We frighten each other to death nearly every night -- with that exception, we have very independent times." 

Three months later, Susan becomes seriously ill with "nervous fever." Describing Susan's condition to a friend, Emily writes that "every hour possible I have taken away to her." Susan recovers in August and travels to Geneva and Aurora, New York, where she stays with family for nearly three months. Austin, now graduated from Harvard Law School and admitted to the bar, prepares to seek his fortune in the West. 

From Aurora, New York, Susan travels to Grand Haven, Michigan, where she stays with her brother Dwight through the early winter. In a letter mapping out her travel plans Susan tells her brother, "I have always felt so like a child the idea of really being married seems absurd enough and if the event ever occurs I think I shall experience a feeling of odd surprise --" 

When Susan accuses Austin of interfering with her correspondence with Emily, Austin writes: "As to your deprivation of `Spiritual converse' with my sister -- I Know Nothing -- I was aware that you had been in correspondence for some time, but had never had an intimation that the correspondence was at an end -- ... So you will not suspect me of having interfered with your epistolary intercourse with her." 

In the letters that follow, Emily and Susan are in their early twenties. Though Emily's feelings of love, desire, and longing for Susan have often been dismissed as a "school-girl crush," the letters resonate with intelligence, humor, and intimacy that cannot be reduced to adolescent flurry. 
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Thursday noon.

Were it not for the weather Susie -- my little, unwelcome face would come peering in today -- I should steal a kiss from the sister -- the darling Rover returned -- Thank the wintry wind my dear one -- that spares such daring intrusion! Dear Susie -- happy Susie -- I rejoice in all your Joy -- sustained by that dear sister you will never again be lonely. Dont forget all the little friends who have tried so hard to be sisters, when indeed you were alone! 

You do not hear the wind blow on this inclement day, when the world is shrugging it's shoulders -- your little "Columbarium is lined with warmth and softness," there is no "silence" there -- so you differ from bonnie "Alice." I miss one angel face in the little world of sisters -- dear Mary -- sainted Mary -- Remember lonely one -- tho, she comes not to us, we shall return to her! My love to both your sisters -- and I want so much to see Matty. 

Very aff yours, Emily 

autumn/winter 1850

In this letter Emily refers to Susan's sister Mary, who died on July 14, 1850. In December, Susan's sister Martha ("Matty") came from Michigan, and the Gilbert family was temporarily reconstituted in the Amherst home of their eldest sister Harriet. The allusion to "Alice" is to Alice Archer of Longfellow's Kavanagh (1849) whose room is "that columbarium lined with warmth, and softness, and silence." Throughout the correspondence, and long before Susan is actually her sister-in-law, Emily addresses Susan as "Sister." 
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Thursday evening 

I wept a tear here, Susie -- on purpose for you -- because this "sweet silver moon" smiles in on me and Vinnie, and then it goes so far before it gets to you -- and then you never told me if there was any moon in Baltimore -- and how do I know Susie -- that you see her sweet face at all? She looks like a fairy tonight, sailing around the sky in a little silver gondola with stars for gondoliers. I asked her to let me ride a little while ago -- and told her I would get out when she got as far as Baltimore, but she only smiled to herself and went sailing on. 

I think she was quite ungenerous -- but I have learned the lesson and shant ever ask her again. To day it rained at home -- sometimes it rained so hard that I fancied you could hear it's patter -- patter, patter, as it fell upon the leaves -- and the fancy pleased me so, that I sat and listened to it -- and watched it earnestly. Did you hear it Susie -- or was it only fancy? Bye and bye the sun came out--just in time to bid us goodnight, and as I told you sometime, the moon is shining now. 

It is such an evening Susie, as you and I would walk and have such pleasant musings, if you were only here -- perhaps we would have a "Reverie" after the form of "Ik Marvel," indeed I do not know why it would'nt be just as charming as of that lonely Bachelor, smoking his cigar -- and it would be far more profitable as "Marvel" only marvelled, and you and I would try to make a little destiny to have for our own. Do you know that charming man is dreaming again, and will wake pretty soon -- so the papers say, with another Reverie -- more beautiful than the first? 

Dont you hope he will live as long as you and I do -- and keep on having dreams and writing them to us -- what a charming old man he'll be, and how I envy his grandchildren, little "Bella" and "Paul"! We will be willing to die Susie -- when such as he have gone, for there will be none left to interpret these lives of our's. 

Longfellow's "golden Legend" has come to town I hear -- and may be seen in state on Mr. Adams' bookshelves. It always makes me think of "Pegasus in the pound --" when I find a gracious author sitting side by side with "Murray" and "Wells" and "Walker" in that renowned store -- and like him I half expect to hear they have "flown" some morning and in their native ether revel all the day -- but for our sakes dear Susie, who please ourselves with the fancy that we are the only poets -- and every one else is prose, let us hope they will yet be willing to share our humble world and feed upon such aliment as we consent to do! 

You thank me for the Rice cake -- you tell me Susie, you have just been tasting it -- and how happy I am to send you anything you love -- how hungry you must grow before it is noon there -- and then you must be faint from teaching those stupid scholars. I fancy you very often descending to the schoolroom with a plump Binomial Theorem struggling in your hand which you must dissect and exhibit to your incomprehending ones -- I hope you whip them Susie -- for my sake -- whip them hard whenever they dont behave just as you want to have them! I know they are very dull -- sometimes -- from what Mattie says -- but I presume you encourage them and forgive all their mistakes. It will teach you patience Susie -- you 

may be sure of that. And Mattie tells me too of your evening carousals --and the funny frights you give in personating the Master -- just like you Susie -- like you for all the world -- how Mr Payson would laugh if I could only tell him, and then those great dark eyes -- how they would glance and sparkle! Susie -- have all the fun wh' you possibly can -- and laugh as often and sing, for tears are plentier than smiles in this little world of our's -- only dont be so happy as to let Mattie and me grow dimmer and dimmer and finally fade away, and merrier maids than we smile in our vacant places! 

Susie, did you think that I would never write you when you were gone away -- what made you? I am sure you know my promise far too well for that -- and had I never said so -- I should be constrained to write -- for what shall separate us from any whom we love -- not "hight nor depth["] ... 

October 9, 1851

Susan is now teaching in Baltimore and Emily writes to her frequently. Ik Marvel's (Donald G. Mitchell) Reveries of a Bachelor (1850) was a bestseller and enjoyed by Emily, Susan, and Austin, as was Longfellow's Golden Legend (1851). Both books celebrate romantic passion and emotional attachment. Lindley Murray, William Harvey Wells, and John Walker were lexicographers and grammarians. In an October 1 letter to Austin, every allusion to "Susie" is erased. 
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Friday forenoon --

Will you let me come dear Susie -- looking just as I do, my dress soiled and worn, my grand old apron, and my hair -- Oh Susie, time would fail me to enumerate my appearance, yet I love you just as dearly as if I was e'er so fine, so you wont care, will you? I am so glad dear Susie -- that our hearts are always clean, and always neat and lovely, so not to be ashamed. I have been hard at work this morning, and I ought to be working now -- but I cannot deny myself the luxury of a minute or two with you. 

The dishes may wait dear Susie -- and the uncleared table stand, them I have always with me, but you, I have "not always," why Susie, Christ hath saints manie -- and I have few, but thee -- the angels shant have Susie -- no -- no no! 

Vinnie is sewing away like a fictitious seamstress, and I half expect some knight will arrive at the door, confess himself a nothing in presence of her loveliness, and present his heart and hand as the only vestige of him worthy to be refused. 

Vinnie and I have been talking about growing old, today. Vinnie thinks twenty must be a fearful position for one to occupy -- I tell her I dont care if I am young or not, had as lief be thirty, and you, as most anything else. Vinnie expresses her sympathy at my "sere and yellow leaf" and resumes her work, dear Susie, tell me how you feel -- ar'nt there days in one's life when to be old dont seem a thing so sad --

I do feel gray and grim, this morning, and I feel it would be a comfort to have a piping voice, and a broken back, and scare little children. 

Dont you run, Susie dear, for I wont do any harm, and I do love you dearly tho' I do feel so frightful. 

Oh my darling one, how long you wander from me, how weary I grow of waiting and looking, and calling for you; sometimes I shut my eyes, and shut my heart towards you, and try hard to forget you because you grieve me so, but you'll never go away, Oh you never will -- say, Susie, promise me again, and I will smile faintly -- and take up my little cross again of sad -- sad separation. How vain it seems to write, when one knows how to feel -- how much more near and dear to sit beside you, talk with you, hear the tones of your voice -- so hard to "deny thyself, and take up thy cross, and follow me --" give me strength, Susie, write me of hope and love, and of hearts that endured, and great was their reward of "Our Father who 

art in Heaven." I dont know how I shall bear it, when the gentle spring comes; if she should come and see me and talk to me of you, Oh it would surely kill me! While the frost clings to the windows, and the World is stern and drear; this absence is easier -- the Earth mourns too, for all her little birds; but when they all come back again, and she sings and is so merry -- pray, what will become of me? Susie, forgive me, forget all what I say, get some sweet little scholar to read a gentle hymn, about Bethleem and Mary, and you will sleep on sweetly and have as peaceful dreams, as if I had never written you all these ugly things. Never mind the letter Susie, I wont be angry with you if you dont give me any at all -- for I know how 

busy you are, and how little of that dear strength remains when it is evening, with which to think and write. Only want to write me, only sometimes sigh that you are far from me, and that will do, Susie! Dont you think we are good and patient, to let you go so long; and dont we think you're a darling, a real beautiful hero, to toil for people, and teach them, and leave your own dear home? Because we pine and repine, dont think we forget the precious patriot at war in other lands! Never be mournful, Susie -- be happy and have cheer, for how many of the long days have gone away since I wrote you -- and it is almost noon, and soon the night will come, and then there is one less day of the long pilgrimage. Mattie is very 

smart, talks of you much, my darling; I must leave you now -- "one little hour of Heaven," thank who did give it me, and will he also grant me one longer and more when it shall please his love -- bring Susie home, ie! Love always, and ever, and true! Emily--

February 1852 

Throughout Emily's letters to Susan, she combines a language of courtly love with terms of spiritual devotion. In 1915, Susan's daughter Martha Dickinson Bianchi described her Aunt Emily in the Atlantic Monthly, saying: "Her devotion to those she loved was that of a knight for his lady." 
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Wednesday morn

It's a sorrowful morning Susie -- the wind blows and it rains; "into each life some rain must fall," and I hardly know which falls fastest, the rain without, or within -- Oh Susie, I would nestle close to your warm heart, and never hear the wind blow, or the storm beat, again. Is there any room there for me, or shall I wander away all homeless and alone? Thank you for loving me, darling, and will you "love me more if ever you come home" ! it is enough, dear Susie, I know I shall be satisfied. But what can I do towards you? -- dearer you cannot be, for I love you so already, that it almost breaks my heart -- perhaps I can love you anew, every day of my life, every morning and evening -- Oh if you will let me, how happy I shall be! 

The precious billet, Susie, I am wearing the paper out, reading it over and o'er, but the dear thoughts cant wear out if they try, Thanks to Our Father, Susie! Vinnie and I talked of you all last evening long, and went to sleep mourning for you, and pretty soon I waked up saying "Precious treasure, thou art mine," and there you were all right, my Susie, and I hardly dared to sleep lest some one steal you away. Never mind the letter, Susie; you have so much to do; just write me every week one line, and let it be, "Emily," I love you," and I will be satisfied! Your own Emily 

Upside down on first page

Vinnie's love -- Mother's --

In margin on third page

Love to Hattie from us all. Dear Mattie is almost well. 

about February 1852 

The quote "into each life some rain must fall" is from Longfellow's "The Rainy Day," a poem that Emily and Susan shared with their friends. 
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Sunday morning --

Thank the dear little snow flakes, because they fall today rather than some vain weekday, when the world and the cares of the world would try so hard to keep me from my departed friend -- and thank you, too, dear Susie, that you never weary of me, or never tell me so, and that when the world is cold, and the storm sighs e'er so piteously, I am sure of one sweet shelter, one covert from the storm! The bells are ringing, Susie, north, and east, and south, and your own village bell, and the people who love God, are expecting to go to meeting; dont you go Susie, not to their meeting, but come with me this morning to the church within our hearts, where the bells are always ringing, and the preacher whose name is Love --

shall intercede there for us! 

They will all go but me, to the usual meetinghouse, to hear the usual sermon; the inclemency of the storm so kindly detaining me; and as I sit here Susie, alone with the winds and you -- I have the old king feeling even more than before, for I know not even the cracker man will invade this solitude, this sweet Sabbath of our's. And thank you for my dear letter, which came on Saturday night, when all the world was still; thank you for the love it bore me, and for it's golden thoughts, and feelings so like gems, that I was sure I gathered them in whole baskets of pearls! I mourn this morning, Susie, that I have no sweet sunset to gild a page for you, nor any bay so blue -- not even a little chamber way up in the sky, as your's is, to 

give me thoughts of heaven, which I would give to you. You know how I must write you, down, down, in the terrestrial -- no sunset here, no stars; not even a bit of twilight which I may poetize -- and send you! Yet Susie, there will be romance in the letter's ride to you -- think of the hills and the dales, and the rivers it will pass over, and the drivers and conductors who will hurry it on to you; and wont that make a poem such as can ne'er be written? I think of you dear Susie, now, I dont know how or why, but more dearly as every day goes by, and that sweet month of promise draws nearer and nearer; and I view July so differently from what I used to -- once it seemed parched, and dry -- and I hardly loved it any on account of 

it's heat and dust; but now Susie, month of all the year the best; I skip the violets -- and the dew, and the early Rose and the Robins; I will exchange them all for that angry and hot noonday, when I can count the hours and the minutes before you come -- Oh Susie, I often think that I will try to tell you how very dear you are, and how I'm watching for you, but the words wont come, tho' the tears will, and I sit down disappointed -- yet darling, you know it all -- then why do I seek to tell you? I do not know; in thinking of those I love, my reason is all gone from me, and I do fear sometimes that I must make a hospital for the hopelessly insane, and chain me up there such times, so I wont injure you. 

Always when the sun shines, and always when it storms, and always always, Susie, we are remembering you, and what else besides remembering; I shall not tell you, because you know! 

Were it not for dear Mattie, I dont know what we would do, but she loves you so dearly, and is never tired of talking about you, and we all get together and talk it oer and oer -- and it makes us more resigned, than to mourn for you alone. 

It was only yesterday, that I went to see dear Mattie, intending in my heart to stay a little while, only a very little one, because of a good many errands which I was going to do, and will you believe it, Susie, I was there an hour -- and an hour, and half an hour besides, and would'nt have supposed it had been minutes so many -- and what do you guess we talked about, all those hours long -- what would you give to know -- give me one little glimpse of your sweet rice, dear Susie, and I will tell you all -- we didn't talk of statesmen, and we didn't talk of kings -- but the time was filled full, and when the latch was lifted and the oaken door was closed, why, Susie, I realized as never I did before, how much a single cottage held that 

was dear to me. It is sweet -- and like home, at Mattie's, but it's sad too -- and up comes little memory, and paints -- and paints -- and paints -- and the strangest thing of all, her canvass is never full, and I find her where I left her, every time that I come -- and who is she painting -- Ah, Susie, "dinna choose to tell" -- but it is'nt Mr Cutler, and it is'nt Daniel Boon, and I shant tell you any more -- Susie, what will you say if I tell you that Henry Root is coming to see me, some evening of this week, and I have promised to read him some parts of all your letters; now you wont care, dear Susie, for he wants so much to hear, and I shant read him anything which I know you would not be willing--just some little places, which will please 

him so -- I have seen him several times lately, and I admire him, Susie, because he talks of you so frequently and beautifully; and I know he is so true to you, when you are far away -- We talk more of you, dear Susie, than of any other thing -- he tells me how wonderful you are, and I tell him how true you are, and his big eyes beam, and he seems so delighted -- I know you would'nt care, Susie, if you knew how much joy it made -- As I told him the other evening of all your letters to me, he looked up very longingly, and I knew what he would say, were he enough acquainted -- so I answered the question his heart wanted to ask, and when some pleasant evening, before this week is gone, you remember home and Amherst, 

then know, Loved One -- that they are remembering you, and that "two or three" are gathered in your name, loving, and speaking of you -- and will you be there in the midst of them? Then I've found a beautiful, new, friend, and I've told him about dear Susie, and promised to let him know you so soon as you shall come. Dear Susie, in all your letters there are things sweet and many about which I would speak, but the time says no -- yet dont think I forget them -- Oh no -- they are safe in the little chest which tells no secrets -- nor the moth, nor the rust can reach them -- but when the time we dream of -- comes, then Susie, I shall bring them, and we will spend hours chatting and chatting of them -- those precious thoughts 

of friends -- how I loved them, and how I love them now nothing but Susie herself is half so dear. Susie, I have not asked you if you were cheerful and well -- and I cant think why, except that there's something perrennial in those we dearly love, immortal life and vigor; why it seems as if any sickness, or harm, would flee away, would not dare do them wrong, and Susie, while you are taken from me, I class you with the angels, and you know the Bible tells us -- "there is no sickness there." But, dear Susie, are you well, and peaceful, for I wont make you cry by saying are you happy? Dont see the blot, Susie. It's because I broke the Sabbath! 

Upside down on first page

Susie, what shall I do -- there is'nt room enough; not half enough, to hold what I was going to say. Wont you tell the man who makes sheets of paper, that I hav'nt the slightest respect for him! 

In margin on first page

And when shall I have a letter -- when it's convenient, Susie, not when tired and faint -- ever! 

In margin on second page

Emeline gets well so slowly; poor Henry; I guess he thinks true love's course does'nt run very smooth --

In margin on third page

Much love from Mother and Vinnie, and then there are some others who do not dare to send --

In margin on fourth page

Who loves you most, and loves you best, and thinks of you when others rest? T'is Emilie --

about February 1852 

Precious stones and gold, love's riches, and Susan herself as a jewel become a pattern of imagery that continues throughout Emily's poetry. Her lamentation that she has no "sweet sunset to gild a page for you" may refer to Emily's inability to use gilt-edged stationery to make a gift of her writing. Mr. Cutler is the Amherst merchant, William Cutler, who married Susan's sister Harriet in 1842. In the margin on the second page, Emily refers to Emeline Kellogg and her future husband, Henry Nash. A letter to Austin written at the same time is mutilated when referring to "Susie."
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Monday morning -

Will you be kind to me, Susie? I am naughty and cross, this morning, and nobody loves me here; nor would you love me, if you shoould see me frown, and hear how loud the door bangs whenever I go through; and yet it is'nt anger -- I dont believe it is, for when nobody sees, I brush away big tears with the corner of my apron, and then go working on -- bitter tears, Susie -- so hot that they burn my cheeks, and almost schorch my eyeballs, but you have wept such, and you know they are less of anger then sorrow. 

And I do love to run fast -- and hide away from them all; here in dear Susie's bosom, I know is love and rest, and I never would go away, did not the big world call me, and beat me for not working. 

Little Emerald Mack is washing, I can hear the warm suds, splash. I just gave her my pocket handkerchief -- so I cannot cry any more. And Vinnie sweeps -- sweeps, upon the chamber stairs; and Mother is hurrying around with her hair in a silk pocket handkerchief, on account of dust. Oh Susie, it is dismal, sad and drear eno' -- and the sun dont shine, and the clouds look cold and gray, and the wind dont blow, but it pipes the shrillest roundelay, and the birds dont sing, but twitter -- and there's nobody to smile! Do I paint it natural -- Susie, so you think how it looks? Yet dont you care -- for it wont last so always, and we love you just as well -- and think of you, as dearly, as if it were not so. Your precious letter, Susie, it sits here 

now, and smiles so kindly at me, and gives me such sweet thoughts of the dear writer. When you come home, darling, I shant have your letters, shall I, but I shall have yourself, which is more -- Oh more, and better, than I can even think! I sit here with my little whip, cracking the time away, till not an hour is left of it -- then you are here! And Joy is here -- joy now and forevermore! 

Tis only a few days, Susie, it will soon go away, yet I say, go now, this very moment, for I need her -- I must have her, Oh give her to me! 

Mattie is dear and true, I love her very dearly -- and Emily Fowler, too, is very dear to me -- and Tempe -- and Abby, and Eme', I am sure -- I love them all -- and I hope they love me, but, Susie, there's a great corner still; I fill it with that is gone, I hover round and round it, and call it darling names, and bid it speak to me, and ask it if it's Susie, and it answers, Nay, Ladie, Susie is stolen away! 

Do I repine, is it all murmuring, or am I sad and lone, and cannot, cannot help it? Sometimes when I do feel so, I think it may be wrong, and that God will punish me by taking you away; for he is very kind to let me write to you, and to give me your sweet letters, but my heart wants more. 

Have you ever thought of it Susie, and yet I know you have, how much these hearts claim; why I dont believe in the whole, wide world, are such hard little creditors -- such real little misers, as you and I carry with us, in our bosoms everyday. I cant help thinking sometimes, when I hear about the ungenerous, Heart, keep very still -- or someone will find you out! 

I am going out on the doorstep, to get you some new -- green grass -- I shall pick it down in the corner, where you and I used to sit, and have long fancies. And perhaps the dear little grasses were growing all the while -- and perhaps they heard what we said, but they cant tell! I have come in now, dear Susie, and here is what I found -- not quite so glad and green as when we used to sit there, but a sad and pensive grassie -- mourning o'er hopes. No doubt some spruce, young Plantain leaf won its young heart away, and then proved false -- and dont you wish none proved so, but little Plantains? 

I do think it's wonderful, Susie, that our hearts dont break, every day, when I think of all the whiskers, and all the gallant men, but I guess I'm made with nothing but a hard heart of stone, for it dont break any, and dear Susie, if mine is stony, your's is stone, upon stone, for you never yield any, where I seem quite beflown. Are we going to ossify always, say, Susie -- how will it be? When I see the Popes and the Polloks, and the John-Milton Browns, I think we are liable, but I dont know! I am glad there's a big future waiting for me and you. You would love to know what I read -- I hardly know what to tell you, my catalogue is so small. 

I have just read three little books, not great, not thrilling -- but sweet and true. "The Light in the Valley," "Only," and a "House upon a Rock" -- I know you would love them all -- yet they dont bewitch me any. There are no walks in the wood -- no low and earnest voices, no moonlight, nor stolen love, but pure little lives, loving God, and their parents, and obeying the laws of the land; yet read, if you meet them, Susie, for they will do one good. 

I have the promise of "Alton Lock" -- a certain book, called "Olive," and the "Head of a Family," which was what Mattie named to you. Vinnie and I had "Bleak House" sent to us the other day -- it is like him who wrote it -- that is all I can say. Dear Susie, you were so happy when you wrote to me last -- I am so glad, and you will be happy now for all my sadness, wont you? I cant forgive me ever, if I have made you sad, or dimmed your eye for me. I write from the Land of Violets, and from the Land of Spring, and it would ill become me to carry you nought but sorrows. I remember you, Susie, always -- I keep you ever here, and when you are gone, then I'm gone -- and we're 'neath one willow tree. I can only thank "the Father" 

for giving me such as you, I can only pray unceasingly, that he will bless my Loved One, and bring her back to me, to "go no more out forever. "Herein is Love." But that was Heaven -- this is but Earth, yet Earth so like to heaven, that I would hesitate, should the true one call away. Dear Susie -- adieu! Emilie --

Upside down on first page

Father's sister is dead, and Mother wears black on her bonnet, and has a collar of crape. 

In margin on first page

A great deal of love from Vinnie, and she wants that little note. 

In margin on second page

Austin comes home on Wednesday, but he'll only stay two days, so I fancy we shant

In margin on third page

go sugaring, as "we did last year." Last year is gone, Susie -- did you ever think of that? 

In margin on fourth page

Joseph is out south somewhere, a very great way off, yet we hear from him. 

April 5, 1852

The reference to "Emerald" distinguishes Mrs. Mack, an Irish woman who works in the Dickinson household, from members of the family of Deacon David Mack. Emily mentions her friend Emily Fowler, and in the margin, she refers to Joseph Lyman, a friend of Emily's and Lavinia's. In Emily's caricatures of friends as literary celebrities, she seems to pun on the names of Alexander Pope and a near-contemporary Scottish divine. The books that are mentioned refer to The Light in the Valley, a memorial of Mary Elizabeth Stirling, Only and A House Upon a Rock by Matilda Anne Mackarness, Alton Locke by Charles Kingsley, Head of a Family and Olive by Dinah Maria Craik, and Bleak House by Charles Dickens. In the margins of 

this letter, Emily also refers to the March 30, 1852, death of her aunt Mary Newman, Edward Dickinson's sister. 
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Sunday afternoon

So sweet and still, and Thee, Oh Susie, what need I more, to make my heaven whole? 

Sweet Hour, blessed Hour, to carry me to you, and to bring you back to me, long enough to snatch one kiss, and whisper Good bye, again. 

I have thought of it all day, Susie, and I fear of but little else, and when I was gone to meeting it filled my mind so full, I could not find a chink to put the worthy pastor; when he said "Our Heavenly Father," I said "Oh Darling Sue"; when he read the 100th Psalm, I kept saying your precious letter all over to myself, and Susie, when they sang -- it would have made you laugh to hear one little voice, piping to the departed. I made up words and kept singing how I loved you, and you had gone, while all the rest of the choir were singing Hallelujahs. I presume nobody heard me, because I sang so small, but it was a kind of a comfort to think I might put them out, singing of you. I a'nt there this afternoon, tho', because I am here, 

writing a little letter to my dear Sue, and I am very happy. I think of ten weeks -- Dear One, and I think of love, and you, and my heart grows full and warm, and my breath stands still. The sun does'nt shine at all, but I can feel a sunshine stealing into my soul and making it all summer, and every thorn, a rose. And I pray that such summer's sun shine on my Absent One, and cause her bird to sing! 

You have been happy, Susie, and now are sad -- and the whole world seems lone; but it wont be so always, "some days must be dark and dreary"! You wont cry any more, will you, Susie, for my father will be your father, and my home will be your home, and where you go, I will go, and we will lie side by side in the kirkyard. 

I have parents on earth, dear Susie, but your's are in the skies, and I have an earthly fireside, but you have one above, and you have a "Father in Heaven," where I have none -- and a sister in heaven, and I know they love you dearly, and think of you every day. 

Oh I wish I had half so many dear friends as you in heaven -- I could'nt spare them now -- but to know they had got there safely, and should suffer nevermore -- Dear Susie! 

I know I was very naughty to write such fretful things, and I know I could have helped it, if I had tried hard enough, but I thought my heart would break, and I knew of nobody here that cared anything about it -- so I said to myself, "We will tell Susie about it." You dont know what a comfort it was, and you wont know, till the big cup of bitterness is filled brimfull, and they say, "Susie, drink it!" Then Darling, let me be there, and let me drink the half, and you will feel it all! 

I am glad you have rested, Susie. I wish the week had been more, a whole score of days and joys for you, yet again, had it lasted longer, then had you not come so soon and I had been lonelier, it is right as it is! Ten weeks, they will seem short to you -- for care will fill them, but to Mattie and me, long. We shall grow tired, waiting, and our eyes will ache with looking for you, and with now and then a tear. And yet we have hope left, and we shall keep her busy, cheering away the time. Only think Susie, it is vacation now -- there shall be no more vacation until ten weeks have gone, and no more snow; and how very little while it will be now, before you and I are sitting out on the broad stone step, mingling our lives together! I 

cant talk of it now tho', for it makes me long and yearn so, that I cannot sleep tonight, for thinking of it, and you. 

Yes, we did go sugaring, and remembered who was gone -- and who was there last year, and love and recollection brought with them Little Regret, and set her in the midst of us. 

Dear Susie, Dear Joseph; why take the best and dearest, and leave our hearts behind? While the Lovers sighed; and twined oak leaves, and the anti enamored ate sugar, and crackers, in the house, I went to see what I could find. Only think of it, Susie; I had'nt any appetite, nor any Lover, either, so I made the best of fate, and gathered antique stones, and your little flowers of moss opened their lips and spoke to me, so I was not alone, and bye and bye Mattie and me might have been seen sitting together upon a high -- gray rock, and we might have been heard talking, were anyone very near! And did thoughts of that dear Susie go with us on the rock, and sit there 'tween us twain? Loved One, thou knowest! 

I gathered something for you, because you were not there, an acorn, and some moss blossoms, and a little shell of a snail, so whitened by the snow you would think 'twas a cunning artist had carved it from alabaster -- then I tied them all up in a leaf with some last summer's grass I found by a brookside, and I'm keeping them all for you. 

I saw Mattie at church today, tho' could not speak to her. Friday evening I saw her, and talked with her besides. Oh I do love her -- and when you come if we all live till then, it will be precious, Susie. You speak to me of sorrow, of what you have "lost and loved," say rather, of what you have loved and won, for it is much, dear Susie; I can count the big, true hearts by clusters, full of bloom, and bloom amaranthine, because eternal! Emilie--

In margin on first page

I have heard all about the journal, Oh Susie, that you should come to this! I want you to get it bound -- at my expense -- Susie -- so when he takes you from me, to live in his new home, I may have some of you. I am sincere. 

In margin on second page

Mother sends her best love to you. It makes her look so happy when I give your's to her. Send it always, Susie, and send your respects to father! 

In margin on third page

And much from Vinnie. She was so happy at her note. After she finished reading it, she said, "I dont know but it's wrong, but I love Sue better --

In margin on fourth page

than Jane, and I love her and Mattie better than all the friends I ever had in my life." Vinnie hopes to be like you, and to do as you do. 

Upside down, near "Loved One, thou knowest!" on fourth page

Hattie! 
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Wednesday --

Precious Sue -- Precious Mattie! 

All I desire in this life -- all I pray for, or hope for in that long life to come! 

Dear Mattie just left me, and I stand just where we stood smiling and chatting together a moment ago. Our last words were of you, and as we said Dear Susie, the sunshine grew so warm, and out peeped prisoned leaves, and the Robins answered Susie, and the big hills left their work, and echoed Susie, and from the smiling fields, and from the fragrant meadows came troops of fairy Susies, and asked "Is it me"? No, Little One, "Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, nor can the heart conceive" my Susie, whom I love.

These days of heaven bring you nearer and nearer, and every bird that sings, and every bud that blooms, does but remind me more of that garden unseen, awaiting the hand that tills it. Dear Susie, when you come, how many boundless blossoms among those silent beds! How I do count the days -- how I do long for the time when I may count the hours without incurring the charge of Femina insania! I made up the Latin -- Susie, for I could'nt think how it went, according to Stoddard and Andrew! 

I want to send you joy, I have half a mind to put up one of these dear little Robin's, and send him singing to you. I know I would, Susie, did I think he would live to get there and sing his little songs. 

I shall keep everything singing tho', until Dear Child gets home -- and I shant let anything blossom till then -- either. 

I have got to go out in the garden now, and whip a Crown-Imperial for presuming to hold it's head up, until you have come home, so farewell, Susie -- I shall think of you at sunset, and at sunrise, again; and at noon, and forenoon, and afternoon, and always, and evermore, till this little heart stops beating and is still. Emilie 

about May 1852

Emily refers to the New Testament: "Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered into the heart of man, the things which God hath prepared for them that love him." (I Corinthians 2.9) "Stoddard and Andrew" are Solomon Stoddard and Ethan Allen Andrews, the authors of A Grammar of the Latin Language for Schools and Colleges. 
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Friday morning --

They are cleaning house today, Susie, and I've made a flying retreat to my own little chamber, where with affection, and you, I will spend this my precious hour, most precious of all the hours which dot my flying days, and the one so dear, that for it I barter everything, and as soon as it is gone, I am sighing for it again. 

I cannot believe, dear Susie, that I have stayed without you almost a whole year long; sometimes the time seems short, and the thought of you as warm as if you had gone but yesterday, and again if years and years had trod their silent pathway, the time would seem less long. 

And now how soon I shall have you, shall hold you in my arms; you will forgive the tears, Susie, they are so glad to come that it is not in my heart to reprove them and send them home. I dont know why it is -- but there's something in your name, now you are taken from me, which fills my heart so full, and my eye, too. It is not that the mention grieves me, no, Susie, but I think of each "sunnyside" where we have sat together, and lest there be no more, I guess is what makes the tears come. Mattie was here last evening, and we sat on the front door stone, and talked about life and love, and whispered our childish fancies about such blissful things -- the evening was gone so soon, and I walked home with Mattie beneath the 

silent moon, and wished for you, and Heaven. You did not come, Darling, but a bit of Heaven did, or so it seemed to us, as we walked side by side and wondered of that great blessedness which may be our's sometime, is granted now, to some. This union, my dear Susie, by which two lives are one, this sweet and strange adoption wherein we can but look, and are not yet admitted, how it can fill the heart, and make it gang wildly beating, how it will take us one day, and make us all it's own, and we shall not run away from it, but lie still and be happy! 

You and I have been strangely silent upon this subject, Susie, we have often touched upon it, and as quickly fled away, as children shut their eyes when the sun is too bright for them. l have always hoped to know if you had no dear fancy, illumining all your life, no one of whom you murmured in the faithful ear of night -- and at whose side in fancy, you walked the livelong day; and when you come home, Susie, we must speak of these things. 

How dull our lives must seem to the bride, and the plighted maiden, whose days are fed with gold, and who gather pearls every evening; but to the wife, Susie, sometimes the wife forgotten, our lives perhaps seem dearer than all others in the world; you have seen flowers at morning, satisfied with the dew, and those same sweet flowers at noon with their heads bowed in anguish before the mighty sun; think you these thirsty blossoms will now need naught but -- dew? No, they will cry for sunlight, and pine for the burning noon, tho' it scorches them, scathes them; they have got through with peace -- they know that the man of noon, is mightier than the morning and their life is henceforth to him. Oh, Susie, it is 

dangerous, and it is all too dear, these simple trusting spirits, and the spirits mightier, which we cannot resist! It does so rend me, Susie, the thought of it when it comes, that I tremble lest at sometime I, too, am yielded up. 

Susie, you will forgive me my amatory strain -- it has been a very long one, and if this saucy page did not here bind and fetter me, I might have had no end. 

I have got the letter, Susie, dear little bud -- and all -- and the tears came again, that alone in this big world, I am not quite alone. Such tears are showers friend, thro' which when smiles appear, the angels call them rainbows, and mimic them in Heaven. 

And now in four weeks more -- you are mine, all mine, except I lend you a little occasionally to Hattie and Mattie, if they promise me not to lose you, and to bring you back very soon. I shall not count the days. I shall not fill my cups with this expected happiness, for perhaps if I do, the angels being thirsty, will drink them up -- I shall only hope, my Susie, and that tremblingly, for havnt barques the fullest, stranded upon the shore? 

God is good, Susie, I trust he will save you, I pray that in his good time we once more meet each other, but if this life holds not another meeting for us, remember also, Susie, that it has no parting more, wherever that hour finds us, for which we have hoped so long, we shall not be separated, neither death, nor the grave can part us, so that we only love! Your Emilie -

In margin on first page

Austin has come and gone; life is so still again; why must the storm have calms? 

In margin on second page

I hav'nt seen Root this term, I guess Mattie and I, are not sufficient for him! 

In margin on third page

When will you come again, in a week? Let it be a swift week! 

In margin on fourth page

Vinnie sends much love, and Mother; and might I be so bold as to enclose a remembrance? 

early June 1852Emily's tone in this letter suggests that she was not aware of the intimacy Susan already shared with Austin. Just four months earlier, Susan had sent Austin a Valentine that included a private joke referring to another young man's gift of chestnuts to Susan, a gift that Susan and Austin ate together. Soon the word in Amherst was that "Austin D. and Susan Gilbert are constant, and the gossips say constantly together."

Several Dickinson Letters
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Early Writings, 1850 to mid-1850s

During the early and mid-1850s, Emily's correspondence to Susan is effusive and filled with puns and references to the act of writing. The first letter that is preserved from Emily to Susan is dated 1850. While it is not certain how Emily and Susan met, it is likely that they were friends by 1847 or 1848. In an 1850 letter to Susan, Emily's brother Austin remarks on the previous Thanksgiving and expresses his happiness when Emily and their sister Lavinia (Vinnie) asked Susan's "family into the circle which had for two or three years been gradually forming." The letters from Emily to Susan and drafts of letters from Austin indicate that Susan is the object of passionate attachment for both brother and sister. 

The boundaries of the correspondence from Emily to Susan are defined by what Susan saves rather than by what Emily writes, and it is likely that Emily sends letters to Susan that have not survived. Perhaps Susan begins to keep letters from Emily following the 1850 death of her sister Mary, in childbirth. Or Susan may save Emily's letters when she begins to keep letters from Austin.

In the early years of the correspondence, between 1851 and 1852, Susan moves to Baltimore to teach at Robert Archer's school for gifts. Her decision to go away is sudden, and she writes to her brother Dwight, declaring that she has left her "good friends in Amherst actually staring with astonishment." Susan is independent, outspoken, deeply engaged with spiritual concerns, and like Emily, she is committed to pursuing intellectual growth without benefit of continuing education. 

Emily's and Susan's impatience and resentment of household duties are nearly identical. In a letter to her friend Samuel Bartlett, Susan says: "I've fairly commenced the Spring siege of sewing, and such quantities of garments and furbelows, to be made, lie stretching away before my crooked needles, I am quite in despair, and continually wondering and fretting, that we are not clothed like the lilies, without any spinning and toiling -- I find no time to read or think, and but little to walk -- but just go revolving round a spool of `Coat's cotton' as if it were the grand centre of mental and moral life --" 

While Emily sends Susan passionate and playful letters, Austin formally courts Susan, and Emily secretly delivers his letters to her "Darling Sue." In 1853, humor suffuses an edge of envy for Austin's heightened status in the family as an ambitious and "learned" person; having graduated from Amherst College, he now attends Harvard Law School. Although Emily "loves the opportunity to serve those who are mine," she writes to Susan in markedly shaky handwriting, identifying with Miss Julia Mills in David Copperfield, whom Dickens describes as "interested in others' loves, herself withdrawn." 

The intellectual intimacy between Emily and Susan begins in the early years of their relationship. In her letters to Susan, Emily frequently refers to the novels she is reading and uses various characters as metaphors or codes to relate her feelings about herself and Susan, and comment about friends, relatives, and literary and political luminaries and events. 

In early 1853, Susan travels to Manchester, New Hampshire, to visit Mary and Samuel Bartlett, her sister Mary's in-laws. On the return rail trip from Manchester on Wednesday, March 23, Susan arrives in Boston for a tryst with Austin at the Revere Hotel, and the couple becomes engaged. When Susan returns to Amherst, she shares the news with Emily who then writes to Austin: "Oh my dear `Oliver,' how chipper you must be since any of us have seen you?" and "I hope you have been made happy." In this letter, she blames Austin because Susan seems distracted and absent, and Emily devises punishment: "You deserve, let me see; you deserve hot irons, and Chinese Tartary ..." She then reminds him how often she is seeing 

Susan while he is away at law school and closes with: "Dear Austin, I am keen, but you are a good deal keener, I am something of a fox, but you are more of a hound! I guess we are very good friends tho', and I guess we both love [S]us[ie] just as well as we can." As the brackets indicate, Emily's references to "Susie" have been altered or erased. In another letter written several weeks later beginning, "Do you want to hear from me, Austin?" affectionate references to Susan are erased as well, though kindly references to Lavinia remain untouched. Emily asks Austin, "How long it is since you've been in this state of complacence towards God and our fellow men?" She then follows with, "I think it must be sudden." Facetiously 

she recommends religious texts to guide Austin in meditating on self-discipline and submission of his will. She hopes that he has "enjoyed" "sanctuary privileges." 

In April 1854, Austin, Lavinia, and their mother visit Washington, D.C., where Edward Dickinson is serving as a member of Congress. They arrive on April 7, and stay for several weeks. At this time, Susan lives with Emily, in the company of John Graves, a cousin from nearby Sunderland, who is attending Amherst College. In mid-April, Susan writes to Mary Bartlett saying, "I am keeping house with Emily, while the family are in Washington -- We frighten each other to death nearly every night -- with that exception, we have very independent times." 

Three months later, Susan becomes seriously ill with "nervous fever." Describing Susan's condition to a friend, Emily writes that "every hour possible I have taken away to her." Susan recovers in August and travels to Geneva and Aurora, New York, where she stays with family for nearly three months. Austin, now graduated from Harvard Law School and admitted to the bar, prepares to seek his fortune in the West. 

From Aurora, New York, Susan travels to Grand Haven, Michigan, where she stays with her brother Dwight through the early winter. In a letter mapping out her travel plans Susan tells her brother, "I have always felt so like a child the idea of really being married seems absurd enough and if the event ever occurs I think I shall experience a feeling of odd surprise --" 

When Susan accuses Austin of interfering with her correspondence with Emily, Austin writes: "As to your deprivation of `Spiritual converse' with my sister -- I Know Nothing -- I was aware that you had been in correspondence for some time, but had never had an intimation that the correspondence was at an end -- ... So you will not suspect me of having interfered with your epistolary intercourse with her." 

In the letters that follow, Emily and Susan are in their early twenties. Though Emily's feelings of love, desire, and longing for Susan have often been dismissed as a "school-girl crush," the letters resonate with intelligence, humor, and intimacy that cannot be reduced to adolescent flurry. 

1 

Thursday noon.

Were it not for the weather Susie -- my little, unwelcome face would come peering in today -- I should steal a kiss from the sister -- the darling Rover returned -- Thank the wintry wind my dear one -- that spares such daring intrusion! Dear Susie -- happy Susie -- I rejoice in all your Joy -- sustained by that dear sister you will never again be lonely. Dont forget all the little friends who have tried so hard to be sisters, when indeed you were alone! 

You do not hear the wind blow on this inclement day, when the world is shrugging it's shoulders -- your little "Columbarium is lined with warmth and softness," there is no "silence" there -- so you differ from bonnie "Alice." I miss one angel face in the little world of sisters -- dear Mary -- sainted Mary -- Remember lonely one -- tho, she comes not to us, we shall return to her! My love to both your sisters -- and I want so much to see Matty. 

Very aff yours, Emily 

autumn/winter 1850

In this letter Emily refers to Susan's sister Mary, who died on July 14, 1850. In December, Susan's sister Martha ("Matty") came from Michigan, and the Gilbert family was temporarily reconstituted in the Amherst home of their eldest sister Harriet. The allusion to "Alice" is to Alice Archer of Longfellow's Kavanagh (1849) whose room is "that columbarium lined with warmth, and softness, and silence." Throughout the correspondence, and long before Susan is actually her sister-in-law, Emily addresses Susan as "Sister." 

2 

Thursday evening 

I wept a tear here, Susie -- on purpose for you -- because this "sweet silver moon" smiles in on me and Vinnie, and then it goes so far before it gets to you -- and then you never told me if there was any moon in Baltimore -- and how do I know Susie -- that you see her sweet face at all? She looks like a fairy tonight, sailing around the sky in a little silver gondola with stars for gondoliers. I asked her to let me ride a little while ago -- and told her I would get out when she got as far as Baltimore, but she only smiled to herself and went sailing on. 

I think she was quite ungenerous -- but I have learned the lesson and shant ever ask her again. To day it rained at home -- sometimes it rained so hard that I fancied you could hear it's patter -- patter, patter, as it fell upon the leaves -- and the fancy pleased me so, that I sat and listened to it -- and watched it earnestly. Did you hear it Susie -- or was it only fancy? Bye and bye the sun came out--just in time to bid us goodnight, and as I told you sometime, the moon is shining now. 

It is such an evening Susie, as you and I would walk and have such pleasant musings, if you were only here -- perhaps we would have a "Reverie" after the form of "Ik Marvel," indeed I do not know why it would'nt be just as charming as of that lonely Bachelor, smoking his cigar -- and it would be far more profitable as "Marvel" only marvelled, and you and I would try to make a little destiny to have for our own. Do you know that charming man is dreaming again, and will wake pretty soon -- so the papers say, with another Reverie -- more beautiful than the first? 

Dont you hope he will live as long as you and I do -- and keep on having dreams and writing them to us -- what a charming old man he'll be, and how I envy his grandchildren, little "Bella" and "Paul"! We will be willing to die Susie -- when such as he have gone, for there will be none left to interpret these lives of our's. 

Longfellow's "golden Legend" has come to town I hear -- and may be seen in state on Mr. Adams' bookshelves. It always makes me think of "Pegasus in the pound --" when I find a gracious author sitting side by side with "Murray" and "Wells" and "Walker" in that renowned store -- and like him I half expect to hear they have "flown" some morning and in their native ether revel all the day -- but for our sakes dear Susie, who please ourselves with the fancy that we are the only poets -- and every one else is prose, let us hope they will yet be willing to share our humble world and feed upon such aliment as we consent to do! 

You thank me for the Rice cake -- you tell me Susie, you have just been tasting it -- and how happy I am to send you anything you love -- how hungry you must grow before it is noon there -- and then you must be faint from teaching those stupid scholars. I fancy you very often descending to the schoolroom with a plump Binomial Theorem struggling in your hand which you must dissect and exhibit to your incomprehending ones -- I hope you whip them Susie -- for my sake -- whip them hard whenever they dont behave just as you want to have them! I know they are very dull -- sometimes -- from what Mattie says -- but I presume you encourage them and forgive all their mistakes. It will teach you patience Susie -- you 

may be sure of that. And Mattie tells me too of your evening carousals --and the funny frights you give in personating the Master -- just like you Susie -- like you for all the world -- how Mr Payson would laugh if I could only tell him, and then those great dark eyes -- how they would glance and sparkle! Susie -- have all the fun wh' you possibly can -- and laugh as often and sing, for tears are plentier than smiles in this little world of our's -- only dont be so happy as to let Mattie and me grow dimmer and dimmer and finally fade away, and merrier maids than we smile in our vacant places! 

Susie, did you think that I would never write you when you were gone away -- what made you? I am sure you know my promise far too well for that -- and had I never said so -- I should be constrained to write -- for what shall separate us from any whom we love -- not "hight nor depth["] ... 

October 9, 1851

Susan is now teaching in Baltimore and Emily writes to her frequently. Ik Marvel's (Donald G. Mitchell) Reveries of a Bachelor (1850) was a bestseller and enjoyed by Emily, Susan, and Austin, as was Longfellow's Golden Legend (1851). Both books celebrate romantic passion and emotional attachment. Lindley Murray, William Harvey Wells, and John Walker were lexicographers and grammarians. In an October 1 letter to Austin, every allusion to "Susie" is erased. 
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Friday forenoon --

Will you let me come dear Susie -- looking just as I do, my dress soiled and worn, my grand old apron, and my hair -- Oh Susie, time would fail me to enumerate my appearance, yet I love you just as dearly as if I was e'er so fine, so you wont care, will you? I am so glad dear Susie -- that our hearts are always clean, and always neat and lovely, so not to be ashamed. I have been hard at work this morning, and I ought to be working now -- but I cannot deny myself the luxury of a minute or two with you. 

The dishes may wait dear Susie -- and the uncleared table stand, them I have always with me, but you, I have "not always," why Susie, Christ hath saints manie -- and I have few, but thee -- the angels shant have Susie -- no -- no no! 

Vinnie is sewing away like a fictitious seamstress, and I half expect some knight will arrive at the door, confess himself a nothing in presence of her loveliness, and present his heart and hand as the only vestige of him worthy to be refused. 

Vinnie and I have been talking about growing old, today. Vinnie thinks twenty must be a fearful position for one to occupy -- I tell her I dont care if I am young or not, had as lief be thirty, and you, as most anything else. Vinnie expresses her sympathy at my "sere and yellow leaf" and resumes her work, dear Susie, tell me how you feel -- ar'nt there days in one's life when to be old dont seem a thing so sad --

I do feel gray and grim, this morning, and I feel it would be a comfort to have a piping voice, and a broken back, and scare little children. 

Dont you run, Susie dear, for I wont do any harm, and I do love you dearly tho' I do feel so frightful. 

Oh my darling one, how long you wander from me, how weary I grow of waiting and looking, and calling for you; sometimes I shut my eyes, and shut my heart towards you, and try hard to forget you because you grieve me so, but you'll never go away, Oh you never will -- say, Susie, promise me again, and I will smile faintly -- and take up my little cross again of sad -- sad separation. How vain it seems to write, when one knows how to feel -- how much more near and dear to sit beside you, talk with you, hear the tones of your voice -- so hard to "deny thyself, and take up thy cross, and follow me --" give me strength, Susie, write me of hope and love, and of hearts that endured, and great was their reward of "Our Father who 

art in Heaven." I dont know how I shall bear it, when the gentle spring comes; if she should come and see me and talk to me of you, Oh it would surely kill me! While the frost clings to the windows, and the World is stern and drear; this absence is easier -- the Earth mourns too, for all her little birds; but when they all come back again, and she sings and is so merry -- pray, what will become of me? Susie, forgive me, forget all what I say, get some sweet little scholar to read a gentle hymn, about Bethleem and Mary, and you will sleep on sweetly and have as peaceful dreams, as if I had never written you all these ugly things. Never mind the letter Susie, I wont be angry with you if you dont give me any at all -- for I know how 

busy you are, and how little of that dear strength remains when it is evening, with which to think and write. Only want to write me, only sometimes sigh that you are far from me, and that will do, Susie! Dont you think we are good and patient, to let you go so long; and dont we think you're a darling, a real beautiful hero, to toil for people, and teach them, and leave your own dear home? Because we pine and repine, dont think we forget the precious patriot at war in other lands! Never be mournful, Susie -- be happy and have cheer, for how many of the long days have gone away since I wrote you -- and it is almost noon, and soon the night will come, and then there is one less day of the long pilgrimage. Mattie is very 

smart, talks of you much, my darling; I must leave you now -- "one little hour of Heaven," thank who did give it me, and will he also grant me one longer and more when it shall please his love -- bring Susie home, ie! Love always, and ever, and true! Emily--

February 1852 

Throughout Emily's letters to Susan, she combines a language of courtly love with terms of spiritual devotion. In 1915, Susan's daughter Martha Dickinson Bianchi described her Aunt Emily in the Atlantic Monthly, saying: "Her devotion to those she loved was that of a knight for his lady." 
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Wednesday morn

It's a sorrowful morning Susie -- the wind blows and it rains; "into each life some rain must fall," and I hardly know which falls fastest, the rain without, or within -- Oh Susie, I would nestle close to your warm heart, and never hear the wind blow, or the storm beat, again. Is there any room there for me, or shall I wander away all homeless and alone? Thank you for loving me, darling, and will you "love me more if ever you come home" ! it is enough, dear Susie, I know I shall be satisfied. But what can I do towards you? -- dearer you cannot be, for I love you so already, that it almost breaks my heart -- perhaps I can love you anew, every day of my life, every morning and evening -- Oh if you will let me, how happy I shall be! 

The precious billet, Susie, I am wearing the paper out, reading it over and o'er, but the dear thoughts cant wear out if they try, Thanks to Our Father, Susie! Vinnie and I talked of you all last evening long, and went to sleep mourning for you, and pretty soon I waked up saying "Precious treasure, thou art mine," and there you were all right, my Susie, and I hardly dared to sleep lest some one steal you away. Never mind the letter, Susie; you have so much to do; just write me every week one line, and let it be, "Emily," I love you," and I will be satisfied! Your own Emily 

Upside down on first page

Vinnie's love -- Mother's --

In margin on third page

Love to Hattie from us all. Dear Mattie is almost well. 

about February 1852 

The quote "into each life some rain must fall" is from Longfellow's "The Rainy Day," a poem that Emily and Susan shared with their friends. 
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Sunday morning --

Thank the dear little snow flakes, because they fall today rather than some vain weekday, when the world and the cares of the world would try so hard to keep me from my departed friend -- and thank you, too, dear Susie, that you never weary of me, or never tell me so, and that when the world is cold, and the storm sighs e'er so piteously, I am sure of one sweet shelter, one covert from the storm! The bells are ringing, Susie, north, and east, and south, and your own village bell, and the people who love God, are expecting to go to meeting; dont you go Susie, not to their meeting, but come with me this morning to the church within our hearts, where the bells are always ringing, and the preacher whose name is Love --

shall intercede there for us! 

They will all go but me, to the usual meetinghouse, to hear the usual sermon; the inclemency of the storm so kindly detaining me; and as I sit here Susie, alone with the winds and you -- I have the old king feeling even more than before, for I know not even the cracker man will invade this solitude, this sweet Sabbath of our's. And thank you for my dear letter, which came on Saturday night, when all the world was still; thank you for the love it bore me, and for it's golden thoughts, and feelings so like gems, that I was sure I gathered them in whole baskets of pearls! I mourn this morning, Susie, that I have no sweet sunset to gild a page for you, nor any bay so blue -- not even a little chamber way up in the sky, as your's is, to 

give me thoughts of heaven, which I would give to you. You know how I must write you, down, down, in the terrestrial -- no sunset here, no stars; not even a bit of twilight which I may poetize -- and send you! Yet Susie, there will be romance in the letter's ride to you -- think of the hills and the dales, and the rivers it will pass over, and the drivers and conductors who will hurry it on to you; and wont that make a poem such as can ne'er be written? I think of you dear Susie, now, I dont know how or why, but more dearly as every day goes by, and that sweet month of promise draws nearer and nearer; and I view July so differently from what I used to -- once it seemed parched, and dry -- and I hardly loved it any on account of 

it's heat and dust; but now Susie, month of all the year the best; I skip the violets -- and the dew, and the early Rose and the Robins; I will exchange them all for that angry and hot noonday, when I can count the hours and the minutes before you come -- Oh Susie, I often think that I will try to tell you how very dear you are, and how I'm watching for you, but the words wont come, tho' the tears will, and I sit down disappointed -- yet darling, you know it all -- then why do I seek to tell you? I do not know; in thinking of those I love, my reason is all gone from me, and I do fear sometimes that I must make a hospital for the hopelessly insane, and chain me up there such times, so I wont injure you. 

Always when the sun shines, and always when it storms, and always always, Susie, we are remembering you, and what else besides remembering; I shall not tell you, because you know! 

Were it not for dear Mattie, I dont know what we would do, but she loves you so dearly, and is never tired of talking about you, and we all get together and talk it oer and oer -- and it makes us more resigned, than to mourn for you alone. 

It was only yesterday, that I went to see dear Mattie, intending in my heart to stay a little while, only a very little one, because of a good many errands which I was going to do, and will you believe it, Susie, I was there an hour -- and an hour, and half an hour besides, and would'nt have supposed it had been minutes so many -- and what do you guess we talked about, all those hours long -- what would you give to know -- give me one little glimpse of your sweet rice, dear Susie, and I will tell you all -- we didn't talk of statesmen, and we didn't talk of kings -- but the time was filled full, and when the latch was lifted and the oaken door was closed, why, Susie, I realized as never I did before, how much a single cottage held that 

was dear to me. It is sweet -- and like home, at Mattie's, but it's sad too -- and up comes little memory, and paints -- and paints -- and paints -- and the strangest thing of all, her canvass is never full, and I find her where I left her, every time that I come -- and who is she painting -- Ah, Susie, "dinna choose to tell" -- but it is'nt Mr Cutler, and it is'nt Daniel Boon, and I shant tell you any more -- Susie, what will you say if I tell you that Henry Root is coming to see me, some evening of this week, and I have promised to read him some parts of all your letters; now you wont care, dear Susie, for he wants so much to hear, and I shant read him anything which I know you would not be willing--just some little places, which will please 

him so -- I have seen him several times lately, and I admire him, Susie, because he talks of you so frequently and beautifully; and I know he is so true to you, when you are far away -- We talk more of you, dear Susie, than of any other thing -- he tells me how wonderful you are, and I tell him how true you are, and his big eyes beam, and he seems so delighted -- I know you would'nt care, Susie, if you knew how much joy it made -- As I told him the other evening of all your letters to me, he looked up very longingly, and I knew what he would say, were he enough acquainted -- so I answered the question his heart wanted to ask, and when some pleasant evening, before this week is gone, you remember home and Amherst, 

then know, Loved One -- that they are remembering you, and that "two or three" are gathered in your name, loving, and speaking of you -- and will you be there in the midst of them? Then I've found a beautiful, new, friend, and I've told him about dear Susie, and promised to let him know you so soon as you shall come. Dear Susie, in all your letters there are things sweet and many about which I would speak, but the time says no -- yet dont think I forget them -- Oh no -- they are safe in the little chest which tells no secrets -- nor the moth, nor the rust can reach them -- but when the time we dream of -- comes, then Susie, I shall bring them, and we will spend hours chatting and chatting of them -- those precious thoughts 

of friends -- how I loved them, and how I love them now nothing but Susie herself is half so dear. Susie, I have not asked you if you were cheerful and well -- and I cant think why, except that there's something perrennial in those we dearly love, immortal life and vigor; why it seems as if any sickness, or harm, would flee away, would not dare do them wrong, and Susie, while you are taken from me, I class you with the angels, and you know the Bible tells us -- "there is no sickness there." But, dear Susie, are you well, and peaceful, for I wont make you cry by saying are you happy? Dont see the blot, Susie. It's because I broke the Sabbath! 

Upside down on first page

Susie, what shall I do -- there is'nt room enough; not half enough, to hold what I was going to say. Wont you tell the man who makes sheets of paper, that I hav'nt the slightest respect for him! 

In margin on first page

And when shall I have a letter -- when it's convenient, Susie, not when tired and faint -- ever! 

In margin on second page

Emeline gets well so slowly; poor Henry; I guess he thinks true love's course does'nt run very smooth --

In margin on third page

Much love from Mother and Vinnie, and then there are some others who do not dare to send --

In margin on fourth page

Who loves you most, and loves you best, and thinks of you when others rest? T'is Emilie --

about February 1852 

Precious stones and gold, love's riches, and Susan herself as a jewel become a pattern of imagery that continues throughout Emily's poetry. Her lamentation that she has no "sweet sunset to gild a page for you" may refer to Emily's inability to use gilt-edged stationery to make a gift of her writing. Mr. Cutler is the Amherst merchant, William Cutler, who married Susan's sister Harriet in 1842. In the margin on the second page, Emily refers to Emeline Kellogg and her future husband, Henry Nash. A letter to Austin written at the same time is mutilated when referring to "Susie."
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Monday morning -

Will you be kind to me, Susie? I am naughty and cross, this morning, and nobody loves me here; nor would you love me, if you shoould see me frown, and hear how loud the door bangs whenever I go through; and yet it is'nt anger -- I dont believe it is, for when nobody sees, I brush away big tears with the corner of my apron, and then go working on -- bitter tears, Susie -- so hot that they burn my cheeks, and almost schorch my eyeballs, but you have wept such, and you know they are less of anger then sorrow. 

And I do love to run fast -- and hide away from them all; here in dear Susie's bosom, I know is love and rest, and I never would go away, did not the big world call me, and beat me for not working. 

Little Emerald Mack is washing, I can hear the warm suds, splash. I just gave her my pocket handkerchief -- so I cannot cry any more. And Vinnie sweeps -- sweeps, upon the chamber stairs; and Mother is hurrying around with her hair in a silk pocket handkerchief, on account of dust. Oh Susie, it is dismal, sad and drear eno' -- and the sun dont shine, and the clouds look cold and gray, and the wind dont blow, but it pipes the shrillest roundelay, and the birds dont sing, but twitter -- and there's nobody to smile! Do I paint it natural -- Susie, so you think how it looks? Yet dont you care -- for it wont last so always, and we love you just as well -- and think of you, as dearly, as if it were not so. Your precious letter, Susie, it sits here 

now, and smiles so kindly at me, and gives me such sweet thoughts of the dear writer. When you come home, darling, I shant have your letters, shall I, but I shall have yourself, which is more -- Oh more, and better, than I can even think! I sit here with my little whip, cracking the time away, till not an hour is left of it -- then you are here! And Joy is here -- joy now and forevermore! 

Tis only a few days, Susie, it will soon go away, yet I say, go now, this very moment, for I need her -- I must have her, Oh give her to me! 

Mattie is dear and true, I love her very dearly -- and Emily Fowler, too, is very dear to me -- and Tempe -- and Abby, and Eme', I am sure -- I love them all -- and I hope they love me, but, Susie, there's a great corner still; I fill it with that is gone, I hover round and round it, and call it darling names, and bid it speak to me, and ask it if it's Susie, and it answers, Nay, Ladie, Susie is stolen away! 

Do I repine, is it all murmuring, or am I sad and lone, and cannot, cannot help it? Sometimes when I do feel so, I think it may be wrong, and that God will punish me by taking you away; for he is very kind to let me write to you, and to give me your sweet letters, but my heart wants more. 

Have you ever thought of it Susie, and yet I know you have, how much these hearts claim; why I dont believe in the whole, wide world, are such hard little creditors -- such real little misers, as you and I carry with us, in our bosoms everyday. I cant help thinking sometimes, when I hear about the ungenerous, Heart, keep very still -- or someone will find you out! 

I am going out on the doorstep, to get you some new -- green grass -- I shall pick it down in the corner, where you and I used to sit, and have long fancies. And perhaps the dear little grasses were growing all the while -- and perhaps they heard what we said, but they cant tell! I have come in now, dear Susie, and here is what I found -- not quite so glad and green as when we used to sit there, but a sad and pensive grassie -- mourning o'er hopes. No doubt some spruce, young Plantain leaf won its young heart away, and then proved false -- and dont you wish none proved so, but little Plantains? 

I do think it's wonderful, Susie, that our hearts dont break, every day, when I think of all the whiskers, and all the gallant men, but I guess I'm made with nothing but a hard heart of stone, for it dont break any, and dear Susie, if mine is stony, your's is stone, upon stone, for you never yield any, where I seem quite beflown. Are we going to ossify always, say, Susie -- how will it be? When I see the Popes and the Polloks, and the John-Milton Browns, I think we are liable, but I dont know! I am glad there's a big future waiting for me and you. You would love to know what I read -- I hardly know what to tell you, my catalogue is so small. 

I have just read three little books, not great, not thrilling -- but sweet and true. "The Light in the Valley," "Only," and a "House upon a Rock" -- I know you would love them all -- yet they dont bewitch me any. There are no walks in the wood -- no low and earnest voices, no moonlight, nor stolen love, but pure little lives, loving God, and their parents, and obeying the laws of the land; yet read, if you meet them, Susie, for they will do one good. 

I have the promise of "Alton Lock" -- a certain book, called "Olive," and the "Head of a Family," which was what Mattie named to you. Vinnie and I had "Bleak House" sent to us the other day -- it is like him who wrote it -- that is all I can say. Dear Susie, you were so happy when you wrote to me last -- I am so glad, and you will be happy now for all my sadness, wont you? I cant forgive me ever, if I have made you sad, or dimmed your eye for me. I write from the Land of Violets, and from the Land of Spring, and it would ill become me to carry you nought but sorrows. I remember you, Susie, always -- I keep you ever here, and when you are gone, then I'm gone -- and we're 'neath one willow tree. I can only thank "the Father" 

for giving me such as you, I can only pray unceasingly, that he will bless my Loved One, and bring her back to me, to "go no more out forever. "Herein is Love." But that was Heaven -- this is but Earth, yet Earth so like to heaven, that I would hesitate, should the true one call away. Dear Susie -- adieu! Emilie --

Upside down on first page

Father's sister is dead, and Mother wears black on her bonnet, and has a collar of crape. 

In margin on first page

A great deal of love from Vinnie, and she wants that little note. 

In margin on second page

Austin comes home on Wednesday, but he'll only stay two days, so I fancy we shant

In margin on third page

go sugaring, as "we did last year." Last year is gone, Susie -- did you ever think of that? 

In margin on fourth page

Joseph is out south somewhere, a very great way off, yet we hear from him. 

April 5, 1852

The reference to "Emerald" distinguishes Mrs. Mack, an Irish woman who works in the Dickinson household, from members of the family of Deacon David Mack. Emily mentions her friend Emily Fowler, and in the margin, she refers to Joseph Lyman, a friend of Emily's and Lavinia's. In Emily's caricatures of friends as literary celebrities, she seems to pun on the names of Alexander Pope and a near-contemporary Scottish divine. The books that are mentioned refer to The Light in the Valley, a memorial of Mary Elizabeth Stirling, Only and A House Upon a Rock by Matilda Anne Mackarness, Alton Locke by Charles Kingsley, Head of a Family and Olive by Dinah Maria Craik, and Bleak House by Charles Dickens. In the margins of 

this letter, Emily also refers to the March 30, 1852, death of her aunt Mary Newman, Edward Dickinson's sister. 
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Sunday afternoon

So sweet and still, and Thee, Oh Susie, what need I more, to make my heaven whole? 

Sweet Hour, blessed Hour, to carry me to you, and to bring you back to me, long enough to snatch one kiss, and whisper Good bye, again. 

I have thought of it all day, Susie, and I fear of but little else, and when I was gone to meeting it filled my mind so full, I could not find a chink to put the worthy pastor; when he said "Our Heavenly Father," I said "Oh Darling Sue"; when he read the 100th Psalm, I kept saying your precious letter all over to myself, and Susie, when they sang -- it would have made you laugh to hear one little voice, piping to the departed. I made up words and kept singing how I loved you, and you had gone, while all the rest of the choir were singing Hallelujahs. I presume nobody heard me, because I sang so small, but it was a kind of a comfort to think I might put them out, singing of you. I a'nt there this afternoon, tho', because I am here, 

writing a little letter to my dear Sue, and I am very happy. I think of ten weeks -- Dear One, and I think of love, and you, and my heart grows full and warm, and my breath stands still. The sun does'nt shine at all, but I can feel a sunshine stealing into my soul and making it all summer, and every thorn, a rose. And I pray that such summer's sun shine on my Absent One, and cause her bird to sing! 

You have been happy, Susie, and now are sad -- and the whole world seems lone; but it wont be so always, "some days must be dark and dreary"! You wont cry any more, will you, Susie, for my father will be your father, and my home will be your home, and where you go, I will go, and we will lie side by side in the kirkyard. 

I have parents on earth, dear Susie, but your's are in the skies, and I have an earthly fireside, but you have one above, and you have a "Father in Heaven," where I have none -- and a sister in heaven, and I know they love you dearly, and think of you every day. 

Oh I wish I had half so many dear friends as you in heaven -- I could'nt spare them now -- but to know they had got there safely, and should suffer nevermore -- Dear Susie! 

I know I was very naughty to write such fretful things, and I know I could have helped it, if I had tried hard enough, but I thought my heart would break, and I knew of nobody here that cared anything about it -- so I said to myself, "We will tell Susie about it." You dont know what a comfort it was, and you wont know, till the big cup of bitterness is filled brimfull, and they say, "Susie, drink it!" Then Darling, let me be there, and let me drink the half, and you will feel it all! 

I am glad you have rested, Susie. I wish the week had been more, a whole score of days and joys for you, yet again, had it lasted longer, then had you not come so soon and I had been lonelier, it is right as it is! Ten weeks, they will seem short to you -- for care will fill them, but to Mattie and me, long. We shall grow tired, waiting, and our eyes will ache with looking for you, and with now and then a tear. And yet we have hope left, and we shall keep her busy, cheering away the time. Only think Susie, it is vacation now -- there shall be no more vacation until ten weeks have gone, and no more snow; and how very little while it will be now, before you and I are sitting out on the broad stone step, mingling our lives together! I 

cant talk of it now tho', for it makes me long and yearn so, that I cannot sleep tonight, for thinking of it, and you. 

Yes, we did go sugaring, and remembered who was gone -- and who was there last year, and love and recollection brought with them Little Regret, and set her in the midst of us. 

Dear Susie, Dear Joseph; why take the best and dearest, and leave our hearts behind? While the Lovers sighed; and twined oak leaves, and the anti enamored ate sugar, and crackers, in the house, I went to see what I could find. Only think of it, Susie; I had'nt any appetite, nor any Lover, either, so I made the best of fate, and gathered antique stones, and your little flowers of moss opened their lips and spoke to me, so I was not alone, and bye and bye Mattie and me might have been seen sitting together upon a high -- gray rock, and we might have been heard talking, were anyone very near! And did thoughts of that dear Susie go with us on the rock, and sit there 'tween us twain? Loved One, thou knowest! 

I gathered something for you, because you were not there, an acorn, and some moss blossoms, and a little shell of a snail, so whitened by the snow you would think 'twas a cunning artist had carved it from alabaster -- then I tied them all up in a leaf with some last summer's grass I found by a brookside, and I'm keeping them all for you. 

I saw Mattie at church today, tho' could not speak to her. Friday evening I saw her, and talked with her besides. Oh I do love her -- and when you come if we all live till then, it will be precious, Susie. You speak to me of sorrow, of what you have "lost and loved," say rather, of what you have loved and won, for it is much, dear Susie; I can count the big, true hearts by clusters, full of bloom, and bloom amaranthine, because eternal! Emilie--

In margin on first page

I have heard all about the journal, Oh Susie, that you should come to this! I want you to get it bound -- at my expense -- Susie -- so when he takes you from me, to live in his new home, I may have some of you. I am sincere. 

In margin on second page

Mother sends her best love to you. It makes her look so happy when I give your's to her. Send it always, Susie, and send your respects to father! 

In margin on third page

And much from Vinnie. She was so happy at her note. After she finished reading it, she said, "I dont know but it's wrong, but I love Sue better --

In margin on fourth page

than Jane, and I love her and Mattie better than all the friends I ever had in my life." Vinnie hopes to be like you, and to do as you do. 

Upside down, near "Loved One, thou knowest!" on fourth page

Hattie! 
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Wednesday --

Precious Sue -- Precious Mattie! 

All I desire in this life -- all I pray for, or hope for in that long life to come! 

Dear Mattie just left me, and I stand just where we stood smiling and chatting together a moment ago. Our last words were of you, and as we said Dear Susie, the sunshine grew so warm, and out peeped prisoned leaves, and the Robins answered Susie, and the big hills left their work, and echoed Susie, and from the smiling fields, and from the fragrant meadows came troops of fairy Susies, and asked "Is it me"? No, Little One, "Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, nor can the heart conceive" my Susie, whom I love.

These days of heaven bring you nearer and nearer, and every bird that sings, and every bud that blooms, does but remind me more of that garden unseen, awaiting the hand that tills it. Dear Susie, when you come, how many boundless blossoms among those silent beds! How I do count the days -- how I do long for the time when I may count the hours without incurring the charge of Femina insania! I made up the Latin -- Susie, for I could'nt think how it went, according to Stoddard and Andrew! 

I want to send you joy, I have half a mind to put up one of these dear little Robin's, and send him singing to you. I know I would, Susie, did I think he would live to get there and sing his little songs. 

I shall keep everything singing tho', until Dear Child gets home -- and I shant let anything blossom till then -- either. 

I have got to go out in the garden now, and whip a Crown-Imperial for presuming to hold it's head up, until you have come home, so farewell, Susie -- I shall think of you at sunset, and at sunrise, again; and at noon, and forenoon, and afternoon, and always, and evermore, till this little heart stops beating and is still. Emilie 

about May 1852

Emily refers to the New Testament: "Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered into the heart of man, the things which God hath prepared for them that love him." (I Corinthians 2.9) "Stoddard and Andrew" are Solomon Stoddard and Ethan Allen Andrews, the authors of A Grammar of the Latin Language for Schools and Colleges. 

9

Friday morning --

They are cleaning house today, Susie, and I've made a flying retreat to my own little chamber, where with affection, and you, I will spend this my precious hour, most precious of all the hours which dot my flying days, and the one so dear, that for it I barter everything, and as soon as it is gone, I am sighing for it again. 

I cannot believe, dear Susie, that I have stayed without you almost a whole year long; sometimes the time seems short, and the thought of you as warm as if you had gone but yesterday, and again if years and years had trod their silent pathway, the time would seem less long. 

And now how soon I shall have you, shall hold you in my arms; you will forgive the tears, Susie, they are so glad to come that it is not in my heart to reprove them and send them home. I dont know why it is -- but there's something in your name, now you are taken from me, which fills my heart so full, and my eye, too. It is not that the mention grieves me, no, Susie, but I think of each "sunnyside" where we have sat together, and lest there be no more, I guess is what makes the tears come. Mattie was here last evening, and we sat on the front door stone, and talked about life and love, and whispered our childish fancies about such blissful things -- the evening was gone so soon, and I walked home with Mattie beneath the 

silent moon, and wished for you, and Heaven. You did not come, Darling, but a bit of Heaven did, or so it seemed to us, as we walked side by side and wondered of that great blessedness which may be our's sometime, is granted now, to some. This union, my dear Susie, by which two lives are one, this sweet and strange adoption wherein we can but look, and are not yet admitted, how it can fill the heart, and make it gang wildly beating, how it will take us one day, and make us all it's own, and we shall not run away from it, but lie still and be happy! 

You and I have been strangely silent upon this subject, Susie, we have often touched upon it, and as quickly fled away, as children shut their eyes when the sun is too bright for them. l have always hoped to know if you had no dear fancy, illumining all your life, no one of whom you murmured in the faithful ear of night -- and at whose side in fancy, you walked the livelong day; and when you come home, Susie, we must speak of these things. 

How dull our lives must seem to the bride, and the plighted maiden, whose days are fed with gold, and who gather pearls every evening; but to the wife, Susie, sometimes the wife forgotten, our lives perhaps seem dearer than all others in the world; you have seen flowers at morning, satisfied with the dew, and those same sweet flowers at noon with their heads bowed in anguish before the mighty sun; think you these thirsty blossoms will now need naught but -- dew? No, they will cry for sunlight, and pine for the burning noon, tho' it scorches them, scathes them; they have got through with peace -- they know that the man of noon, is mightier than the morning and their life is henceforth to him. Oh, Susie, it is 

dangerous, and it is all too dear, these simple trusting spirits, and the spirits mightier, which we cannot resist! It does so rend me, Susie, the thought of it when it comes, that I tremble lest at sometime I, too, am yielded up. 

Susie, you will forgive me my amatory strain -- it has been a very long one, and if this saucy page did not here bind and fetter me, I might have had no end. 

I have got the letter, Susie, dear little bud -- and all -- and the tears came again, that alone in this big world, I am not quite alone. Such tears are showers friend, thro' which when smiles appear, the angels call them rainbows, and mimic them in Heaven. 

And now in four weeks more -- you are mine, all mine, except I lend you a little occasionally to Hattie and Mattie, if they promise me not to lose you, and to bring you back very soon. I shall not count the days. I shall not fill my cups with this expected happiness, for perhaps if I do, the angels being thirsty, will drink them up -- I shall only hope, my Susie, and that tremblingly, for havnt barques the fullest, stranded upon the shore? 

God is good, Susie, I trust he will save you, I pray that in his good time we once more meet each other, but if this life holds not another meeting for us, remember also, Susie, that it has no parting more, wherever that hour finds us, for which we have hoped so long, we shall not be separated, neither death, nor the grave can part us, so that we only love! Your Emilie -

In margin on first page

Austin has come and gone; life is so still again; why must the storm have calms? 

In margin on second page

I hav'nt seen Root this term, I guess Mattie and I, are not sufficient for him! 

In margin on third page

When will you come again, in a week? Let it be a swift week! 

In margin on fourth page

Vinnie sends much love, and Mother; and might I be so bold as to enclose a remembrance? 

early June 1852Emily's tone in this letter suggests that she was not aware of the intimacy Susan already shared with Austin. Just four months earlier, Susan had sent Austin a Valentine that included a private joke referring to another young man's gift of chestnuts to Susan, a gift that Susan and Austin ate together. Soon the word in Amherst was that "Austin D. and Susan Gilbert are constant, and the gossips say constantly together."

my dear ̀ Oliver,' how chipper you must be since any of

any of us have seen you ?" and "I hope you have

seen you?" and "I hope you have been made happy." In

absent, and Emily devises punishment: " you deserve, let me see; you

You deserve, let me see; you deserve hot irons, and Chinese 

Austin, I am keen, but you are a good deal keener

something of a fox, but you are more of a hound

several weeks later beginning, "Do you want to hear from me, Austin

Nothing -- I was aware that you had been in correspondence

was at an end -- ... So you will not suspect me of

sustained by that dear sister you will never again be lonely

to be sisters, when indeed you were alone!

you do not hear the wind 

is no "silence" there -- so you differ from bonnie "Alice." I

here, Susie -- on purpose for you because this "sweet silver moon"

far before it gets to you -- and then you never told

... ... ...

Several Dickinson Letters

18 Plaisant et al., NORAvis, JCDL 2006



Externalization
19

� External cognition is the interaction between 

internal and external representations when 

performing cognitive tasks.

� Computational offloading is the extent to which 

external representations can reduce the amount 

of cognitive effort to solve a problem.

Yvonne Rogers, New Theoretical Approaches for Human-Computer Interaction, 2004.

Complexity Brings Externalization
20

Simple: 
analyze 
internally

Complex: 
sketch to aid 
understanding

Very complex or 
very large: Cannot 
practically sketch 
manually



Augmented Cognition
21

“The power of the unaided mind is highly 

overrated. Without external aids, memory 

thought, and reasoning are all constrained. 

But human intelligence is highly flexible and 

adaptive, superb at inventing procedures and 

objects that overcome its own limits. The real 

powers come from devising external aids that 

enhance cognitive abilities.”

Norman, 1993, p. 43

Information Visualization
22

“Information visualization is the use of 

computer-supported interactive visual 

representations of abstract data to amplify 

cognition.”

Card, 1999

... a form of external cognitive aid.



Functions of Visualization
23

� Recording information 
� Tables, blueprints, satellite images

� Processing information
� needs feedback and interaction

� Presenting information
� share, collaborate, revise

� for oneself, for one’s peers and to teach

� Seeing the unseen

Carpendale

Information Visualization Basics24



Creating a Visualization
25

1. Understand a system of related information and tasks.

2. Create a mapping from the data (digital representation) to 
a visual representation.

3. Present this visual representation on the computer screen.

4. Provide methods of interacting with this visual 
representation that can include methods for varying the 
presentation and methods for varying the representation.

5. Verify the usefulness of the representation, the way it is 
presented and/or and its interaction methods. 

Carpendale

26

Visual Variables



References
27

� Slides in this section are based on:

Semiology of Graphics, Jacques Bertin, 1983 

translation of Semiologie Graphique, 1967

� With some extensions

Representation

� A representation is
� a formal system or mapping by which the information can be specified (D. Marr)

� a sign system in that it stands for something other than its self.

� for example: the number thirty-four
decimal: 34,

binary: 100010,

roman: XXXIV

� different representations reveal different aspects of the information
decimal: counting & information about powers of 10,

binary: counting & information about powers of 2,

roman: counting & adding and subtracting

� presentation 
how the representation is placed or organized on the screen 

34, 34,34,34,34, 34



Representations

� Solving a problem simply means representing it so as 
to make the solution transparent … (Simon, 1981)

� Good representations
� allow people to find relevant information

� information may be present but hard to find

� allow people to compute desired conclusions

� computations may be difficult or “for free” depending on 

representations

Creating Visual Representations
30

� To communicate with words we first need to know 

phonemes, the letters and how they combine to create 

words

� note that phonemes and letters are “meaningless” in themselves

� are there corresponding visual units?

� there is still considerable debate on this subject

� in the meantime, we will look at the practical approach of 

Jacques Bertin on how we can create visual representations 

that can be understood.



Disclaimer
31

� Bertin considers:   

� printable, on white paper, 

� visible at a glance

� reading distance of book or atlas

� normal and constant lighting

� readily available graphic means

� Good as a guideline, we need to consider context 
and medium of visualization use.

Where do we start?
32

� With marks!

� for us, pixels

� Visual Variables: how can we vary marks?

� by where we place them

� by how we place them 

� by their visual characteristics



The Plane
33

� Points

� Lines

� Areas

Points
34

� “A point represents a location on the plane that 

has no theoretical length or area. This signification 

is independent of the size and character of the 

mark which renders it visible.”

� a location

� marks that indicate points can vary in all visual 

variables



Lines
35

� “A line signifies a phenomenon on the plane which 

has measurable length but no area. This 

signification is independent of the width and 

characteristics of the mark which renders it 

visible.”

� a boundary, a route, a connection

Areas
36

� “An area signifies something on the plane that has 

measurable size. This signification applies to the 

entire area covered by the visible mark.”

� an area can change in position but not in size, 

shape or orientation without making the area 

itself have a different meaning



Visual Variables
37

Jacques Bertin, 1967; translated 1983

Additional Variables for Computers
38

� motion  
� direction, acceleration, speed, frequency, onset, ‘personality’

� saturation  
� colour as Bertin uses it largely refers to hue, other readily available colour

channels (i.e. saturation)

� flicker  
� frequency, rhythm, appearance 

� depth? ‘quasi’ 3D
� depth, occlusion, aerial perspective, binocular disparity

� illumination

� transparency



Characteristics of Visual Variables
39

� Selective:
Is a change in this variable enough to allow us to select it from a 
group?

� Associative:
Is a change in this variable enough to allow us to perceive them as 
a group?

� Quantitative:
Is there a numerical reading obtainable from changes in this 
variable?

� Order:
Are changes in this variable perceived as ordered?

� Length:
Across how many changes in this variable are distinctions 
possible?

Visual Variable: Position

� selective

� associative

� quantitative

� order

� length

100

0

100

40



Visual Variable: Size

� selective

� associative

� quantitative

� order

� length

� theoretically infinite but practically limited

� association and selection ~ 5 and distinction ~ 20

> >> > > >

=4 XXXX ?

41

Size
42

points lines areas



Visual Variable: Shape

� selective

� associative

� quantitative

� order

� length
� infinite

>> >> > > >

43

Shape
44

points lines areas



Visual Variable: Value
45

� selective

� associative

� quantitative

� order

� length
� theoretically infinite but practically limited

� association and selection ~ < 7 and distinction ~ 10

< < < < < <

Value
46

points lines areas



Value
47

� Ordered, cannot be reordered

annual deaths per 1000 inhabitants, Paris

Visual Variable: Colour
48

� selective

� associative

� quantitative

� order

� length

� theoretically infinite but practically limited

� association and selection ~ < 7 and distinction ~ 10

> > > > > > >>



Colour
49

points lines areas

Colour Scales
50

� Common to use a rainbow scale... caution!



51

52



Controls Legibility
54

colorusage.arc.nasa.gov



Colour Blindness
55

� VisCheck.com (Robert Dougherty and Alex Wade)

� Web service to simulate colour blindness

� Biggest problems with red/green

� Varying value and hue can help

Deuteranope Protanope Tritanope

Colour Resources
56

� Maureen Stone’s Resources

� http://www.stonesc.com

� A Field Guide to Digital Color (A. K. Peters)

� Cindy Brewer’s ColorBrewer

� http://colorbrewer.org

� ColourLovers Community Palette Sharing

� http://www.colourlovers.com



Visual Variable: Orientation
57

� selective

� associative

� quantitative

� order

� length

� ~5 in 2D; ? in 3D

< < < < < < <?

Orientation
58

points lines areas



Visual Variable: Texture
59

� selective

� associative

� quantitative

� order

� length

� theoretically infinite

> > > >

Texture
60

points lines areas



Visual Variable: Motion

61

� selective

� motion is one of our most powerful attention grabbers

� associative

� moving in unison groups objects effectively

� quantitative

� subjective perception

� order

� length

� distinguishable types of motion?

?

Motion
62



Carpendale, 2003

Visual Variables
63

64

Perception



proximity similarity continuity

closure figure/ground symmetry

Visual Gestalt

Pre-attentive processing

2358945739756860796752453512346534624356245762457245

6134523523523523523524351345324716498762987460329587

2358276533637872138764298769876364098721696532962413

9237462163987639871236597124593874638746988712649817

2649872165971523972356987129721653978216409871246478

3467218987639450897764398217346946496439276430987263

4287469864987597152397123976490871469876498724369812

7346987461435895321456865437

2358945739756860796752453512346534624356245762457245

6134523523523523523524351345324716498762987460329587

2358276533637872138764298769876364098721696532962413

9237462163987639871236597124593874638746988712649817

2649872165971523972356987129721653978216409871246478

3467218987639450897764398217346946496439276430987263

4287469864987597152397123976490871469876498724369812

7346987461435895321456865437

66



Typical 

Results
X

Number of distracters

Response time
(milliseconds)

1000

250

750

500

9 1263

X X X

pre-attentive
non-pre-attentive

X

67 Pre-attentive Processing          Carpendale

Pre-attentive processing

orientation

numbersize

shapecurved/straight

shape

68

Ware



Colour

Shape



71

Interaction and Animation

Why Interaction?
72

� Datasets are too large to:

� display in one view

� comprehend in entirety

� Interest in only subset of the data

� Interest in different views of the data

� Extract relevant information & transform

� …



Sense-making Cycle
73

Card et al., 1999

Interaction Techniques
74

� Select – mark something as interesting

� Explore – show me something else

� Reconfigure – show me a different arrangement

� Encode – show me a different representation

� Abstract/Elaborate – more or less detail

� Filter – show me something conditionally

� Connect – show me related items

Based on user intent

Yi et al., InfoVis 2007



Selection
75

� Mark something as interesting

� Often combined with other techniques

Collins, 2007

Explore
76

� Show me something else

� Examine subset of data cases (view-based)

� E.g. Panning (move viewpoint across representation)

� E.g. Direct Walk (move viewing focus through clicks)



Reconfigure
77

� Show a different arrangement

� Move data items to 

� Enable better comparison

� Avoid occlusion

� Correspond to some mental model of the data

Cone Trees Table Lens

[Robertson et al., 1991] [Rao & Card, 1995](Robertson et al., 1991) (Rao & Card, 1995)

Encode
78

� Show a different:

� Representation Type

� Visual appearance: Colour, Size, Shape,…

Isenberg and Carpendale, InfoVis, 2007



Encode
79

� Animation can aid encoding changes

DynaVis - Heer & Robertson, 2007

Abstract/Elaborate
80

� Show me more or less detail

� Adjust level of abstraction

� Detail-on-demand

� Zooming (as long as representation isn’t fundamentally altered)

Warning: Not every technique belongs to

just one category.

Isenberg and Carpendale, InfoVis, 2007



Filter
81

� Show subset of data based on condition

� e.g., by selecting a data range

� or filtering based on distance from focus

AlphaSlider, Ahlberg & Shneiderman, 1993; DocuBurst, Collins, 2007

Connect
82

� Show related items

� e.g. brushing

Single view

Heer & boyd, InfoVis 2005

Multiple view
Collins & Carpendale, InfoVis 2007



83

“Overview first, zoom and filter, 

then details-on-demand”

Shneiderman, 1996

84 pictures from www.b-eye-network.com
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Assessing and Validating

Evaluation Challenges
86

� Evaluations not convincing enough 

� Small datasets, unrealistic participant samples, simple tasks

� Common challenges

� Right focus

� Right questions

� Right methodology

� Proper procedure

� Correct stats

� Cross validation

� Relating results to the field

� Entire conferences dedicated to InfoVis Evaluation!



Types of Evaluation
87

� Proofs

� Verify the mapping; prove correctness

� Show algorithms are faster, improved complexity

� Usability

� Empirical usability evaluation of system

� Perceptual study on a small part

� Case Studies

� Show that you can see things previously hidden

� Longitudinal case study

� Insight study

Longitudinal Case Study
88

� Deploy visualization to data domain experts

� Do they use it?  

� Do they like it?

� Does it save them time?

� Are there indirect benefits?  Do their results (e.g. 

BLEU score, parser accuracy) improve?

� Improved collaboration?

� Techniques include interviews, questionnaires, in 

situ observation, and automated logging

Shneiderman and Plaisant, BELIV, 2006



Measuring Insight
89

� Controlled experiment with data domain experts

� Domain professionals carry out controlled analysis 

and record observations, conclusions, insights

� Experts in the specific dataset reviews and rates 

insights for originality, correctness, importance

� Metrics: Insights/time, Total insights, Correctness

� Difficult to recruit sufficient quantities of experts

� Simultaneously study other measures: usability 

issues, visualization techniques used, ...

Saraiya et al., IEEE TVCG 11(4), pp. 443-457, 2005

Heuristic Approaches
90

� Heuristics can be useful if learned and internalized

� “generally avoid red-green colour scales”

� “don’t use shape for quantitative encoding”

� Careful!  There are no “rules”!

� Heuristic evaluation can lead to lowest common 

denominator designs!



91

Visualization Design

Data Processing is Task Dependent

� What are the information needs?  

� What errors may be introduced by processing?

El1 español2 es3 la4 lengua5 más6 hablada7 del8 mundo9 tras10 el11 chino12 mandarín13

por14 el15 número16 de17 hablantes18 que19 la20 tienen21 como22 lengua23 materna24.

Spanish1,2 (0.90) is3 (0.90) the4 (0.94) language5 (0.39) most6 (0.25) spoken7 (0.52) [about the]8 

(0.30) world9 (0.93) following10 (0.64) the11 (0.72) Chinese12 (0.87) Mandarin13 (0.80) for14 (0.24)

the15 (0.77) number16 (0.79) of17 (0.99) speakers18 (0.82) who19 (0.80) take21 (0.21) it20 (0.96) [as 

a]22 (0.46) mother24 (0.35) tongue23 (0.25)

Spanish1,2 (0.90) is3 (0.90) the4 (0.83) most6 (0.55) spoken7 (0.73) language5 (0.44) [in the]8 (0.89)

world9 (0.94) after10 (0.73) Chinese11,12 (0.80) Mandarin13 (0.88) by14 (0.41) the15 (0.79) number16 

(0.94) of17 (0.75) speakers18 (0.84) that19 (0.62) have21 (0.22) as22 (0.40) their20 (0.10) mother24 (0.37)

tongue23 (0.18). 

....

92



Graphical Excellence

� Principles of graphical excellence

� Complex ideas presented with clarity, precision, 

honesty, and efficiency.

� Gives viewer the greatest number of ideas in the 

shortest time, with the least ink in the smallest space.

� Graphical excellence often found in simplicity of 

design and complexity of data.

� multivariate data, simple design

93

Tufte, 2001

Reduce Learning Curve: Small Multiples

lurch

thunder

clatter

slop

gallop

stumble

scuttle

inch

swish

limp

shuffle

journey

romp

screech

squeal

stroll

hobble

scramble

stagger
trudge

N. Theissen, 2004

94



High Dimensionality Doesn’t Guarantee Excellence

(Chlan and Rheingans, InfoVis 2005)

95

Visualization Pitfalls

� Data Design

� Select the right data dimensions

� Pitfall: Display irrelevant data relationships

� Visual Design

� Consider perceptual capabilities

� Pitfall: Difficult to interpret, lead users to misinterpretation

� Interface Design

� Mode of interaction with visual and data appropriate

� Pitfall: Poor interaction negates benefits from data and visual design

� Understanding Target Users

� Visualization design accounts for stakeholder needs and characteristics

� Pitfall: Mistaken assumptions of cultural norms or user abilities leads to misinterpretation

96

Collins



Externalizing Language

� To assist information retrieval

� To enable linguistic analysis

� To augment analytics on mixed data

Themescape (Wise, 1995) Visual Thesaurus Thread Arcs (Kerr, 2003)

97

Review of Linguistic Visualizations98



‘Language’ Data

� Text

� Content, form, temporality, repetition, semantics, origin

� Speech

� Content, tonality, prosody, temporality, semantics, origin

� Other forms of language:

� Sign languages

� Sets of commonly known symbols (semiotics)

� Mixed data (e.g., text + social networks, music)

� Multimodal communications (gesture + speech)

Difficult Data

� Too much data – what to use?
� Millions of blog posts,

� Hundreds of thousands of news stories,

� 183 billion emails,

� ... per day

� + all the LDC corpora!

� Data is noisy:
� Newswire stories are syndicated (but differ slightly)

� 70-72% of email is spam

� Text contains section headings, figure captions, and direct 
quotes

� Annotator disagreements

100



Data Processing Decisions

� Many levels of data processing can take place:

� Word counting

� Stemming: “reads” and “reading” � “read”

� Parsing: “USA invaded Iraq” � Invaded(USA,IRAQ)

� Summarization

� Sentiment analysis: “Electronics shops have terrible 
customer service” � negative assessment

� Word sense disambiguation: “We go to the bank to obtain a 
loan to purchase a boat” � bank=financial institution(72%)

� Each step of extra processing introduces uncertainty and 
takes time

101

Language is Ambiguous

� Words and phrases can have many meanings, 

determined by context and world knowledge.

� Ambiguities abound in CL research, e.g.:

� PP attachment

� Word sense

� Lexical transfer/alignment in MT

� Idiomatic/literal interpretations

� ... 

102



Visualizing Language is Difficult

� Many of the common challenges still exist:

� Screen real estate / occlusion

� Choosing appropriate visual variable mappings

� Colour and perception issues

� Maintaining “graphical integrity”

� Interaction and usability

� Specific challenges for language?

Labelling
104

� A general issue in information visualization

� How to label a visualization while:
� Positioning labels in a meaningful way

� Making them long enough to be useful

� Avoiding label overlap

� Fonts large enough to read; minimal rotation

� If data is textual, labelling is a problem.



Visual Considerations
105

Visual Considerations

Supporters of Martin, who has been jailed without trial 

for more than two years, are calling on Prime 

Minister Stephen Harper to ask Mexican president 

Felipe Calderon to release Martin text is not 

preattentive under a section of the Mexican 

constitution that allows the government to expel 

undesirables from the country. Martin's supporters 

believe she has no chance of a fair trial in Mexico. 

Neither does Waage.

106



Pre-attentive processing

Supporters of Martin, who has been jailed without trial 

for more than two years, are calling on Prime 

Minister Stephen Harper to ask Mexican president 

Felipe Calderon to release Martin text is not 

preattentive under a section of the Mexican 

constitution that allows the government to expel 

undesirables from the country. Martin's supporters 

believe she has no chance of a fair trial in Mexico. 

Neither does Waage.

107

Visualizing language is easy, right?

� SO much data available for analysis

� (Mostly) readily computer readable

� Simple techniques can give instant summaries

� You are the data processing experts!

108



lord 7872

god 4690

me 4096

son 3464

do 2979

you 2614

man 2613

king 2600

israel 2565

make 2491

hath 2264

house 2160

people 2139

child 2003

give 1872

we 1844

god 3370

we 1971

You 1544

lord 955

hath 951

your 845

i 826

do 670

make 549

day 539

sura 538

give 502

us 481

verily 479

me 460

send 437

people 432

earth 420

109 Simple techniques are often insufficient

Simple techniques, though easy, are often 
insufficient for real analysis and discovery.

Most examples we will now show 
just use simple techniques… but 
they are good to know!

Stronger relationship to NLP research

Greater sophistication of data processing

Visualization Categories
110

Non-textual Linguistic 
Data

Linguistic and Non-
Linguistic Data Together

Information Exploration

Documents

Text Collections 

Streaming Data

Text Analysis

Literary Analysis

Linguistic Analysis

NLP Interfaces
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Non-textual Linguistic 
Data

Linguistic and Non-
Linguistic Data Together

Information Exploration

Documents

Text Collections 

Streaming Data

Text Analysis

Literary Analysis

Linguistic Analysis

NLP Interfaces

Non-textual Linguistic Data

Non-textual Linguistic Data

112 PitchPaint Levin & Lieberman, 2004



113 Spectrogram  Hale et al., ACL 2006

114

Non-textual Linguistic 
Data

Linguistic and Non-
Linguistic Data Together

Information Exploration

Documents

Text Collections 

Streaming Data

Text Analysis

Literary Analysis

Linguistic Analysis

NLP Interfaces

Linguistic and Non-Linguistic Data Together

Linguistic and Non-linguistic Data Together



Social Patterns from Text

115 Social Patterns from Text Editing      Viégas et al., Proc. CHI, 2004

History Flow: Social Patterns from 

Text



117 Language as Structural Scaffold    ColorCode, Wattenberg, 2005

118 Email + Social Networks      Heer, 2005



119 Intelligence Analysis    Hotel Records, Weaver et al. , Proceedings of VAST, 2007

120

Non-textual Linguistic 
Data

Linguistic and Non-
Linguistic Data Together

Information Exploration

Documents

Text Collections 

Streaming Data

Text Analysis

Literary Analysis

Linguistic Analysis

NLP Interfaces

Information Exploration

Documents



121 Using Document Structure TextArc: Paley, InfoVis Poster 2002

122 Using Statistical Analysis Gist Icons: DeCamp et al., InfoVis Poster 2005



123 Using Statistical Analysis Gist Icons: DeCamp et al., InfoVis Poster 2005

124 Leveraging Language Structure DocuBurst, Collins, KMDI-TR-2007-1, 2007



125

absolute,noun,10

chair,noun,2

moment,noun,11

game,noun,30

reality,noun,3

take,verb,13

represent,verb,17

...

games�game

taken�take

game IS activity

chair IS furniture

DocuBurst, Collins, KMDI-TR-2007-1, 2007

126 Common Words ManyEyes Tag Cloud, Wattenberg et al., 2006
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Non-textual Linguistic 
Data

Linguistic and Non-
Linguistic Data Together

Information Exploration

Documents

Text Collections 

Streaming Data

Text Analysis

Literary Analysis

Linguistic Analysis

NLP Interfaces

Information Exploration

Text Collections

128 Match to Search Terms   Hearst, CHI 2005



129 Large Collection Clustering                       Wise, InfoVis 1995

130 ThemeScape Wise, JASIS, 1999



131 Cross-lingual IR   Leuski et al., ACM Trans. on Asian Language Information Processing, 2003

132 Document Structure and Content Comparison Rembold and Späth, Total Interaction, 2006



133 Document Contrast Diagrams Clark, www.neoformix.com, 2008

134 Visual Search Engine  kartoo.com, 2008
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Non-textual Linguistic 
Data

Linguistic and Non-
Linguistic Data Together

Information Exploration

Documents

Text Collections 

Streaming Data

Text Analysis

Literary Analysis

Linguistic Analysis

NLP Interfaces

Information Exploration

Streaming Data

136 Themes in Streaming News Havre et al., InfoVis 2000



137 Streaming News, Thematic Weskamp, http://marumushi.com/apps/newsmap/, 2004

138 Streaming Blog Data, Emotional Focus Harris, www.wefeelfine.org, 2006



139 Instant Messaging Chat     Tat and Carpendale, InfoVis 2002

140

Non-textual Linguistic 
Data

Linguistic and Non-
Linguistic Data Together

Information Exploration

Documents

Text Collections 

Streaming Data

Text Analysis

Literary Analysis

Linguistic Analysis

NLP Interfaces

Text Analysis

Literary Analysis
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Two occurrences of 

a sequence is 

suspect

Plagiarism Detection Ribler & Abrams, InfoVis 2000

142 Literary Analysis: Affect Gregory et al., ACL Workshop on Sentiment & Subjectivity in Text, 2006



143 Literary Analysis: Patterns Feature Lens, Don et al., CIKM 2007

144 Literary Analysis: Repetition ManyEyes WordTree, Wattenberg et al., 2007



145 Comparing English translations of holy texts Steinweber and Koller, similardiversity.net, 2008

146

Non-textual Linguistic 
Data

Linguistic and Non-
Linguistic Data Together

Information Exploration

Documents

Text Collections 

Streaming Data

Text Analysis

Literary Analysis

Linguistic Analysis

NLP Interfaces

Text Analysis: Linguistic Analysis

Linguistic Analysis
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Gorman and Curran, Scaling Distributional Similarity to Large Corpora

Schmid, Trace Prediction and Recovery with Unlexicalized 

PCFGs and Slash Features

Ayan and Dorr, Going Beyone AER: An Extensive 

Analysis of Word Alignments and Their Impact on MT

Visualization for Presentation, Examples from ACL 2006

148 Exploration of Indigenous Languages Manning et al., Literary and Linguistic Computing, 2001



149 Matching Semantic Maps Ploux and Ji, Computational Linguistics, V. 29, pp. 155-178, 2003

150 Lexical Semantics  Kamp et al., LREC 2004



151 Translation Parse Trees Voeckler et al., Personal Communication, 2008

152 Rule Productivity in Spelling Variation Kempken et al., SPIE-IS&T/ Vol. 6495, 2007



153 Comparing Lexical Relationships VisLink, Collins & Carpendale, InfoVis 2007

154

Non-textual Linguistic 
Data

Linguistic and Non-
Linguistic Data Together

Information Exploration

Documents

Text Collections 

Streaming Data

Text Analysis

Literary Analysis

Linguistic Analysis

NLP Interfaces

NLP Interfaces

NLP Interfaces



155 Multi-document summarization  Leuski et al., ACL Demos, 2003

156 Exploring an MT Model  DeNeefe et al., ACL Demo Session, 2005



157 Uncertainty in statistical NLP Collins et al., EuroVis, 2007

Want more?
158

www.infosthetics.com www.visualcomplexity.com



Tools for Visualization159

160

Visualization Websites



Many Eyes
161

http://www.many-eyes.com

Many Eyes
162

� 16 visualization types

� Upload plain text, comma or tab delimited

� Discuss and share visualizations with colleagues

� 2 language-specific visualizations (tag cloud and 
word tree)

� Comparison views, e.g. change treemap

� Interactive, save any state of view in threaded 
discussion

� www.many-eyes.com



163

F= 0.5 * 

((NOUNS + ADJECTIVES +  

PREPOSITIONS + DETERMINERS) 

-(PRONOUNS + VERBS + ADVERBS + 

INTERJECTIONS) 

+ 100)

“If you have a look at those posts, you’ll 

probably notice that they aren’t really in any 

way more formal than Scoble’s other writing. 

The difference is that they tend to be more 

informational, i.e. have more and more 

condensed information crammed into to them 

than most entries.”

Formality in Blogging CorpBlawg, Cornelius Puschmann, 2008; ManyEyes, Wattenberg et al., 2007

164 Comparison of Corporate Blogs    CorpBlawg, Cornelius Puschmann, 2008; ManyEyes, Wattenberg et al., 2007

User Profile Link



Swivel
165

www.swivel.com

Swivel
166

� Excel-type charts only

� Discussion forum

� Comma, tab delimited data upload



167

Programming Libraries

prefuse
168

Prefuse.org

Jeffrey Heer



prefuse
169

� Open source Java programming library

� BSD license

� Software architecture follows sense-making cycle

� Standard data formats supported (I/O)

� Interaction out-of-the-box

� Supplied collection of layouts and renderers

� Active user support forums

� Relatively fast prototyping

� Easily link with java NLP code libraries

� Our tool of choice! 

170 prefuse examples by Collins et al.



Processing
171

Processing.org

Ben Fry and Casey Reas

Processing
172

� Open source programming language and IDE

� Simplified graphics and interaction (2D & 3D)

� Based on Java, can import Java packages

� Easy to learn

� Many help resources (online and print)

� Very wide programmer base

� mostly designers, artists, students



173

Jonathan Harris, 

www.wefeelfine.org

Neumann et al., KeyStrokes, EuroVis 2007

linguistic examples made with Processing

Steinweber & Koller, similardiversity.net, 2008

InfoVis Toolkit
174

ivtk.sourceforge.net

Jean-Daniel Fekete



InfoVis Toolkit
175

� Graphics toolkit for Java

� Software architecture follows sense-making cycle

� Standard data formats supported (I/O)

� Supplied collection of layouts and renderers

� Matrix and parallel coordinates visualizations 

maybe especially useful for NLP

� Fast, small memory footprint

176

Henry et al., 20 years of 4 HCI Conferences, Int. Journal of HCI, 2008

examples made with the InfoVis Toolkit



177

Visualization Software

Microsoft Excel
178

� Can do more than you think!

� ... But be careful, new features can be misleading!

� www.juiceanalytics.com has great tips



SpotFire
179

� Coordinated views

� Multi-dimensional data

� Customized for business intelligence, but 

applicable to quantitative research

� spotfire.tibco.com

180 spotfire.tibco.com



Tableau
181

� Easily compose visualizations with 

“VizQL” language

� Drag and drop data columns into a library 

of visualizations

� Create “dashboards” of always-up-to-date 

data graphics

� tableausoftware.com

182

Tableau

tableausoftware.com



TreeForm
183

� Customized software 
for syntax tree 
drawing

� Open source initiative 
lead by Donald 
Derrick and Daniel 
Archambault

� Lots of alternative 
packages, most of 
them not very good

http://www.ece.ubc.ca/~donaldd/treeform.htm

184

Emerging Research



Collaborative Visualization
185

Isenberg and Carpendale, InfoVis 2007

Toolkits for Visualization on the Web
186

Flare Visualization Toolkit, Heer 2008



Open Research Problems187

188

CL Expertise for InfoVis



Improving Document Visualization
189

� Incorporating WSD, detection of multi-word entities, idioms

� Enabling cross-language comparisons

� Document “difference” visualizations on a semantic level

� Deriving document structure to aid document navigation

� Abstracting document visualization to a level useful and 

usable for information retrieval (next generation search 

engine interface)

e-Discovery
190

� A specialized form of document visualization for 

lawyers:

� Thousands of documents classified individually

� Clustering speeds things up drastically

� More accurate keyword detection

� Auto-classification with measures of confidence

� ... Very profitable sector already!

Attenex.com, 2008



Navigating Email and IM Chat
191

� Existing visualizations use only surface 

characteristics (letter/word counts, punctuation, 

meta-data)

� Imagine navigating your email/chat history 

thematically

Thread Arcs (Kerr, 2003)BubbaTalk (Tat and Carpendale, 2002)

Managing Streaming Data
192

� RSS feeds from news and blogs

� Facebook/Twitter updates

� Academic journals/library update services

� Social vis community is very active here, 

appropriating whatever CL methods they can 

figure out!



193

InfoVis to Further CL Research

Structural Comparisons
194

� Visualization to show similarities and differences 

in data structures:

� Comparing parse trees and parse representations

� Comparing ontologies, other knowledge sources

� Language change over time

� Lexical semantic distance measures

� Others?



Exploratory Data Analysis
195

� Visualizing corpora

� Quality control

� Deep investigation of inter-annotator agreements

� Discover areas of imbalanced data coverage

� Interactive exploration of parameter spaces

� “What changes when I adjust this parameter?”

Scented Widgets Willett et al., InfoVis 2007

Understanding NLP Processes
196

� “Live” visualization of automata

� Dialogue system construction

� Visualizing non-determinism

� Visualizing uncertainty in parametric models

� Visualization of chart pruning and beam search

� Hypothesis tracking 

� Machine translation

� Speech recognition

� Others?



197

http://www.infovis-wiki.net � Research & Education � Linguistic Visualization 

or Search “linguistic visualization wiki”

CHRISTOPHER COLLINS

CCOLLINS@CS.UTORONTO.CA

GERALD PENN

GPENN@CS.UTORONTO.CA

SHEELAGH CARPENDALE

SHEELAGH@UCALGARY.CA
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